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Preface

The year 2008 was globally characterised by turbulence. The oil price has undergone changes leading to
extremes on both ends, with neither of them being predicted by analysts. Similar developments could be
observed on the stock market. In contrast to the current economical turbulence, the WIT consortium can
look back to a steady and successful year 2008.

With eighteen sponsors, we have reached a historical high. This is the largest number of sponsors we
have had since the consortium was established in 1997. In addition to the funding from our sponsors, all
WIT research teams are supported through governmental and public agencies as well. This support not only
covers staff salaries, infrastructure, computers, and CPU time on high performance computing systems, but
it also provides for dedicated research projects. All of these contributions enable us to maintain an excellent
and creative research environment.

Not surprisingly, these conditions are also very attractive for students. Thanks to close cooperation
with our sponsors, our students not only receive a high level education but also have the opportunity to
gain insight and experience working for the exploration industry.

As in previous years, WIT researchers were very active in 2008. They have participated in many
meetings, workshops, and conferences including the EAGE and SEG annual meetings, as well as given
invited presentations. You can find a detailed account of our activities and publications in 2008 on the WIT
web site at www.wit-consortium.de

The 2008 Annual Report contains the results of our work. You will find not only a continuation and
maturation of previous results but also new topics on leading edge methods for modelling and imaging
in acoustic and elastic media. The further development of the CRS work-flow also plays a major role in
the report. Considerable progress has been made on the use of CRS attributes for multiple suppression
and the potential of partial CRS stacks for amplitude-preserving data regularisation and pre-stack data
enhancement. For the second year now, you will find research results on full wave form inversion. We have
also continued our work in the field of imaging with passive seismics. Finally, the topic of converted waves
was picked up by the Hamburg and Campinas WIT teams. It will take on a prominent role in the future; as
will the research related to wave-equation migration.

The year 2008 also held a number of intense collaborations between the WIT research teams as well
as between WIT research teams and sponsors. Visits of sponsors and internships of students have led to
fruitful activities. A detailed account of the collaborations will be given during the 2009 Annual Meeting.
In the future, we will also document such activities on the WIT web site for convenience. To achieve this
goal, a major overhaul of the WIT web site is planned for 2009.

The support we receive through the WIT consortium has played a significant part in the research doc-
umented in this report. It helps us on our mission to perform leading edge research in seismic exploration
and to educate the next generation of geophysicists. On behalf of all WIT research teams, I want to express
our sincere appreciation for your continuous support on this mission.

Dirk Gajewski

7
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Summary: WIT report 2008

IMAGING

Amazonas et al. apply the complex Padé approximation to the acoustic wave equation for vertical trans-
versely anisotropic (VTI) media to derive a more stable FD and hybrid FFD/FD migration for such media.
Synthetic examples demonstrate the improved stability of the complex migration algorithms as compared
to their real counterparts.

Amazonas et al. implement SSPSPI and complex Padé FFD migrations using the amplitude corrections
determined by the true-amplitude one-way wave equations. They demonstrate the amplitude gain using
these amplitude corrections on the synthetic SEG/EAGE salt model.

Anikiev et al. apply a modified diffraction stack for the localization of microtremors in a complex hetero-
geneous medium. The study shows that stacking is a suitable tool to localize acoustic emissions in strongly
heterogeneous media. However, first arrival traveltimes might not be adequate to localize low frequency
microtremor data even if the correct velocity model is assumed.

Baykulov and Gajewski performed partial CRS stacking to enhance the quality of sparse low fold seismic
data. They describe an algorithm, which allows to generate NMO-uncorrected gathers without the appli-
cation of inverse NMO/DMO. Gathers obtained by this approach are regularised and have better signal-to-
noise ratio compared to original common-midpoint gathers. The method is verified on 2D synthetic data
and applied to low fold land data from Northern Germany. Prestack depth migration of the generated par-
tially stacked CRS supergathers produces significantly improved common-image gathers as well as depth
migrated section.

Chira-Oliva et al. proposed the fourth-order CRS traveltime expansion as a new alternative for the seismic
stacking. The fourth-order CRS operator tested on simple synthetic models provide good stacked sections
with a higher S/N. Then, the investigated CRS operator simulates better the ZO sections than the conven-
tional CRS operator within larger offsets.

Dümmong and Gajewski are presenting a continued development of a multiple suppression method using
CRS attributes. Multiples are predicted on the CRS stacked section, prediction errors are addressed and
prestack seismograms generated with CRS attributes are adaptively subtracted from the original data.

Garabito et al. propose a new method for migrating two-dimensional (2D) multicoverage seismic data
to zero-offset section, i.e., Migration to Zero-Offset (MZO). It is based on the Commom Reflection Sur-
face (CRS) stack formulas that are used to approximate the diffraction stack operator, and to produce a
demigration of the zero-offset stacked data. This new approach, so called CRS-MZO, is applied to syn-
thetic and real land datasets.

Köhn et al. discuss the first results of elastic full waveform tomography of synthetic multicomponent
reflection seismic data. Starting from a long wavelength model for the elastic material parameters the
waveform tomography result can resolve details below the seismic wavelength. The influence of different
parameterizations and preconditioning operators on the tomography result will be discussed.

9
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Kurzmann et al. investigate the performance of full waveform tomography (FWT) for a transmission
and a reflection geometry. Especially the progress of the FWT for a reflection geometry is very sensitive
to the starting model. Additionally we show possibilities to increase the performance of our time-domain
implemention, such as step length optimization and shot parallelization.

Schleicher et al. show that image-wave propagation in the common-image gather (CIG) domain can
be combined with residual-moveout analysis for iterative migration velocity analysis. For this purpose,
the CIGs obtained by migration with an inhomogeneous macrovelocity model are continued starting from
a constant reference velocity. The interpretation of continued CIGs as obtained from residual migrations
leads to a correction formula that translates the residual flattening velocities into absolute time-migration
velocities.

Schleicher and Costa demonstrate that information about the migration velocity can be extracted from
path-integral migration. The idea of path-integral imaging is to sum over the migrated images obtained for
a set of constant migration velocities. By doing so twice, weighting one of the stacks with the velocity
value, the stationary velocities that produce the final image can then be extracted by a division of the two
images.

Soleimani and Mann combine concepts of DMO correction and CRS stack to properly handle conflicting
dip situations during stacking. Based on the CRS traveltime approximation for diffraction events, coher-
ence analysis and stacking are performed separately for any fixed plausible emergence angle within a given
range, followed by a superposition of all contributions. For synthetic data we demonstrate the enhancement
of diffraction events in the stacked section and their undisturbed superposition with other events. For real
data, the approach leads to an improved imaging of faults in the poststack migration results.

Vanelle and Gajewski suggest a new method to combine PP and PS data to obtain a shear velocity model.
The method is based on the NIP wave tomography and uses wave field attributes determined with common
reflection surface stacking of the data in combination with ray tracing.

Veile and Mann discuss the double diffraction stack method in the context of limited-aperture Kirch-
hoff migration. The common-reflection-surface stack method provides useful attributes to estimate the size
of the optimum migration aperture for zero-offset and its displacement with increasing offset. In practice,
the center of the aperture, the location of the stationary point, has to be associated with the corresponding
depth point in the migrated domain, e. g. by numerical calculation of the dip of the migration operator. We
investigate whether the double diffraction stack is a reliable alternative for that purpose and present first
preliminary results.

MODELING

Kaschwich and Bolin: Illumination maps are a useful tool for survey planning and for QC of amplitudes
picked on selected target horizons. The Simulated Migration Amplitude technique (SMA) is a ray-based
un-weighted Kirchhoff migration of synthetic data around seismic reflectors. In order to enhance illumi-
nation mapping for hydrocarbon exploration and reservoir imaging in complex subsurface structures, we
present the extension of the SMA to converted waves and in anisotropic media and incorporate noise and
attenuation effects.

OTHER TOPICS

Gajewski et al. present a passive seismic real data case study of a hydraulic injection experiment at the
German continental deep drilling site KTB and show the influence of anisotropy on the localization of
events. For this data the location of events and the shape of the event cloud are substantially altered if the
anisotropy is neglected.

Lima et al.: presents a new interactive platform, called BOTOSEIS, that is used to facilitate the appli-
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cation of the Seismic Unix (SU) package, which was developed by the Center of Wave Phenomena (CWP)
of the Colorado School of Mines. The BOTOSEIS is built for applying the SU programs by means of
graphical user interface. It is developed in Java programming language. The BOTOSEIS platform deserves
for creating and managing projects, lines and flowcharts from only one interactive environment. By using
the BOTOSEIS the user can run and control several process at one time, and also easily include new SU
based applications.

Santos et al. show that the complete set of CRS parameters can be extracted from seismic data by an
application of modern local-slope-extraction techniques. The necessary information about the CRS param-
eters is contained in the slopes of the common-midpoint and common-offset sections at the central point.
In this way, the CRS parameter extraction can be sped up by several orders of magnitude.

Ursin et al. extend the kinematical approach of the PP + PS = SS method to second-order traveltimes
of the SS-waves. By using the concept and properties of surface-to-surface propagator matrices, the prop-
agator matrix of the SS-wave of a target reflector is explicitly obtained from the propagators of the PP- and
PS-wave of the same reflector. Given that the elastic parameters describing S-wave velocities are known
along the acquisition surface, this permits to determine the relative geometric spreading of the SS-wave,
leading to a better reconstruction of the amplitude of the simulated SS-wave. Under isotropic conditions,
the second-order derivatives of the SS-traveltime can, in the same way as for PP-waves, be applied to a
tomographic estimation of the S-wave velocity model.

Vanelle and Gajewski suggest a method to evaluate Snell’s law in the presence of anisotropy. Their
technique is based on first-order perturbation theory and can be used to solve the reflection/transmission
problem at a boundary between two anisotropic media with arbitrary symmetry.





I

Imaging
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2D ANISOTROPIC COMPLEX-PADÉ HYBRID
FINITE-DIFFERENCE DEPTH MIGRATION

D. Amazonas, R. Aleixo, J. Schleicher and J. Costa

email: daniela.amazonas@gmail.com
keywords: Wave-equation migration, anisotropy, complex-Padé approximation

ABSTRACT

Standard real-valued finite-difference (FD) and Fourier finite-difference (FFD) migrations cannot han-
dle evanescent waves correctly, which can lead to numerical instabilities in the presence of strong
velocity variations. A possible solution to these problems is the complex Padé approximation, which
avoids problems with evanescent waves by a rotation of the branch cut of the complex square root.
In this paper, we apply this approximation to the acoustic wave equation for vertical transversely
anisotropic (VTI) media to derive more stable FD and hybrid FD/FFD migrations for such media.
Our analysis of the dispersion relation of the new method indicates that it should provide more stable
migration results with less artifacts and higher accuracy at steep dips. These studies lead to the con-
clusion that the rotation angle of the branch cut that should yield the most stable image is 60◦. This
result is confirmed by the numerical impulse responses and synthetic data examples.

INTRODUCTION

Wave-equation migration algorithms have performed better than ray-based migration methods when the
velocity model has strong lateral velocity variations. One drawback of one-way wave-equation migra-
tions, though, is their general difficulty to image steep dips. However, recent advances, particularly for
finite-difference (FD) (Claerbout, 1971) and Fourier finite-difference (FFD) migrations (Ristow and Rühl,
1994) can provide wide-angle approximations for the one-way continuation operators, thus improving the
imaging of steep-dip reflectors.

However, standard real-valued FD and FFD migrations cannot handle evanescent waves correctly (Mil-
linazzo et al., 1997). As a consequence, FFD algorithms tend to become numerically unstable in the
presence of strong velocity variations (Biondi, 2002). To overcome this limitation, Biondi (2002) proposes
an unconditionally stable extension for the FFD algorithm. Earlier, Millinazzo et al. (1997) proposed a
different approach to treating these evanescent modes in ocean acoustic applications, introducing an ex-
tension of the Padé approximation called complex Padé. It consists of a rotation of the branch cut of the
square-root operator from the negative axis into the complex plane. The complex Padé expansion has been
used in applied geophysics. Zhang et al. (2003) use the method in finite-difference migration. However,
their implementation is not optimized for wide angles. Zhang et al. (2004) propose an FFD migration
based on a different realization of complex Padé. Recently, Amazonas et al. (2007) derived FD and FFD
algorithms using the complex Padé approximation for isotropic media to handle evanescent waves. They
demonstrated that this procedure stabilizes FD and FFD migration without requiring special treatment for
the migration domain boundaries and enables an accurate migration up to higher dips.

All these methods are based on approximations to the acoustic wave equation. However, the acoustic
wave equation can only be generalized to include elliptic anisotropy. More complex anisotropic phenomena
cannot be described by a physically meaningful scalar wave equation. Thus, Alkhalifah (1998) used the
dispersion relation for vertical transversely isotropic (VTI) elastic media to derive an approximate acoustic
wave equation for P-waves in VTI media. Based on his work, several authors have developed anisotropic

mailto:daniela.amazonas@gmail.com
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FD and FFD migration methods (Ristow, 1999; Han and Wu, 2005; Nolte, 2005; Zhang et al., 2005).
Generally, FD migrations are cheaper but suffer from a pseudo S-wave artifact. To overcome this problem,
Fei and Liner (2008) proposed a hybrid FFD and FD algorithm for VTI media. In this paper, we combine
the ideas of these authors with the complex Padé approximation to derive a more stable FD algorithm for
VTI media.

METHOD

According to Alkhalifah (2000), the acoustic wave equation for VTI media is given by

∂2P

∂t2
= (1 + 2η)v2

n

∂2P

∂x2
+ v2

p0

∂2P

∂z2
− 2ηv2

nv
2
p0

∂4F

∂x2∂z2
, (1)

where P is the VTI-acoustic wavefield, vp0 is the vertical P-wave velocity of the medium, and vn is the
NMO velocity, given by

vn = vp0

√
1 + 2δ. (2)

Moreover, the anellipticity parameter η is given by

η =
ε− δ

1 + 2δ
, (3)

where ε and δ are Thomsen’s parameters (Thomsen, 1986). Alkhalifah and Tsvankin (1995) demonstrated
that a representation in terms of just two anisotropic parameters, vn and η, is sufficient to represent time-
related processing. Finally, F is the second integral in time of P , i.e.,

F (x, z, t) =
∫ t

0

∫ t′

0

P (x, z, τ)dτ dt′. (4)

Applying the Fourier transform in x, z and t to equation (1) leads to the following dispersion relation

k2
z =

v2
n

v2
p0

(
ω2

v2
n

− ω2 k2
x

ω2 − 2ηv2
n k

2
x

)
, (5)

where kx is the horizontal wavenumber and ω is the angular frequency,
From Fei and Liner (2008), we use the following notation

u2 =
k2

x v
2
n

ω2
. (6)

Taking the square root of equation (5) using equation (6) yields

kz =
ω

vp0

√
1− u2

1− 2η u2
, (7)

where the sign for downward propagation has been chosen. For η = 0, equation (7) reduces to the ellip-
tically anisotropic one, which differs from the isotropic one only by a constant scale factor vn/vp0. Note
that the anisotropic denominator is smaller than one, which makes anisotropic migration generally more
unstable than isotropic migration.

In analogy to the small dip-angle approximation of the corresponding isotropic expression (Ristow and
Rühl, 1994), the square root in equation (7) can also be expanded into a Taylor series at point u = 0 (Fei
and Liner, 2008). This leads to√

1− u2

1− 2η u2
≈ 1− 1

2
u2 − g2

8
u4 − g3

16
u6, (8)

where

g2 = 1 + 8η, (9)
g3 = 1 + 8η + 32η2. (10)

Note that setting η = 0, i.e., g1 = g2 = 1 in equation (8) recovers the approximation of Ristow and Rühl
(1994), which is valid for isotropic or elliptically anisotropic media.
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Complex Padé FD approximation

In this section, we derive the complex Padé approximation for the above dispersion relation, because we
want a steep-dip approximation and improved stability by better handling of evanescent waves. For this
purpose, we have to represent the square-root in equation (7) using the complex Padé expansion.

Real Padé approximation A formal representation for square-root operator is based on the Padé expan-
sion (Bamberger et al., 1988): √

1−X2 ≈ 1−
N∑

n=1

anX
2

1− bnX2
, (11)

where for our anisotropic kz of equation (7),

X2 =
u2

1− 2η u2
. (12)

The number of terms N of the expansion should, in principle, be infinite, but in practice, generally two to
four terms suffice for a reasonable approximation. The coefficients an and bn are (Bamberger et al., 1988):

an =
2

2N + 1
sin2 nπ

2N + 1
, (13)

bn = cos2
nπ

2N + 1
. (14)

Equation (11) is known to provide an acceptable approximation up to a certain limiting dip angle. The
range of dip angles can be extended by using more terms in the series. However, if X2 > 1 in equation
(11), the left side is a purely imaginary number, while the right side remains a real-valued quantity. In other
words, the approximation breaks down. Physically, this means that approximation (11) cannot properly
handle evanescent modes. This causes numerical instabilities and is responsible for the unstable behavior
of the FFD algorithm in the presence of strong velocity variations (Biondi, 2002).

Complex Padé approximation To overcome these limitations, Millinazzo et al. (1997) proposed a com-
plex representation of the Padé expansion in equation (11). They achieve this goal by rotating the branch
cut of the square root into the complex plane. Their final expression is

√
1−X2 ≈ C0 −

N∑
n=1

AnX
2

1−BnX2
, (15)

where

An =
ane

−iα/2

[1 + bn(e−iα − 1)]2
, (16)

Bn =
bne

−iα

1 + bn(e−iα − 1)
, (17)

C0 = eiα/2

[
1 +

N∑
n=1

an(e−iα − 1)
1 + bn(e−iα − 1)

]
, (18)

where α is the rotation angle of the branch cut of the square root in the complex plane. The values An and
Bn are the complex Padé coefficients, with an and bn being the real ones as defined in equations (13) and
(14), respectively.

Thus, expanding kz of equation (7) into a complex Padé series, we find

kz =
ω

vp0

[
C0 −

N∑
n=1

AnX
2

1−BnX2

]
(19)
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Figure 1: Complex Padé FD approximation for the dispersion relation of the one-way wave equation,
computed with three terms and different rotation angles. First: α = 5◦, Second: α = 45◦, Third: α = 60◦,
Forth: α = 75◦, Fifth α = 90◦. Left: Real part. Right: Imaginary part.
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with X defined in equation (12). This is the 2D anisotropic complex-Padé finite-difference depth migration
operator in VTI media. Note that, as before, setting η = 0 in equation (12) leads to the corresponding
operator for isotropic and elliptically anisotropic media.

To evaluate the quality of the complex Padé FD approximation (19), Figure 1 shows its comparison with
the exact dispersion relation and its real Padé approximation for a homogeneous medium with ε = 0.21 and
δ = −0.032, i.e., η = 0.17. Corresponding tests with different values of η exhibit a similar behavior. The
FD approximation was calculated using three terms of the Padé series with five different rotation angles
of α = 5◦, α = 45◦, α = 60◦, α = 75◦, and α = 90◦. The improvement in the approximation of the
real part of the dispersion relation with increasing α is evident. The blessings are a bit more mixed for
the imaginary part. While the approximation in the evanescent region improves for increasing α, there is
a short interval of negative imaginary part immediately before the evanescent region, which increases with
α. Note that this negative imaginary part will cause the corresponding waves to increase exponentially,
thus causing instabilities.

For this reason, the best Padé FD approximation of the imaginary part is actually achieved for a rotation
angle of about 60◦, where the approximation of the real part is already quite good while there is still no
zone of negative imaginary part. Since the main numerical instabilities of an FD migration are caused by
incorrectly treated evanescent waves, it is to be expected that a rotation angle of about 60◦ will produce
the cleanest migrated image with the least artifacts. Note, however, that even a rotation by a small angle
improves the behavior of the FD approximation (see top part of Figure 1). Although it creates rather strong
fluctuation in the evanescent domain of the real part of kz , it already introduces a nonzero imaginary part,
meaning that the incorrect evanescent modes at least will be attenuated. In this respect, it is important to
note that the peaks in the imaginary part, representing the strongest damping, coincide with peaks in the
real part that indicate the most incorrect propagation behavior.

Complex Padé FFD approximation

Using the complex the Padé expansion, we can also derive a corresponding 2D anisotropic complex-Padé
Fourier finite-difference depth migration operator in VTI media (see Appendix A). It is given by

kz =
ω

c

{√
1− c2

v2
n

u2 + C0(p0 − 1)−
N∑

n=1

An u
2

(
p0 − p2

n

1− (Bn + 2η +Bn p2
n)u2

)}
, (20)

where c is the constant velocity of the isotropic reference medium, and where p0 = c/vp0 and pn = c/vn.
Note that, equation (20) has a phase-shift part, a split-step part and a finite-difference part, like in the case
of the real Padé approximation (Ristow and Rühl, 1994). Our implementation of the third part of equation
(20) uses a Crank-Nicholson FD scheme.

To evaluate the quality of the complex Padé FFD approximation (20), Figure 2 shows its comparison
with the exact dispersion relation and its real FFD approximation for a homogeneous medium with p0 =
0.5, ε = 0.21 and δ = −0.032. The FFD approximation was calculated using terms of the series with five
different rotation angles of α = 5◦, α = 45◦, α = 60◦, α = 75◦, and α = 90◦. We immediately recognize
the improvement in the approximation of the real part of the dispersion relation in comparison to the real
Padé approximation. Its dependence on α, however, is negligible. On the other hand, the approximation of
the imaginary part in the evanescent region improves for increasing α. While the approximation does not
recover the imaginary part correctly, the damping of the evanescent waves increases with α, thus stabilizing
the migration process.

For this reason, the best Padé FFD approximation of the imaginary part is actually achieved for a
rotation angle of 90◦. Note, however, that even a rotation of 45◦ improves the behavior of the FFD approx-
imation (see Figure 2).

Hybrid FFD/FD migration

It is important to recognize that the acoustic VTI wave equation (1) has two solutions (Alkhalifah, 2000).
One of these solutions is the desired result representing a wavefront coincident with the elastic compres-
sional wavefront. The other solution is an additional event, which has previously been observed in full
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Figure 2: Complex Padé FFD approximation for the dispersion relation of the one-way wave equation,
computed with three terms and different rotation angles. First: α = 5◦, Second: α = 45◦, Third: α = 60◦,
Forth: α = 75◦, Fifth α = 90◦. Left: Real part. Right: Imaginary part.
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Figure 3: Real Padé (α = 0◦) FD migration for an impulse response for a constant-velocity VTI medium.
The anisotropy parameters are vp0 = 2800 m/s, ε = 0.21 and δ = −0.032.

waveform modeling. However, apparently this additional event was not always understood as a second
solution to the acoustic VTI wave equation. Therefore, it has been labeled as numerical artifact (Grechka
et al., 2004), sometimes called the pseudo-S-wave artifact Fei and Liner (2008). Alkhalifah (2000) solved
equation (1) analytically and observed that the undesired solution can be eliminated with proper initial
conditions. However, such initial conditions would have to be medium dependent and are thus very hard to
find.

Since the FD algorithm calculates a numerical solution of the above acoustic VTI wave equation, it will
generally find a superposition of both theoretical solutions. Tests by Alkhalifah (2000) indicate that the
second solution does not develop if the source is located in an isotropic region. Thus, he suggests to place
the source in an isotropic layer to suppress it.

Instead, Fei and Liner (2008) seek a more general algorithm that does not include the additional solu-
tion, so that the source can be placed arbitrarily in an anisotropic medium. They demonstrated that the event
can be eliminated by a hybrid application of FFD and FD migrations. Since we already have studied the
complex Padé approximation for both FD and FFD migration, it is only natural to use the idea developed
by Fei and Liner (2008) to propose a complex-Padé hybrid FD/FFD depth migration.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

As a next step, we investigate the numerical behavior of the proposed complex-Padé VTI FD and FFD
migration methods.

Impulse Response Test

First, we investigate the impulse response of the acoustic VTI wave equation (1). As a reference, Figure 3
shows the impulse response at t = 0.5 s of a real Padé (α = 0◦) FD migration for a homogeneous (constant
velocity, constant η) VTI medium. The source pulse is a Ricker pulse with peak frequency of 25 Hz. The
migration was carried out using three terms in the Padé expansion. The most prominent features in Figure 3
are the two strong events that are the two solutions of the acoustic VTI wave equation, i.e., the desired qP
wavefront and the undesired pseudo-S wave (V-shaped second arrival). Additionally, we immediately note
some background noise resulting from instabilities. These instabilities appear everywhere in the Figure,
even causing noncausal events. They are the largest at near horizontal propagation where the influence of
incorrectly treated evanescent waves is the strongest.

Figure 4 depicts the same impulse response of the corresponding complex Padé FD migration in the
same medium, using a rotation angle of α = 05◦, α = 45◦, α = 60◦, α = 75◦ and α = 90◦, respectively.
While the complex Padé approximation cannot eliminate the pseudo S-wave, it greatly reduces the insta-
bilities in all panels of Figure 4. Note in particular that even the rotation angle of 5◦ almost eliminates most
of the noncausal events in spite of its rather poor approximation of the evanescent part of the dispersion
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Figure 4: Complex Padé FD migration for an impulse response for a constant-velocity VTI medium. The
anisotropy parameters are vp0 = 2800 m/s, ε = 0.21 and δ = −0.032. First: α = 5◦, Second: α = 45◦,
Third: α = 60◦, Forth: α = 75◦, Fifth α = 90◦.
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relation.
As a final, more subtle difference between Figures 3 and 4, we note that while all impulse responses

have energy up to high propagation angles, the real Padé approximation produces a slightly stronger distor-
tion of the shape of the desired event at steep dips, causing it to bend inwards at the top. The improvement
achieved by the complex Padé representation is a consequence of the better approximation of the dispersion
relation in the high-angle range.

Comparing the complex Padé FD impulse responses of Figure 4 to each other, we observe that the
image for α = 60◦ is the best one. At α = 5◦, we still see the near horizontal artifacts of the evanescent
waves. The impulse responses for α = 45◦ and α = 60◦ are equally clean. Their main difference lies in
the slightly stronger inward bending of the vertical part of the impulse response at α = 45◦. At higher
rotation angles, the noncausal artifacts become stronger again. This is in agreement with the previous study
of the dispersion relations, which also indicated that α = 60◦ should be the best rotation angle for complex
Padé FD migration.

Figure 5 depicts the same impulse response of the corresponding complex Padé FFD migration in the
same medium, using a rotation angle of α = 05◦, α = 45◦, α = 60◦, α = 75◦ and α = 90◦, respectively.
Note that in these figures, the pseudo-S-wave artifacts do not appear. On the other hand, this method does
not provide a good aperture of the impulse-response, i.e., steep dips are strongly reduced. Moreover, the
real or complex FFD algorithm is more expensive than its corresponding FD counterpart.

Because of these drawbacks of FFD migration, Fei and Liner (2008) proposed a hybrid algorithm. This
algorithm is a combination of the FD and FFD algorithms. As its real counterpart, our complex-Padé
FD/FFD hybrid migration algorithm uses an FFD implementation for a few steps in z, for example 5 steps,
and then carries over to the FD implementation. This algorithm is greatly advantageous, because the com-
putation cost and accuracy is almost the same as that of the FD algorithm and it does not generate the
pseudo-S-wave artifact. Figure 6 shows the impulse response of the hybrid complex-Padé migration. This
figure is much cleaner the the FFD one, has more more pronounced steep dips, and a strongly reduced
pseudo S-wave. To generate the impulse response of Figure 6, we used the underlying complex-Padé ap-
proximation with the optimum rotation angles, i.e., the FFD algorithm with α = 90◦ and the FD algorithm
with α = 60◦.

Synthetic data test

We tested the complex-Padé migration algorithms on a synthetic data set courtesy of HESS. Figure 7 shows
the vertical P-wave model and the distribution of Thomsen’s (1986) parameters ε and δ. All images were
constructed using a cross-correlation imaging condition.

Figure 8 shows the anisotropic (top) and isotropic (bottom) migrated sections with optimal rotation
angle of α = 60◦. There are some spurious events because no multiple suppression was applied. The
primary reflection events appear clearly. As expected, the anisotropic migration is much better than the
isotropic one.

Anisotropic complex-Padé FD migration correctly positions all reflectors, even below the salt. Isotropic
complex-Padé FD migration does not completely focus the reflectors and has some with steeply dipping
events. Overall, the amplitude is weaker than that of anisotropic migration.

Figure 9 shows the anisotropic complex-Padé hybrid depth migration. Actually, the images of anisotropic
complex-Padé FD depth migration and anisotropic complex-Padé hybrid depth migration look practically
identical. The reason is that the HESS synthetic data set has its sources in an isotropic water layer, so that
the pseudo-S-wave artifact is not generated by the FD algorithm.

For this model with strong lateral velocity variations, real FD migration is unstable. Therefore, we
cannot compare the complex-Padé FD algorithm with its real counterpart. To indicate the problems, Fig-
ure 10 shows the the anisotropic (top) and isotropic (bottom) migrated sections using FD algorithm with
a small rotation angle of α = 5◦. The anisotropic migration (top) is still suffering from instabilities due
to incorrect treatment of the evanescent waves. The isotropic algorithm is somewhat more stable, so that a
small rotation of the branch cut is already sufficient to completely eliminate the instabilities.
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Figure 5: Complex Padé FFD migration for an impulse response for a constant-velocity VTI medium. The
anisotropy parameters are vp0 = 2800 m/s, ε = 0.21 and δ = −0.032. First: α = 5◦, Second: α = 45◦,
Third: α = 60◦, Forth: α = 75◦, Fifth α = 90◦.
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Figure 6: Hybrid complex-Padé migration for an impulse response for a constant-velocity VTI medium.
The anisotropy parameters are vp0 = 2800 m/s, ε = 0.21 and δ = −0.032. For the hybrid migration, we
used the optimum rotation angle for each individual algorithm, i.e., α = 90◦ for the FFD part and α = 60◦

for the FD part.

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have combined the anisotropic migration for VTI media using the acoustic VTI wave
equation of Alkhalifah (2000) with the complex Padé FD approximation of Amazonas et al. (2007) to
derive a more stable VTI migration method. Our studies of the dispersion relation of the new method
indicate that it should provide more stable migration results with less artifacts and higher accuracy at steep
dips. The best rotation angle of the branch cut turns out to be 60◦. This result is confirmed by the numerical
impulse responses. A synthetic data example demonstrates the improved stability and reduced artifacts of
complex Padé FD and FD/FFD hybrid migrations.
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APPENDIX A

.1 FFD DISPERSION RELATION

In this appendix we derive the FFD dispersion relation for VTI media. Starting from equation (7), we can
write

kz =
ω

c

√
1− c2

v2
n

u2 +
ω

c

[
c

vp0

√
1− u2

1− 2η u2
−

√
1− c2

v2
n

u2

]
, (21)

where c is the constant velocity of the isotropic reference medium. Introducing the notations p0 = c/vp0

and pn = c/vn, this can be recast into the form

kz =
ω

c

√
1− c2

v2
n

u2 +
ω

c

[
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√
1− u2
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√
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.(26)

Neglecting terms of fourth order,

kz =
ω
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ABSTRACT

In heterogeneous media, standard one-wave wave equations only describe the kinematic parts of one-
wave wave propagation correctly. For a correct description of amplitudes, the one-way wave equations
must be modified. In vertically inhomogeneous media, the resulting true-amplitude one-way wave
equations can be solved analytically. The corresponding amplitude modifications can be taken into
account in split-step and Fourier finite difference migrations in such a way that they use these true
amplitude one-way wave equations instead of the standard ones in order to implement a true amplitude
wave equation migration for zero-offset data. Synthetic data examples demonstrate that the technique
improves amplitude recovery in the migrated images.

INTRODUCTION

Many seismic migration methods, particularly those directly based on the wave equation, take only care
of the kinematic aspects of the imaging problem (i.e., the position and structure of the seismic reflectors),
while incorrectly treating the dynamics (amplitudes, related to the energy carried by the seismic wavefield).
However, as post-migration AVO and AVA studies are becoming more and more important, the correct
treatment of migration amplitudes becomes imperative.

In this work, we study wave-equation migration based on one-way wave equations. We are interested in
such one-way wave equations that correctly describe not only the traveltime but also the amplitude of the
resulting one-way waves. These one-way wave equations are referred to as true-amplitude one-way wave
equations.

In homogeneous media, the product of the two differential operators of the two one-way wave equations,
which are first-order differential equations, yields the differential operator of the full wave equation. The
one-wave wave operators allow to separate the full wavefield into its components traveling in different
directions. Generally, the factorization is used to split the wavefield into its up- and downgoing parts. In
this form, the one-way wave equations are useful in modeling and, principally, in migration.

In a homogeneous medium, traveltimes and amplitudes of the one-way waves, i.e., the solutions of the
so-obtained one-way wave equations are identical to those of the solution of the full wave equation. How-
ever, in inhomogeneous media, the use of the same one-way wave equation leads to different amplitudes
than those of the solution of the full wave equation.

Recently, Zhang et al. (2003) showed how to modify the differential operators of the one-way wave
equations such that, in zero-order ray approximation, the amplitudes are the same as those governed by the
full wave equation. They have shown how to use the modified one-way wave equations in finite-difference
true-amplitude common-shot wave-equation migration. Melo et al. (2006) transferred this idea to poststack
(zero-offset) phase-shift migration (Gazdag, 1978) using the true-amplitude one-way wave equations. They
solved these equations analytically and showed that amplitude correction can be achieved by a simple factor
to be applied at each depth step. Here, we generalize their ideas to poststack split-step (Stoffa et al., 1990)
and Fourier finite-difference (Ristow and Rühl, 1994) migration using the true-amplitude one-way wave
equations.

mailto:daniela.amazonas@gmail.com
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METHOD

We consider the two-dimensional acoustic wave equation

Lu = ∇2u− 1
c2
∂2u

∂t2
= 0 , (1)

where u = u(x, z, t) is the seismic wave field, and where the propagation velocity c may be constant or
depend on one or two spatial coordinates.

Ray equations

Let us start with the simple case of a velocity that depends only on depth, i.e., c = c(z). In this case,
the solution of equation (1) can be found using its Fourier transform in time as well as in the horizontal
coordinate, viz.

∂2u

∂z2
+ ω2p2

zu = 0 , (2)

where
pz =

kz

ω
= ± 1

c(z)

√
1− (c(z)px)2 , (3)

where kx is the wavenumber component relative to coordinate x and

kz = ±
√
ω2

c2
− k2

x = ±ω
c

√
1− (ckx)2

ω2
. (4)

The representation in the rightmost part of equation (4) was chosen so that the upper sign describes down-
ward propagation while the lower sign describes upward propagation.

Substitution of the ray ansatz

u(z, ω) = A(z) exp{iωτ(z)} , (5)

where A is amplitude and τ is traveltime, in the Helmholtz equation (2) leads to the eikonal and transport
equations (

∂τ

∂z

)2

= p2
z :

∂τ

∂z
= ±pz , (6)

and

2
∂τ

∂z

∂A

∂z
+
∂2τ

∂z2
A = 0 . (7)

Taking the derivative of the eikonal equation (6) with respect to z using Snell’s law ∂px

∂z = 0, we find

∂2τ

∂z2
= ±∂pz

∂z
. (8)

Substitution of this result in the transport equation (7) yields

±
[
2pz

∂A

∂z
+
∂pz

∂z
A

]
= 0 . (9)

While the vertical derivative of pz can be determined from equation (3) as

∂pz

∂z
= − 1

pzc3
∂c

∂z
, (10)

it will be more convenient below to recognize that for pz 6= 0, equation (9) is equivalent to

∂A

∂z
+

1
2
∂ ln(pz)
∂z

A = 0 . (11)

In the above expressions, the upper and lower signs refer to the down- and upgoing waves, respectively.
Note that both waves, independently of their predominant propagation direction, must satisfy the same
transport equation.
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TRUE-AMPLITUDE ONE-WAY WAVE EQUATIONS

For a constant medium velocity, it is easy to verify that the Helmholtz equation (2) can be factorized as[
∂

∂z
± ikz

] [
∂

∂z
∓ ikz

]
u = L±0 L

∓
0 u =

∂2u

∂z2
+ k2

zu = 0 , (12)

where

L+
0 =

[
∂

∂z
+ ikz

]
, L−0 =

[
∂

∂z
− ikz

]
(13)

are the differential operators of the one-way wave equations. Once we fix the sign of kz according to

kz = sgn(ω)

√
ω2

c2
− k2

x =
ω

c

√
1− (ckx)2

ω2
, (14)

L+
0 and L−0 describe downgoing and upgoing waves, respectively. Therefore, any solution of

L+
0 u

+ = 0 or L−0 u− = 0 (15)

is also a solution of the Helmholtz equation (2). This motivates the use of one-wave wave equations in
migration, where only downward propagation is required.

Let us now look for solutions of the one-way wave equations (15) of the type

u±(z, ω) = A±(z) exp{iωτ±(z)} . (16)

The resulting eikonal and transport equations read

∂τ±

∂z
= ±pz , (17)

∂A±

∂z
= 0 . (18)

We see that the eikonal equations (6) and (17) are identical, which reflects the well-known fact that
even in homogeneous media, the kinematics of the up- and downgoing waves are correctly described by
the one-wave wave equations. However, comparing the transport equations (7) and (18), we see that they

are identical only in homogeneous media, where
∂c

∂z
= 0 and consequently

∂pz

∂z
= 0

Therefore, for the one-way wave equations to correctly describe the amplitudes of the up- and downgo-
ing waves, at least up to zero-order ray theory, they need to be modified (Zhang et al., 2003). The simplest
way to do so is by adding a new term α± to the one-way wave operators L±0 . Doing so results in the
modified equations [

∂

∂z
± ikz + α±

]
u = 0 . (19)

Searching for solutions of the ray type in equation (16), we find the eikonal and transport equations

∂τ±

∂z
= ±pz , (20)

∂A±

∂z
+ α±A± = 0 . (21)

Comparing these equations with those obtained for the full wave equation [equations (6) and (7)], it is easy
to recognize that the eikonal equations are still the same. For the transport equations to be identical, both
α± need to be chosen as

α± = −1
2

1
p2

zc
3

∂c

∂z
=

1
2
∂

∂z
ln(pz) . (22)

Thus, the true-amplitude one-way wave equations read (Zhang et al., 2003){
∂

∂z
∓ iωpz −

1
2

1
p2

zc
3

∂c

∂z

}
u = 0 , (23)
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or, more conveniently, {
∂

∂z
∓ iωpz +

1
2
∂

∂z
ln(pz)

}
u = 0 . (24)

By construction, these equations describe up- and downgoing waves that possess, in zero-order ray theory
approximation, the same amplitudes and traveltimes as those described by the full wave equation.

SPLIT-STEP MIGRATION

Split-step migration was developed by Stoffa et al. (1990) to migrate stacked seismic data in two or three
dimensions. This migration method is implemented in the ω− x and ω− k domain and allow us to use for
small lateral variations in velocity around the reference velocity in the jth layer, cj .

Using the notation of last section, we can deduce the split-step approximation from the relation

iω

c

√
1 +

c2

ω2

∂2

∂x
=
iω

cj

√
1 +

c2j
ω2

∂2

∂x
+

 iω
c

√
1 +

c2

ω2

∂2

∂x
− iω

cj

√
1 +

c2j
ω2

∂2

∂x

 , (25)

where now c = c(x, z).
Expanding the first of the square roots inside the brackets in a Taylor series up to first order in c around

cj , we obtain

iω

c

√
1 +

c2

ω2

∂2

∂x
≈ iω

cj

√
1 +

c2j
ω2

∂2

∂x
+
iω

cj

(cj
c
− 1

)
. (26)

Substituting this approximation in the one-way wave equation, we have an equation with lateral-variation
correction

∂U(kx, z, ω)
∂z

=
iω

cj

√
1−

k2
xc

2
j

ω2
+
cj
c
− 1

P (kx, z, ω) . (27)

The solution of equation (27) can be put in the form

U ′(kx, zj+1, ω) = U(kx, zj , ω) exp

 iω

cj

√
1−

(
kx cj
ω

)2

(zj+1 − zj)

 , (28)

U(x, zj+1, ω) = U ′(x, zj+1, ω) exp
{
iω

(
1
c
− 1
cj

)
(zj+1 − zj)

}
, (29)

where U ′(x, zj+1, ω) is the inverse Fourier transform of U ′(kx, zj+1, ω).

COMPLEX PADÉ FOURIER FINITE DIFFERENCE MIGRATION

Following the methodology proposed by Ristow and Rühl (1994), Amazonas et al. (2007) rederived the
FFD algorithm using the complex Padé approximation (Millinazzo et al., 1997).

Ristow and Rühl’s FFD method can be obtained by the real approximation of the square root in brackets
in equation (25) (Ristow and Rühl, 1994),√

ω2

c2
+

∂2

∂x2
≈

√
ω2

c2r
+

∂2

∂x2
+
ω

cr
(p− 1)

{
1 +

c2

ω2
∂2

∂x2

a1 + b1
c2

ω2
∂2

∂x2

+
c2

ω2
∂2

∂x2

a2 + b2
c2

ω2
∂2

∂x2

+ ...

}
, (30)

where cr ≤ c is a constant reference velocity, and where the coefficients an, bn, n = 1, 2, 3, ... depend on
p = cr/c and c = c(x, z). Equation (30) can be interpreted as a real Padé approximation.

Amazonas et al. (2007) showed that a more stable FFD method uses the corresponding complex Padé
approximation, represented by the following expression

p

√
1 +

c2

ω2

∂2

∂x2
1

≈

√
1 +

c2r
ω2

∂2

∂x2
1

+ C0(p− 1) +
N∑

n=1

Anp(1− p) c2

ω2
∂2

∂x2
1

1 + σBn

(
c
ω

)2 ∂2

∂x2
1

, (31)
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where C0, An, and Bn are the complex Padé coefficients determined from the real ones by a rotation
of the branch cut of the complex square root (Amazonas et al., 2007). While the correct approximation
requires that parameter σ should be σ = 1+ p+ p2, numerical experiments showed that the heuristic value
σ = 1 + p3 yields a more accurate slowness curve.

Using the complex Padé FFD approximation in the kinematic part of the one way wave equation, we
have an equation with lateral variation correction

∂U(kx, z, ω)
∂z

=
iω

cj

√
1−

k2
xc

2
j

ω2
+ C0(p− 1) +

N∑
n=1

Anp(1− p)X2

1 + σBnX2

P (kx, z, ω) . (32)

To find the FFD contribution we have to solve a finite-difference scheme.

TRUE-AMPLITUDE MIGRATION

We now use the true-amplitude one-way wave equations to introduce amplitude control into split-step
phase-shift plus interpolation (SSPSPI) and complex-Padé FFD migrations. Thus, we need to solve the
true-amplitude one-way wave equation{

∂

∂z
− iωpz −

1
2
d

dz
ln(pz)

}
u = 0 , (33)

where pz is still given by equation (3).
Following Melo et al. (2006), the differential equation (33) can be solved by separation of variables.

Integration from initial depth z0 to final depth zf yields the expression for the wavefield uf at depth level
zf ,

uf = u0 exp
{
iω

∫ zf

z0

pz dz +
∫ zf

z0

1
2
d

dz
ln(pz)dz

}
= u0 exp

{
iω

∫ zf

z0

pz dz

}
exp

{∫ zf

z0

1
2
d

dz
ln(pz)dz

}
. (34)

Note that the first exponential term in equation (34) is nothing else but the phase correction term of con-
ventional Gazdag migration. The second exponential term gives rise to the amplitude correction in in-
homogeneous media, resulting from the correction term α in the true-amplitude one-way wave equation
(33).

Let us now suppose that the medium has a vertically varying velocity, i.e., c = c(z). To solve the
integral in the first exponential term, we again divide the depth interval [0, z] in Nz subintervals Ij =
{z|zj < z < zj+1; j = 0, 1, 2, ..., Nz − 1}. We then apply the solution (34) to each single layer, i.e.,
z0 = zj and zf = zj+1. Denoting the the wavefield at depth zj as uj = u(kx, zj , ω), we may thus write

uj+1 = uj exp

{
iω

∫ zj+1

zj

pz dz +
∫ zj+1

zj

1
2
d

dz
ln(pz)dz

}

= uj

√
pzj+1

pzj

exp

{∫ zj+1

zj

(iωpz)dz

}
. (35)

Thus, the true-amplitude expression for wave-equation migration reads (Melo et al., 2006)

uj+1 = uj

√
pzj+1

pzj

exp {iωp̄z(zj+1 − zj)} , (36)

where pzj
and pzj+1 denote the vertical slowness vector components at the top and bottom of the current

layer, while p̄z is the mean value of the function pz(z) in interval [zj , zj+1]. For practical purposes, p̄z

must be approximated by some reasonably chosen value based on the known values of pz . For example,
pure phase-shift migration uses the approximation p̄z = pzj

.
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Peak SSPSPI amplitude gain (%) FFD amplitude gain (%)

1 38.46 18.66
2 46.17 28.08
3 42.49 18.60
4 53.35 24.71
5 48.16 25.89
6 28.66 12.77
7 44.15 26.98
8 37.01 20.59
9 61.50 26.72

10 22.24 11.05
11 44.15 17.88
12 63.31 36.47
13 48.01 18.99
14 50.60 25.11
15 53.84 26.94
16 72.60 28.79

Table 1: Relative gain of the peaks as numbered in Figures 2 and Figure 4.

Clearly, the first approximations to true-amplitude split-step and FFD migrations are obtained by using
the corresponding square-root approximations (26) and (31) for pz in the phase term while keeping the
amplitude correction unchanged. Future studies will include the use of these approximations also for the
amplitude correction factor.

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

To test the numerical properties of the amplitude correction for SSPSPI and complex-Padé FFD migra-
tion, we applied the proposed algorithms with and without amplitude correction to synthetic data from the
SEG/EAGE salt model (Aminzadeh et al., 1995).

SSPSPI migration

For the SSPSPI migrations, we used a set of 20 reference velocities chosen between the minimum and
maximum velocity at the current depth level according to the entropy criterion of Bagaini et al. (1995).
Figure 1 shows the migrated sections obtained by the SSPSPI (top) and true-amplitude SSPSPI (bottom)
algorithms. We see that the true-amplitude algorithm produces a clearer image of the reflectors. Particularly
the bottom of the salt and subsalt reflectors have increased amplitudes. The colored lines indicate locations
for trace-to-trace comparisons.

To evaluate the result more quantitatively, we have extracted three traces from these sections, at the
horizontal positions of x = 3901.44 m (blue line in the sections), x = 7863.84 m (green line) and x =
11545.82 m (red line). These locations were chosen to represent three different areas of the model. The
leftmost position (blue line) is in the purely sedimentary region, the central position (green line) marks the
central part of the salt body, and the rightmost position (red line) cuts the right wedge of the salt body.

Figure 2 compares these three traces as obtained with the conventional (red) and true-amplitude (blue)
algorithm. The general amplitude enhancement is clearly visible. However, we note that not all reflectors
are enhanced by the same amount. The relative gain of the peaks as numbered in Figure 2 is quantified in
Table 1. These values corroborate our impression that the main amplitude enhancement is achieved for the
bottom-of-salt and subsalt reflectors.
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Figure 1: Migrated sections using SSPSPI depth migration. Top: Conventional algorithm; Bottom: true-
amplitude algorithm.
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Figure 2: Migrated traces using SSPSPI depth migration at the horizontal positions of x = 3901.44 m
(top), x = 7863.84 m (center) and x = 11545.82 m (bottom) as obtained with the conventional (red) and
true-amplitude (blue) algorithm.
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Bottom: true-amplitude algorithm.
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Complex Padé FFD migration

Our FFD migration used the smallest model velocity at the present depth level as the reference velocity
vr. Figure 3 shows the migrated sections obtained by the conventional (top) and true-amplitude (bottom)
complex-Padé FFD migration algorithms. As expected, the FFD algorithms produce a better image than
the corresponding SSPSPI algorithms. The comparison between the conventional and true-amplitude FFD
algorithms provides a similar picture as that for the SSPSPI migration. We see enhanced reflector ampli-
tudes, particularly at the bottom-of-salt and subsalt reflectors.

As before, we extracted three traces from these sections for a trace-by-trace comparison at the horizontal
positions of x = 3901.44 m (blue line in the sections), x = 7863.84 m (green) and x = 11545.82 m (red).
These traces from the conventional (red) and true-amplitude algorithms (blue) are compared in Figure 4.
As in the SSPSPI case, we see a general enhancement of the amplitudes, however not uniform. The relative
amplitudes gains are also presented in Table 1. We note that the general distribution of which reflectors
experience the strongest enhancement is very similar to the one of SSPSPI migration. However, the overall
amplitude enhancement in the FFD algorithm is about 50% reduced.

The reason for this different amplitude behavior is the fact that the amplitude correction for the FFD
algorithm is done using the reference velocity, which is the lowest velocity at the current depth level, while
the SSPSPI algorithm effectively uses reference velocities much closer to the true velocity. Moreover,
by interpolating wavefields after the amplitude correction, the SSPSPI algorithm even carries information
about the lateral velocity variations over to the amplitudes.

CONCLUSION

For a correct description of amplitudes in wave-equation depth migration, the one-way wave equations
must be modified (Zhang et al., 2003). The modified true-amplitude one-way wave equations can be
solved exactly for vertically inhomogeneous media (Melo et al., 2006). In this work, we have implemented
the resulting amplitude correction factor in split-step phase-shift plus interpolation (SSPSPI) and complex
Padé Fourier finite difference (CPFFD) migration algorithms, so as to carry out a true-amplitude wave-
equation migration for poststack (zero-offset) data. Synthetic data examples demonstrate that the technique
improves amplitude recovery in the migrated images. In the SEG/EAGE salt model, the main amplitude
enhancement was achieved for the bottom-of-salt and subsalt reflectors. The relative gain in amplitudes
was significantly higher for SSPSPI than for CPFFD migration.

In this work, we investigated the most basic approximations to true-amplitude SSPSPI and CPFFD
migrations, obtained by using their respective square-root approximations only in the phase term while
keeping the simple v(z)-amplitude correction unchanged. This explains the better amplitude recovery in
SSPSPI migration, which involves a wavefield interpolation at each lateral position after the propagation
and amplitude correction. In this way, it takes lateral velocity variations into account even in the amplitudes.
On the other hand, in CPFFD migration the amplitude correction is simply carried out with the reference
velocity, thus ignoring lateral velocity variations. Future studies will include the use of the respective
SSPSPI and CPFFD square-root approximations also for the amplitude correction factor.
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ABSTRACT

It was demonstrated previously that the localization of acoustic emissions generated by, e.g., hydraulic
injection, can be successfully performed using a modified diffraction stack. This conclusion also holds
for strongly heterogeneous media and for a sparse distribution of receivers. Recently, the observation
of microtremor data was proposed as a direct hydrocarbon indicator. These data are, however, much
lower in frequency content than acoustic emissions. Applying the stacking technique to low frequency
microtremor data indicates limitations of this method. The applicability of the ray method may be vi-
olated for strongly heterogeneous media and low frequency data. Such data are strongly affected by
triplications and the interference of arrivals. The strongest events are not attributed to the first arrival
but to later arrivals. Moreover, the moveout of these interfering high energy later arrivals is also dif-
ferent with respect to the first arrival. This leads to a focussing of the energy at a wrong depth position
if high frequency ray theory first arrival traveltimes are used to determine stacking trajectories. This
holds if the correct velocity model is used for the localization of the low frequency data. Localization
of seismic events by the modified diffraction stack is very well applicable to high frequency data like
acoustic emissions. For the localization of low frequency data, or more precisely, for data from envi-
ronments where the spatial wavelength of heterogeneities is smaller than the prevailing wavelength of
the signal, full wave form techniques like the reverse modeling approach give better results.

INTRODUCTION

The passive seismic method gains considerable momentum in the hydrocarbon industry. Locating passive
seismic events is a new technology for reservoir monitoring or direct observations of hydro-frac generation.
The localization of seismic events is a fundamental problem for passive seismic observations. New tech-
niques to localize acoustic emissions, i.e., events generated by hydraulic injections or hydro-fracing, were
recently suggested. These methods do not require arrival picking (Gajewski and Tessmer, 2005; Rentsch
et al., 2007; Gajewski et al., 2007). Another advantage of these techniques which rely on back projection of
energy recorded in the observing network is the focussing of events. This increases the detection level for
localization of weak seismicity. In this paper we apply the localization technique using a stacking approach
to backproject passive seismic observations (Anikiev et al., 2006, 2007; Gajewski et al., 2007). In this ap-
proach the subsurface is discretized and each subsurface location is considered to be a potential location of
a seismic event. A velocity model is assumed and the diffraction traveltimes for each subsurface location
are determined. These traveltime trajectories are used for stacking. Since the event time (i.e., zero time) is
not known in passive seismic studies the trajectory is moved through the whole time window of the data
under consideration and stacked for each time. The stack result is squared and forms the value of the so
called image function for this location. The source location corresponds to the position of the maximum of
the image function. For further details on the method we refere to Anikiev et al. (2006, 2007); Gajewski
et al. (2007) In this paper we apply the localization approach to backproject microtremor data , i.e., low
frequency non-stationary seismic data.

mailto:danikiev@earth.phys.spbu.ru
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Such data were suggested as a direct hydrocarbon indicator. Using passive seismic surface observations
low frequency spectral anomalies between 1-4 Hz were observed above the reservoir area but not outside
of it (see, e.g., Graf et al., 2007). It is speculated that these low frequency non stationary seismic signals
are a result of resonant oscillations of oil within the porous reservoir. Whether the spectral anomalies really
originate from the reservoir was not clear. Therefore Steiner et al. (2008b) applied the reverse modeling
technique of Gajewski and Tessmer (2005) to backproject the mircotremor observations to the subsurface.
In a synthetic and real data case study these authors obtained images showing a focussing of energy in
the reservoir area and therefore concluded that the microtremors in fact originated from the reservoir. The
images generated by these authors are contaminated by noise at the near surface. This is inherent to the
reverse modeling approach, since the amplitudes are always strongest at the receivers if no compensation
of spreading losses is applied and if a small number of receivers is used. It was also necessary to apply a
special imaging condition in order to enhance the weak energy of the microtremors. This motivated us to
apply the localization method based on a stacking approach also to low frequency microtremor data.

Since a complex velocity model was considered by Steiner et al. (2008b) we first investigate the in-
fluence of the prevailing signal frequency of stationary seismic events (i.e., acoustic emissions) on the
localization for this model. In the first part we study the localization of high frequency acoustic emissions
for a complex velocity model and a sparse receiver distribution. We further investigate its performance
on low frequency stationary data, i.e., low frequency seismic emissions. This was a prerequisite since the
synthetic microtremor data were generated for the complex model and low frequencies. In the second part
of the paper we apply the localization method to microtremor data. Acoustic and elastic representations of
the complex model are considered for both parts of the study.

VELOCITY MODEL

The velocity model used by Steiner et al. (2008b) is reproduced in Fig. 1. The green and blue colors
represent sedimentary layers of P-wave velocities between 1200 and 3000 km/s with a constant density of
2000 kg/m3. Velocities of about 6000 km/s indicate the crystalline basin with a density of 3000 kg/m3.
The computational grid for the modeling consits of 901 nodes in horizontal direction and 301 nodes in
vertical direction with a spacing of 10 m between nodes. Absorbing layers of 500 m width are introduced
to avoid reflections from the model boundaries. The area of the reservoir is indicated by black lines. It is
about 50 m thick and 2 km long. For the elastic case the S-wave velocities are determined from P-wave
velocities by application of a factor of 1/

√
2. This implies λ = 0 if the elastic properties of the medium are

described by Lame-Parameters λ and µ.

Figure 1: The velocity model and acquisition scheme. The colour legend on the right shows P-wave
velocities in m/s. The recording network of the synthetic experiment consists of 11 receivers at the surface
with a 750 m spacing indicated by yellow colors. The reservoir area is a thin zone indicated by black lines.
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TRAVELTIMES

In all localization studies we assume that the velocity model is known. A finite difference (FD) eikonal
solver (Vidale, 1988; Leidenfrost et al., 1999) was used to generate traveltimes for the above described
model (see Fig. 1). Results of traveltime computations for source positions at 0.75 km, 4.5 km and 6.0 km
are shown in Figs. 2, 3, 4, respectively. Since no smoothing was applied to the velocity model the traveltime
contours display some roughness in areas of strong velocity variations.

Traveltimes to all subsurface locations were computed for source locations at the 11 considered receiver
positions. The traveltimes from source locations in the subsurface to the 11 receivers are obtained by
resorting and assuming reciprocity. Since the velocity model was not smoothed this assumption might not
be applicable everywhere. It is, however, expected that the effect on the localization is negligible since
random traveltime errors will only affect the total amplitude of the stacked energy, i.e., the final value of
the image function but not the location of the maximum.
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Figure 2: Velocity model and traveltime time contours for a source at 750 m.

LOCALIZATION OF ACOUSTIC EMISSIONS

Acoustic emissions might be generated by hydraulic, CO2 or steam injection. Such injections are carried
out for enhanced oil recovery or CO2 sequestration. Acoustic emissions may also represent production
noise by retrieving oil or gas from the reservoir. The events are usually characterized by high frequencies
generated from point dislocation sources. Anikiev et al. (2007); Gajewski et al. (2007) have shown, that
the stacking method is a suitable tool to locate such events even when the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio is
rather poor. Prior to the application of the method to microtremor data we need to study its performance
for complex models and sparse receiver networks as well as its dependence on the frequency content of
the data. For this purpose we consider the model of Fig. 1 and a point source at x=5000 m and z=1500 m.
Acoustic and elastic wavefields are generated using a pseudospectral modeling method (Kosloff and Baysal,
1982; Reshef et al., 1988) and a time step of 0.5 ms with a total time of 4 s. We first consider the acoustic
case.

Acoustic case

Seismograms for the acoustic modeling are shown in Figures 5, 6. A Ricker signal (second derivative of
Gaussian) is used as source time function. We consider cut off frequencies of 60 and 30 Hz, representing
the spectral content of acoustic emissions observed at the surface and a signal with a cut off frequency of 4.5
Hz representing the spectral content of a microtremor signal. The prevailing frequencies in the considered
events are about half the cut off frequency. For the discussion of these figures we have to keep in mind that
traveltimes obtained by ray tracing or FD Eikonal solvers correspond to traveltimes for ω → ∞, i.e., the
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Figure 3: Velocity model and traveltime time contours for a source at 4500 m.
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Figure 4: Velocity model and traveltime time contours for a source at 6000 m.
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Figure 5: Seismograms for a point source in the acoustic heterogeneous medium (see Fig. 1). A Ricker
signal is used as source time function with 60 Hz (a) and 30 Hz (b) cut off frequency. First arrival traveltime
curves for the correct source position and source time are also shown.

traveltimes are high frequency (HF) traveltimes. More precisely, it is assumed that the spatial variations
in the model are small compared to the prevailing wavelength of the signal. More general this means that
all variations in velocity, amplitude, polarization, slowness are small compared to a characteristic length l
(Červený, 2001). Assuming an average velocity of 2100 m/s in the sediments the prevailing wavelength of
the considered 60, 30 and 4.5 Hz cut off frequency signals is about 70, 140, 933 m respectively.

Moreover, for FD eikonal solvers the computed traveltimes are not only HF traveltimes but always
correspond to the first arrival traveltimes, i.e., to the fastest propagating wave. In complex media, the
fastest propagating wave is not necessarily the most energetic arrival since we have triplications. This
is well known from Kirchhoff migration of reflection seismic data (Geoltrain and Brac, 1993). A good
reflection image for complex media is only obtained, if first and later arrivals or most energetic arrivals are
considered. In this case the resulting image displays the horizons with stronger amplitudes than an image
generated with first arrivals.

For the high frequency data the traveltimes determined with the Eikonal solver match the most energetic
events for most offsets (see Fig. 5). We can expect that a stack would provide the maximum amplitude at
the correct position for these data since the moveout of the first arrival matches fairly well the moveout of
the most energetic events in the seismograms. This is, however, not the case for the low frequency signal
of Fig. 6. Obviously, several events are interfering in this case. The moveout of the computed first arrival
traveltime does not correspond to the moveout of the interfering most energetic event in the seismogram.
Since the moveout in the data is considerably larger this will lead to a maximum in the imagefunction for
a source location at a smaller depth where the HF traveltime has a moveout similar to the event in the
seismograms.

This assumption is now checked by the application of the diffraction stacking localization procedure to
the synthetic data. For 60 Hz cut off frequency shown in Fig. 7 we see a distinct and unique maximum of
the image function at the correct source location which is indicated by black lines in this and all following
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Figure 6: Seismograms for a point source in the acoustic heterogeneous medium (see Fig. 1). A Ricker
signal is used as source time function with 4.5 Hz cut off frequency. First arrival traveltime curves for the
correct source position and source time are also shown.
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Figure 7: Localization of an explosive source (Ricker wavelet, 60 Hz cutoff frequency) in a heterogeneous
acoustic medium. Colour legend on the right shows amplitude of the image function. The exact source
location is indicated by dotted black lines.
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Figure 8: Localization of an explosive source (Ricker wavelet, 30 Hz cutoff frequency) in a heterogeneous
acoustic medium. Colour legend on the right shows amplitude of the image function. The exact source
location is indicated by dotted black lines.

figures of the image function. There is a large greenish area of higher amplitudes around the maximum
which is caused by the sparse system of receivers in this example (just 11 receivers). An increase in the
number of receivers would decrease the noise in the image function and enhance the amplitudes of the
maximum of the image. For the data with 30 Hz cut off frequency shown in Fig. 8 the situation is different.
Several spots with high amplitudes are present with the largest amplitude of the image function close to
the exact source location. The maximum is located about 200 m upwards and about 100 m to the right of
the exact location. For this example it would be difficult to decide which maximum really corresponds to
the source location although the highest amplitudes are observed closest to the source. The spatial extent
of this maximum is about twice the extent for the 60 Hz example.

For the signal with 4.5 Hz cut off frequency (Fig. 9) we again observe a distinct maximum with a spatial
extent of about 1000 m (red area in Fig. 9) which corresponds approximately to the prevailing wavelength
of this signal. The center of the maximum deviates by about 750 m from the exact source location. Since
the HF first arrivals do not match the moveout of the data (Fig. 6) the maximum appears at a too small
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Figure 9: Localization of an explosive source (Ricker wavelet, 4.5 Hz cutoff frequency) in a heterogeneous
acoustic medium. Colour legend on the right shows amplitude of the image function. The exact source
location is indicated by dotted black lines.

depth. The moveout of the event is considerably larger than the moveout of the first arrival. For this
example we obviously can not use HF first arrival traveltimes for localizing the event. In the next section
we consider the same model but for the elastic case where an explosive point source is used. In this case
we still have P-waves only but our wavefield is not a scalar one anymore but comprises the horizontal and
vertical components of the displacement vector.

Elastic study

The elastic model corresponds to the model shown in Fig. 1 where the S-velocities are obtained from the
P-wave velocities using a constant scaling factor of 1/

√
2. The elastic forward modelling with the pseudo-

spectral method generates seismograms for the horizontal and vertical component of the particle velocity.
The type of the source used in this study corresponds to an explosive source. Therefore, only P-waves
are generated. A Ricker signal with 4.5 Hz cutoff frequency is considered since the low frequency events
are most relevant to simulate microtremor data. Seismograms and first arrival HF traveltimes for the exact
source location and exact zero time for both components are shown in Fig. 10. Also for the elastic case
we observe the difference in arrival times of the first arrival HF traveltimes and the arrival of maximum
energy in the data. The explanation is as above: a combined effect of effective anisotropy and interfering
later arrivals with the major impact by the latter.

The localization of the event using the stacking approach for the elastic data is shown in Figs. 11 and 12.
The localization was applied to both components separately. The image functions for both localizations are
scaled by the same factor and can be directly compared. The image function of the horizontal component
has considerably smaller amplitudes than the vertical component which displays a distinc maximum with
an extension of about 300m (red area). The center of the maximum is shifted upwards with respect to
the exact source location. If we stack both image functions we obtain the result shown in Fig. 13 which
does not differ very much from the result for the vertical component since its amplitudes are dominating.
Compared to the acoustic data we obtain a more focused image function if elastic data are used.

From the numerical studies of this section we can conclude that the stacking approach to localize seis-
mic events works for high frequency acoustic emission even in complex media and for a low number of
receivers. More receivers would improve the amplitude of the image function and reduce the noise in the
section. For low frequency events where the prevailing wavelength is smaller than the spatial extent of the
complexities in the model localization errors are observed. The interference of events due to triplications
change the moveout of the maximum energy arrival compared to the first arrival. Since the stacking tra-
jectories are computed by an FD eikonal solver only high frequency first arrivals are modeled and a wrong
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Figure 10: Seismograms for an explosive source in an elastic complex heterogeneous medium for hori-
zontal (a) and vertical (b) component of particle velocity. A Ricker signal for 4.5 Hz cutoff frequency is
used as a source signal. First arrival HF traveltime curves for the exact source position and source time are
also shown.
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Figure 11: Localization of an explosive point source (horizontal component, 4.5 Hz cut off frequency
Ricker wavelet) for a complex elastic medium. The color legend on the right shows the amplitude of the
image function.

depth in the localization is obtained. For the localization of microtremor data this observation is significant
since these events represent low frequency data. In the next section we apply the stacking approach for
event localization to the synthetic microtremor data of Steiner et al. (2008b).
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Figure 12: Localization of an explosive point source (vertical component, 4.5 Hz cut off frequency Ricker
wavelet) for a complex elastic medium. The color legend on the right shows the amplitude of the image
function.
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Figure 13: Localization of an explosive point source (stack of vertical and horizontal component, 4.5 Hz
cut off frequency Ricker wavelet) for a complex elastic medium. The color legend on the right shows the
amplitude of the image function.

NUMERICAL STUDY: MICROTREMORS

Microtremor data are different from impulsive seismic events like acoustic emissions (stationary signals).
There is no first arrival for such kind of data. Microtremors produces continuous low-frequency “noise”
signals (non-stationary signals). The diffraction stacking method should be applicable to microtremor data
too since it considers all coherent energy at each time step. Thus, coherent energy should be imaged at the
location it originated from. The synthetic microtremor dataset used here is the same as in the in work of
Steiner et al. (2008b). A special forward modelling generates continuous microtremor signals similar to
natural ones. Continuous microtremors are generated by applying 574 individual, short-time low-frequency
sources with prevailing frequencies ranging between 1.5 Hz and 4.5 Hz (Ricker wavelet). These sources
are randomly distributed within the reservoir zone (black lines in Fig. 1) and randomly distributed within
the 108 seconds time window. The computations simulate the microtremor signal. The numerical time step
is 2.9 · 10−4 seconds. Horizontal and vertical particle velocities are computed throughout the time window
for a recording network of 11 seismometers at the model surface. The acquisition is the same as for the
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localization of the stationary signals as discussed in the previous section.
Steiner et al. (2008b) used two different types of sources in their simulations of microtremor signal.

Synthetic microtremor data were generated using explosive point sources which generate only P-Waves.
In another simulation Steiner et al. (2008b) used single force point sources to simulate the microtremor
signal. In our study we consider only the first case, i.e., the microtremor signal is comprised of P-waves
only. For this data no radiation correction need to be applied in the stack since an explosive point source has
an isotropic radiation characteristic. Synthetic microtremor seismograms simulated from explosive point
sources for the horizontal and vertical component of particle velocity are shown in Figs 14 a and b.

Localization by diffraction stacking was applied separately to the synthetic microtremor data for the
horizontal and vertical components. As above, stacking trajectories are computed for the velocity model of
Fig. 1 using an FD eikonal solver, i.e., the stack is performed for HF first arrival P-wave traveltimes. The
resulting image functions are shown in Figs. 15, 16 respectively. As for the stationary data in the previous
section, the amplitude of the image function for the horizontal component is considerably smaller than for
the vertical component. A zone of high amplitudes is observed above the reservoir area where the lateral
extent of this zone covers only the left part. The focal area of the image function represents the most likely
distribution of microtremors and could be treated as the possible reservoir area. The center of the zone
is about 300 m shallower than the reservoir zone. This coincides with the localization of low frequency
stationary data where the location of the maximum of the image function was also shifted to shallower
locations. The explanation here is the same as above. The model complexity combined with low frequency
wave propagation leads to effective anisotropy and interfering high amplitude later arrivals with a different
(i.e., larger) moveout than the moveout of the first arrival traveltimes. The stacking method for source
localization thus obtains a maximum of the image function at a too shallow level.

In Fig. 17 we have stacked the image functions of the horizontal and vertical component. The resulting
image, however, does not provide new insight into the localization. If we compare our results with the
localization performed by Steiner et al. (2008b) using a reverse modeling approach for the localization we
observe that the images obtained in our study show a much improved S/N ratio for shallow levels. This
could be important for, e.g., shallow reservoirs. We can further conclude that the stacking approach for
source localization is generally applicable to microtremor data. However, neither the depth nor the lateral
extent are properly imaged by the current stacking approach. This may be improved by considering most
energetic later arrival traveltime trajectories instead of first arrivals which is subject of an ongoing study.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

We have demonstrated in this study that the stacking approach for source localization is applicable to high
frequency acoustic emissions even if the velocity model is complex and the observing receiver network is
sparse. The stacking trajectories for these configurations are first arrival events which are easily generated
by an FD eikonal solver. Limitations of the method are met when low frequency seismic events, or more
precisely, events with a prevailing wavelength smaller than the spatial changes of the velocity model are
considered. In this case the localization of sources is not correct even if the correct velocity is used to
determine the first arrival stacking trajectories. For such data the most energetic events often originate by
interference of several events due to triplications. These events display a different moveout than the first
arrivals and are therefore stacked at a wrong depth.

In a later study we will compute HF later arrivals (i.e., most energetic arrivals) using ray tracing to
test, whether we can better image the source position with these traveltime trajectories. It is known from
Kirchhoff migration of reflection seismic data, that the inclusion of most energetic or later arrivals improve
the image quality (Geoltrain and Brac, 1993, see, e.g.,). Here, however, the account of most energetic
arrivals for the traveltime trajectories in the stack would not effect the stacking amplitude too much. The
amplitudes are stacked by first arrivals too but for the wrong depth. Most energetic later arrivals display
a different moveout and will stack the amplitudes for a different depth location. It is important to keep in
mind, that the absolute traveltime in the stacking approach is not important for localization since we move
the traveltime trajectory through the whole data window. As soon as coherent energy is present along the
trajectory it contributes to the image function. The moveout of the stacking trajectory is the parameter
which steers the localization and the moveout of later or most energetic arrivals is usually different from
the moveout of first arrivals.
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Figure 14: Synthetic seismograms simulating microtremor signals in a complex heterogeneous model (see
Fig. 1). Horizontal component (a) and vertical component (b) of particle velocity are displayed.
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Figure 15: Image function of horizontal component for the localization of microtremors in a complex
heterogeneous medium (see Fig. 1). The colour legend on the right shows amplitude of image function.
The reservoir area is marked with black lines.
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Figure 16: Image function of vertical component for the localization of microtremors in a complex het-
erogeneous medium (see Fig. 1). The colour legend on the right shows amplitude of image function. The
reservoir area is marked with black lines.

Another factor contributing to changes in moveout is anisotropy which is controlled by, e.g., Thomsen’s
δ parameter. Even for this isotropic model effects of effective anisotropy may be present if the wavelength
of the signal is considerably larger than the scale of heterogeneity in the model. This would, however,
indicate that we are operating at the limit of the applicability of the ray method (Červený, 2001) for the
complex isotropic model. This influence of effective anisotropy is very difficult to quantify since it depends
on the model and the ray path. The δ parameter is usually not very large (about 0.1 – 0.2) and thus influences
the moveout not too much. Comparing the moveout of the first arrival traveltime in Fig. 6 with the actual
moveout in the data it appears unlikely that effective anisotropy alone can account for this. It is most likely
a combined effect of effective anisotropy and high energetic later arrivals with the stronger impact by the
latter.

The localization of microtremor by the stacking approach appears principally possible. For complex
models, however, the traveltime trajectories for the stack should comprise most energetic arrivals which
display a different moveout than the first arrivals. The source images using the stacking approach have
an improved S/N ratio for shallow levels when compared to other approaches for the localization of micro
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Figure 17: Stacked result of localizations for horizontal and vertical component of microtremors in a
complex heterogeneous medium. The colour legend on the right shows the amplitude of the stacked image
function. The reservoir area is marked with black lines.

tremors, like the reverse modeling approach. This can be of particular importance if shallow reservoirs
are considered. Reverse modeling also requires a special imaging condition in order to map micro tremors
which leads to some image processing Steiner et al. (2008a).
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ABSTRACT

A partial Common Reflection Surface (CRS) stacking method is developed to enhance the quality
of sparse low fold seismic data. Kinematic wavefield attributes computed during the automatic CRS
stack are used to enhance the prestack data. A multi-parameter CRS traveltime formula is used to
compute partial stacked CRS supergathers. We developed an algorithm, which allows to generate
NMO-uncorrected gathers without the application of inverse NMO/DMO. Gathers obtained by this
new approach are regularised and have better signal-to-noise ratio compared to original common-
midpoint gathers. Instead of the original data, these improved prestack data can be used in many
conventional processing steps, e.g., velocity analysis or prestack depth migration, providing enhanced
images and better quality control. We verified the method on 2D synthetic data and applied it to low
fold land data from Northern Germany. The synthetic examples show the robustness of the partial
CRS stack in the presence of noise. Sparse land data were regularised, and the signal-to-noise ratio
of the seismograms was increased as a result of the partial CRS stack. Prestack depth migration of
the generated partially stacked CRS supergathers produced significantly improved common-image
gathers as well as depth migrated sections.

INTRODUCTION

The quality of reflection seismic data is very important for seismic processing. It depends on a number of
factors, e.g., the topography of the Earth surface, the complexity of the subsurface, and the technical equip-
ment used in the acquisition stage. The presence of natural and anthropogenic factors can also affect land
seismic measurements (see, e.g., Stolt, 2002; Spitzer et al., 2003; Chandola et al., 2004). Inhomogeneities
in the subsurface, the presence of fault structures and strong velocity contrasts like in the areas of salt plugs
lead to a decrease of the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of the data.

Quite often the quality of old seismic reflection data, which needs to be reprocessed, is comparably low,
because of the short maximum offsets, irregular acquisition, and low CMP fold. All these factors lead to
a more complicated workflow to precondition the data for velocity analysis, velocity model building and
other processes. The quality of time and depth migrated stacked sections is consequently poor. The prestack
common midpoint (CMP) gathers of real land data may contain sparse seismograms located irregularly over
the short offset range. Regularisation of seismograms and filling the gaps in case of missing data is usually
performed using different binning and interpolation techniques (see, e.g., Brune et al., 1994; Yilmaz, 2001;
Stolt, 2002; Fomel, 2003; Spitzer et al., 2003; Chandola et al., 2004; Herrmann et al., 2008).

The Common Reflection Surface (CRS) stack technology based on multi-parameter stacking (see, e.g.,
Müller, 1999; Jäger et al., 2001; Mann, 2002) was already successfully applied by Yoon et al. (2008) and
Baykulov et al. (2008) to enhance the time sections of old low fold seismic reflection data from Northern
Germany. In this paper we show the possibility of the CRS stack method to improve the quality of 2D
prestack data. The CRS traveltime formula, where the dip of the reflector element is incorporated, is used
to compute new partially stacked CRS supergathers, where each trace is a result of summation of data

mailto:mikhail.baykulov@zmaw.de
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along the CRS stacking surface. The number and location of traces in the produced supergathers can be
defined, e.g., to fill areas of missing offsets. Since no interpolation, but a summation of data is performed,
the method is very robust in the presence of non-coherent noise. Moreover, the regularisation of traces
can be performed with the partial CRS stack. The CRS stacking surface approximates the traveltimes of
seismic reflection data more precisely than the NMO/DMO stack (see, e.g., Müller, 1999; Jäger et al.,
2001). Therefore, the application of the CRS stacking surface to produce regularised data can be superior
to the methods based on the conventional NMO/DMO and binning/interpolation techniques described by
Brune et al. (1994).

THEORY

CRS stacking surface

The CRS stack is a multi-parameter stacking technique. The CRS stacking surface (see Figure 1) results
from approximating the true subsurface reflector by a reflector element that locally has the same curvature
as the true reflector. The traveltime t of reflection events is described by three parameters α, Rn and Rnip

in a hyperbolic formula:

t2(m,h) =
(
t0 +

2sinα
V0

m
)2

+
2t0cos2α

V0

(m2

Rn
+

h2

Rnip

)
, (1)

where h is half source-receiver offset, m is the midpoint displacement with respect to the considered
CMP position, and t0 corresponds to the zero offset (ZO) two-way traveltime (TWT). In equation 1 α is
the angle of emergence of the ZO ray, V0 is the near surface velocity, Rn and Rnip are radii of curvature
of the normal (N) wave and normal-incidence-point (NIP) wave, respectively. The N- and NIP-waves
are generated by two hypothetical one-way experiments (see Hubral, 1983). Rnip can be associated with
the distance from the reflector element to the observation surface, and Rn is a measure for the CRS’s
curvature. However, the exact position of the reflector element can be defined only after performing a
seismic inversion procedure, e.g. the NIP-wave tomography, as implemented by Duveneck (2004). In the
following the parameter triplets (α, Rn and Rnip) are referred to as the CRS parameters.

Depending on the maximum CMP displacement m, the CRS stacking surface (green grid in Figure 1)
contains a number of traces larger than the number used during the conventional CMP stack (magenta line
in Figure 1). The choice of the maximum midpoint displacement m is important for the resulting lateral
resolution of the following processing results. The size of the first projected Fresnel zone is a good guidance
for this parameter which can be interpreted as the lateral extension of the stacking operator. However, the
CMP stack can be considered as a special case of the CRS stack with the maximum midpoint displacement
m = 0. In that case, the equation 1 transforms into the classical CMP stacking formula:

t2(h) = t20 +
4h2

V 2
nmo

, (2)

where Vnmo =
√

2V oRnip
t0cos2α is the stacking velocity.

Partial CRS stack

Partial CRS stack calculates a stacking surface around a specified point defined by its offset and traveltime
coordinates in a chosen CMP location, and performs the summation of data along that surface. The result
of summation is assigned to a new sample with the same CMP, offset, and time coordinates. Repeating this
procedure for all desired points generates a new gather that is called (partially stacked) CRS supergather
in the following. In Figure 1 the partial CRS stack surface is shown as a red grid around the specified event
(red point) in a chosen CMP gather. That surface coincides locally with the CRS stack surface shown as a
green grid, but the size of the partial CRS stacking surface is smaller than that of the CRS stack surface.

The partial CRS stacking surface is defined by the zero-offset (t0) time of the considered point and
the corresponding CRS parameters. The size of the surface may vary from the size of the CRS stack
surface described in the previous section. Although it may be a good choice to use the same size of the
surface as it is used for the CRS stack, the maximum offset or midpoint displacement from the chosen point
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Figure 1: CRS stacking surface for a constant velocity medium. The CRS stack sums the data along the
green surface and assigns the result to the point P0. The stacking surface results from approximating the
true subsurface reflector by a reflector segment that locally has the same curvature as the true reflector.
The partial CRS stack performs the summation of data around the specified point on a CMP traveltime
curve (magenta line), and assigns the result to that point in a new generated CRS supergather. The partial
CRS stacking surface shown with a red colour coincides locally with the CRS stacking surface, but may
be limited in size (in this case only five neighbouring offsets and full midpoint range are considered to
generate one trace in the CRS supergather)

may be smaller than that defined for the CRS stack surface. The measurements of the partial CRS stack
surface in offset and midpoint dimensions are called partial CRS stack apertures in the following. These
apertures should be adjusted according to the aim of processing, and may enclose only some traces on the
CRS stacking surface around the chosen point. Stacking more traces may be necessary to fill large data
gaps present in the CMP gathers. In that case the information from the neighbouring CMPs or from the
neighbouring offsets is used to generate a new trace in the CRS supergather.

Since the partial CRS stack performs the summation of data to generate one sample in the CRS su-
pergather, it enhances the quality of the seismograms by increasing their S/N ratio. Moreover, taking
information from the neighbouring traces into account allows to fill data gaps. Finally, the CRS stacking
surface can be calculated for every desired offset, which means that the data regularisation within each
gather can be performed. The incorporation of the midpoint displacement m into the calculation of the
partial CRS stacking surface results in the construction of CRS supergathers, where the dip of reflectors is
taken into account. Due to this the partial CRS stack method is superior to the conventional CMP binning
technique (see, e.g., Yilmaz, 2001), where the dip of the structure is not considered. As it is shown in
Müller (1999) and Jäger et al. (2001), the CRS stacking surface better describes the reflection response
compared to the NMO/DMO stack. Therefore, the partial CRS stack should produce better results than
the existing NMO/DMO interpolation schemes as described by Brune et al. (1994). Only for the rare case
when the shape of the true subsurface reflector is identical to the shape of the specific ZO isochrone, the
NMO/DMO stacking surface describes the data identical to the partial CRS stacking surface (see, e.g.,
Jäger et al., 2001).

Since the partial CRS stacking surface is calculated not only for the zero-offset trace, but for every
specified source-receiver offset, and the result of partial stacking is assigned to the trace with the specified
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offset, the output gathers are not NMO-corrected. Therefore, the partial CRS stack supergathers may
further be used in many standard precessing steps like velocity analysis, stacking, or migration.

Calculation of partial CRS stacking surface

The partial CRS stacking surface is calculated in a chosen CMP location for every specified sample
A(tA, hA), where tA is two-way traveltime, and hA is half source-receiver offset. The accurate zero-
offset time, and the corresponding CRS parameters (α,Rn, Rnip), describing this event, need be found.
We developed a search algorithm optimized to find at offset hA zero-offset traveltime of the partial CRS
stacking surface that exactly fits the sample A. The CRS parameters for each CMP location in the stacked
volume must be known. These CRS parameters are determined by the automatic search described by
Müller (1999), Jäger et al. (2001) and Mann (2002).

The zero-offset traveltime search is performed for every CMP location of the data independently. Since
the CMP traveltime curve is a special case of the CRS stack surface when the midpoint displacementm = 0
(see equation 2), this search is simplified to find the CMP hyperbola that best fits the event in A. All zero-
offset traveltimes within the range [0; tA] and the corresponding CRS parameters are tested to determine
the hyperbola that has the minimum time deviation from tA at the offset hA. Following from the equation
2 the traveltime of best-fitting CMP curve is described as

t2(h) = t′20 +
2t′0cos

2α

V0

h2

Rnip
, (3)

where t′0 is the tested zero-offset traveltime, and α and Rnip are CRS parameters corresponding to that t′0.
However, the defined hyperbola does not fit the event A(tA, hA) exactly, because only discrete values

of zero-offset traveltimes may be tested. The determined t′0, therefore, may not be used to describe the
partial CRS stacking surface, because the events would not be stacked coherently in that case. Therefore,
the CMP hyperbola has to be corrected to exactly fit the point A. Assuming that α and Rnip are changing
smoothly around the considered eventA, these parameters are fixed in the equation 3. Setting the traveltime
tA and the offset hA of the event A into equation 3 yields

t2A = t20 +
2t0cos2α

V0

h2
A

Rnip
, (4)

where t0 is a zero-offset traveltime of a CMP traveltime curve that fits the event A exactly. Solving this
quadratic equation w.r.t. t0 and neglecting the negative solution results in

t0 = −h
2
Acos

2α

V0Rnip
+

√(h2
Acos

2α

V0Rnip

)2

+ t2A, (5)

where α and Rnip are defined for the traveltime t′0. Here we assume the Rnip, which is a measurement
of a reflector depth, to be positive. Considering the negative values of Rnip, which may be useful for some
special cases, it will be necessary to take the second solution of the equation 4 into account. The such
defined t0 is now used in the equation 1 to construct the partial CRS stacking surface that exactly fits the
considered event A. This surface is used to sum up the data coherently.
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RESULTS

In order to demonstrate the potential and advantages of the partial CRS stack method, we have applied it
to the Sigsbee 2A synthetic dataset and a field dataset.

Noise free synthetic data

Sigsbee 2A is a constant density acoustic synthetic dataset released in 2001 by the "SMAART JV" consor-
tium. Only a part of the dataset without the salt structure was used in this study. The data do not contain
free surface multiples and almost no internal multiples due to very low acoustic impedance contrasts. Sigs-
bee 2A models the geologic setting found in the Sigsbee escarpment in the deep water Gulf of Mexico. A
number of normal and thrust faults are present in the data. The source interval is 45.72 m. 348 channels
per shot were used with a receiver spacing of 22.86 m. Therefore the resulting CMP interval is 11.43 m,
and the maximum CMP fold is 87. The data were sampled every 8 ms with a total recording time of 12 s.
In Figure 2(a) a typical CMP gather up to 3500 m offset and TWT=10 s is shown.

In total 500 CMP gathers were processed with the CRS stack method. First, the CRS parameters
were found. The parameter estimation process is the most crucial part of the CRS stack processing. The
simultaneous 3-parameter search would be computationally very expensive. We used three individual one-
parametric search processes (automatic CMP stack, the angle scan, and the Rn scan) described in Müller
(1999) and Jäger et al. (2001).

The CRS parameters were used to compute partial stacked CRS supergathers. The maximum midpoint
displacement m was set up to 260 m at TWT=2.3 s and 900 m at TWT=11 s and interpolated linearly
for intermediate values. The offset range of 914 m at TWT=2.3 s and 3810 m at TWT=11s was used
and again interpolated linearly. The partial CRS stack aperture in offset dimension was limited to contain
only one offset, which corresponds to the central common-offset red curve in Figure 1. The resulting CRS
supergather is shown in Figure 2(b).

Although the source and receiver intervals of the Sigsbee 2A dataset are constant, the acquisition leads
to a different sets of source-receiver offset in different CMP gathers. For example, only CMPs that are
located directly in the positions of the sources contain zero-offset traces. As a result, only every fourth
CMP has the same sets of offsets. Although it is not necessary to apply data regularisation for synthetic
data, we adjusted the partial CRS stack such that the identical source-receiver offsets are present in the
CRS supergathers. As a result, the CRS supergather has 4 times more traces than the CMP gather. The
gathers are muted according to the defined offset aperture used during the CRS parameters search. Because
of the larger number of traces, reflections in the CRS supergathers appear sharper and could be better
distinguished in comparison to the CMP gather (see enlarged images in Figure 3).

CMP gathers and CRS supergathers were stacked with the same stacking velocity model obtained by
the automatic CMP stack. Although it is possible to use the partial CRS stacked supergathers during the
automatic CMP search to define a more reliable stacking velocity model, this is not shown in this paper in
order to emphasize the improvement of the data quality only. Resulting ZO stacked sections are shown in
Figure 4. The ZO CMP stack section (Figure 4(a)) displays a lower quality in the areas of fault structures
and steep dipping layers. The CRS supergather stack (Figure 4(b)) shows better continuity of horizons at
all time levels and produced a better image of conflicting dip areas. It is mentioned that conflicting dips
areas are a problem to the CRS stack method. In case of crossing reflections only one dip is considered
during the automatic parameter search with preference to the most coherent, i.e., strongest event. However,
it is possible to analyse conflicting dips separately, which will result in a number of different CRS stack
parameters (α,Rn, Rnip) for every point t0 in conflicting dip areas. Although the partial CRS stack method
takes the information about different conflicting dips into account, the automatic parameter search for
Sigsbee 2A data was adjusted to consider only one dip. Therefore, the primary events were preferred, but
the diffractions were attenuated as it is seen by comparing Figures 4(a) and 4(b). Nevertheless, we believe
the stacked section of the CRS supergathers is clear, and is better suited for interpretation than the CMP
stack section.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: Noise free Sigsbee 2A data. Partially stacked CRS supergather (b) has 4 times more traces than
the original CMP gather (a), providing better images of reflection events. The red rectangles are enlarged
in Figure 3.

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Enlargement of the noise free Sigsbee 2A data presented in Figure 2. The CMP gather (a)
contains less traces than the partial stacked CRS supergather (b).
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(a) (b)

Figure 4: Noise free stacked Sigsbee 2A data. The conventional CMP stack (a) has lower quality in
conflicting dips areas. In the CRS supergather stack (b) reflections are more continuous, and for conflicting
dip areas appear clearer, and diffractions are attenuated.
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Synthetic data with noise

To show the advantages of applying the CRS supergather method to noisy data, the direct waves were
muted, and Gaussian noise with S/N=20 was added to the synthetic seismograms. The S/N ratio was
computed w.r.t a signal with the maximum amplitude. As a result, only the strongest events like the
reflection from the water bottom (4 s TWT) and the bottom of the model (9 s TWT) are visible in the CMP
gather (Figure 5(a)). Since the amplitudes of all other reflections are lower, they are almost not visible. An
automatic CRS parameter search was carried out for the noisy seismograms. Three one-parameter searches
were performed in the same way as for the noise free dataset. The obtained CRS parameters were used to
build the partial stacked CRS supergathers. The result is shown in Figure 5(b). Enlarged areas are shown
in Figure 6. Compared to the CMP gather the reflections in the CRS supergather are clearly visible at all
times. The noise is still present, but the S/N ratio is significantly increased.

Figure 7 demonstrates the advantage of CRS supergathers. Whereas the CMP stack of the noisy seis-
mograms (Figure 7(a)) shows a lower S/N than the CMP stack in Figure 4(a), the stacked CRS supergathers
(Figure 7(b)) have almost no visible differences compared to the stacked supergathers without noise (Fig-
ure 4(b)). This means, that the partial CRS stack is very stable to the presence of non-coherent noise. This
advantage, however, requires a reliable determination of CRS parameters (α, Rn, Rnip).

Real land data

The CRS stack method was also applied to real data from Northern Germany. A part of a seismic reflection
profile located north of the river Elbe and crossing the Jurassic salt plug in the Glückstadt Graben area was
processed. The data were acquired in the 1980s using explosive sources with an average shot spacing of
120 m. For every shot gather 120 channels with a receiver spacing of 40 m were used. Irregular shooting
geometry leads to a varying CMP fold with an average of 20. A typical example of a preprocessed CMP
gather is shown in Figure 8(a). About 20 traces are located irregularly over the full offset range. Irregularity
of traces accompanied by the low S/N leads to difficulties in identifying reflections both in the prestack
gathers and in sections. Conventional binning of neighbouring CMP gathers into a new gather does not
yield the desirable quality enhancement of the prestack data, because merging of data without the correction
for the dip of the layers leads to smearing. Figure 8(b) shows a binned gather obtained by combining 10
CMP gathers, corresponding to a bin size of 200 m. The resulting CMP bin provides a better coherency of
the reflection events in the upper part of the seismogram, but does not completely fill the gaps of data at
certain offsets (around 2000 m and 3700 m). Combining 20 CMPs together (bin size 400 m) as shown in
Figure 8(c) fills these gaps, but decreases the energy of reflection events. Combining more CMPs would
further decrease the reflection coherency.

The automatic search of CRS parameters was performed to the dataset. We used the same approach
as for the synthetic data, which is based on three one-parameter search processes. However, the stacking
velocity model provided with the dataset was used as a guide to limit the range of estimated parameters.
After the CRS parameters were estimated, partial stacked CRS supergathers were built. The maximum
midpoint displacement during the partial CRS stack m was set up to 400 m at the surface and 2000 m at 5
s TWT and interpolated linearly for intermediate values. The offset range of 20 m at the surface and 4945
m at 5 s TWT was used and again interpolated linearly. Regularisation of traces was applied to the dataset
with the partial CRS stack aperture in offset dimension adjusted to 100 m.

An example of a CRS supergather is shown in Figure 8(d). A significantly larger number of traces
is present in the CRS supergather compared to the original CMP gather. The traces are well distributed,
filling the gaps of the original CMP gather shown in Figure 8(a). Reflections are clearly visible at all times
down to 4 s TWT. Also some events at TWT = 4.5-5 s, offset = 1000-2000 m are observed. Compared to
the binned CMP gathers (Figure 8(b), Figure 8(c)), the CRS supergather provides a better S/N and a better
continuity of reflections at all time levels. Partially CRS stacked data can be used in further conventional
processing, e.g., for velocity analysis as well as for stacking and time or depth migration. Based on the
depth migrated CRS supergathers residual moveout analysis and velocity model update can be performed.

Prestack Kirchhoff depth migration was applied to both CMP gathers and CRS supergathers. The mi-
gration velocity model was obtained by NIP-wave tomography inversion based on the CRS parameters
(for details see Duveneck, 2004). In order to demonstrate the benefits of the partial CRS stack only, the
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(a) (b)

Figure 5: Sigsbee 2A data with noise. Reflections in the CMP gather (a) are hardly visible. The CRS
supergather (b) displays a significantly increased S/N, and reflections are clearly visible from 4 to 9 s
TWT. The red rectangles are enlarged in Figure 6.

(a) (b)

Figure 6: Enlargement of the Sigsbee 2A data with noise as presented in Figure 5. The CMP gather (a)
contains less traces than the partial stacked CRS supergather (b). Reflections in the CMP gather can not be
identified. The CRS supergather shows a significantly increased S/N. Several reflections are clearly visible.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7: Stacked Sigsbee 2A data with noise. The conventional CMP stack has lower S/N compared to
the CMP stack section without noise (Figure 4(a)). The CRS supergather stack shows almost no visual
differences to the stacked section without noise (Figure 4(b)).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8: Real land data from Northern Germany. The CMP gather (a) has about 20 traces spaced irregu-
larly. The CMP bins consisting of 10 CMPs (b) and 20 CMPs (c) increase the coherence of events, but does
not improve the S/N. The CRS supergather (d) provides significantly increased S/N and better reflection
continuity. The red rectangles are enlarged in Figure 9.
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(a) (b)

Figure 9: Enlargement of real land data from Northern Germany presented in Figure 8. The CMP gather (a)
contains only a few traces spaced irregularly. Reflections are not visible, the S/N is low. The partial stacked
CRS supergather (b) contains more traces with higher S/N than the CMP gather. The CRS supergather is
regularised, and the data gaps present in the CMP gather are filled. Reflections are clearly visible and can
be used for further processing steps like velocity analysis.

velocity model obtained for CRS parameters derived from the original CMP gathers was used to migrate
both sets of original and partial stacked data. The improvement of the migration velocity model using
the partial stacked CRS supergather for the NIP-wave tomography inversion may be the target of further
investigations. The prestack Kirchhoff depth migration as applied here operates on common-offset gath-
ers. Because of the irregular acquisition geometry, the original data were first preprocessed to build the
binned common-offset gathers. Offset bin spacing was adjusted to the partial CRS stack offset aperture of
100 m. Performing a prestack depth migration (PreSDM) with the original data yields a depth-migrated
section with low S/N shown in Figure 12. Prestack depth migrated common image gathers (CIG) shown
in Figures 10(a) and 10(b) are only partially suited for residual moveout analysis and quality control. Only
the strongest reflector at 1.2 km depth can be seen in Figure 10(a) and at 2, 4, 5, and 6 km depth in Figure
10(b).

PreSDM of the partially stacked CRS supergathers depicted in Figure 13 shows a significantly improved
depth migrated section (compare to Figure 12). Horizons are more continuous, and a higher S/N is obvious.
PreSDM of CRS supergathers provides better depth migrated gathers compared to the original CIGs (see
Figures 10 and 11). Reflectors in the improved gathers are clearly visible and can be easily identified.
The flat depth migrated CRS supergathers confirm the accuracy of the velocity model used for migration,
which is hardly possible using the conventional CIGs. New depth migrated images of improved quality
were used as a supplementary information for better interpretation, which provided an alternative view on
the structural settings of the Glückstadt Graben area (Baykulov et al., 2008).

DISCUSSION

The partial CRS stack based on the CRS traveltime formula assumes the hyperbolic approximation of
the reflection response. Therefore, the apertures of stacking in both offset and midpoint direction must be
chosen carefully with respect to the complexity of the subsurface. However, the described search algorithm
allows to find the best fit hyperbolic formula for the non-hyperbolic events as well. We suppose, that the
robust summation in the midpoint direction used to generate the supergather would, nevertheless, produce
reliable results also for non-hyperbolic. However, this point needs further investigations and may be the
aim of the future work.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 10: Prestack depth migrated CIGs of real land data located to the left and right of the salt plug (see
Figure 12 and Figure 13). Conventional CIGs display only the strongest reflectors at 1.2 km depth for CIG
3100 (a) and at 2 to 6 km depth for CIG 2140 (b). The corresponding depth migrated CRS supergathers
(c,d) have an increased S/N, and reflectors at levels down to 9-10 km depth are visible. The red rectangles
are enlarged in Figure 11.
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(a) (b)

Figure 11: Enlargement of prestack depth migrated CIGs of real land data shown in Figure 10. The
conventional CIG (a) is not suited to perform the residual velocity analysis and quality control, since the
reflectors are hardly visible. The PreSDM of the partial stacked CRS supergather (b) shows much more
continuous reflectors, which allows the further residual moveout analysis and quality control of the depth
velocity model used in migration.

Since the partial CRS stack method performs summation of data, the true amplitudes are not preserved.
However, by means of the CRS parameters it is possible to estimate the geometrical spreading factor
required in true amplitude imaging. The application of the CRS stack for improved AVO analysis has
already been presented by Pruessmann et al. (2004). Preservation of the true amplitudes in the partial
stacks will be addressed in our future work efforts.

Here the method was implemented for the 2D case only. The first application of the 3D CRS stack on
real 3D land data was presented by Bergler et al. (2002). They indicated some of the possible applications of
the kinematic wavefront attributes estimated during the 3D CRS stack. Beyond the outlined applications,
the partial CRS stacking surface can be computed for the 3D data as well, which is the aim of further
investigations.

The partial CRS stack takes the information from conflicting dips into account, but to use this option
the proper CRS parameters must be estimated. This results in a number of different stacking surfaces for
one sample. The separated search for conflicting dips is already implemented in the 2D case.

Compared to the conventional CMP stack, the CRS stack requires more CPU time. For example, the au-
tomatic CMP stack of real land data used in this work took about 10 min, whereas the CRS stacking needed
about 10 hours to complete where one CPU with 2.6 GHz and 1 GB RAM was used. More significant is
the CPU time needed to estimate the CRS parameters, which took more than 10 days. The computation
time, however, may vary depending on the apertures used by the CRS parameter search, the number of
conflicting dips, and other factors. Much more difficult is to estimate the time that a user needs for testing
the apertures, thresholds etc. Nevertheless, the CRS stack is an automatic approach that does not need
any human intervention, when the processing parameters are known for the dataset. In this case the total
time costs might be even less than the turnaround time of the conventional CMP processing. The partial
CRS stack of the land dataset took about 30 hours to come up, which is quite fast compared to the CRS
parameter search. It is important to mention that the CRS stack is an independent process for each sample
and is well suited for parallelization. Using a computer cluster with a group of processors the computation
time for the CRS parameter search and the partial CRS stack can be significantly reduced.

CONCLUSION

The presented partial CRS stack technique has shown the potential to enhance the quality of 2D prestack
seismic data. Partial CRS stack generated new regularised gathers of higher quality. As a result of sum-
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Figure 12: PreSDM section of CMP gathers. S/N is low. Reflectors are not continuous, the internal
structure of the salt plug and the reflectors below 7 km depth are hardly visible.

Figure 13: PreSDM section of CRS supergathers. The image quality is significantly enhanced compared
to Figure 12. Horizons are more continuous, the enhanced S/N is obvious. Internal salt reflectors between
3000 and 2500 CMP at 2-6 km depth are identified. Also the image of the deeper part of the section below
7 km is improved. The areas of improvement are indicated by arrows.
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mation, the S/N ratio of generated seismograms is higher compared to the original data. We successfully
implemented the partial CRS stack method for the 2D case and applied it to synthetic data and to low fold
land data from Northern Germany. Sparse land data were regularised, and the S/N of the seismograms was
increased. Prestack depth migrated CRS supergathers of real data allowed a reliable quality control of the
velocity model used for migration, which was not possible by conventional processing.

Our further work on this topic is the parallelization of the software and the application of the partial
CRS stack on 3D data. Interpolation of data in missing CMP locations might be useful in the 3D case. Also
the conflicting dip problem indicated in the discussion will be addressed in future work.

We recommend to use the partially stacked gathers instead of the conventional CMPs especially for
sparse data of low quality. Results of velocity analysis, stacking and depth migration might be improved
using the gathers generated by the new approach. Application to AVO analysis will be investigated, since
the true amplitudes must be reconstructed. The optimised CRS parameter search can be carried out using
the new gathers. The improved CRS parameter sets may further be used by the NIP-wave tomographic
inversion. The CRS supergathers may also contribute to improve multiple attenuation.
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ABSTRACT

The simulation of a zero-offset (ZO) seismic section from multi-coverage seismic data is a stan-
dard imaging method widely used in seismic processing that allows to reduces the amount of data
and increases the signal-to-noise ratio. The CRS stacking method simulates ZO sections and does
not dependent on a macro-velocity model. It is based on a second-order traveltime approximation
parametrized with three kinematic wavefield attributes. In this work, we tested the Taylor expansion
of the second-order CRS conventional operator, so-called the fourth-order CRS stacking operator, to
simulate ZO seismic sections. This formula depends on the same three parameters as the second-
order CRS operator. Synthetic examples have shown a good performance of the proposed expression
compared to the CRS conventional operator.

INTRODUCTION

The seismic stacking is performed along traveltime moveout expressions (curves or surfaces) that depend
on one or more parameters. As result of the stacking process, one obtains, besides a stacked section of
improved image quality and attribute sections that can be used for further processing.

In the last years, have appeared diverse methods as a new alternative or to generalize the Common-
midpoint (CMP) stacking method. These methods are referred in the literature as macro-model indepen-
dent or data driven methods (Hubral, 1999). Instead of working only with one kinematic parameter or the
stacking velocity (CMP method), the new methods provide two or three parameters for each point of the
simulated ZO section.

The Common-Reflection-Surface (CRS) method belongs to this group. This method sums the ampli-
tudes of the seismic traces in the multi-coverage data along the surface defined by the hyperbolic traveltime
approximation in the form derived in Tygel et al. (1997). Thus, we call this formula as the second-order
CRS or conventional CRS operator. This operator depends on three parameters: the emergence angle of the
normal ray (with respect to the measurement surface normal) and the wavefront curvatures of the two hy-
pothetical waves, called Normal-Incidence-Point (NIP) wave and Normal (N) wave introduced by Hubral
(1983). For the CMP configuration, these parameters reduce for the Normal-moveout (NMO) velocity pa-
rameter.

The CRS stacking method follows a more general approach that considers the location, orientation and
curvatures of reflector segments setting up the interfaces.

In the search of a more accurate traveltime approximation or operator, Höcht et al. (1999) derived a
Taylor expansion of the second-order CRS operator, so-called the fourth-order CRS operator. This new
CRS operator is described in terms of the same parameters of the conventional CRS operator.
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Chira-Oliva et al. (2003) reviewed the derivation of the fourth-order CRS operator and discussed first
comparisons for different seismic configurations with the second-order CRS operator by considering syn-
thetic models. They suggested that this high-order operator can provide a better approximation to true
traveltimes of reflection or diffraction events than the conventional CRS operator.

Cardoso (2008) tested the fourth-order CRS operator on simple synthetic models to simulate zero-offset
sections. He obtained good results from the investigated CRS operator when compared with the conven-
tional CRS operator.

In this work, we tested the Taylor expansion of the conventional CRS operator, so-called the fourth-
order CRS stacking operator, to simulate ZO seismic sections. Synthetic examples have shown a good
performance of the proposed expression compared to the CRS conventional operator by considering larger
offsets.

THEORY

Reflection events

We assume that multi-coverage data are acquired on a single horizontal seismic line. On this line, we
consider a fixed ZO primary reflection ray or central ray. This ray is specified by the coordinate x0 that
locates the coincident source-receiver pair. Paraxial primary reflection rays in the vicinity of the central
ray are specified by their midpoint and half-offset coordinates (xm, h). The traveltime of the two-way ZO
central ray is denoted by t0. The wavefront curvatures, KN and KNIP , refer to the normal (N) wave and
normal-incident-point (NIP) wave, respectively. We assume that the CRS parameters (β0,KNIP ,KN ) are
known. For a paraxial ray specified by the coordinates (xm, h), the second-order CRS operator (Tygel
et al., 1997) is given by

t22(xm, h) =
(
t0 + 2

sinβ0

v0
(xm − x0)

)2

+
2 t0 cos2 β0

v0

(
KN (xm − x0)2 +KNIP h2

)
. (1)

The fourth-order CRS operator (Höcht et al., 1999) is based on the construction of the exact traveltime for-
mula for the case of an inhomogeneous medium where they assumed an emerging wave circular, defined by
the emergence angle β0 and the radius of curvature of the true wave observed at x0. This wave propagates
with a constant velocity v0 near to the surface. This operator has the form

t24(xm, h) =t22(xm, h)

+
cos2 β0

v2
0

[A (xm − x0) h2 +B (xm − x0)3 + C (xm − x0)4 +D (xm − x0)2 h2 + E h4] .

(2)

being

A = 2KNIP sinβ0(2− 2v0t0KN − 2v0t0KNIP ) ,
B = 2KN sinβ0(2− v0t0KN ) ,

C = K2
N

(
5 cos2 β0 − 4)(1− v0t0KN

2

)
,

D = KNIP (2v0t0[3− 4 cos2 β0]K2
N +KN [4− 5 cos2 β0][−2 + v0t0KNIP ]

− 2KNIP sin2 β0[2− v0t0KNIP ]) ,

E = K2
NIP [2v0t0KN sin2 β0 − (v0t0KNIP cos2 β0)/2 + cos2 β0] .

(3)

Up to the second order both equations reduce to formulae obtained by paraxial ray theory (Schleicher et al.,
1993). These CRS operators are shown for a 2-D model (Figure 1).

Seismic configurations

For important seismic configurations, the above formulas reduce to simpler forms.
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Common-midpoint (CMP) configuration

For this configuration, we have xm = x0. Consequently, the fourth-order CMP traveltime is given by

t24,CMP (h) = t20 +
2 t0 cos2 β0

v0
KNIP h2 +

cos2 β0

v2
0

E h4 . (4)

Zero-Offset (ZO) configuration

The ZO configuration is characterized by the condition h = 0. The fourth-order ZO traveltime is given by

t24,ZO(xm) =[t0 +
2 sinβ0

v0
(xm − x0)]2

+
2 t0 cos2 β0

v0
KN (xm − x0)2 +

cos2 β0

v2
0

(B (xm − x0)3 + C (xm − x0)4) .
(5)

Diffraction events

For a pure diffraction, i.e., the situation in which the reflector reduces to a single diffraction point. In this
case the NIP and N waves are coincident, i.e. both propagate from a point source at NIP and have identical
radii of curvatures at X0, KNIP = KN . As a consequence, equations (1) and (2) becomes

t22,diff (xm, h) =
(
t0 + 2

sinβ0

v0
(xm − x0)

)2

+
2 t0 cos2 β0

v0

(
KNIP [(xm − x0)2 + h2]

)
, (6)

and

t24,diff (xm, h) =t22,diff (xm, h)

+
cos2 β0

v2
0

[A1 (xm − x0) h2 +B1 (xm − x0)3 + C1 (xm − x0)4

+D1 (xm − x0)2 h2 + E1 h
4] .

(7)

being

A1 = 2KNIP sinβ0(2− 4v0t0KNIP ) ,
B1 = 2KNIP sinβ0(2− v0t0KNIP ) ,

C1 = K2
NIP

(
5 cos2 β0 − 4)(1− v0t0KNIP

2

)
,

D1 = KNIP (2v0t0[3− 4 cos2 β0]K2
NIP +KNIP [4− 5 cos2 β0][−2 + v0t0KNIP ]

− 2KNIP sin2 β0[2− v0t0KNIP ]) ,

E1 = K2
NIP [2v0t0KNIP sin2 β0 − (v0t0KNIP cos2 β0)/2 + cos2 β0] .

(8)

being both equations the second-order and fourth-order Common-Diffraction-Surface (CDS) operators,
respectively.

SYNTHETIC EXPERIMENTS

To test both CRS operators with respect its potential for ZO simulation of seismic sections, we created a
synthetic model.

2-D model

The model is constituted of two homogeneous layers above a half-space. The acquisition is lying on
a horizontal line (Figure 2). Based on this model, we generated a synthetic data set of multi-coverage
primary reflections, using the ray-tracing algorithm, SEIS88 (Cerveny and Psensik, 1988). The data do not
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have noise and were created according a common-shot (CS) configuration. The maximum offset was 4 km.
The source signal was a Gabor wavelet with 40 Hz dominant frequency and the time sampling was 25ms.
Figure 3a shows the ray-theoretical modelled ZO section without noise. Figure 3b shows the simulated
ZO section that results from the application of the second-order CRS stacking operator. Figure 3c shows
the simulated ZO section that results from the application of the fourth-order CRS stacking operator. We
also compared the seismic trace at the location x0 = 1.05 km for the ZO sections obtained by the ray-
theory and the CRS operators, second and fourth-order (Figures 4). We have compared the capability of
the second and fourth-order CRS traveltime expansions to simulate ZO seismic sections. As we can clearly
see, the fourth-order approximation presents enhanced primary reflection events, with larger S/N that the
corresponding one in the modelled ZO section. For the other results, the fourth-order formula generally
provides better approximation than the second-order CRS expression.

CONCLUSIONS

We propose the fourth-order CRS traveltime expansion as a new alternative for the seismic stacking. The
fourth-order CRS operator tested on simple synthetic models provide good stacked sections with a higher
S/N. Then, the investigated CRS operator is useful to provide simulated ZO sections. This traveltime
expression depends on the same three parameters as its conventional CRS traveltime expression or second-
order CRS operator. Our first results provides good stacked sections within a significantly larger aperture
than the conventional CRS operator.
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Figure 1: Bottom: model consisting of two homogeneous layers above a half-space. Top: Forward-
calculated multi-coverage traveltime surface (gray) compared with the 2nd-order (red) and 4th-order (blue)
CRS stacking operators for a reflection point according to the true attributes.
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Figure 2: 2-D model constituted of two isovelocity layers about a half-space with curved interface. Interval
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Figure 3: a)ZO section obtained by forward modelling (Figure 2). b)Simulated ZO section with the
second-order CRS stack by using the multi-coverage seismic data. c)Simulated ZO section with the fourth-
order CRS stack by using the multi-coverage seismic data. In red boxes, the fourth-order CRS operator
simulates better the ZO traces than the second-order CRS operator.
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Figure 4: a)Comparison of the simulated ZO seismic traces at x0=1.05 km (Figure 3): Forward modelling
(left), 2nd-order CRS (middle) and 4th-order CRS (right). b)Comparison of the simulated ZO seismic
traces and normalized by the number of traces at x0=1.05 km: Forward modelling (left), second-order
CRS (middle) and fourth-order CRS (right).
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ABSTRACT

Multiple identification and attenuation are one of the most challenging tasks in the seismic data pro-
cessing chain. We are presenting an continued approach for the identification of surface related mul-
tiples within the Common Reflection Surface (CRS) workflow, so that a processing chain from time
to depth imaging with CRS related technology can be established. The approach assumes hyperbolic
moveout of the multiples and is based on multiple prediction by auto-convolving each stacked trace.
This involves a 1d approximation leading to prediction errors. Therefore a correction algorithm was
implemented, which is based on a normalized 2d cross correlation function to determine a correction
term for the multiple prediction. The process is similar to an image comparison problem and can
be applied in a windowed way to correct for differential errors. After the multiples are identified
/ predicted prestack seismograms are calculated with the help of the CRS attributes and adaptively
subtracted from the prestack data. Tests were performed on a real marine data set, which indicate the
potential of this method. The identified / predicted multiples were successfully removed from the data
set.

INTRODUCTION

As already mentioned in last years WIT report, the CRS-workflow (Hertweck et al., 2003) is a powerful
tool for a stable and quick processing chain from time to depth imaging. Currently it consists of the Com-
mon Reflection Surface (CRS) stack (Mann, 2002), the Normal Incidence Point (NIP) wave tomography
(Duveneck and Hubral, 2002), and a corresponding post- or prestack depth migration algorithm. One of the
facts that hampers the application of this workflow are multiples present in the data. Initial approaches to
adress these within the CRS-workflow were presented by Gamboa et al. (2003) and Dümmong and Gajew-
ski (2007). The latter one is expanded in this paper.
Available methods for multiple suppression are the Surface Related Multiple Elimination (SRME) method
after Verschuur et al. (1992), the inverse scattering series after Wegelein et al. (1997), and the hyperbolic
radon transform, see for example Ryo (1982). For shallow water environments the predictive deconvolu-
tion is also widely used. All of these methods have their advantages and disadvantages, for several reason.
Non of these methods could be directly included into the CRS-workflow due to additional requirements,
like regularization of the data, wavelet knowledge, manual picking, etc. Here an alternative approach is
addressed for directly incorporating multiple suppression into the CRS-worflow.
The approach of multiple suppression with CRS attributes is based on the work of Kelamis and Verschuur
(1996). The basic idea is that the auto-convolution of a seismic trace with itself predicts multiple reflec-
tions. This concept is applied in the high signal to noise ratio CRS stack data domain and provides a direct
prediction of the ZO traveltimes of the multiples. Due to the 1d approximation in this process, prediction
errors are inherent. To reduce the prediction errors a correction term based on an image matching process
is introduced. The predicted multiples are corrected in time and space to match the original multiples on
the stacked section, as close as possible.

mailto:stefan.duemmong@zmaw.de
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After detecting the ZO position of possible multiple reflections, prestack seismograms are calculated with
the help of the corresponding CRS attributes. Here stacked amplitudes and wavelets are used for the gen-
eration of the seismograms. Then these seismograms are adaptively subtracted from the original data, to
obtain multiple attenuated prestack data sets.

THEORY

The basic idea of a this method for multiple attenuation is, predicting the multiples on the high quality
CRS stacked sections, correcting these predictions, generating prestack multiple seismograms with CRS
attributes, and afterwards adaptively subtracting these seismograms from the original input data. Important
is, that the prediction of the multiples is not perfect, neither after the application of the correction term. It
is an attempt that tries to maximize the fit between the prediction and the actual multiples on the stack.

First the basic ideas of multiple prediction by autoconvolution are revised, afterwards the correction term
is discussed, and finally the adaptive subtraction with an additional step for reconstructing affected primary
data is discussed.

Multiple prediction

Multiple prediction by autoconvolution of stacked traces is based on the work of Verschuur et al. (1992)
and the ideas presented in Kelamis and Verschuur (1996). Here the original Surface Related Multiple
Elimination (SRME) process is simplified to the case that it can be applied to a single trace (i.e., 1d earth
model) or stacked data, in our case CRS stacked data. In this approach the assumption is made that the
stacked data can be considered as plane waves and a locally homogenous medium is assumed. This is not
fulfilled in reality and results in prediction errors. For moderate inhomogeneous media this process can
still predict multiples quite well. But nevertheless the prediction errors have to be addressed to get a better
prediction of all multiples, this is done in the next section.
In contrast to the results presented last year, the approach was extended to all surface related multiples,
by autoconvolvng the whole stacked section by itself, so no picking is necessary. The basic idea is that an
auto-convolution of a seismic trace x(t) with itself results in a first order surface related multiple prediction
M1(t) (after Verschuur (2006)):

M1(t) = x(t) ∗ x(t) (1)

Next the first order multiples can serve as a source for the second order multiples:

M2(t) = M1(t) ∗ x(t) = x(t) ∗ x(t) ∗ x(t) (2)

This can be repeated until n-th order. Since we are using the whole stacked section we have predictions of
many surface related multiples at once. But due to the mentioned 1d approximations prediction errors for
large traveltimes and steep dipping events are inherent. In the next section we will present an approach for
correcting the biased predictions.

Correction term

In the search for a correction term for poststack multiple prediction we took a look at image processing
algorithms. The problem is related to finding the best overlap between two images. Since we have a
stacked section where we could especially enhance the multiples by allowing the stacking velocities to be
significantly less than it would be for stacking primary reflections. We have the ’best’ ZO position of the
multiples and also the biased prediction from the ZO prediction process described above. Now the problem
is how to find the best overlap between these two images, i.e., how to shift the prediction to match best the
original stack. This can be done by a normalized 2d cross-correlation process. Since cross-correlation is a
stationary process, it can only find a overall displacement for the whole section, which is not alway a suit-
able idea due to differential prediction errors. But the 2d cross-correlation algorithm can also be extended
to the case of detecting subimages, which would lead to a windowed application of the correction term,
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and therefore a differential correction.

Normalized cross correlation algorithms can be widely used for different applications where pattern match-
ing is a key factor. Applications included time lapsed seismic data imaging (Hale, 2007), cell tracking in
nano-biology (Perez-Careta et al., 2008), or fingerprint recognition (Karna et al., 2008).

To algin two 2d seismic images of the same size, one can use a normalized 2d cross correlation. The
cross correlation of a stacked section and the multiple prediction can be written as

CC(δx, δt) =
ntr−1∑
x=0

nt−1∑
t=0

STACKx,t ∗ PREDx+δx,t+δt
(3)

where δx, δt denote the shift in space and time, respectively, ntr the number of traces, and nt the number
of samples. STACK and PRED are normalized by the total number of samples in the data, e.g. ntr ∗nt.
When this formula is applied to two sections the correlation maximum gives an estimate of the total shift
to best align these two sections. The shift is performed in lateral and time direction. Since this process
is stationary, i.e., only an overall shift is determined, this simple process can only be applied in limited
number of circumstances. More often this process will be applied in windowed way, which leads to the
determination of subimages in a larger image, e.g. localizing a small portion of the prediction in the stacked
section.
If the two seismic sections do not have the same size, additional steps have to be taken to localize the
smaller portion of the multiple prediction. An intuitive way would be to pad the smaller seismic section
with zeros. When applying this we encountered problems in the localization. The smaller prediction where
placed in wrong positions. Investigation of this problem revealed that this happens mainly due to the mean
values in the larger image. The cross correlation simplified calculates

CC =
∑ ∑

STACKx,t ∗ PREDx,t (4)

if the STACK has larger mean than the PRED this mean will be represented through out the whole cross
correlation map. If the two section would have the same mean and variance from the mean, the localization
would be successful.

So a modification of the cross correlation function is necessary. Assuming that x1 and t1 are the sam-
ples in the larger section, x2 and t2 are the samples in the smaller multiple prediction, and ntri and nti are
the corresponding number of traces/samples, one can reformulate

CC(δx, δt) =
ntr2−1∑
x1=0

nt2−1∑
t1=0

(STACKx1+δx,t1+δt
− Ā) ∗ (Ḃ − B̄)

σAx1+δx,t1+δt
∗ σḂ

(5)

where Ḃ is the subimage at position δx,δt

Ḃ = Bx1+ntr2−1,t1+nt2−1
x1+δx,t1+δt

(6)

This equation was modified in several places (compare to eq.(3)). First the summation is not over the
entire stacked section. This is not very efficient, instead we can set all areas outside the smaller multiple
prediction to zero, so that we can again sum over all samples. Second we have to subtract the mean of the
stacked section and normalize it by the standart deviation. This requires additional preprocessing steps.
When we combine these two steps we end up with a similar equation to the initial one.

The normalization of the stacked image can be achieved by a lowpass smoothing filter to construct the
mean, subtract it from the stacked section, and afterwards normalize it by the standart deviation. The
preprocessing of the portion of the predicted multiples is slightly more complicated, due to the lack of in-
formation outside the actual prediction. Because of this the calculation of the mean and standart deviation
results in numerical errors. Therefore the length of the smoothing filter has to be adjusted to the smaller
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image sizes. We have to enlarge the smoothing filter length to make it applicable to the prediction. Here
we divided the number of samples of the prediction by two, to have significant contributions also at the
edges of the smaller image, i.e. the multiple prediction.

After the correction of the multiple prediction in a windowed way, gaps in the predictions can occur, due
to differential shifts of different portions of the multiple. To use the corrected prediction in the subsequent
steps, we have to interpolate between the corrected subimages, this can be done according to Hale (2007)
or with simple sinc interpolation if the corrected predictions are sufficiently close together.

Adaptive subtraction and data reconstruction

After this the corrected multiples can be used in the next processing step, the generation of prestack seis-
mograms and adaptive subtraction.

Since we know the kinematic wavefield attributes of the multiples from the initial CRS stacking process
and we have a fairly correct poststack multiple prediction. We can use this to generated multiple prestack
seismograms. Since any adaptive subtraction process heavily relies on the result of the prediction, we
include the stacked wavelet in the generation of the seismograms to get closer to the real solution. The
multiples are generated in the second order hyperbolic approximation, and therefore the original data has
to be muted to fit this approximation during the subtraction process.

For adaptively subtracting the multiples a simple Wiener Optimum filter (Yilmaz, 2001) is used. This
adaptive filter is used at one CMP at a time in an application with moving windows in time and space to
achieve maximum accuracy in the result. The filter parameters still have be chosen quite aggressively, due
to the fact that still errors are present in the prediction. The 2d cross correlation process is a stationary pro-
cess, i.e., only a total shift for the portion of the prediction can be found. Even in the windowed application
of this approach, differential prediction errors are still present and can not be considered completely. The
process is helpful, but still not a perfect correction. This sometimes results in filter artefacts in the data,
where primary energy was also removed from the data.

With the help of the CRS prestack gather regularization (Baykulov and Gajewski, 2008) these filter arte-
facts can be significantly reduced. Initially this procedure was implemented to enhance low fold data and
interpolate data gaps with the help of partial CRS stacks.
After the adaptive subtraction CRS stacking can be performed again. Most likely we are now able to stack
up the primaries coherently. But small residuals from the multiples as well as filter artifact may occur in
the data. But nevertheless quite reliable CRS parameters can be determined. These are afterwards used
to recover the primaries in the data and reduce filter artifacts by partial CRS stacking. Basically the same
geometry is considered as before. No traces are interpolated, but all traces are generated again by the par-
tial CRS stacking process. This results in wavelets forms that more reflect the original shape before the
agressive adaptive filtering process.

IMPLEMENTATION AND WORKFLOW

The multiple suppression loop of the expanded CRS-workflow is displayed in Figure 1. First a CRS stack
is produced with special emphasize on stacking the multiple reflection coherently to obtain reliable CRS
attributes for them. Therefore the stacking velocity intervals have to be significantly widened. Afterwards
the multiples are predicted on the poststack section, by auto convolving each stacked trace with itself. This
can be done in an automatic way without user interaction. Then the correction process is applied. Here the
prediction is best matched to the stacked section where stacking was performed with special emphasize to
stack up the multiples coherently. Depending on the prediction erros, the process is applied in a windowed
way (subimage localization) or as a general shift (image comparison) for all multiples.

Now prestack seismograms of the multiples are generated. This is done by calculating traveltime curves
in a hyperbolic sense, with the help of the CRS attributes and taking the stacked wavelet into account. To
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Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the extra loop of the expanded CRS workflow, a new multiple prediction
and correction element is added (red). Additionally the partial CRS stacking procedure for reducing filter
artefacts is imaged (also in red).

constrain the subsequent adaptive subtraction process, only events exceeding a certain coherency threshold
are generated. This avoids an application of the adaptive filter in regions with very weak multiples or multi-
ples that can not be addressed by the hyperbolic assumption and helps to constrain the adaptive subtraction
process to the main multiple contributions.
Afterwards the adaptive subtraction process is applied. Here every CMP is considered independently with
moving windows in time and space. If necessary the filter parameters should be applied quite aggressively
to account for small prediction errors still present in the data.
If the adaptive subtraction result also addressed primary energy unwontedly, the CRS prestack gather reg-
ularization by partial CRS stacks may also help. Here the CRS parameters and very small apertures can
help to reconstruct affected data parts to their original quality. CRS attribues can be estimated after the first
adaptive suppression, the resulting section might be affected by filter artifacts, but the attributes can still
be obtained quite reliable. The partial CRS stack technique can make use of this and reconstruct the data
without filter artifacts.
After successful application of this procedure, the CRS stack can be applied again on multiple attenuated
data. Otherwise an additional application of this method can account for higher order multiples present in
the data. The estimated CRS attributes can now be used for further applications, where only primaries are
needed, e.g., NIP-wave tomography.

It should also be mentioned, that for a quick application of the described procedure the generation of a
CMP stack is sufficient to apply this method. For this case the prestack seismograms are generated by
using stacking velocities, but the CMP stack should produce sufficient coherent energy for all multiples to
address.

DATA EXAMPLE

The above described procedure to suppress multiples within the ’CRS-workflow’ was applied to a data set
from the Maldives. It was acquired in 2007 by the University of Hamburg and has a short streamer acquisi-
tion with maximum offsets of 700m and a CMP spacing 6.25m. The data was recorded up to two seconds
TWT and covers a complex reef system between the islands of the Maldives. As can be seen on the stacked
section in Figure 2 between 0.8s and 1.2s a band of multiple reflections covers primary reflections.
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Figure 2: Stacked section of the Maldives data set. Multiple reflections occur as whole bands and cover
primaries mainly in the areas between 0.8s and 1.2s.

After the prediction was generated by the poststack autoconvolution, the prediction was corrected by a
global shift based on the result of the image comparison algorithm. The whole prediction was shifted 2
traces to the left and 13 samples down. The resulting cross correlation values are displayed in Figure 3.
The difference from the maximum of the function and the middle of the section determines the shift to
apply.

Although the overall shift seems to work quite well in this case, the windowed application is also presented.
Therefore we cut a small portion of the multiple prediction of 500 traces and 500 samples and try to find
the correct position on the stack (subimage processing). The zero padded portion (To the portion of the
prediction zeros are added to have the same section size as the stack) serves as input (image position 0,0)
to the algorithm. This subimage can be found on the stack at the correct position as can be observed in
Figure 4. The estimated shift is 999 traces and 1013 samples.

With the improved multiple prediction we can generate prestack seismograms using the CRS attributes
of the previously stacked multiples. The wavelets and amplitudes of the stacked sections are taken into
account. To start the adaptive subtraction process the original input data has to be muted according to
the hyperbolic approximation. The result of the adaptive subtraction is CRS stacked again and a multiple
attenuated stack is obtained. The stacking result can be seen in Figure 5. Esspecially in areas around CMP
1400 many previously covered primary reflection became visible. But the data also seems to be affected
by the quite aggressive application of the adaptive subtraction.
An optional step in areas of heavily affected primaries is to use the data reconstruction ability of the partial

CRS stack. In the areas around CMP 1400 one can see slight filter artefacts, where multiple removal also
affected primary reflections. This is a problem, especially for short streamer acquisition, where primaries
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Figure 3: 2d cross correlation values. The maximum of the cross correlation function estimates a shift of
2 traces to the left and 13 samples in the positive time direction.

and multiples have almost the same moveout. In Figure 6 the stack result of the reconstructed data is im-
aged in comparison with the affected data. The filter artifacts were successfully removed after partial CRS
stacking with small apertures to ensure no unnecessary data interpolation.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

We have presented a continued development of an approach for multiple attenuation within the CRS work-
flow. It assumes hyperbolic moveout of the multiples. The algorithm relies on the principles of predicting
the multiples in the poststack data domain and subtracting them in the prestack data domain. The predicted
multiples are transformed to the prestack data domain by the CRS attributes, estimated for the multiples.

The approach was extended to be independent from user interaction (picking of main multiple generat-
ing horizons) and a correction term is introduced based on 2d cross correlation algorithms. The correction
term is not valid for all estimated multiples, but can produce sufficient results to address the main prediction
errors. Alternatively a global shift or a windowed application of the correction term is possible.

The results of the Maldives data set show the potential of the extended method, where a lot of multi-
ples energy could be removed and primary energy recovered. But it also has to be mentioned that this is a
rough prediction error estimation for an overall correction, it is not as accurate as a 2d SRME prediction
for example. But it can still produce reasonable results, as can be seen on the data example. Also the
algorithm is restricted the the hyperbolic assumption, i.e., in complex geologic situations this assumption
may be violated and the algorithm fails.
The main advantage of this approach is its simplicity and speed. The algorithm is also independent of data
regularization and can handle sparse data. As long as reliable CRS attributes can be determined and the
prediction is quite accurate, surface related multiples can be attenuated without data regularization. Also
insufficient velocity discrimination is not a big issue since the CRS stack can be quite good constrained to
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Figure 4: The original stacked section with multiples (in gray scale) overlaid by the estimated windowed
shift of the portion of the predicted multiples (in red and blue).

detect multiple parameters reliable. Also aggressive application of the adaptive subtraction can be removed
by applying local CRS stacks to the data to reconstruct the affected primaries.

The further extension of the method may comprise to include CRS gathers into the adaptive subtraction
process. According to (Verschuur, 2006) this may lead to balancing of the prediction errors in the sub-
traction process, since in a CRS gather many CMP gathers are included and small timing errors may be
balanced. Also the more accurate prediction of the multiple amplitudes by CRS attributes is an interesting
research topic. It also can be thought of extending the prediction to the 2d case, by performing the 2d
SRME process with CRS regularized gathers. This would lead to better predictions and could reduce the
dependence on the adaptive subtraction process.
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Figure 5: CRS stacked section of the profile after multiple suppression. As can be seen lot of multiple
energy could be removed from the stack.
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Figure 6: Comparison between the CRS stacking result of the multiple attenuated data set (a) and the same
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ABSTRACT

The Common-Reflection-Surface (CRS) stack is a well-established time imaging method that provides
high-quality stacking of three or two dimensional multicoverage seismic data, and also important
kinematic wavefield attributes. The CRS stack method has been used successful to simulate zero-
offset (ZO) seismic sections, providing high-resolution ZO seismic section even for complex geologic
structures. The Migration to ZO (MZO) is a method to transform a commom-offset (CO) into a ZO
data through an imaging or mapping procedure. In this paper, we present a new methodology to obtain
a migration to zero-offset (MZO) by using the CRS traveltime formula and the optimized CRS stack
parameters, namely the emergence angle of the normal ray, and the radius of curvature of the normal
incidence point (NIP) wave. It is so called CRS-MZO and takes advantage of the fact that unlike the
normal-moveout (NMO) method, the CRS stack is not restricted to common-midpoint (CMP) gathers,
but it uses large supergathers of arbitrary source-receiver configuration, without requirement of event
selections by the interpreter.Unlike the conventional MZO that needs a velocity model to transform
the data, the CRS-MZO is velocity model independent.The proposed CRS-MZO method has been
validated using the 2D Marmousi synthetic data and finally applied to 2D land seismic data of the
Tacutu Basin (Brazil).

INTRODUCTION

The Common Reflection Surface (CRS) stack method was developed to construct stacked zero-offset (ZO)
sections from multicoverage seismic data. In addition, the CRS-MZO method produce two sections of
CRS attributes and one coherency section. The CRS is a data-driven method, i.e., it does not require an a
priori known velocity model. By applying optimization techniques the CRS method estimates automati-
cally the needed stacking parameters. The CRS method was presented for the first time by Müller (1998).
However, the CRS parameter search strategy used to produce the results shown in that paper was only
explained in Müller (1999). By Müller’s search strategy, the initial three CRS parameters are estimated by
one-parametric search performed on CMP and ZO stacked sections. The final search of the CRS param-
eters is done in the multicoverage data domain by using the Nelder-Mead optimization algorithm. Other
contributions in the development of optimization strategies for estimating the CRS parameters can be found
in Birgin et al. (1999); Mann (2001); Jäger et al. (2001) and Garabito et al. (2001).

In the CRS method the stacking curves are defined by a hyperbolic approximation of the reflection trav-
eltime in midpoint and half-offset coordinates. The so-called CRS stacking operator is parameterized by
three kinematic wavefield-attributes useful for several seismic applications, and in the present 2D situation,
depends on three parameters: the emergence angle of the normal ray, βo, and the radii of curvature RNIP

and RN of two hypothetical wavefronts, so-called Normal-Incidence-Point (NIP) wave and Normal (N)
wave, respectively. Both wavefronts are related to second-order paraxial approximations of the reflection
traveltime (Hubral and Krey, 1980). The CRS stacking surface is a second-order reflection traveltime Tay-
lor expansion in offset and midpoint domain, of the true reflection traveltime in the vicinity of a normal

mailto:german@ufpa.br
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(zero-offset) ray. The CRS stack formalism has been extended to include situations for a central ray of
finite-offset (Zhang et al., 2001), topography and near-surface inhomogeneity effects (Chira-Oliva et al.,
2001).

By using a stratified model with homogeneous layers separated by curved interfaces, Jäger et al. (2001)
showed the validity of the CRS stack method to simulate the ZO section and to determine the kinematic
wavefield attributes from the multicoverage data.

In this paper, based on a diffraction traveltime approximation obtained from the hyperbolic reflection
traveltime or so-called CRS stacking operator, we build a new migration to zero offset (CRS-MZO) method
to simulate ZO (stacked) sections from pre-stack multicoverage data. The CRS-MZO operator is defined
in the present 2D situation by two CRS parameters: the emergence angle of the normal ray, βo, and the
radius of curvature, RNIP , of the hypothetical wavefront, so-called Normal-Incidence-Point (NIP) wave.
These two parameter values are automatically determined by an one-step search approach from the full
pre-stack data. We employ a simulated annealing (SA) algorithm, see e.g. Kirkpatrick et al. (1983) and
Corana et al. (1987), as a global optimization scheme to estimate the CRS-MZO parameters. Similar to the
conventional CRS approach of Jäger et al. (2001), we obtain a CRS-MZO stack section, as well as three
additional sections, namely the sections of maximum coherence values, emergence angles βo, and radius
of curvature RNIP , respectively.

To exemplify the main steps of the CRS-MZO approach, we use a simple synthetic model with three
homogeneous layers separated by smooth interfaces. On the other hand, to evaluate the image quality and
the robustness of the CRS-MZO algorithm, we present applications of the Marmousi dataset in comparison
with NMO/DMO. Finally, we present a real data application of the Tacutu Basin, which is localized at the
border between the Roraima State (Brazil) and the Rupununi District (Guiana Cooperative Republic).

CRS STACK TRAVELTIME APPROXIMATIONS

We start by reviewing the CRS method formalism as given by Jäger et al. (2001). The 2-D CRS stack
hyperbolic second-order Taylor expansion can be derived by means of paraxial ray theory (Schleicher et al.
(1993)). It approximates the finite-offset reflection traveltime in the vicinity of a fixed normal ray, generally
called a central ray. that is specified by its emergence point, x0, called the central point and generally taken
as a certain CMP along the seismic profile. The two-way traveltime of the ZO central ray that pertains to
x0 is denoted t0. A given point, P0 = (x0, t0) in the output ZO section is constructed by stacking along
the following CRS traveltime curve (Tygel et al., 1997)

t2(xm, h) =

[
t0 +

2 sinβ0

v0
(xm − x0)

]2

+
2t0 cos2 β0

v0

[
(xm − x0)2

RN
+

h2

RNIP

]
. (1)

As indicated above, x0 and t0 denote the emergence point of the normal ray on the seismic line, the
central point, and its ZO traveltime, respectively; xm and h are midpoint and half-offset coordinates:
xm = (xs + xr)/2 and h = (xs − xr)/2, where xs and xr are the coordinates of the source and receiver
on a planar acquisition surface.

The seismic line is considered to coincide with the horizontal Cartesian coordinate axis, x, along which
xs, xr and x0 are specified. The point P0(x0, t0) in the ZO section to be simulated is the one in which is
assigned the stacked seismic amplitudes with formula (1).

In the case that the reflector element collapses into a diffractor point, the NIP and Normal wavefronts
coincide. As a consequence, RNIP = RN , and the formula (1) reduces to

t2(xm, h) =

[
t0 +

2 sinβ0

v0
(xm − x0)

]2

+
2t0 cos2 β0

v0

[
(xm − x0)2 + h2

RNIP

]
. (2)

The traveltime approximation from equation 2, called Common-Diffraction-Surface (CDS) stack op-
erator, was used to simultaneously estimate the two parameters β0 and RNIP , as a first step of the CRS
parameter estimation strategy (Garabito et al., 2001). In this work, the pair of CRS parameters (β0,RNIP )
will be refered as NIP-wave parameters.

In Hubral et al. (1999) was presented a first comparison between the CRS stack and the pre-stack
Kirchhoff migration operator. Also, in Jäger et al. (2001) the CRS operator (equation 1), for RNIP = RN ,
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Figure 1: The blue curves are common-offset reflection traveltime for the second reflector. In red is the
CRS stack traveltime surface for point Po in the ZO seismic section. The lower part is the model with two
homogeneous layers above a half-space separated by a curved interface.
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Figure 2: The blue surface is the Kirchhoff operator for the diffraction poin R over second reflector. The
green is the CDS stack traveltime surface for point Po in the ZO seismic section. The lower part is the
model with two homogeneous layers above a half-space separated by curved interfaces.
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Figure 3: In the upper part, the blue line is the ZO reflection traveltime and the red line is the CRS stack
operator related to point P0. The magenta line is the ZO Kirchhoff operator and green line is the CDS stack
operator related to point PO and diffraction point R, located on the second reflector of the model in the
lower part.

was compared with the Kirchhoff operator. Following these concepts, in Mann et al. (2000) was presented
an application of the traveltime approximation (equation 2) for an approximate pre-stack time migration,
while Garabito et al. (2006) used the same formula (equation 2) to get a pos-stack Kirchhoff type depth
migration.

This second-order CDS stack traveltime curve is now used to simultaneously estimate the two parame-
ters β0 and RNIP , and apply a limited aperture CRS-MZO.

For a simple model of two homogeneous layers and continuous curved interfaces, Figure 1 depicts the
CRS stack traveltimes (CRS surface) and the multicoverage reflection traveltimes, as common-offset (CO)
traveltime curves in the (xm, h, t)-domain. Figure 2 depicts the corresponding CDS stack traveltime, the
CRS-MZO operator from equation 2, and the Kirchhoff operator for the same reflection point R of Figure
1. The CRS and CRS-MZO stacking aperture is a region in the (xm, h)-plane in the vicinity of the central
ray position (x0, 0). This is also the region where the estimation procedure is performed to find the CRS
stacking parameters.

In Figures 1 and 2 the blue curves are CO traveltimes of primary reflections related to the bottom
reflector in the model and the central ray Kirchhoff operators, respectively. These curves were calculated
by ray tracing and here they are referred as modelled traveltimes. The red lines in Figure 1 are the CRS
stack traveltimes and the green lines in Figure 2 are the CDS stack traveltimes. The former approximate the
reflection times, calculated from equation 1, and the later approximate the diffraction times calculated from
equation 2. In the vicinity of two-way traveltime P0 of the central ray both approaches fit very well the
modelled CO traveltimes. Hence, the CRS traveltime surface using equation 2 is a valuable representation
for does time imaging steps which assume diffraction points at the endpoint of the central rays Garabito
et al. (2001).

Equation 2 can be simplified for the ZO configuration by setting the condition h = 0. Then, for the ZO
plane shown in Figure 3, the blue line represents the reflection traveltime of the second reflector and the
magenta line represents the diffraction traveltime of a diffraction point at R on the second reflector. For
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the point P0, related to the central ray with normal incidence in R on the second reflector and emerging
point x0, the CRS operator is shown in red and the CDS operator in green. Again, we observe that also the
reduced CDS operator is a good approximation of the corresponding ZO Kirchhoff-type operator, just as
the reduced CRS operator approximates the ZO reflection times.

As previously indicated, the hyperbolic traveltime given by equation 1 and consequently also by equa-
tion 2 assume a constant near-surface velocity around the central ray position. This means that for all
source and receiver pairs in the area of the image contribution of one central ray according to the traveltime
function (equation 2), the near-surface velocity is taken as constant. Furthermore, it is also assumed that
all involved source receiver positions are on a horizontal line (flat acquisition line). In the case of marine
data, the two requirements are easily met. For land data, however, the traveltime needs to be corrected to
account for both lateral changes of the near-surface velocity and also topographic irregularities along the
seismic line.

The ZO section simulated by the CRS-MZO formalism does not suffer from uncertainties in the near-
surface velocity. In fact, even with wrong near-surface velocity values, the CRS-MZO imaging procedure
produces accurate high-resolution time images (i.e., time imaging is solely dependent on traveltime slopes
and curvatures). However, if the extracted CRS attributes are used for velocity inversion, the near-surface
velocities must be well determined, because accurate CRS parameters are needed for reliable estimation of
the velocity model.

OPTIMIZATION STRATEGY

Similar to the CRS stack method, the main problem to implement the CRS-MZO method is to determine
the two NIP-wave parameters (β0, RNIP ) for each ZO point. This problem can be solved by applying
optimization techniques using as objective function the coherency measure (semblance) of the signal am-
plitudes in prestack data along the stacking operator. In other words, the problem to be solved with the
optimization algorithm is as follows, for each point P0(x0, t0) of the ZO section to be simulated search for
the two NIP-wave parameters (β0,RNIP ) which maximize the semblance condition. The convergence of
the optimization process depends on the behavior of the objective function, that in most of the cases has
one global minimum and more than one local minimum, i.e., the coherence measure of seismic signal is
a multimodal function. Therefore, we have in many situations more than one minimum and we need to
consider the global minimum and at least one local minimum to construct properly places of seismic events
with conflicting dips.

To determine the NIP-wave parameters from the prestack data, we could use a similar multi-step search
strategy as proposed in Jäger et al. (2001) to determine the three CRS parameters. But, in this work,
to solve the two-dimensional global optimization problem to find the pair of parameters (β0,RNIP ) that
produce the largest coherence value, we use a simulated annealing (SA) algorithm Corana et al. (1987).
This optimization strategy uses multicoverage prestack seismic data as input and equation 2 to define the
stacking surface. To start the SA algorithm, the SA algorithm uses random values generated from a priori
defined intervals (90o ≥ β0 ≤ +90o and 0 < RNIP < ∞) into which the NIP-wave parameters will be
searched. As result of this procedure, we obtain the optimized NIP-wave parameters for a given ZO point
P0(x0, t0).

CRS-MZO ALGORITHM

Based on the described global optimization strategy to search the NIP-wave parameters, we propose a three
step algorithm to simulate a ZO section by CRS-MZO.

Step I : Parameter search
For one point P0(x0, t0) of the ZO section to be simulated, at least one pair of NIP-wave parameters

(β0,RNIP ) are searched from the multicoverage prestack seismic data of one super-bin by applying the
described optimization strategy.

Step II : CDS-MO-MM stack
For one pair of NIP-wave parameters (β0,RNIP ) associeted to the point P0, a multi-offset (MO) and

multi-midpoint (MM) stack along the CDS traveltimes from equation 2 is applied to the prestack data of
the selected super-bin.

Step III : CDS-ZO-MM demigration
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For the same pair of NIP-wave parameters (β0,RNIP ) associeted to the pointP0, a ZO-MM demigration
using the CDS traveltime approximation from equation 2 with h = 0 is applied on the stacked sample value,
the result of step II.

In order to handle events with conflicting dips at point P0, the steps II and III are repeated for all the
remainig searched NIP-wave parameter pairs associeted to that point. Finally, the search, the stack, and the
demigration from the steps I, II, and III are repeated for all the remaining points P0 of the ZO section until
the CRS-MZO section is complete.

APPLICATION

To show the performance of the CRS-MZO approach, we apply it to the dataset of the simple synthetic
model with homogeneous layers, separated by two smooth interfaces. The prestack data were generated
using an acoustic finite difference code with absorbing boundaries in order to avoid generating surface
related multiples. The dataset has 140 common shot sections each with 48 traces, and 25m interval between
shots and receivers. The minimum and maximum offsets are 25m and 1200m, respectively. The time
sampling interval is 4ms and the total record time is 2s. A small amount of white noise (5%) was added
before applying any processing step. As a reference of comparison with our CRS-MZO imaging result we
use the noise free modeled ZO section (Figure 4).

After searching for the NIP-wave parameters, we build a first image (shown in Figure 5) by applying
solely step II of the CRS-MZO approach, the multi-offset-multi-midpoint stack (CDS-MO-MM) to all
available super-bins. This section has obvious similarities with the well known CRS stacking method,
clean section of accurately simulated ZO reflection events with some issues on resolving conflicting dips
and diffraction events. The complete imaging result of the CRS-MZO approach is shown in Figure 6
after applying step II and step III, which is the multi-offset-multi-midpoint stack and the zero-offset-multi-
midpoint demigration. Comparing this result with the modeled ZO sections, we observe that the CRS-
MZO resolves better conflicting dips and strong diffractions by preserving the high quality character of
CRS techniques.

To test the robustness of the CRS-MZO approach proposed in this paper, we applied it to the well-
known Marmousi synthetic dataset (Bourgeois et al., 1991). The Marmousi experiment was computed on a
model with highly complex structures and tectonically realistic distribution of reflectors, and it has strong
velocity gradients in both vertical and horizontal directions. Therefore, this dataset is a great challenge for
any imaging method based on hyperbolic moveout.

The CRS-MZO stack proposed here is fully automatic, namely no user interaction is required. In
addition, the Marmousi multicoverage data was not submitted to any pre-processing before applying the
CRS-MZO approach. Figure 7 shows the result of applying solely the CDS-MO-MM stack, and figure 8
shows the result of of the complete CRS-MZO approach. Again, and more clearly visible, is the improved
resolution of conflicting dips and strong diffractions after applying the complete CRS-MZO approach. For
reasons of comparison, we processed the Marmousi data also running conventional NMO/DMO processing.
This result is shown in Figure 9. By comparing the results, it is easily verified that the CRS-MZO stack
(Figure 8) resolves better strongly dipping events especially in the deeper part of the Marmousi model. The
CRS-MZO application shows also clearer events in the central and shallow part of the section at places
where the NMO/DMO events are generally blurred. This provides a good indication that the CRS-MZO,
which in contrast to NMO/DMO is valid for general heterogeneous media can help to improve the image
in tectonically complex areas.

The CRS-MZO algorithm was also applied to line 50-RL-90 of the Tacutu Basin. This data is composed
by 179 split-spread shot records, with an interval of 200 m and with 50 m receiver spacing. The nearest
and farthest receivers are located at 150 m and 2500 m from the source, respectively. The record length is
4 seconds with a sample interval of 4 ms. Line 50-RL-90 is coarsely sampled in space, has a low signal to
noise ratio, and with a nominal fold of 24 also a low data coverage, just to mention some of the processing
challenges we had to deal with.

The following pre-processing sequence was applied: 1) trace editing; 2) geometry application; 3) spher-
ical divergence correction; 4) deconvolution; and 5) F-K filtering for ground roll removal. Static corrections
were not applied due to insufficient data information, which in this case of relatively smooth topography
was not a severe problem. After applying the above pre-processing sequence, the data was stacked by using
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the CMP and the CRS approaches.
The CRS-MZO approach applied to line 50-RL-90, consisting of the three steps, Nip-parameter estima-

tion, CDS-MO-MM stack, and CDS-ZO-MM demigration, is automatically performed. The image solely
using the CDS-MO-MM stack is shown in Figure 10 and the complete result of the CRS-MZO application
in Figure 11.

The corresponding CMP imaging approach consisting of: 1) velocity analysis, 2) NMO correction, 3)
DMO correction, and 4) horizontal stack is shown in Figure 12.

Due to the coarse spatial sampling all images are deteriorated by aliasing, which makes the comparison
between the different imaging approaches difficult. For instance, the highest dips in the shallow part,
strongly emphasised by the CRS-MZO approach, are heavily affected by aliasing over the entire frequency
bandwidth down to 15Hz. However, the CRS-MZO clearly performs better than NMO/DMO in the deep
part of the section, showing a better continuity of the reflections and also a higher resolution.

CONCLUSIONS

The CRS-MZO method is introduced as a multi-offset multi-midpoint diffraction stack followed by a zero-
offset demigration. The diffraction stack and demigration operators are both derived from the general CRS
formula by assuming diffraction points at the endpoints of the central rays. The CRS-MZO is like the CRS
stack a fully automatic time imaging method. The needed imaging parameters are searched by a one-step
search approach using a global optimization scheme.

CRS-MZO is, in contrast to DMO, valid for generally heterogeneous media. The robustness of this
technique in complex media is demonstrated using the Marmousi model. The CRS-MZO shows a better
continuity of strongly dipping events particularly in areas of abrupt lateral velocity variation.

Finally, we applied the CRS-MZO method to the field data, line 50-RL-90 of the Tacutu Basin. Due
to the coarse spatial sampling, strong aliasing noise makes the comparison between the different imaging
approaches difficult. However, the CRS-MZO clearly performs better than NMO/DMO in the deep part of
the section, showing a better continuity of the reflections and also a higher resolution.
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ABSTRACT

With the increasing performance of parallel supercomputers full waveform tomography (FWT) ap-
proaches can reduce the misfit between recorded and modelled data, to deduce a very detailed physical
model of the underground. In recent years acoustic waveform tomography became a very popular tool
to image the underground structures. However, acoustic waveform inversion has the disadvantage, that
only P waves can be inverted. It can not invert for S-waves or surface waves. Here we will present
the first inversion results of our elastic parallel time domain joint FWT code for two synthetic model
examples and discuss problems which occurred during the code development like preconditioning and
the choice of model parameters. Even though the problem is highly nonlinear and ill conditioned the
elastic FWT is able to resolve very detailed images of all three elastic model parameters.

INTRODUCTION

Full waveform tomography (FWT) is a state of the art imaging concept, which requires a massive amount of
computer resources. Therefore the first applications of FWT for moderate 2D problems were undertaken
in the late 1990s (Pratt (1999), Pratt and Shipp (1999)) for the acoustic case. The application of elastic
FWT is even more complicated, because 3 coupled elastic parameters have to be optimized at the same
time. In this paper we give a short overview of the first results we achieved with the elastic time domain
FWT code DENISE (subwavelength DEtail resolving NonlInear SEismic inversion) which was developed
by our working group at the TU Bergakademie Freiberg. As the name already states the FWT can only
image structures at or below the seismic wavelength. The long wavelength part of the model has to be
estimated by other methods like first arrival tomography. In the first section we give a short theoretical
overview. Afterwards the performance of the code will be shown using two synthetic geological examples.
A very simple 3 layer case and the more complex Marmousi model. We will discuss preconditioning and
the influence of model parameter choice on the inversion result.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The aim of full waveform tomography is to minimize the data residuals δu = dmod − dobs between the
modelled data dmod and the field data dobs. The misfit can be measured by the objective function:

E =
1
2
δuTδu. (1)

The objective function can be minimized by updating the model parameters mn at iteration step n using a
steepest-descent gradient method:

mn+1 = mn − µnPδm, (2)

where δm denotes the steepest-descent direction of the objective function and µn the step length. To
increase the convergence speed of the FWT code the application of a preconditioning operator P is recom-
mended.

mailto:daniel.koehn@geophysik.tu-freiberg.de
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How to estimate δm

To derive the steepest-descent direction a mapping from the data to the model space has to be found. A
small change in the model space δm, f.e. one model parameter at one point in space will result in a small
perturbation of the data space δd, f.e. one wiggle in the seismic section. If the Frechét derivative ∂d(D)

∂m(M)
is known, all the perturbations in the model space can be integrated to calculate the total change in the data
space:

δd(D) =
∫

M

dM
∂d(D)
∂m(M)

δm(M). (3)

where M and D indicate the model and data space. If a formulation like (3) can be found, one can identify
the Frechét kernel ∂d

∂m and then compute the adjoint operation - the mapping of perturbations from the data
to the model space as:

δm′(M) =
∫

D

dD

[
∂d(D)
∂m(M)

]∗
δd(D). (4)

For the elastic problem it can be shown, that the Frechét kernels are self-adjoint
[

∂d(D)
∂m(M)

]∗
=

[
∂d(D)
∂m(M)

]
(Tarantola (1988)). The seismic equivalent to (3) is of the form

δui(xs,xr, t) =
∫

V

dV (x)
∂ui(xs,xr, t)

∂m(x)
δm(x), (5)

where ui(xs,xr, t) represents the seismogram located at receiver location xr which records the ith com-
ponent of displacement of an elastic wavefield due to a shot at xs.

A similar expression as (5) can be derived from the equation of motion for an isotropic elastic medium:

ρ
∂2ui

∂t2
− ∂

∂xj
σij = fi,

σij − λεiiδij − 2µεij = Tij ,

εij =
1
2

(
∂ui

∂xj
+
∂uj

∂xi

)
+ boundary conditions,

(6)

where λ and µ denote the Lamé parameters, ρ the density, σij the stress tensor, εij the strain tensor, δij
the Kronecker Delta, fi the volume forces and Tij the surface forces. In the next step every parameter and
variable in the elastic wave equation is perturbated by a first order perturbation:

ui → ui + δui,

ρ→ ρ+ δρ,

σij → σij + δσij ,

λ→ λ+ δλ,

µ→ µ+ δµ,

εij → εij + δεij .

(7)

These substitutions yield a new elastic wave equation describing the displacement perturbation δui as a
function of new source terms ∆fi and ∆Tij

ρ
∂2δui

∂t2
− ∂

∂xj
σij = ∆fi,

δσij − λδεiiδij − 2µδεij = ∆Tij ,

δεij =
1
2

(
∂δui

∂xj
+
∂δuj

∂xi

)
+ perturbated boundary conditions,

(8)
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where the new source terms are

∆fi = −δρ∂
2ui

∂t2
+O(δρ)2 (9)

and

∆Tij = δλεiiδij + 2δµεij +O(δλ, δµ)2. (10)

Two points are important to notice here. Equation (8) states that every change of a material parameter will
act as a source ((9) and (10)), but the perturbated wavefield is propagating in the unperturbated medium.
The new wave equation given in (8) has the same form as the elastic wave equation, and hence its solution
can be obtained in terms of Green’s functions Gij of the elastic wave equation

δui(xr, t) =
∫

V

dV (x)Gij(xr, t, x, 0) ∗∆fj(x, t)

+
∫

S

dS(x)Gij(xr, t, x, 0) ∗∆Tij(x, t).
(11)

Substituting the force and traction terms given in equations (9) and (10) into equation (11), neglecting the
O2 terms (i.e., assume small perturbations in order to obtain the Frechét derivatives) gives

δui = −
∫

V

dV
∂Gij

∂t
∗ ∂uj

∂t
δρ−

∫
V

dV
∂Gij

∂xj
∗ ∂um

∂xm
δλ

−
∫

V

dV
∂Gij

∂xk
∗

(
∂uj

∂xk
+
∂uk

∂xj

)
δµ.

(12)

This equation has the form as the desired expression for the forward problem (5) and so it defines the
Frechét kernel ∂ui(xs,xr,t)

∂m(x) , from which one may obtain the adjoint expression:

δm′(x) =
∑
S

∫
dt

∑
R

∂ui(xs,xr, t)
∂m(x)

δui(xs,xr, t), (13)

i.e., the integral over the data space of the data residuals multiplied by the Frechét kernel. Use of (12)
to solve the forward problem is known as the Born approximation. In waveform tomography the Born
approximation is not used to solve the forward problem. Instead the full elastic wave equation is solved.
Integrating the Frechét kernel defined by (12) over the data space produces the adjoint operation

δm′ =
[
δλ′, δµ′, δρ′

]T

,

where

δλ′ = −
∫
dt

∑
R

∂Gij

∂xj
∗ ∂um

∂xm
δui,

δµ′ = −
∫
dt

∑
R

∂Gij

∂xk
∗

(
∂uj

∂xk
+
∂uk

∂xj

)
δui,

= −
∫
dt

∑
R

1√
2

(
∂Gij

∂xk
+
∂Gik

∂xj

)
∗ 1√

2

(
∂uj

∂xk
+
∂uk

∂xj

)
δui,

δρ′ = −
∫
dt

∑
R

∂Gij

∂t
∗ ∂uj

∂t
δui.

(14)
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According to Mora (1987) these expressions can be simplified to:

δλ′ = −
∑
S

∫
dt

(
∂ux

∂x
+
∂uy

∂y

)(
∂Ψx

∂x
+
∂Ψy

∂y

)
,

δµ′ = −2
∑
S

∫
dt

(
∂ux

∂y
+
∂uy

∂x

)(
∂Ψx

∂y
+
∂Ψy

∂x

)
+

(
∂ux

∂x

∂Ψx

∂x
− ∂uy

∂y

∂Ψy

∂y

)
,

δρ′ = −
∑
S

∫
dt

(
∂ux

∂t

∂Ψx

∂t
+
∂uy

∂t

∂Ψy

∂t

)
,

(15)

where the new wavefield

Ψj(x, t) = −
∑
R

Gij(x,−t;xr, 0) ∗ δui(xr, t) (16)

has been introduced. This wavefield is generated by propagating the residual data δui from the receiver
positions backwards in time.

In summary one iteration step of the FWT algorithm consists of the following steps:

1. For each shot solve the forward problem (6) for the actual model mn to generate a synthetic dataset
dmod and the wavefield u(x, t).

2. Calculate the residual seismograms δu = dmod − dobs.

3. Generate the wavefield Ψ(x, t) by backpropagating the residuals from the receiver positions.

4. Calculate the optimal perturbations δm of each material parameter according to (15).

5. Apply an appropriate preconditioning operator P.

6. Estimate the step length µn by a line search.

7. Update the material parameters using the gradient method mn+1 = mn − µnPδm.

In our FWT code the forward problem and backpropagation of the residual wavefield are solved using
a parallel time domain finite difference code (Bohlen (2002)). In the following sections two synthetic FWT
test problems will be presented to demonstrate the performance of the code.

A SIMPLE GEOLOGICAL TEST PROBLEM

For first parameter tests a simple geological model was used, which consists of a free surface, a water
column, two layers with undulating interfaces and a half space (Fig. 1, bottom). The S-wave velocity Vs

and density ρ are calculated from the P-wave distribution Vp using the following relationships:

Vs = Vp/
√

3,

ρ = 0.31 ∗ 1000.0 ∗ V 1/4
p .

(17)

Using an 8th order spatial FD operator the model could be discretized with 640 × 600 gridpoints in x-
and y-direction with a spatial gridpoint distance of 2.5 m. The time was discretized using DT = 0.54 ms,
thus for a recording time of T = 1.5 s 2777 time steps are needed. The acquisition geometry consists of
an Ocean Bottom Cable (OBC) on the sea floor with 93 two component receivers. 20 airgun shots were
recorded with a shot distance of 69 m. The source signature was a 30 Hz Ricker wavelet. The calculation
time using 64 CPUs on an ALTIX 4700 for one iteration step is roughly 3.5 minutes.

As mentioned above even very simple preconditioning operators can increase the convergence speed of
the FWT code significantly. To correct the amplitude loss at greater depth due to reflections and spherical
divergence in a reflection geometry a simple scaling of the gradient with depth P = depthn, where n is an
integer number, can be applied. For the synthetic tests n=3 works very well.
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Figure 1: Simple Geological Test Problem: P-wave velocity (left column), S-wave velocity (right column).
1D staring model (top), Inversion result after 110 iteration steps (center), true model (bottom).
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Figure 2: Density inversion results for the simple geological problem using the Lamé parameters (left) and
the impedances (right) as model parameters in the FWT.

For the isotropic elastic wave equation, the most obvious choice of model parameters m are the Lamé
parameters λ, µ and the density ρ. The inversion results for this parameter set are shown in Fig. 1 (center).
For better comparison the Lamé parameters are converted to seismic velocities. The interface locations
and velocities could be reconstructed very well from the 1D starting model (Fig.1 (top)). There are other
choices of model parameters which are more physically meaningful and better resolved (Tarantola (1986)),
but we think might not be optimal for a joint multiparameter inversion. To demonstrate that problem the
gradients are rewritten in terms of P-wave impedance Zp and S-wave impedance Zs (Mora (1987)):

δZp = 2Vpδλ
′,

δZs = −4Vsδλ
′ + 2Vsδµ

′,

δρ = (V 2
p − 2V 2

s )δλ′ + V 2
s δµ

′ + δρ′.

(18)

The comparison of the density update function in (18) and (15) shows that for the impedances the
density update depends on the gradients δλ′, δµ′ and the actual seismic velocities, while the density update
for the Lamé parameters is independent of all the other parameters. In Fig. 2 the inversion results for the
density are shown. While the Lamé parameters (left) can easily resolve the interfaces, the impedance result
(right) is not capable to resolve the correct density distribution and is dominated by artefacts.

A COMPLEX GEOLOGICAL TEST PROBLEM - THE ELASTIC MARMOUSI MODEL

A widely used test problem for seismic imaging techniques is the elastic Marmousi II model (Martin
et al. (2006)). The model consists of horizontal layers near the boundaries, while steep thrust faults are
disturbing the layers in the center of the model. These thrust faults are not easy to resolve by conventional
first arrival tomography, so it is an ideal test model for the FWT. Due to computational restrictions the
original Marmousi II model could not been used, because the very low S-wave velocities in the sediments
would require a too small spatial sampling of the model. Therefore new S-wave velocities and densities
were calculated from the P-wave velocities using the scaling relations (17).

Using an 8th order spatial FD operator the model could be discretized with 1000 × 580 gridpoints in
x- and y-direction with a spatial gridpoint distance of 5.0 m. The time was discretized using DT = 0.54
ms, thus for a recording time of T = 2.5 s 4630 time steps are needed. The acquisition geometry consists
of an OBC on the sea floor with 301 two component receivers. 41 airgun shots were recorded with a shot
distance of 112 m. The source signature was a 20 Hz Ricker wavelet. The calculation time using 50 CPUs
on an ALTIX 4700 for one iteration step is roughly 30 minutes.
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Due to the results of the last section, we choose the Lamé parameters as model parameters for the
inversion. The starting model, inversion result after 100 iterations and the true model are shown as P-wave
velocity, S-wave velocity and density in Fig. 3 - 5. The starting model is a Gauss filtered version of the true
model with a correlation length λc = 100.0 m. To achieve a smooth transition from the long wavelength
starting model to the inversion result with short wavelength structures the application of a frequency filter
with variable bandwidth on the data residuals δu is vital, to avoid the convergence into a local minimum.
In this case a low pass filter with the following characteristics was used during the first iteration: f1=0.0
Hz, f2=0.0 Hz, f3=5.0 Hz, f4=10.0 Hz, amps=1.,1.,1.,0.. Between f3 and f4 a Gaussian taper function is
applied. At all subsequent iteration steps the bandwidth was increased by 0.46 Hz/iteration step, so until
the 100th iteration the full spectral content was inverted.

Even though the coverage was not very high the inversion results are showing a lot of small details
and fine layers which are absent in the starting model. The thrust faults are also imaged very well. Even
the density, a parameter which can be hardly estimated from seismic data, is resolved well. In Fig. 6 the
seismic sections of shot 10 are plotted for the starting model (top), the inversion result (center) and the true
model (bottom). Notice the good fit of the first arrivals for the starting model, but the lack of small details
beyond the first arrivals. The inversion result fits the phases and amplitudes of the later small scale arrivals
very well.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

In this paper we have shown the potential of elastic FWT for imaging structures which are on the same scale
or smaller than the seismic wavelength. The success of FWT depends not only on the preconditioning of
the gradients, but also on the choice of model parameters. The chosen preconditioning was a very simple
scaling of the gradients. More sophisticated operators might improve the inversion result and increase the
convergence speed of the code. For a successful joint inversion of all three elastic parameters it is essential
to choose the Lamé parameters as model parameters, because other parameter sets can not be inverted
independently. Another problem, if not the biggest, is the estimation of the starting model. Currently
we are testing different methods for searching the long wavelength parameter space to estimate plausible
starting models for the FWT. If all this research is done we will start with the elastic inversion of ultrasonic
and real streamer/OBC data.
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Figure 3: P-wave velocity Marmousi model: (a) starting model, (b) inversion result, (c) true model.
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ABSTRACT

For better parameter estimation we develop imaging methods that can exploit the richness of full
seismic waveforms. Full waveform tomography (FWT) is a powerful method to reach this goal. In
this study, we demonstrate the performance of our new parallel acoustic time-domain code. We present
the results for two acquisition geometries: a transmission (random medium model) and a reflection
example (the Marmousi model). Using the crosshole configuration, we compare our time-domain
inversion results with the frequency-domain results calculated using the FULLWV code by G. Pratt
et. al. Both time- and frequency-domain codes produce similar results. Another important aspect is
the choice of an adequate starting model. Both examples are used to investigate the role of the starting
model. In contrast to the crosshole geometry, the success of the FWT for a reflection geometry is very
sensitive to the starting model. In case of the transmission example the FWT can handle rough starting
models. Even a homogeneous model can be enough to succeed. However, the inversion of a reflection
geometry problem requires a more detailed starting model. Additionally the applicability of different
acquisition geometries will be presented for the Marmousi model. This is a test of the robustness of
acoustic FWT with a decreasing number of ray paths. After the reduction of the number of sources or
receivers the FWT is still able to reconstruct the subsurface properly. It is rather a matter of iterations.
The less ray paths the more iterations are necessary. Furthermore, the results for application of a free
surface or the usage of a marine streamer geometry show that the FWT can deal with more complex
data, which also include multiple-waves.

INTRODUCTION

Although first implementations of the FWT in the 1980s were conducted in the time-domain by (Tarantola,
1984), the frequency-domain version of FWT developed in the 1990s by (Pratt, 1999) has now emerged
as an efficient imaging tool. The main advantage of the frequency-domain approach is the possibility of
starting the inversion at low frequencies (large-scale structures) and then moving to higher frequency com-
pounds (small-scale structures), thereby realizing a multi-scale approach. The main advantage of the time-
domain method is the efficient parallelization by domain decomposition leading to a significant speedup
on parallel computers (Bohlen, 2002).
In this work we focus on the applicability of the FWT to different acquisition geometries. We will analyze
the performance for a transmission and a reflection geometry. The first section describes the basic steps
of the iterative optimization algorithm of the FWT. The second chapter concentrates on a crucial part of
this algorithm - the estimation of an optimal step length. Section three deals with the application of FWT
to a transmission geometry. A comparison of the results of time- and frequency-domain implementations
completes this part. In section four we use a realistic geological model to focus on the investigation of
the reflection geometry. We compare the results for different starting models and acquisition geometries

mailto:andre.kurzmann@geophysik.tu-freiberg.de
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(e.g. a marine streamer geometry). This part will be finished with a summary of the performance of our
time-domain code by using the Marmousi model (Versteeg, 1994).

1. THE BASIC WAVEFORM TOMOGRAPHY ALGORITHM

The aim of the FWT-algorithm is to minimize the residual of observed and modelled data. As described
in (Tarantola, 1984), waveform tomography in the time-domain is an optimization problem which can be
expressed by the general equation

mn+1 = mn + µndn.

This iterative algorithm comprises several steps:

1. Setup of the source receiver geometry,

2. The choice of an appropriate acoustic starting model m0, i.e. a P-wave velocity model,

3. Apply acoustic forward modelling to the model mn (e.g. starting model) at iteration step n for each
source.

4. Compute the residual of observed data and forward modelled seismograms,

5. Apply the backpropagation of the wavefield by using the residuals as source signals at receiver posi-
tions,

6. Compute the zero-lag cross-correlation of forward modelled and backpropagated wavefields for ev-
ery source,

7. Sum up all sensitivities to get the gradient dn of the entire acquisition geometry and apply the
steepest descent gradient method,

8. By multiplying the gradient with an optimal step length µn the change in material parameters can be
calculated, which yields the updated and improved model mn+1,

9. Continue with iteration step n+ 1 by repeating steps 3 to 8,

The determination of the step length is crucial for the success of the inversion process, i.e. both fast
convergence of the data misfit function and model adaption after a low number of iterations.

2. STEP LENGTH OPTIMIZATION

There are different ways to perform the model update (Figure 1(b)). The simplest one is the usage of a
constant step length. It is recommended to use a model change of less than one percent (Pica (1990)).
The inversion will be successful, but the minimization of the data residual requires a lot of iteration steps.
However, the application of a large step length will cause a turbulent behavior of the misfit function. The
algorithm permanently jumps over the desired minimum and fails to find an adequate model. Thus the
usage of constant step lengths is very inefficient. This can be improved by reducing the step length (for
example by a factor of 0.5) when ’hitting’ a hill of the objective function. This method is able to get close
to the minimum after a lower number of iteration steps. A far more efficient strategy is the application
of an adaptive step length control. Every iteration three additional test runs are performed, yielding data
misfits L2,i(µi) for three different step lengths µi(i = 0, 1, 2) around an initial value. A parabolic curve
fitting - applied to L2,i(µi) - can be used to estimate an optimal step length (Figure 1(a)). The evolution of
the misfit function is very smooth and depending on the local nature of the objective function it is possible
to use large step lengths. This involves the reduction of both the number of necessary iterations and the
computation time. This step length optimization requires more computational efforts per iteration, because
for each shot three additional forward modellings are necessary. But the usage of an optimal step length
yields an intensified decrease of the data misfit function. Hence, it is possible to reduce the number of
iterations and a huge amount of forward modellings, respectively.
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Figure 1: Step length optimization. Figure 1(a) shows the principle of an optimal adaptive step length
algorithm. The step length can be obtained by minimizing a parabola, which was fitted to the data residuals
of three test step lengths. The evolutions of the data misfit function and the according step lengths are
illustrated in Figure 1(b). Graphs (A) and (B) show the results for constant step lengths of 4 % and 0.5 %.
(C) represents a step length algorithm using a halving of the step length in case of increasing data residual
from iteration step n to n+ 1. (D) is the result of the adaptive step length algorithm shown in Figure 1(a).

3. TRANSMISSION GEOMETRY

3.1 Model setup

The following inversion problem consists of a random medium, which was generated by applying the von
Karmann covariance function (Figure 2). The velocity of the P-wave varies between 1640 m

s and 2340 m
s .

The resulting model is a self-similar medium and thus includes structures on different length scales. The
acquisition geometry is arranged in form of a crosshole configuration. It includes 91 receivers and 91
explosive sources with a dominant frequency of 125 Hz. For FD forward modelling we use a record length
of 1.4 seconds, a time discretization of ∆T = 0.7 ms and a grid spacing of 0.5 m, which results in a grid
size of 520 × 320 grid points.

3.2 Comparison of time- and frequency-domain results

In order to fit the very long wavelength part, we use a smoothed version of the true model as our starting
model (Figure 2). After 25 iterations the result of the time-domain implementation (Figure 3(a)) shows a lot
of small-scale features, which can also be found in the true model. Note how well the seismic sections are
fitted by the time-domain code (Figure 4). The adaptive step length algorithm was applied to the random
medium model. The conditions were made more complicated by using a homogeneous starting model. The
results of time- and frequency-domain inversion are shown in Figure 3(b). They are satisfactory but not as
close to the true model as the results in Figure 3(a).
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) also show the inversion results, which are computed in the frequency-domain using
the FULLWV code by G. Pratt et al. This method only inverts discrete frequencies at a time. The dominant
frequency of the source signal is 125 Hz. Hence, the inversion starts at a frequency of 10 Hz, moving
to 250 Hz in 10 Hz steps and with 3 iterations at a time. The results of the time- and frequency-domain
inversions are comparable, even though the time-domain code inverted the whole frequency information at
once, while the frequency-domain inverts for the low frequencies first and added higher frequency content
later on.
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Figure 2: Crosswell-configuration: True vP model; a smooth and a homogeneous starting model for full
waveform inversion (from left to right). The smooth starting model was generated by the application of a
2D averaging filter (size: 60× 60 m).
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Figure 3: Compilation of random medium P-velocity models, which comprises the inversion results for the
smooth starting model (Figure 3(a)) and the homogeneous starting model (Figure 3(b)). The results were
obtained after 25 iterations in the time-domain and 75 iterations in the frequency-domain (25 frequencies
from 10 Hz to 250 Hz with 3 iterations for each frequency).
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Figure 4: Seismograms for the FWT in the time-domain. The images show the observed data (left), the
forward modelled seismogram for the homogeneous starting model (center) and the data, which belongs to
the inversion result (right). These examples correspond to the central shot 45.
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4. REFLECTION GEOMETRY

4.1 Model setup

In this case the inversion will be demonstrated on the basis of a more realistic model, the Marmousi model
(Figure 5(a)). It contains a lot of different geological structures, whose P-wave velocities vary in a range
from 1500 m

s to 5500 m
s . This synthetic example contains an absorbing boundary instead of a free surface

at the top of the model. Sources and receivers are located in a depth of 300 m below the absorbing frame.
We used 87 receivers and 32 explosive sources with a dominant frequency of 10 Hz. The record length is 3
seconds, the time discretization ∆T = 1.0 ms, the grid spacing 18 m and the grid size 512 × 178 points.

4.2 Results for different starting models

The first starting model has been calculated from the true model by choosing vertical velocity profiles from
three different boreholes (see Figure 5(a)). The areas between these boreholes were interpolated linearly
and smoothed by applying a 2D Gaussian filter (standard deviation σ = 10, size: 990 × 990 m). The image
at the top of Figure 5(b) illustrates the inversion result after 200 iterations. Due to the acquisition geometry
and the low ray coverage we can see a loss of resolution with increasing depth. But on the whole the result
demonstrates the efficiency of full waveform tomography. Especially in the upper parts it is possible to
resolve structures at subwavelength-scale. However, there are still artefacts in the central part of the model,
which is just a matter of iterations. Another 100 iterations would be necessary to reconstruct the relevant
structures. The satisfactory progress of the inversion is represented by the well-fitted seismogram sections
in Figure 6.
The second starting model is a 1D model, which has been derived from the true model and smoothed by
the filter, mentioned above. In the image at the bottom of Figure 5(b) the final velocity model after 200
iterations is shown. Just the right part has been reconstructed satisfactorily. In this case there might be
too high velocity deviations between true and starting model, which preferably affects areas with low ray
coverage. Thus, the algorithm falls into a local minimum of the objective function and is unable to fit low
wavelength structures at the very beginning of the iteration process.
The success of the inversion depends on the choice of the starting model. The usage of an adequate smooth
starting model (for example the result of a traveltime tomography) is essential for an efficient full waveform
tomography. Apart from the starting model issue, the application of a free surface may cause additional
problems. In comparison to the previous velocity models, Figure 7(a) shows the result for a Marmousi
model, which includes a free surface. Due to the occurrence of multiple-waves there is no doubt that the
observed data becomes more complex. Obviously this affects the quality of the inversion result negatively
and in contrast to the examples without using a free surface, a quite large data misfit (Figure 7(b)) can be
observed. Without any further optimizations of the algorithm many iterations will be necessary to get a
comparable result as shown in Figure 5(b).

4.3 Comparison of different acquisition geometries

This section will focus on the reflection experiment, i.e. the Marmousi model. The aim is the verification of
the robustness and stability of the acoustic full waveform algorithm in dependence of the source-receiver-
geometry. In a first test - shown in Figures 5(b) and 8(a) - we vary the number of sources (32, 16, 8,
4). The inversion results are compared after 200 iterations. In the second test the number of sources
remains unchanged (32) and the number of receivers will be reduced, i.e. 87 and 22. The results are also
obtained after 200 iterations (Figure 8(a)). The number of both sources and receivers are considered to
be equivalent. The total number of ray paths is much more important and crucial for the success of the
inversion. Furthermore it is also a matter of iterations. The less ray paths the more iterations are necessary
to get a result with comparable quality. The last test deals with a marine streamer geometry. 28 sources
and 40 receivers per source with an offset of 500 m are used. Due to the addition of the water layer the
modelling parameters have to be modified: The record length is set to 3.5 seconds and the new grid size is
512 × 212 points. In fact, this is a small acquisition geometry, but it is the very first experiment of this
type. Figure 8(b) shows the inversion result after 200 iterations. The dominant large-scale structures and
even some subwavelength structures are resolved satisfactorily.
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Figure 5: Figure 5(a) shows the true Marmousi model (top) and two different starting models (center and
bottom). The upper starting model was generated by using three vertical seismic profiles (dashed lines in
the true model image). The interjacent areas were interpolated and smoothed. The lower one is a simple
smoothed 1D model. The acquisition geometry is illustrated by red asterisks (sources) and green triangles
(receivers). The upper image in Figure 5(b) shows the inversion result for the smooth starting model and
the lower image the velocity model for the 1D starting model. All results were obtained after 200 iterations.
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Figure 6: Seismogram sections for the full waveform inversion in the time-domain. The images show the
observed data (left), the forward modelled seismogram for the smooth starting model (center) and the data,
which belongs to the inversion result (right). These examples correspond to shot 1 at the left boundary of
the model area.

4.4 Computational aspects

The computational efforts of time-domain full waveform inversion are very expensive. This relates to both
time and memory consumption. This can be demonstrated by using a quite small example. Consider a
model grid size of 460 × 146 grid points and 3300 time steps. As mentioned above it is necessary to
compute forward modelled and backpropagated wavefields. Then the cross-correlation of those will be
calculated. Thus, for every time step of the FD modelling the forward wavefields have to be saved in mem-
ory. In this case they require around 845 MB of memory. There are different possibilities to save memory
and time. The memory usage can be reduced by omitting time steps, which also affects the computation
time positively. In general it is unavoidable to use parallel computing. This comprises the domain decom-
position (Bohlen, 2002) and the shot parallelization. Forward modellings and backpropagations for each
shot of a full waveform tomography can be computed separately. Hence, on condition of the availability of
computers with enough random access memory, it is senseful to distribute shots among all available com-
puters. In case of multi-core computers domain decomposition can be done internally. As a consequence
the tremendous reduction of network traffic and a speedup of the inversion algorithm (see Figure 9) can
be observed. For instance we can use a cluster of 8 computers with a total number of 32 CPUs. The first
possibility is the exclusive application of domain decomposition, which is the low-memory option. The
domain is divided into 32 subdomains, i.e. a memory usage of 106 MB per computer. However, due to
large network traffic the FWT will be done at the expense of the performance. The second possibility is
the combination of domain decomposition and shot parallelization. The domain can be divided into 4 parts
on every single computer, i.e. a memory usage of 845 MB per computer and in total 6760 MB. Thus, the
modellings for 8 shots can be computed at once. This high memory consumption comes along with an in-
creased performance of the FWT. Table 1 contains detailed performance information for a small Marmousi
example.

Model and inversion parameters model size: 460 × 146 grid points
3300 time steps for every forward modelling
150 iterations
16 sources
in total: 7446 forward modellings

Hardware 32 CPUs (8 quadcores á 2.6 GHz)
gigabit network

Performance computation time per forward modelling: 0.4 seconds
computation time per iteration: 19.5 seconds
in total: 49 minutes

Table 1: Detailed performance information of the acoustic time-domain code for a small Marmousi model.
For this purpose we used a Linux cluster at the Institute of geophysics of the TU Bergakademie Freiberg.
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Figure 7: Results with application of a free surface. Figure 7(a) shows the inversion results for the smooth
and 1D starting model. The results were obtained after 200 iterations. Figure 7(b) illustrates the observed
and forward modelled data, which belong to the smooth starting model.
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Figure 8: Figure 8(a) contains a compilation of the results for a variable number of shots and receivers
(NTX = 32; NRX = 87; 2784 ray paths). From top to bottom: In comparison to Figure 5(b) the number
of shots and receivers varied as follows: NTX = 16, 8, 4, 32; NRX = 87, 87, 87, 22; 1392, 696, 348 and
704 ray paths. The results were obtained after 200 iterations. Figure 8(b) shows the inversion result for
the application of a marine streamer geometry. From top to bottom: true velocity model, smooth starting
model and the result after 200 iterations. The acquisition geometry consists of 28 sources and 40 receivers
per source (except close to the right boundary), which involves 915 ray paths.
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Figure 9: Comparison of the performance of conventional parallelization and a combination of domain
decomposition and shot parallelization.

CONCLUSIONS

In this study we tested the performance of our time-domain waveform tomography code and compared the
results with the frequency-domain implementation by G. Pratt. The time-domain and frequency-domain
codes produce similar results, even for very complex model geometries. The computational cost of the
time-domain code is much more expensive than that of the frequency-domain code. However, the runtime
for the random medium problem of both codes is comparable (around 40 minutes). This demonstrates the
effectiveness of the frequency-domain code on 1 CPU and the parallelized time-domain code on 40 CPUs.
Note: Due to stability reasons different model sizes (time-domain: 320×520, frequency-domain: 160×260
gridpoints) were used. Of course, they also affect the computation times. Especially the reduction of
network communication by introducing the shot parallelization and the reduction of iterations by applying
an adaptive step length algorithm improve the performance of the time-domain code.
Additionally we have shown that acoustic FWT is applicable to reflection seismic problems. The synthetic
Marmousi model is the first step to invert real data later on. For this purpose it will be necessary to find
an adequate starting model, which can be estimated by using traveltime tomography. Furthermore we have
to take into account different physical effects like geometrical spreading. Another issue will be the source
signal inversion and the examination of the applicability of acoustic full waveform tomography to elastic
data.
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ABSTRACT

Image-wave propagation or velocity continuation describes the variation of the migrated position of
a seismic event as a function of migration velocity. Image-wave propagation in the common-image
gather (CIG) domain can be combined with residual-moveout analysis for iterative migration velocity
analysis. Velocity continuation of CIGs leads to a detection of those velocities where events flatten.
Although image-wave continuation is based on the assumption of a constant migration velocity, the
procedure can be applied in inhomogeneous media. For this purpose, the CIGs obtained by migration
with an inhomogeneous macrovelocity model are continued starting from a constant reference veloc-
ity. The interpretation of continued CIGs as obtained from residual migrations leads to a correction
formula that translates the residual flattening velocities into absolute time-migration velocities. In this
way, the migration velocity model can be iteratively improved until a satisfactory result is reached.
By means of a numerical example, we show that migration velocity analysis with iterative image
continuation exclusively applied to selected common-image gathers is able to construct a reasonable
migration velocity model from scratch, without any need of a building an initial model from a previous
conventional NMO/DMO velocity analysis.

INTRODUCTION

The quality of a final seismic depth or time migrated image depends on the available velocity informa-
tion. This fact is independent of the employed migration method. Conventional normal moveout (rms)
velocity analysis (Dix, 1955; Yilmaz, 1987) can provide a satisfactory macrovelocity as long as its inherent
assumptions of hyperbolic moveout, flat reflectors, and lateral homogeneity are reasonably well satisfied.

In more challenging environments, the conventional velocity model needs to be improved with mi-
gration velocity analysis (MVA). In MVA, different migrated images of the same position obtained from
different subsets of the data are collected into so-called common-image gathers (CIGs). The CIGs are
sensitive to the velocity model (Al-Yahya, 1989). The idea is that for the correct migration velocity, the
image of the same subsurface point should be independent of the data subset used to produce it. Thus, the
reflection events in a CIG should be flat regardless of the structures (Stork, 1992). On the other hand, for
an incorrect migration velocity, different data subsets will lead to different images, thus resulting in nonflat
reflection events in the CIG. A more detailed description can be found in Zhu et al. (1998).

Migration velocity analysis has been proposed by many authors. The suggested methods range from a
simple comparison of different common-offset images (Gardner et al., 1974) over wavefield extrapolation
of CMP gathers (Yilmaz and Chambers, 1984), trial migrations plus stacking (Fowler, 1985), and focusing
depth analysis (Faye and Jeannot, 1986), to residual-moveout (RMO) analysis in the offset-domain (Al-
Yahya, 1989) or angle-domain (Biondi and Symes, 2004) CIG.

Because of its conceptual clearness and simplicity, RMO analysis has become the favorite tool for
MVA. During the years, many improvements have been suggested (Deregowski, 1990; Lee and Zhang,
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1992; Lafond and Levander, 1993; Liu and Bleistein, 1995; Liu, 1997; Yan and Lines, 2001; Chauris et al.,
2002; Fei and McMechan, 2005, 2006; Schleicher and Biloti, 2007, see also references therein).

A completely different approach to MVA is based on the continuation of a seismic image in veloc-
ity. This is a straightforward extension of residual migration (Rothman et al., 1985) or cascaded migration
(Larner and Beasley, 1987) to continuous velocity variation (Claerbout, 1986; Fomel, 1994). Goldin (1994)
developed a more general theory of image continuation, which he called contact continuation. The kine-
matics and dynamics of image continuation in the time-migrated domain have been thoroughly discussed
by Fomel (2003b). In a companion paper, Fomel (2003a) suggested its use for time-migration velocity
analysis in the prestack domain.

In this paper, we combine the concepts of RMO analysis and image continuation, in this way devising a
tool for RMO analysis in the form of an FD implementation of a partial differential equation. We provide a
simpler derivation for Fomel’s (2003b) image-wave equation for direct application in offset-domain CIGs.
Letting the reflection events in each CIG propagate until they are flat, we find a velocity value for each
identifiable event. After migration with the preliminary model, the procedure can be applied iteratively
for residual migration. In this way, we are able to construct an inhomogenous macrovelocity model. We
demonstrate this MVA strategy on the Marmousoft data (Billette et al., 2003).

REVIEW OF IMAGE CONTINUATION

When a seismic section is depth- or time-migrated with different (constant) migration velocities, different
reflector images of the subsurface are obtained. By continuously changing the migration velocity, the image
can be continued in velocity. Based on the kinematics of the dislocation of the image of a seismic event
under variation of the migration velocity, Fomel (1994) presented partial differential equations that describe
this velocity continuation. Due to the similarity with propagating waves, Hubral et al. (1996b) interpreted
the continued images for different velocities as snapshots of propagating “image waves”. Consequently,
they termed the resulting differential equations “image-wave equations”.

In the same way as physical waves propagate as a function of time, these image waves propagate as
a function of migration velocity. It is therefore straightforward to associate the moving reflector images
with pseudo “wavefronts” that “propagate” as a function of the migration velocity v. This view is taken by
Fomel (1994) and Hubral et al. (1996b). Different migrated images can thus be considered as snapshots
of image waves at different instants of migration velocity. By some simple plane-wave considerations,
image-wave equations can be derived that describe the propagation of image waves as a function of the
migration velocity.

Also in correspondence to physical wave propagation, there are pseudo “rays” associated with this
image-wave propagation. Such a “velocity ray” (Fomel, 1994) or “image-wave ray” (Schleicher et al.,
1997) is given by the set of all possible migrated loci of one point N on a seismic reflection-time surface Γ
in the original CMP or ZO section. Which of all possible velocity rays is actually associated with the event
is defined by the local slope of Γ at N .

These velocity rays describe the curve through the migrated section that the reflection point of a seismic
event with a certain slope describes when the migration velocity is changed continuously. For example,
in the case of a CMP stack or zero-offset (ZO) section, the ZO reflection signal moves along a circle at
depth, as recognized independently from geometrical considerations by Cognot et al. (1995) and Liptow
and Hubral (1995), and mathematically shown by Schleicher et al. (1997). The circle degenerates to a
vertical line for a nondipping event. For all other dips, the dislocation as a function of migration velocity
depends on the reflector dip. In particular and somewhat counterintuitively, for reflectors with dips larger
than 45◦, the reflection point moves upward for increasing velocity (Chun and Jacewitz, 1981).

The corresponding velocity rays in a time-migrated ZO section are parabolas (Liptow and Hubral, 1995;
Schleicher et al., 1997). The associated ray-tracing system was presented by Fomel (2003b). More general
expressions for velocity rays with nonzero offset in homogeneous media have been derived by Adler et al.
(1997) and Adler (2002). Iversen (1996) derived expressions for first-order perturbations of reflection
points (i.e., straight velocity rays) situated within a 3D heterogeneous isotropic velocity model. He shows
that the partial derivatives of traveltime functions involved in calculating image point displacements in
heterogeneous media can be calculated with ray perturbation theory (Farra and Madariaga, 1987). Iversen
(2006) found ray-tracing systems for velocity rays involving linear approximations for inhomogeneous
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anisotropic media. He provides a theory by which one can obtain velocity rays in 3D models of the
subsurface. His approach is numeric, because analytical solutions exist only for very simple velocity
models and source-receiver configurations.

A velocity ray has the important property that all image points along the ray belong to the same seis-
mic event. Using this property, Adler (2002) derives a local linear approximation to the velocity ray for
perturbations of a 3D laterally inhomogeneous model from the imaging equations. This approximation
is valid for arbitrary reflector geometries and arbitrary sourceâĂŞ receiver configurations. The obtained
differential image point displacement is tangent to the velocity ray. It is described by a linear equation
that contains the Beylkin matrix (Beylkin, 1985) as well as the traveltime and slowness perturbations with
respect to the model. This result is equivalent to the description of Iversen (1996). Adler (2002) uses this
image point displacement Kirchhoff inversion to predict perturbed images in parallel with the initial image
during a single application of migration/inversion with an initial velocity model, in this way indicating a
manner of generalizing the concept of image continuation to inhomogeneous media.

The ray approach to image-wave propagation has two advantages over the direct use of the image-wave
equations themselves. Firstly, it is much easier to derive the eikonal equation (or Hamiltonian) from the
kinematics of a given imaging problem than the corresponding image-wave equation. Secondly, in not too
strongly inhomogeneous media, rays are local trajectories that depend only on local values of the involved
quantities. Therefore, a generalization to such media is much easier. Note, however, that in the general
case, even velocity rays are no longer local quantities but may depend on medium properties far away. As
demonstrated by Duchkov et al. (2006), it is nontheless always possible to construct a Hamiltonian for a
given propagation problem that is at least microlocally valid, thus permitting an approximate short-distance
image propagation.

The dependence of the velocity rays on the original slope of the reflection event has an important
consequence. To construct a ray from an initial image, one needs to detect the initial direction for the ray.
This, in turn, implies the need for a preliminary image analysis (slant-stack or similar) to detect the local
dip. The existence of an image-wave equation (written out in explicit form) allows to avoid this step and
solve an initial value problem for the discretized equation, where the image itself is the initial data.

Therefore, when an image-wave equation for a given problem can be found, its direct solution using
finite-difference or spectral methods has a more general appeal. It can be used to globally move a migrated
image to a new position without the need to identify and pick reflector elements. This might even lead to
events coming into focus that cannot previously be identified in the migrated section. Therefore, image-
wave equations have been the topic of a number of research papers.

The image-wave equation for ZO (or post-stack) time remigration has already been theoretically studied
and implemented (Jaya et al., 1996; Jaya, 1997), as well as successfully applied to real data from ground-
penetrating radar. In this way, it was possible to find a constant migration velocity (Jaya, 1997; Jaya et al.,
1999) or even a laterally varying one (Novais et al., 2008).

The kinematics and dynamics of image continuation in the time-migrated domain have been thoroughly
discussed by Fomel (2003b). In a companion paper, Fomel (2003a) suggested its use for time-migration
velocity analysis in the prestack domain. He derives image-wave equations for a single CIG and for the
full pre-stack data cube. By application to synthetic and field data examples, he concludes that velocity
continuation is a powerful method for time-migration velocity analysis, because of its ability to take into
account both vertical and lateral movement of the reflection events in seismic images with the changes
of migration velocity. Including velocity continuation in the practice of migration velocity analysis can
improve the focusing power of time migration and reduce the production time by avoiding the need for
iterative velocity refinement. No prior velocity model is required for this type of velocity analysis.

The image-wave equation for ZO depth remigration has been studied by Schleicher et al. (2004). They
study consistency, stability, and convergence of adequate FD schemes and extend the investigation to grid
dispersion and dissipation. After these more technical details, they discuss the potential of the depth remi-
gration image-wave equation as a technique for migration velocity analysis in homogeneous and vertically
inhomogeneous media.

There is one problem that all these image-wave equations have in common. It is the principal difficulty
to generalize the theory to inhomogeneous media. Although it is conceptually easy to imagine a reflector
image to propagate under change of only a part of the overburden velocity model, the mathematical prob-
lem behind it is much harder. How could we possibly make the propagation variable of a wave equation
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inhomogeneous? A first idea, presented by Audebert et al. (1997), is to avoid this problem by introducing
a new propagation variable α that describes the systematic variation of an inhomogeneous model M1 by
M = αM1. Another possible solution was indicated by Duchkov et al. (2007): In the convex combination
of two models, M = αM1 + (1 − α)M2, where 0 < α < 1, α can become the propagation variable to
change continuously from one inhomogeneous model M1 to another one M2.

Nonetheless, even constant-velocity image-wave equations have been successfully applied to time and
depth migration in inhomogeneous media (Fomel, 2003a,b; Schleicher et al., 2004; Novais et al., 2008).
While for constant migration velocity, time and depth migration are completely equivalent problems that
can be easily transformed one into the other, the situation is slightly more complicated in inhomogeneous
media. Even though the equations are still the same, the meaning of the velocity values as average velocities
is different in time and depth. The meaning of a constant average value for the time migration velocity
poses no problem since a time-migration velocity is just that, well-known to be a good approximation to
the rms velocity in vertically inhomogeneous media, and recently thoroughly investigated in more general
media by Cameron et al. (2007). On the other hand, the meaning of a constant average value for the depth
migration velocity is somewhat more obscure.

Schleicher et al. (2004) demonstrated that the method, although strictly valid for homogeneous media
only, can be applied in vertically inhomogeneous media. Because of the assumption of a constant migra-
tion velocity, depth remigration by the image-wave equation could be thought of as a time remigration in
pseudo-depth. However, for a horizontally layered model, a reflector image won’t reach its true depth if the
rms velocity is used for remigration. Instead, a propagating reflector image reaches its true depths at a mi-
gration velocity that approximately equals the inverse of the mean slowness. In this way, mean slownesses
can be determined from image-wave remigration, thus enabling migration velocity analysis.

Recently, the concept of image continuation has been extended to elliptic anisotropy. Schleicher and
Aleixo (2007) and Schleicher et al. (2008) derive time and depth image-wave equations not only in velocity
but also in medium ellipticity, demonstrating that it is possible to construct an ellipticity map from well-tie
information using partial differential equations to propagate the image from isotropy to anisotropy.

METHODOLOGY

To describe the concept of image continuation mathematically, let us start from the well-known fact that,
in seismic migration, a single (possibly identified and picked) reflection-time curve in a common-midpoint
(CMP) stack or zero-offset (ZO) section leads to different (depth or time) migrated reflector images when
different migration velocities are used. To transform these migrated reflector images from one to another
in a direct way, i.e., without going back to the original CMP or ZO section, is a seismic imaging task that
can be achieved by a residual or cascaded migration. In this way, an improved seismic reflector image for
an improved migration velocity is obtained by applying a migration operator to the already migrated rather
then unmigrated section (Jacubowicz and Levin, 1983). Residual migration is based on the fact that the
migrated image obtained from migrating a second time (with the migration velocity v2) a seismic section
that has already been migrated (with the migration velocity v1) is identical to the one that would have been
obtained from migrating the original CMP or ZO section once, with the effective migration velocity (Rocca
and Salvador, 1982)

veff =
√
v2
1 + v2

2 . (1)

Given the first (“incorrect”) migration velocity v1 and the desired effective (“correct”) migration velocity
veff , a residual migration is nothing more than a conventional migration with the residual migration veloc-

ity v2 =
√
v2

eff − v2
1 (Rothman et al., 1985). Cascaded migration involves an iterative procedure (Larner

and Beasley, 1987). By performing n times a migration with a small velocity increment ∆v, the desired
effective migration velocity

veff =
√
n∆v2 (2)

is finally reached. It is not difficult to accept that by choosing a large number n of steps and a very small
velocity increment ∆v, a cascaded migration simulates a quasi-continuous change of the migration velocity.
This procedure leads to a description by a partial differential equation (Claerbout, 1986). Alternatively, the
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Figure 1: Schematic sketch: (a) Propa-
gating wavefront at three different instants
of time. (b) Migrated reflector images for
three different migration velocities.

kinematic behavior of different reflector images obtained by migration with different (constant) migration
velocities can be used to derive the very same partial differential equation (Fomel, 1994).

When continuously changing the migration velocity, the (kinematically) migrated image of a single
point on the reflector, constructed for one particular seismic event, moves to a different position. As a
consequence, the reflector image as a whole behaves to some extent like a wavefront of a body wave which
can therefore be called image wave (Hubral et al., 1996b).

An image wave is not a physical wave but formally behaves like one. Its concept is best understood
with the help of Figure 1. Figure 1a depicts the familiar situation of a propagating (physical) body wave.
Three wavefronts of an elementary wave at three different instants of time are indicated. In Figure 1b,
another familiar situation is shown that is, however, commonly not viewed as an example of wave propaga-
tion. We see three different (purely kinematically) migrated images of one and the same seismic reflector,
obtained with three different (constant) migration velocities. By a comparison with the situation depicted
in Figure 1a, it is not difficult to accept that this can be conceptually understood as a certain kind of “wave
propagation.” In the same way as Figure 1a depicts a physical wavefront at three different instants of time,
Figure 1b can be said to depict an image wavefront at three different “instants of migration velocity.”

In the same way as physical waves propagate as a function of time, these image waves propagate as a
function of migration velocity. Different migrated images can thus be considered as snapshots of image
waves at different instants of migration velocity. Thus, in the same way as physical wavefronts in Figure 1a
can be described by a function t = T (x, z), (where T (x, z) is the eikonal), the depth-migrated reflector
image in Figure 1b could be described by a function

v = V (x, z) , (3)

where V (x, z) can be called the image-wave eikonal. Correspondingly, for time migration, the “image-
wave front” is described by the image-wave eikonal

v = Ṽ (x, τ) , (4)

where τ is vertical time. Actually, the image-wave eikonals V and Ṽ may depend on further parame-
ters like, for instance, the half-offset h or scattering angle θ for which the migration was done, or even
anisotropy parameters.

Let the migrated wavefield be represented by p(x, z, v) in depth or by p̃(x, τ, v) in time, where the
explicit appearance of v in the argument indicates the dependence of the migrated image on the migration
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velocity used. As shown by Fomel (1994) and Hubral et al. (1996b), both types of the above image waves
for zero offset are then determined by the following partial differential equations

∂2p

∂x2
+
∂2p

∂z2
+
v

z

∂2p

∂v∂z
= 0 , (5)

and
∂2p̃

∂v∂τ
+ τv

∂2p̃

∂x2
= 0 , (6)

respectively, which are called “image-wave equations.” They can, in turn, be associated with corresponding
“image-wave eikonal equations,” namely(

∂V

∂x

)2

+
(
∂V

∂z

)2

− v

z

∂V

∂z
= 0 , (7)

and
∂Ṽ

∂τ
− τv

(
∂V

∂x

)2

= 0 , (8)

respectively. These differential equations (7) and (8) describe how the propagation of any given image-
wave front in a migrated ZO section depends on the changing migration velocity. Using the image-wave
equations (5) and (6), any (old) depth-migrated section p0 = p(x, z, v0) or time-migrated section p̃0 =
p̃(x, τ, v0), computed for the migration velocity v0, can be transformed to the (new) depth-migrated section
p(x, z, v), or time-migrated section p̃(x, τ, v), computed for the migration velocity v, without having to go
back to the original CMP stack or ZO section. In other words, equations (5) and (6), together with initial
conditions p(x, z, v0) = p0 and p̃(x, τ, v0) = p̃0, respectively, determine the initial-value problems that
describe the transformations

p(x, z, v0) → p(x, z, v) , (9)

and
p̃(x, τ, v0) → p̃(x, τ, v), (10)

respectively. The initial-value problems for transformations (9) and (10), which represent depth and time
remigration, can be solved by spectral, finite-difference, or integral-operator methods (Tygel and Hubral,
1989; Fomel, 1994, 1997, 1998; Hubral et al., 1996a; Tygel et al., 1996; Fomel, 2003a,b; Schleicher et al.,
2004; Novais et al., 2008).

The characteristics of the above image-wave eikonal equations are the velocity rays mentioned above
(Fomel, 1994; Iversen, 1996). In the ZO case, the characteristics of equations (7) and (8) are circles
and parabolas (Liptow and Hubral, 1995; Schleicher et al., 1997). The ray-tracing system associated with
equation (8) has been presented by Fomel (2003b). More general expressions for velocity rays with nonzero
offset in homogeneous media have been derived by Adler et al. (1997) and Adler (2002).

Fomel (1997, 2003a,b) extended the concept of image continuation to the prestack domain. Again
from kinematic considerations, he derived the following expression for the general pre-stack image-wave
Hamiltonian equation

∂τ

∂v
= vτ

(
∂τ

∂x

)2

+
h2

v3τ
− h2v

τ

(
∂τ

∂x

)2 (
∂τ

∂h

)2

. (11)

Upon setting h = 0, equation (11) reduces to

∂τ

∂v
= vτ

(
∂τ

∂x

)2

, (12)

which is the zero-offset Hamiltonian equation that is equivalent to eikonal equation (8). The difference
between equations (8) and (12) results from the fact that Fomel (2003b) treats v as an independent variable
rather than introducing the image-wave eikonal (4).

On the other hand, upon fixing x, equation (11) reduces to the equation for the residual moveout (RMO)
in the CIG (Fomel, 2003b)

∂τ

∂v
=

h2

v3τ
. (13)
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This equation corresponds to an image-wave equation of the form (equation 10 in Fomel, 2003a)

∂p̃

∂τ
+
v3τ

h2

∂p̃

∂v
= 0 , (14)

which can be used to relocate the reflector image in the CIG as the migration velocity changes, thus enabling
a prestack MVA. Fomel (2003a) proposes to combine its solution in the frequency domain with that of
the zero-offset equation (12) to dislocate the reflection event in the full data space. In this way, image
continuation provides an optimal focusing of the reflection energy by properly taking into account both
vertical and lateral movements of reflector images with changing migration velocity.

Recently, the concept of image continuation has been extended to elliptic anisotropy. Schleicher and
Aleixo (2007) and Schleicher et al. (2008) derive zero-offset time and depth image-wave equations not
only in velocity but also in medium ellipticity. The time image-wave equation generalizes to (Schleicher
and Aleixo, 2007)

∂2p̃

∂u∂τ
+ τu

∂2p̃

∂x2
= 0 , (15)

where u is the horizontal velocity. In other words, the very same time image-wave equation describes the
continuation of a time-migrated image in an elliptically anisotropic medium, with only the propagation
variable changing its meaning. This is in agreement with the findings of Alkhalifah and Tsvankin (1995),
who observe that time migration in elliptically anisotropic media is independent of the vertical velocity and
depends only on the variation of the horizontal velocity.

The depth image-wave equation generalizes to two equations since in depth, the position of the migrated
reflector image depends on both the horizontal and the vertical velocities. Parametrizing the medium
ellipticity as ϕ = v2/u2, Schleicher and Aleixo (2007) found the equations

∂2p

∂x2
+ ϕ

∂2p

∂z2
+
ϕv

z

∂2p

∂v∂z
= 0 (16)

for propagation in vertical velocity v, and

∂2p

∂x2
+

2ϕ2

z

∂2p

∂ϕ∂z
= 0 (17)

for continuation in ellipticity ϕ. Equation (17) allows for propagation of an isotropically migrated image
into the anisotropic space. Since it is independent of the vertical velocity v, it can be used even if v is
unknown as usually the case after time processing.

On the other hand, equation (17) is not the most convenient solution to the problem. Reparametrizing
the medium ellipticity by κ = u/v, Schleicher et al. (2008) found the even simpler image-wave equation
for propagation in vertical velocity v

∂p

∂z
− κ

z

∂p

∂κ
= 0 . (18)

This equation even remains valid for ellipticity continuation of a migrated image obtained from nonzero-
offset data. Moreover, equation (18) does not depend on the lateral coordinates of the reflection point,
nor on the actual values of the horizontal and vertical velocities. Therefore, it can be expected that this
equation will work approximately even for inhomogeneous media. Schleicher et al. (2008) demonstrated
this for a simple synthetic example. In this way, it is possible to construct an ellipticity map from well-tie
information using partial differential equations to propagate the image from isotropy to anisotropy. Of
course, generalizations of equations (15) to (17) to prestack data along the lines of Fomel (2003a,b) also
can be envisaged.

IMAGE GATHER CONTINUATION

There is a rather simple way of deriving Fomel’s (2003a) image-wave equation for offset-domain CIGs.
We start from equation 1 of Al-Yahya (1989) that describes the migrated position of a horizontal reflector
below a constant-velocity overburden with medium velocity vm as a function of vertical time τ , half-offset
h, and migration velocity v. It reads in our notation

τ =
√
τ2
0 + h2(1/v2

m − 1/v2) , (19)
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where τ0 is vertical time at zero offset, i.e., the true migrated position of the reflector image. When solved
for v, equation (19) takes the role of the time-migration image-wave eikonal of equation (4). In this case,
this solution is easily done to yield

v = Ṽ (τ, h) = 1

/√
1
v2

m

− τ2 − τ2
0

h2
. (20)

Because of the simplicity of this equation, simple differentiation with respect to τ yields the associate
image-wave eikonal equation. It reads

∂Ṽ

∂τ
= −1

2
Ṽ 3

(
−2τ
h2

)
=
v3τ

h2
, (21)

where we have replaced Ṽ by v according to equation (20). Since equation (21) does not depend on the
medium velocity vm nor the zero-offset time τ0 that pertains to a specific reflector, it represents already the
searched-for image-wave eikonal equation. Note that correspondingly, simple derivation of equation (19)
with respect to v yields Fomel’s (2003b) form of the Hamiltonian equation (equation (13) above).

Since equation (21) is an image-wave eikonal equation or Hamiltonian equation, it could already be
used to trace velocity rays in a CIG. However, our purpose is finding an image-wave equation, i.e., a partial
differential equation the kinematic behavior of which is described by equation (21). It is easy to see that
the simplest equation satisfying this condition is

∂p̃

∂τ
+
v3τ

h2

∂p̃

∂v
= 0 . (22)

This can be confirmed by substituting a ray-like ansatz for the migrated wavefield p̃(τ, h, v) = p0(τ, h)f(v−
Ṽ (τ, h)) in equation (22). The highest-order term in derivatives of the wavelet f(v) provides equation
(21). Equation (22) is nothing else but Fomel’s (2003a) kinematic RMO equation (image-wave equation
(14) above).

The procedure of this section has the advantage of being easily transferred to depth. The depth equiva-
lent of equation (19) reads (Schleicher and Biloti, 2007)

z =

√
v2

v2
m

z2
0 +

(
v2

v2
m

− 1
)
h2 , (23)

where z0 is the true depth of the supposedly horizontal reflector, and where z is the migrated pseudo-depth.
Equation (23) leads to the eikonal

v = V (z, h) = vm

√
h2 + z2

h2 + z2
0

. (24)

To get rid of the medium velocity vm and the true depth z0 in favor of a derivative of V (x, z), we write
equation (24) as

V (z, h)2

h2 + z2
=

v2
m

h2 + z2
0

. (25)

Taking the derivative of equation (25) with respect to z and isolating the derivative of V yields the image-
eikonal equation

∂V

∂z
=

vz

h2 + z2
. (26)

In analogy to the above, substitution of a ray-like ansatz for the migrated wavefield p(z, h, v) = p0(z, h)f(v−
V (z, h)) demonstrates that

∂p

∂z
+

vz

h2 + z2

∂p

∂v
= 0 (27)

is the simplest image-wave equation associated with image eikonal equation (26).
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Note that there is no h derivative present in equations (22) or (27). This means that no dislocation of the
image in the CIG along the h axis occurs, neither in time nor in depth. This happens because of our initial
assumption of a horizontal reflector. It is also consistent with the fact that the residual DMO term of Fomel
(2003b) is not present in equation (21). Of course, for an arbitrarily shaped reflector, this is incorrect for
dipping parts of the reflector, where the image of a certain reflection point does move in the h direction.

However, as we will see in the numerical examples, the description by equation (22) turns out to be
a reasonable approximation for small velocity errors. This is in agreement with the findings of Al-Yahya
(1989), who observed that the influence of the dip on the migrated reflector image position decreases with
decreasing velocity error. Moreover, to account for larger errors, we propose to smooth the velocity model
after its updating so as to enable that the dislocation in the h-direction can be taken care of by the fol-
lowing migration. In this way, iterative application of the image-gather continuation with velocity updates
according to equation (1) still yields a high-quality final time-migration velocity model. As mentioned in
connection with equation (14), Fomel (2003a) proposes to correct the dislocation in the h-direction using
equation (11) on the complete data set rather than equation (22) on single CIGs.

The approximation in equation (23) depends more strongly on the assumption of a constant velocity
than its time-domain counterpart (19). Thus, it remains unclear whether the time-domain procedure can be
successfully transferred to depth in arbitrarily inhomogeneous media.

ITERATIVE MODEL BUILDING

To use the continuation of a single CIG for the detection of a vertically and laterally varying migration
velocity model in spite of its restrictive assumptions of a constant-velocity background and horizontal
reflectors, we propose the following iterative procedure:

1. As a first step, migrate the data using some constant velocity v0 (e.g., water velocity v0 = 1500 m/s
for marine data or near-surface velocity for land data) and sort the resulting migrated data into offset-
domain CIGs.

2. Then, apply the image continuation starting at v0 by solving equation (22) as discussed above to
selected CIGs.

3. From the obtained cube of time-migrated images, detect the velocities vf (τ) at which each of the
visible events in each CIG is flattened.

4. From these flattening velocities vf (τ), construct a new, inhomogeneous migration velocity model
vj+1.

5. Migrate the original data another time, now using this new model.

6. If the CIGs are not yet satisfactorily flat, apply the image continuation once more, again starting at
a constant velocity vc. This may or may not be the same as the original migration velocity v0, for it
only serves as a reference velocity.

7. Loop over steps 3. to 6. until the CIGs are satisfactorily flat.

The first execution of step 4 requires only an interpolation of the obtained flattening velocities so as to
cover the whole model. However, its subsequent executions require an additional correction. The reason is
that in subsequent iterations, the new flattening velocities vf (τ) are obtained from an image continuation
which based on the assumption that the preceding time migration was done with a constant migration
velocity vc. Of course, this assumption is wrong from the second iteration on. Thus, the values of the
flattening velocities vf (τ) have no longer an absolute meaning. Therefore, they cannot be used directly to
build a new velocity model.

However, these values still carry some relative information. The differences between vf (τ) and vc are a
measure of the differences between the desired migration velocity vm and the previous migration velocity
vj . Using equation (1), we conclude that a residual migration with a residual velocity vres satisfying

v2
res = v2

m − v2
j (28)
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would have flattened the CIGs. On the other hand, had the nonflat CIGs from the previous migration
actually been obtained by a migration with the constant velocity vc, then the image continuation had been
correct and the velocities vf were the correct migration velocities. In this case, the residual migration to
flatten the CIGs would need to be done with a residual velocity vres satisfying

v2
res = v2

f − v2
c . (29)

Under the assumption that the two residual velocities of equations (28) and (29) are approximately equal,
we find the following expression for the corrected migration velocity:

vm ≈ vj+1 =
√
v2

j + v2
f − v2

c . (30)

Equation 30 represents the prescription for the model updating procedure of step 4 in all further iterations.

FINITE-DIFFERENCE SCHEME

Equations (22) and (27) are simple one-dimensional one-way wave equations or advection equations with
variable propagation velocity (c = h2/v3τ for equation (22) and c = (h2 + z2)/vz for equation (27)).
Therefore, both are easily implemented using one of the many unconditionally stable finite-difference (FD)
schemes that are available in the literature.

One of these is the implicit second-order FD scheme

Pn+1
k − αk

(
Pn+1

k+1 − Pn+1
k−1

)
= Pn

k + αk

(
Pn

k+1 − Pn
k−1

)
, (31)

where Pn
k = p̃(τk, vn) or Pn

k = p(zk, vn) and

αk =
βk

4

(
∆v
∆

)
, (32)

with ∆ = ∆τ (time) or ∆ = ∆z (depth) and

βk =
h2

v̄3τk
(time) or βk =

h2 + z2
k

v̄zk
(depth). (33)

Scheme (31) is staggered, i.e., evaluated at the cell centers between the grid nodes, in v. Therefore, the
value v̄ of the present migration velocity must be calculated as its mean at n+1/2, i.e., v̄ = (vn+1+vn)/2.
A von Neumann stability analysis (see, e.g., Strikwerda, 1989) by substitution of Pn

k = ξn exp(iΩ∆) in
equation (31) yields the amplification factor

ξ =
1 + 2iαk sinΩ∆
1− 2iαk sinΩ∆

, (34)

from which follows immediately |ξ| = 1, i.e., scheme (31) is unconditionally stable. Moreover, the tangent
of the half phase of ξ is given by the phase of its numerator, i.e.,

tan(csΩ∆v/2) = 2αk sinΩ∆ , (35)

where cs = cs(∆,∆v) is the numeric phase velocity realized by the FD scheme. Equation (35) leads to
the following third-order approximation of the scheme’s phase velocity

cs(∆,∆v) ≈ βk

[
1− 1

6
Ω2∆2 − 1

12
β2

kΩ2∆v2

]
. (36)

This means that the intrinsic phase velocity of the propagation is approximated by scheme (31) by the
numerical phase velocity βk, which is then reduced by grid dispersion. The latter is small if ∆ �

√
6/Ω

and ∆v � 2
√

3/βkΩ. Thus, to avoid grid dispersion, reasonable choices for the increments are ∆ =
1/Ωmax and ∆v = ∆/βmax, where Ωmax is the largest frequency associated with the vertical axis in the
data, and where βmax is the largest value of βk that will be considered in the FD calculations.
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Figure 2: Time velocity model computed from the exact Marmousi model by vertical depth-to-time con-
version.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

To demonstrate the iterative velocity updating technique suggested above, we applied it to the Marmousoft
data (Billette et al., 2003). These synthetic data are obtained by Born modeling in a smoothed version
of the original Marmousi model. The smoothing is done using a Gaussian filter with correlation-length
τ = 240 m (Billette et al., 2003). For comparison with the results of the present technique, we stretched
the original Marmousi velocity model to time using the SU routine velconv (Cohen and Stockwell, 2006).
The resulting time-velocity model is depicted in Figure 2.

We started by time-migrating the Marmousoft data with the water velocity of v0 = 1500 m/s and
sorting the resulting migrated data into offset-domain CIGs. We used a Kirchhoff time migration with an
output grid of ∆x = 12 m e ∆τ = 0.002 s. We then applied the image continuation as discussed above
to 95 selected CIGs to propagate them in velocity down to 1400 m/s and up to 3500 m/s. For the FD
computations, we used ∆v = 25 m/s and saved every second snapshot. Figure 3 shows 5 of the resulting
snapshots of the CIG at 5200 m for velocities 1500 m/s to 3500 m/s at every 500 m/s. It is instructive to
see how different events become horizontal at different velocities.

To decide at which velocity vf each of the visible events in each CIG was flattened, we used velocity
semblance spectra along horizontal lines. Figure 4 depicts such a velocity spectrum for the CIG at 5200 m.
From the maxima of these velocity spectra, we determined 95 velocity-time functions v1(τ). Since this was
only the first iteration, we took no care for utmost precision when picking the semblance maxima. From the
so-obtained 95 velocity-time functions, we constructed a new, inhomogeneous migration velocity model
by B-splines interpolation. This first velocity model is shown in Figure 5. A comparison to Figure 2 reveals
a rather good recovery on the right side of the model, but a poorer one on the left side.

Then, we time-migrated the data again using the new velocity model. Figure 6 depicts the resulting
migrated image. The faults are already clearly visible and the overall structure of the model can be inferred.
Some interfering events indicate that the model can still be improved, particularly in the central part of the
image.

As expected because of the restrictive assumptions of a constant-velocity background and horizontal
reflectors, the flattening velocities are no perfect migration velocities. Thus, while the second time migra-
tion using the so-constructed model is much better than the original time-migrated image using a constant
migration velocity, it still leaves room for improvement.

To remedy the situation, we repeated the image continuation after the second time-migration with the
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Figure 3: CIG 5200 at velocities 1500 m/s (migration velocity), 2000 m/s, 2500 m/s, 3000 m/s, and
3500 m/s.

new velocity model. In order to use the migration velocity as the propagation variable in the image contin-
uation, we treated the CIGs again as if obtained with a constant reference velocity vc. To be able to correct
for over- and undermigration, we applied two residual image continuations. For the reference velocity, we
chose the value of vc = 2000 m/s in order to avoid too large velocity differences to the background model.
This choice is rather arbitrary since the principle does not depend on the actual value of vc. From this
reference velocity, we continued the CIGs to larger velocities up to 2500 m/s and to lower velocities down
to 1500 m/s in steps of ∆v = 10 m/s. Corresponding snapshots for the CIG at 5200 m are depicted in
Figure 7. Note that the central image gather at 2000 m/s is the uncontinued one as obtained directly from
migration with the inhomogeneous velocity model of Figure 5. The flattening of events occurs mainly in
the velocity range between 1800 m/s and 2200 m/s, indicating that the velocity model is not too bad but
can be further improved.

Again, we constructed velocity spectra to decide more precisely at which velocity vf an event was
flattened (see Figure 8). Now, the values of the flattening velocity vf are residual velocities that are subject
to a correction according to equation (30). After correction, we obtained again 95 velocity-time functions
v2(τ), from which we then constructed an inhomogeneous model with B-splines.

We repeated this procedure until we were satisfied with the result. After a total of five iterations, the
velocity model has improved quite reasonably (see Figure 9). The most important features of the time-
migration velocity model have been correctly recovered.

The resulting time-migrated image (see Figure 10) also shows the improvement. The reflector conti-
nuity in the shallow part has improved. The major difference is in the center part of the image, where the
conflicting events have been almost completely resolved. Note that due to the rather complex structure,
time migration cannot be expected to produce a much better image of the central part than the one in Fig-
ure 10. The CIGs are nicely flattened almost everywhere in the model, particularly in the upper part of the
model (see Figure 11). Only a very small number of events show some remaining residual moveout. This
is due to the small number of nodes used for the B-splines representation, which thus does not allow for
small-scale variations in the resulting velocity model. The CIG at 6400 m demonstrates the difficulties of
the process in the complex center part, where crossing events difficult the detection of reliable velocities.

CONCLUSIONS

Residual moveout (RMO) analysis is a tool that has been successfully applied for migration velocity anal-
ysis (MVA) by many authors. Image-wave propagation or velocity continuation is a much younger topic
that describes the variation of the migrated position of a seismic event as a function of migration velocity.
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Figure 4: Velocity spectrum obtained from the set of
continued CIGs. Also shown is the velocity profile
interpreted at this location.

In this paper, we have demonstrated how to construct a tool for RMO analysis based on the approximate
image-wave propagation in the common-image gather (CIG) domain. In this way, we have devised an
iterative MVA procedure.

We started from a simplified derivation of the image-wave equation in a single CIG based on the kine-
matic behavior of the image of a single horizontal reflector in a homogeneous medium. This image-wave
equation describes the position of the reflector image as a function of migration velocity. Thus, it can be
used for a velocity continuation of CIGs to detect those velocities where events flatten.

Although the underlying differential equation describing the image-wave continuation is based on the
assumption of a constant migration velocity and a horizontal reflector, the procedure can be applied in more
general situations. For this purpose, the CIGs obtained by migration with an inhomogeneous macrovelocity
model are continued from a constant reference velocity. Since the error of the approximation decreases
with the velocity error, this reference velocity should be chosen somewhere in the middle of the expected
velocity range. The continued CIGs can then be interpreted as if obtained from residual migrations. This
interpretation leads to a correction formula that translates the residual flattening velocities into absolute
time-migration velocities. In this way, the migration velocity model can be iteratively improved until a
satisfactory result is reached. In order to reduce the risk of nonconvergence of the so-called Deregowski
loop, i.e., local velocity corrections without global improvement, the velocity model should be smoothed
between iterations.

By means of a numerical example using the Marmousoft data set, we have demonstrated that migration
velocity analysis with iterative image continuation exclusively applied to selected common-image gathers
is able to construct a reasonable migration velocity model from scratch, without any need of building an
initial model from a previous conventional NMO/DMO velocity analysis.
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Figure 5: Velocity model extracted using image-wave RMO correction from constant-velocity migration.
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neous migration velocity), 2200 m/s, and 2400 m/s after first velocity estimate using image-wave CIG
continuation.
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Figure 11: Common-image gathers correction at 2800 m, 4000 m, 5200 m, 6400 m, and 7600 m after final
migration with the velocity model velocity extracted using five iterations of image-wave RMO correction.
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ABSTRACT

The idea of path-integral imaging is to sum over the migrated images obtained for a set of migration
velocity models. Those velocities where common-image gathers align horizontally are stationary, thus
favoring these images in the overall stack. In this way, the overall image forms with no knowledge
of the true velocity model. However, the velocity information associated with the final image can be
determined in the process. By executing the path-integral imaging twice, weighting one of the stacks
with the velocity value, the stationary velocities that produce the final image can then be extracted by
a division of the two images. A numerical example demonstrates that quantitative information about
the migration velocity model can be determined by double path-integral migration.

INTRODUCTION

The quality of seismic images of the earth’s interior is strongly dependent on the available velocity model.
Keydar (2004) and Landa (2004) have proposed a path-integral approach to seismic imaging in order to
overcome this dependency on the knowledge of a velocity model. The idea of path-integral imaging is
to sum over the migrated images obtained for a set of migration velocity models. Those velocities where
common-image gathers align horizontally are stationary, thus favoring these images in the overall stack.
In this way, the overall image forms with no need to know the true velocity model. This new imaging
approach resembles in a certain way the principles of the Feynman path integral (Feynman and Hibbs,
1965). It allows to replace the complex optimization problem of estimating an adequate migration velocity
model by “integration along all possible trajectories,” that is, by a summation over the images for all
possible migration velocity models.

The path-summation method has recently enjoyed renewed attention in seismics. It was used for ob-
taining approximate waveform solutions to the scalar wave equation (Schlottmann, 1999; Lomax, 1999).
The path-summation method constructs an approximate wavefield by summation over the contributions of
elementary signals propagated along a representative sample of all possible paths between the source and
observation points.

Keydar (2004) applied the technique to inversion by homeomorphic imaging, which is based on an
NMO correction formula represented as a function of certain wavefront parameters (radii of curvature
and emergence angle), similar to the CRS method. By changing the wavefront parameters, the NMO
time correction curve changes its position. Instead of determining optimal stacking parameters, Keydar
(2004) proposed to sum along all possible NMO time curves. Due to stationarity principles, the prevailing
contributions are from only those time curves that are nearly in phase. Contributions from summing along
the remaining NMO curves cancel each other because the phase oscillates rapidly between positive and
negative values.

Landa (2004) extended the idea to time migration. By analogy to the use of Feynman’s path integrals
in waveform modelling, he proposed to obtain the subsurface seismic image by a summation of seismic
signals over a representative sample of all possible paths/trajectories between a source and observation
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point. In his approach, the velocity model is assumed to be unknown and the summation trajectories
are defined in the time (data) domain rather than in the depth (model) domain. For zero-offset (post-
stack) migration, the path-summation imaging consists of a summation of seismic prestack data along all
possible stacking hyperbolae instead of only along a subset, corresponding to highest coherency criteria
(e.g., semblance) in the conventional zero-offset imaging (stack, Multifocusing, CRS). For full pre-stack
time migration (PSTM), path-summation imaging consists of a summation of elementary signals over all
possible diffraction curves instead of only along a subset, corresponding to the chosen migration velocity.
The constructive and destructive interference of the elementary signals contributed by each path/trajectory
produces an image that converges towards the correct one which would be obtained by a migration using
the correct velocity. First applications of path-summation imaging in depth migration were presented by
Landa et al. (2005) and Shtivelman and Keydar (2005). A similar idea was recently used by Anikiev et al.
(2007) to locate seismic events in an unknown velocity field.

Landa et al. (2006) discuss path-summation imaging in more conceptual and theoretical detail. They
stress that there are three essential conditions for path-summation imaging to be successful:

1. the argument of the path integral is chosen adequately;

2. the integration is carried out over a representative sample of all possible trajectories;

3. a properly designed weight function is applied in the multipath summation.

The first condition takes care that the path-integral description actually does what it is supposed to do, i.e.,
enhance stationary contributions and cancel anything else. The second condition guarantees the complete-
ness of the model space, making sure that interference actually can do its job, constructively enhancing
desired features of the image and destructively reducing undesired ones. The third condition makes up for
deficiencies in the second one, since however fine we sample the complete continuous model space, there
is no way of covering it completely. A successful weight function was discussed by (Keydar et al., 2008).

The beauty of the multipath summation method is that it eliminates the need to construct a migration
velocity model before imaging. The multipath stack itself takes care of enhancing the true image as the
only one that interferes constructively with images from slightly perturbed models. However, this very
beauty turns into a drawback when the actual velocity model that is associated with the resulting image is
needed, as is the case in many seismic applications. In this paper, we show how the multipath summation
can be modified to extract a meaningful velocity model together with the final image. By executing the
path-integral imaging twice and weighting one of the stacks with the used velocity value, the stationary
velocities that produce the final image can then be extracted by a division of the two images. A numerical
example demonstrates that information about the migration velocity can be extracted successfully from
path-integral migration.

MULTIPATH-SUMMATION TIME MIGRATION

In the notation of Landa et al. (2006), the multipath-summation time-migration operator can be written as

VW (x) =
∫
dα w(x, α)

∫
dξ

∫
dt U(t, ξ)δ(t− td(ξ,x;α)) , (1)

where VW is the resulting time-migrated image at an image point with coordinates x = (x, τ), x being
lateral distance and τ vertical time. In integral (1), U(t, ξ) denotes a seismic trace at coordinate ξ in the
seismic data, and td(ξ,x;α) is a set of stacking surfaces corresponding to a set of possible velocity models
α. Note that generally, the migration velocity α is a function of the position x of the image point, i.e.,
α = α(x). The integration is weighted by a weight function w(x, α), which is designed to attenuate
contributions from unlikely trajectories and emphasize contributions from trajectories close to the optimal
one. There are several possible choices for w(x, α). We opted for an exponential weight function of the
form

w(x, α) = exp[−P (x;α)/σ2] , (2)

where P (x;α) is the squared average of the absolute value of the local event slopes in the common-image
gather (CIG) at x. The local event slopes are estimated using corrected least-square plane-wave filters as
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described in Schleicher et al. (2007). Parameter σ adjusts the half-width of the Gaussian bell function away
from the desired events with P = 0. In our implementation, we chose σ = 0.1∆τ/∆x. Since weight (2)
is a real-valued exponential weight function, the path integral in our implementation is of the Einstein-
Smoluchovsky type (Landa et al., 2006). This choice of the weight function guarantees condition 3 above
to be satisfied.

According to Laplace’s method (see, e.g., Erdélyi, 1956), integrals of the form of equation (1) with an
exponential weight of the type of equation (2) have their main contribution from the point α0 at which the
function in the exponent has its maximum value. Clearly, in our case, the maximum value is reached at
P = 0. Hence, the stationary value α0 corresponds to the best possible migration velocity. Using Laplace’s
method, integral (1) can be asymptotically evaluated to yield

VW (x) ≈

√
2πσ2

P ′′(α0)
Q0(x;α0) , (3)

where P ′′(α0) denotes the second derivative of the squared local slope mean P as a function of the vary-
ing migration velocity α. Moreover, Q0(x;α0) denotes the desired migration result with the stationary
migration velocity α0 [see also Landa et al. (2006)], viz.,

Q0(x;α0) =
∫
dξ

∫
dt U(t, ξ)δ(t− td(ξ,x;α0)) . (4)

Equation (3) justifies the claim that the result of a multipath summation produces a migrated image. In
fact, we see that the result of multipath summation is directly proportional to the desired migration result.

Double multipath summation

The observation that the summation result is proportional to the desired image has another important con-
sequence. It implies that the use of a slightly modified weight function,

w̃(x, α) = α exp(−P ((x, α)/σ2) , (5)

will lead to a slightly modified migration result,

ṼW (x) ≈ α0

√
2πσ2

P ′′(α0)
Q0(α0) . (6)

In other words, results (3) and (6) differ only by a constant factor, this factor being the true migration
velocity at x.

This readily suggests that the migration velocity can be extracted from such a procedure by simply
dividing the two migration results (3) and (6), i.e.,

α0 ≈
ṼW (x)
VW (x)

. (7)

In fact, this idea of extracting quantities from multiple stacks is not new but has already been previously
discussed in the framework of Kirchhoff migration (Bleistein, 1987; Tygel et al., 1993).

Of course, since the image in the denominator will vanish off actual reflector images, care has to be
taken to avoid division by zero. Possible ideas of avoiding division by zero include the addition of a
stabilization parameter to the denominator or masking the division so that it is carried out only at points
where the denominator exceeds a certain threshold value.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

We have applied the above technique of velocity model building to the Marmousoft data (Billette et al.,
2003). These data were constructed by Born modeling in a smoothed version of the Marmousi model. The
true Marmousoft velocity model is depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Marmousoft velocity model.

We carried out a multipath-summation time migration out using constant migration velocities between
1.4 km/s and 4.2 km/s in intervals of 25 m/s. This velocity sampling is sufficiently dense to satisfy con-
dition 2 from the introduction. The resulting stacked migrated image is shown in Figure 2. We see that
the multipath-summation approach produces a very nice image that exhibits the main structures of the
Marmousi model, even though the central part of the image is not perfectly recovered. This is due to the
intrinsic limitations of time migration rather than those of multipath summation.

Simultaneously, we carried out a second multipath-summation time migration using the same velocity
values. It differed from the first one only by the use of the migration velocity as an additional weight
factor in the stack. The resulting migrated image is shown in Figure 3. It looks quite similar to the
unweighted stack result. As the only difference, we immediately note the increasing amplitudes with depth
in comparison to Figure 2, indicating the increasing velocities that the amplitudes of Figure 3 carry. As
indicated by the colorbar, the migrated amplitudes are in the range of seismic velocities.

The division of the images of Figures 2 and 3 results in a migration velocity model. Figure 4 shows the
result when the division is stabilized by adding a fraction of the maximum amplitude to the denominator.
We recognize that the overall trend of the velocity is nicely recovered, thus indicating that the velocity
extraction by double multipath summation can actually work. However, the velocity model is rather unsta-
ble, with many image points where unreliable and wrong velocities have been extracted. These velocities
already indicate the necessity to post-process this velocity model in order to extract only the meaningful
velocities.

The best way to evaluate the quality of a time-migration velocity model is to actually use it for time
migration. As shown in Figure 5, the velocity model obtained with the stabilized division (already with
a rather small ε added) does not lead to an acceptable migrated image. Tests with different values for the
stabilization parameter did not help to improve the image. The reason is that ungeologically low velocities
the time migration cannot deal with are attributed to many locations in the model. These velocity values
need to be eliminated by post-processing.

Since nongeological values must not be allowed in the final velocity model, an obvious idea is to already
simply avoid division where the denominator is too small, and also discard velocities that are out of the
range of velocities that were actually used for the multipath migration. Figure 6 shows the result of such
a masked division, where zero is attributed to the velocity model wherever the denominator is too small
to allow for a division or where unacceptable velocity values result from the division. This eliminates the
incorrect velocity values but replaces them by zeroes, thus creating the need for velocity interpolation.

This can be clearly seen from the resulting time migration using this masked velocity model (see Fig-
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Figure 2: Result of multipath-summation time imaging.

ure 7). In this case, the migration was actually carried out only for those grid points where the velocity is
different from zero We see that the migrated image nicely focuses the reflectors in the less complex areas,
however creating some holes in the more complex parts.

A simple fill of the missing velocity values by the nearest nonzero neighbor leads to the velocity model
shown in Figure 8. This velocity model no longer contains any zeros, but still is not smooth enough to
be acceptable as a time migration velocity model. This can be confirmed from the resulting time-migrated
image (Figure 9). While many of the holes in the image have been filled, leading to a more complete image,
there is still room for further improvement.

Since a time-migration velocity model theoretically consist of rms velocities, it is supposed to be
smooth. Rather than smoothing the model in Figure 8, we chose to directly smooth to the masked model
of Figure 6, testing two kinds of smoothing techniques.

First, we applied moving-average smoothing using a window in which zero values of the velocity
were ignored. It turned out that passing a smaller window several times yields a more reliable result than
passing a larger window only once. Figure 10 depicts the resulting smooth velocity model after four passes
of a smoothing window of 25 traces by 17 time samples. Note that the resulting velocity model closely
resembles the model constructed with image-wave propagation in the image gather (Schleicher et al., 2008,
see also this WIT Report).

The smoothed model considerably increases the image quality in the complex bottom and center parts
(Figure 11). While the image is still not perfect in this region, this problem should be attributed to the
general limitations of time migration in geologically complex areas rather than taking it as an indication of
a poor velocity model.

Another way of obtaining a reasonably smooth time-migration velocity model from the masked veloc-
ities in Figure 6 is by B-splines interpolation. In this technique, B-splines coefficients on a regular grid are
optimized by regularized least squares using all the available velocity information. The resulting velocity
model for a moderate regularization is shown in Figure 12. The velocity model is rather similar to the
one obtained with moving-average smoothing (Figure 10). The same applies to the time-migrated image
(Figure 13). It is hard to spot significant differences between the two migrated images in Figures 11 and 13.
Most of the slight differences that do exist occur in the center part of the model, where the geology is so
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Figure 3: Result of multipath-summation time imaging with additional velocity weight.

complicated that time migration cannot realistically be expected to correctly position the reflectors.

Common-image gathers allow for a more detailed evaluation of the quality of the migration velocity
model. Figure 14 shows six common-image gathers at positions 3000 m to 8000 m at every 1000 m in
the moving-average smoothed model of Figure 10. We observe that these gathers are nicely flattened in
the more regular parts of the model. The method only has difficulties to flatten the gathers in the central
part of the model, where the geologic complexity is effectively prohibitive for any kind of time migration.
For comparison, Figure 15 show the corresponding image gathers as obtained with the B-splines model of
Figure 12. Even in the image gathers, it is very difficult to see differences between the two results.

CONCLUSIONS

The idea of path-integral imaging is to sum over the migrated images obtained for a set of migration
velocities. Those velocities where common-image gathers align horizontally are stationary, thus favoring
these images in the overall stack. Other CIGs cancel each other in the final stack. An exponential weight
function using the event slopes in the CIGs helps to enhance the constructive interference and to reduce
undesired events that might not be completely canceled by destructive interference.

Evaluation of the resulting path integral with Laplace’s method demonstrated that the resulting image
is proportional to the image that would be obtained with the correct velocity model. By executing the
path-integral imaging a second time with a modified weight function including the migration velocity as an
additional factor, an additional image is obtained the amplitudes of which are proportional to the stationary
values of the migration velocity. Thus, these stationary velocities that produce the final image can then be
extracted by a division of the two images. We have demonstrated with a numerical example that meaningful
information about the migration velocity can be extracted from such a double path-integral migration.

Since multipath-summation imaging does not rely on any kind of interpretation, this technique allows
for the fully automated construction of a first time-migrated image together with a first time-migration ve-
locity model that can then be used as a starting model for subsequent velocity analysis tools like migration
velocity analysis or tomographic methods.
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Figure 5: Time migration using velocities extracted by stabilized division.
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Figure 6: Velocities extracted by masked division.
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Figure 7: Time migration using velocities extracted by masked division.
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Figure 8: Velocities extracted by masked division plus nearest-neighbor filling.
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Figure 9: Time migration using velocities extracted by masked division plus nearest-neighbor filling.
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Figure 10: Velocities extracted by masked division plus moving-average smoothing.
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Figure 11: Time migration using velocities extracted by masked division plus moving-average smoothing.
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Figure 12: Velocities extracted by masked division plus B-splines smoothing.
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Figure 13: Time migration using velocities extracted by masked division plus B-splines smoothing.
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Figure 14: Common-image gathers from time migration using velocities extracted by masked division
plus moving-average smoothing.
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Figure 15: Common-image gathers from time migration using velocities extracted by masked division
plus B-splines smoothing.
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ABSTRACT

The Common-Reflection-Surface stack employs a discrete number of stacking operators for the sim-
ulation of a particular zero-offset sample: the pragmatic search strategy of the original 2D CRS stack
implementation consists of three one-parameter searches. This implementation determines only one
optimum stacking operator for each ZO sample to be simulated. Consequently, conflicting dip situ-
ations are not taken into account but only the most prominent event contributes to a particular stack
sample. Later, the strategy has been extended in order to take into account up to five conflicting dips
at each sample. However, the reliable detection of such situations if often difficult and the discrete
number of contributions might cause artifacts in the stacked section.
Here, we propose a strategy which explicitely considers all possible angles and, thus, accounts for all
the conflicting dips that may exist at each sample. This strategy has some advantages that improve the
continuity of events, reflections as well as diffractions, in conflicting dip situations. As it is based on
an approximation of diffraction traveltimes, it generally emphasizes diffraction events in the stacked
section and can be called common-diffraction-surface stack. This method does not provide wavefield
attributes or coherence values, but complements the conventional CRS-stacked section. We processed
the Sigsbee 2A synthetic data as well as a real land data set with the new method to demonstrate
its ability to handle conflicting dip situations and the favorable effects on a subsequent poststack
migration.

INTRODUCTION

The Common-Reflection-Surface (CRS) Stack is a data-driven imaging method to simulate a zero-offset
(ZO) section. Introduced by Müller (1998) and Müller et al. (1998) as a ZO simulation method for 2D, it
does not require an explicit knowledge of the macro-velocity model. The CRS stack assumes the subsur-
face to be set up by reflector segments with arbitrary location, orientation, and curvature. Obviously, this
subsurface model is more appropriate to describe reflectors in the subsurface than the assumptions inherent
to the sequence normal moveout/dip moveout/stack, which is based on ZO isochrone segments in the sub-
surface. The CRS stacking operator is a second-order approximation of the kinematic reflection response
of a curved interface in a laterally inhomogeneous medium. For the 2D case, the shape of the operator
depends on three parameters and can be considered as the approximate reflection response of a circular
reflector segment in depth, the so-called CRS (Jäger, 1999). Any contributions along any realization of this
operator are tested by coherence analysis for each ZO sample, and the set of attributes which yields the
highest coherence is accepted as the parameters of the optimum operator to perform the actual stack.

The CRS stack has the potential to sum up more coherent energy of the reflection event which results
in a high signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) in the simulated ZO section. However, in each ZO section we could
see that in some cases the events intersect each other, e. g. when there are diffraction events which intersect
many reflection events with their long tails, or bow tie structures that intersect themselves. Obviously,
a single stacking operator associated with only one triplet of optimum attributes is not sufficient in this

mailto:msoleimani@shahroodut.ac.ir
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conflicting dip situations. Instead, a separate operator is required for each contributing event. To handle
conflicting dip situations in the CRS stack without the need for an explicit determination of a discrete
number of contributing events, the original search strategy will be adapted and compared to the previous
efforts to solve this problem. Finally, the new strategy will be evaluated with synthetic and real data
examples.

SEARCH AND STACKING STRATEGIES

In this section we briefly summarize the original pragmatic search strategy for the determination of the
CRS stacking parameters, its extended counterpart which handles a discrete number of contributions at
each sample, and finally introduce the new concept which enhances diffraction events and fully simulates
the superposition of conflicting events.

Pragmatic search strategy

To apply CRS stack in an entirely data oriented way, its attributes have to be determined by means of
coherence analysis from prestack data within user-defined attribute ranges. The most efficient solution of
the ZO 2D CRS equation

t2 (xm, h) =
[
t0 +

2 sinα
v0

(xm − x0)
]2

+
2t0 cos2 α

v0

[
(xm − x0)

2

RN
+

h2

RNIP

]
, (1)

whereRNIP is the radius of normal-incidence-point (NIP) wave, RN is the radius of the normal wave, and α
is the emergence angle of the normal ray, can be achieved if it is decomposed into three separate optimiza-
tion problems with a search for one parameter in each. Müller (1998) and Jäger et al. (2001) describe the
complete CRS stack computation routine which involves three one-parameter searches. Optionally, a local
optimization with all parameters can be performed afterwards using the flexible polyhedron search method.
The pragmatic search strategy can be summarized as follows: automatic CMP stack, linear and hyperbolic
ZO stacks, initial CRS stack, and optimization. The first step only considers CMP gathers (xm = x0) to
determine a combination of RNIP and α (or, in more familiar terms, stacking velocity). In the second step,
the simulated ZO section (h = 0) of the automatic CMP stack is used to determine α in a linear approxi-
mation and RN in a hyperbolic approximation. Finally, the initial stack employs all parameters to perform
the stack with the full spatial stacking operator (1).

Extended search strategy

Mann (2001) introduced an extended strategy for CRS stack to address the problem of conflicting dip sit-
uations in this method. From the previous strategy, it is clear that this problem can not be handled in the
first step, the automatic CMP stack, as stacking velocity analysis is not very sensitive to dip and completely
insensitive to its sign. Nevertheless, conflicting dips can be addressed in the second step, ZO stack. Al-
though in the extended strategy the automatic CMP stack is performed without considering conflicting dip
situations, its result is used in the next step to resolve the problem of conflicting dips corresponding to
different emergence angles αi. We have to consider more than one CRS operator, according to the number
of events that contribute to a particular ZO sample. For that purpose, Mann (2001) considered additional
local coherence maxima in the linear ZO stack to identify such situations and to define a discrete number
of operators for each particular ZO sample according to absolute and relative coherence thresholds. Once
the number of contributing events is known, the determination of their individual attributes αi and RN,i is
straightforward. Wherever conflicting events have been detected, an additional search for the remaining
attributes RNIP,i is required. Mann (2002) proposed to use the common shot/common receiver gathers to
determine a combined parameter that allows to calculate RNIP,i.

The crucial aspect in this extended strategy is the reliable determination of conflicting dip situations.
The number of detected contributions might vary along the events and along the wavelets, probably leading
to artifacts and/or incomplete superposition of the intersecting events.
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Common-diffraction-surface stack strategy

The well-known dip-moveout (DMO) correction (see, e. g. Hale, 1991) corrects for the reflection point
dispersal occurring during the normal-moveout (NMO) correction. This is achieved by collecting all con-
tributions for all possible dips (or emergence angles) in the moveout-corrected prestack time domain. In
the following we will adopt this by performing CRS stack explicitely for all emergence angles within a
given range.

Diffraction events are usually far weaker than reflection events. As a consequence, they strongly suffer
from incomplete handling of conflicting dip situations. To enhance diffraction events in addition to the
consideration of all plausible dips, we choose a traveltime approximation for diffraction events in the fol-
lowing. For actual diffraction events, the attributes RNIP and RN coincide—exploding reflector experiment
and exploding point source are identical in this case. Accordingly, the CRS operator only depends on one
remaining parameter RCDS = RNIP = RN:

t2CDS (xm, h) =
[
t0 +

2 sinα
v0

(xm − x0)
]2

+
2t0 cos2 α

v0

(xm − x0)
2 + h2

RCDS
. (2)

To distinguish this approximation from the full CRS operator (1), we refer to this operator as the
common-diffraction-surface (CDS) stack operator. For a reflection event, a coherence-based fit of this
diffraction operator to the event will yield a radius of curvature RCDS which is a combination of the now
independent attributesRNIP andRN. The CDS operator will fit such reflection events worse than diffraction
events, thus enhancing the latter. Garabito et al. (2001) applied the same operator in an alternative attribute
search scheme with two independent parameters. In contrast, in the approach proposed here, the emergence
angle α is predefined and only RCDS remains as free parameter for each fixed angle. The proposed strategy
is applied in the prestack time domain and can be briefly summarized as follows:

• for each ZO sample (x0, t0)

• for each α, αmin ≤ α ≤ αmax, increment ∆α

• determine RCDS by maximizing coherence along eq. (2)

• stack along optimum operator

• superimpose the contributions for all angles

This strategy is neither suited nor intended to determine CRS wavefield attributes for further applications
like inversion. Instead, our aim is to obtain a stacked section which is suited for improved imaging of e. g.
faults in a subsequent poststack migration: a sample in the ZO section will receive contributions of any
possible optimum operator for each angle that we are searching for. On the one hand, this enhances any
weak reflection and diffraction events which were obscured by dominant coherent events in the previous
strategy. On the other hand, the multitude of used operators will sum up more incoherent noise than a
single CRS operator. Therefore, we expect a lower S/N ratio in the CDS stack results but a better definition
of faults and similar structures associated with diffraction events.

The definitions of target zone and aperture are the same as for the pragmatic and extended search
strategies (see, e. g., Mann, 2002, for details). The search range for the radius of curvature RCDS can be
defined in terms of a generalized stacking velocity similar to the automatic CMP stack. However, the
search range of this velocity has to include higher velocities, i. e. smaller moveouts, compared to the usual
stacking velocity: the normal wave with its usually smaller curvature and, thus, smaller moveout compared
to the NIP wave also contributes to this parameter.

SYNTHETIC DATA EXAMPLE

The Sigsbee 2A data (see, e. g., Pfaffenholz, 2001) are based on a stratified background model containing
a salt body with a quite complicated geometry. Figure 1 shows the CRS-stacked section created with the
extended search strategy together with the CDS-stacked section according to the proposed approach. In
the left part there are slightly dipping layers up to a time of 9 s ending with a strong reflection event. In the
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Figure 1: Sigsbee 2A data: CRS-stacked section with up to three dips (top), CDS-stacked section consid-
ering all dips (bottom, lower right part has been omitted).
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top right part there are also similar sedimentary structures which cover the salt body with its small syncline
feature. Strong, extended diffraction patterns dominate the central part of the section whereas some weak
diffraction events can also be seen in the left and lower parts of the section.

Compared to the result of the CRS stack, as it could be seen at the first glance, diffraction patterns are
enhanced in all parts of the CDS-stacked section. In particular in the sedimentary structures in the left-hand
part, diffraction events which are partly or fully obscured by reflection events in the CRS stack section are
clearly imaged. There are no gaps or artifacts along such events as all dips are explicitely considered. In the
upper part, there are also some diffraction curves in a regular pattern which are most likely due to modeling
effects. Note that the lower right part of the CDS section has been omitted during processing to shorten the
total computation time.

REAL LAND DATA EXAMPLE

The 2D seismic land dataset was acquired by an energy resource company in a fixed-spread geometry. The
seismic line has a total length of about 12 km. The utilized source signal was a linear upsweep from 12
to 100 Hz of 10 s duration. Shot and receiver spacing are both 50 m and the temporal sampling interval is
2 ms. Standard preprocessing was applied to the field data including the setup of the data geometry, trace
editing, deconvolution, geometrical spreading correction, field static correction, and bandpass filtering. The
underlying structure consists of nearly horizontally layers and some dipping layers due to dip faulting in
some parts.

In CRS stack processing, mapping the position of faults, their boundaries, and their orientations is
difficult because the problem of conflicting dips also exists here at the end points of faults and also where
the layers are faulted. The energy lacking due to undetected diffraction events leads to incomplete focusing
of the faults in a subsequent poststack migration.

Figure 2 shows the stacked sections of the CRS procedure and the CDS results for these data. As
expected the overall S/N ratio is lower in the CDS-stacked section. Diffraction events are again emphasized
but that is not as obvious from the stacked section itself.

A macro-velocity model for this data was available from NIP wave tomography (see, e. g., Hertweck
et al., 2004) such that poststack depth migration can be applied to compare the result with the result of
the migrated CRS-stacked section. The Greens functions tables for depth migration were calculated using
an eikonal solver and migration has been done with a Kirchhoff algorithm. Figure 3 shows the migration
results of the two different stack sections (Figure 2). Although the S/N ratio is slightly lower in the migrated
CDS section, the faults are better defined than in the migrated CRS section.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

The pragmatic approach of Müller (1998) and the extended strategy of Mann (2002) have been combined
with the concepts of DMO correction to overcome the problem of conflicting dip situations. In this ap-
proach not only a few selected dips are selected and assigned with an stacking operator, but all angles
within a predefined range are considered, each with a separate operator for each sample. In addition, an
traveltime approximation for diffraction events is used to enhance such usually weak events and to reduce
computational costs. The search for the only remaining attribute RCDS is performed in one step in the
prestack time domain rather than in selected subdomains.

The stack result for synthetic and real data indicate that this strategy fully resolves conflicting dip
situations and enhances diffraction events and other weak events previously obscured by strong reflection
events. The results of poststack depth migration of a real data set demonstrates that the stacked section of
the CDS stack is well suited as input for poststack migration. The new strategy collects more energy that
might be lost in the previous strategies. This leads to an improved image quality especially at discontinuities
and in faulted areas which, in turn, improves the migration result. Thus, the CDS-based results with their
better imaged and focused diffraction events complement the conventional CRS results with their higher
S/N ratio.

The future development of the CDS stack method will focus on the automated selection of the angle
search ranges. Currently, the same (large) angle range is used irrespective of the local situation. On the one
hand, this guarantees that all potential dips can contribute. On the other hand, this slows down the process
and decreases the S/N ratio. A smart selection strategy might ease this problems without impairing the
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Figure 2: Real land data: CRS-stacked section with up to three dips (top), CDS-stacked section considering
all dips (bottom).
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Figure 3: Real land data: poststack migrations results of CRS-stacked section (top) and CDS-stacked
section (bottom).
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weak events to be enhanced.
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ABSTRACT

In theory, model building techniques developed for PP surveys are equally applicable to obtain shear
velocities if SS data are available. In practice, however, if shear waves are acquired at all, they are most
often recorded as PS conversions. For these data, PP model-building techniques cannot be applied.
We suggest a new method to combine PP and PS data to obtain a shear velocity model. The method is
based on the NIP wave tomography and uses wave field attributes determined with common reflection
surface stacking of the data in combination with ray tracing.

INTRODUCTION

Ever since the introduction of ocean bottom acquisition converted waves have gained importance in ex-
ploration seismics (e.g. Tsvankin, 2001). Excitation of shear waves requires significantly more effort than
generation of P waves. It is not only difficult but also costly. Since shear information is also contained in
the data of PS converted waves, these have been the focus of shear wave exploration for quite some time
now.

There are many advantages of taking shear waves into consideration. For example, the presence of gas
clouds leads to high absorption for the P waves and makes imaging under such regions inadequate for PP
surveys. Shear waves, on the other hand, do not suffer from the absorption (Stewart et al., 2003). Another
example where converted waves are beneficial is imaging of targets with weak PP and strong PS impedance
contrasts, e.g., for certain types of shale-sand boundaries (Stewart et al., 2003). Due to the smaller velocity
of shear waves they can be used to enhance the seismic resolution. This is particularly interesting for the
investigation of steeply-inclined near-surface structures (Stewart et al., 2003). Finally, shear waves are
essential for the detection and quantification of seismic anisotropy (e.g. Tsvankin, 2001).

Shear waves are also important for reservoir characterisation because parameters like porosity and
permeability have strong influence on shear velocities (e.g. Nelson, 2001). Thus, the determination of shear
velocities provides a direct means for the prediction of reservoir parameters. For example, it is possible
to obtain information on the density and orientation of fractures from converted waves (e.g. Gaiser and
Van Dok, 2003) since these fractures lead to seismic anisotropy.

Despite their advantages, shear waves also exhibit serious disadvantages. As already pointed out, for
practical reasons the acquisition is usually restricted to converted waves. However, standard techniques for
the processing of PP data cannot always be applied to these data.

In contrast to monotypic (i.e. PP or SS) reflections, the ray paths of converted waves are asymmetric
with respect to interchanging sources and receivers. In particular in the presence of lateral inhomogeneities
or anisotropy, the move-out of a converted wave becomes asymmetric because it contains a linear term,
the so-called diodic move-out (Thomsen, 1999). This prevents the application of NMO correction in CMP
gathers, which is based on the assumption of symmetric ray paths.

This problem is closely-related to the conversion point dispersal. Although there is a similar phe-
nomenon for monotypic waves, the reflection point dispersal, that effect has a larger magnitude for con-
verted waves.
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(c) Curvature of the N-wavefront

Figure 1: The meaning of the ZO-CRS parameters β0, KNIP , and KN . In (b) KNIP = 1/RNIP ; in (c)
KN = 1/RN .

For these reasons, PS data are sorted in common conversion point (CCP) gathers instead of CMP.
Unfortunately, the determination of the CCP itself can be rather complicated (e.g. Tessmer et al., 1990;
Thomsen, 1999). Also, it is by no means trivial to obtain a velocity model from the subsequent processing.
For example, neglecting the sign of the offset during the CCP binning can lead to a bimodal velocity
spectrum due to the diodic move-out (Thomsen, 1999).

Migration-based velocity model-building techniques (e.g. Al-Yahya, 1989) can be used for converted
waves. In these methods, residual move-out in the CRP gathers is evaluated for a model update. However,
one has to be cautious: due to the asymmetric ray paths in the case of converted waves, the gathers can
appear horizontal even though the velocity may be wrong (Menyoli, 2002).

In conclusion, velocity model building with converted waves is much more elaborate than in the mono-
typic case. Although the effort could be reduced by processing SS data instead of PS, the resulting simpli-
fications would be compensated with the problems arising during the acquisition.

One technique for the determination of P velocities was recently introduced by Duveneck (2004). It
evaluates wave field attributes obtained from a common reflection surface (CRS) stack of PP data in a
tomographic procedure. We suggest to extend the method such that we combine the wave field attributes
for PP and PS data in order to simulate SS wave field attributes.

After a brief summary of the CRS stack and NIP wave tomography, we introduce our method. Due
to the already mentioned properties of converted waves the combination of PP and PS parameters is not
straightforward. We will explain the specific problems in more detail and, following that section, present
solutions.

ZERO OFFSET CRS AND NIP WAVE TOMOGRAPHY

The CRS stacking technique was introduced by Mueller (1999) to obtain a simulated zero offset section.
The CRS stack can be considered as an extension of the classic CMP method, where stacking is carried
out over offsets, while in the CRS technique the stack is applied over offsets and midpoints. This leads to
a much larger number of contributing traces, and, thus, to a higher level of the signal to noise ratio.

Whereas the CMP operator is a hyperbola, the corresponding CRS operator is a surface of second order
that includes the CMP operator as subset. Written in midpoint (xm) and half-offset (h) coordinates, the
CRS operator in the two-dimensional zero offset case reads,

T 2
ZO(∆xm,∆h) =

[
T0 +

2 sinβ0

V0
∆xm

]2

+
2T0 cos2 β0

V0

[
KN ∆x2

m +KNIP ∆h2
]

. (1)

It contains three wave field attributes or parameters, namely, the incidence or emergence angle β0; the
curvature KNIP of a wave generated by a point source at the normal incidence point (NIP), the so-called
NIP wave; and the curvature KN of a wavefront generated by an exploding reflector element, the so-called
normal wave. Furthermore, the velocity V0 is that at the source and receiver. The meaning of the attributes
is also illustrated in Figure 1. The extension to 3D is straightforward (Müller, 2007).

The parameters are useful for a variety of applications (see, e.g. Mann, 2002) like attribute-based time
migration, determination of geometrical spreading, migration weights, Fresnel zones, and multiple sup-
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pression.
The application we will focus on in this work is the NIP wave tomography suggested by Duveneck

(2004). According to that work, ’in a correct model, all considered NIP waves when propagated back into
the Earth along the normal ray focus at zero traveltime’. The concept of focusing NIP waves was already
introduced by Hubral and Krey (1980), and cast into a tomographic inversion by Duveneck (2004).

With the traveltime, emergence angle, and NIP wave curvature given by the CRS stack, dynamic ray
tracing is performed in an initial model. Subsequent evaluation of the resulting NIP wave radius leads to
an update of the velocity model, which then serves as input for the next iteration step. The procedure is
repeated until convergence is achieved.

OFFSET CRS FORMULATION AND RAY BRANCH DECOMPOSITION

The physical interpretation of the attributes, e.g. KNIP , which is evaluated in the NIP wave tomography
is based on a one-way process. This is possible for monotypic waves because the up- and down-going ray
paths coincide in the zero offset case. This assumption is not valid if converted waves are considered. In
consequence, the corresponding expression for the CRS operator has five parameters now instead of three
for the monotypic zero offset case. Since it is formally identical with the common offset CRS formulation,
we will use this general form from now on.

In source (s) and receiver (g) coordinates, the common offset CRS formula reads,

T 2(s′, g′) = (T0 + q ∆g − p∆s)2 + T0 (G∆g2 − S ∆s2 − 2N ∆s∆g) , (2)

where the first-order derivatives,

p = −∂T
∂s

, and q =
∂T

∂g
, (3)

are the horizontal slownesses at the source and receiver, respectively. The second-order derivatives are
given by

S = −∂
2T

∂s2
, G =

∂2T

∂g2
, and N = − ∂2T

∂s ∂g
. (4)

In three dimensions, the first-order derivatives are vectors and the second-order derivatives are matrices
(see Vanelle, 2002).

Equation (2) is equal to the common offset CRS expression given by Bergler et al. (2002) (their equation
(1)). The first- and second-order derivatives can also be expressed by incidence and emergence angles βG

and βS , and the velocities VS and VG, where the indices S and G denote source and receiver; and the
scalar elements A,B,C,D of the surface-to-surface propagator matrix introduced by Bortfeld (1989). The
relations between these parameters are,

A = − S

N
, B =

1
N

, C = −N − SG

N
, and D =

G

N
, (5)

and
p =

sinβS

VS
, q =

sinβG

VG
, (6)

or,

S = −A
B

, G =
D

B
, N =

1
B

, (7)

and
sinβS = p VS , sinβG = q VG , (8)

respectively.
For zero offset and monotypic waves, it follows from the symmetry that p = −q and G = −S. With

g = xm + h, s = xm − h, equation (2) reduces to (1) in that case, and the zero offset attributes can be
expressed by

q = −p =
sinβ0

V0
, G = −S =

cos2 β0

2V0
(KNIP +KN ) , N =

cos2 β0

2V0
(KNIP −KN ) ,

(9)
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or

sinβ0 = q V0 , KN =
V0

cos2 β0
(G−N) , KNIP =

V0

cos2 β0
(G+N) , (10)

respectively.
Since there is no equivalent one-way process in the case of converted waves, we have to consider the

individual ray segments in order to find a way of combining the PP and PS wave field attributes. In the
following, we will use a parabolic variant of (2). It is valid for the traveltime of a reflected or converted
event as well as for each of the individual segments if a reflection point with the coordinate r is introduced.

A PP zero offset event consists of two identical P segments from s to r (or from r to g). Let SPP , GPP , NPP

denote the parameters of the reflected, i.e. PP, event, and SP 6= GP , NP those of the single P segment, i.e.,
the traveltime of the reflected event can be expressed by

TPP (s′, g′) = T0−PP + qPP ∆g − pPP ∆s+
1
2

(
GPP ∆g2 − SPP ∆s2 − 2NPP ∆s∆g

)
= 2 (T0 P + qr

P ∆r − pP ∆s) +GP ∆r2 − SP ∆s2 − 2NP ∆s∆r

= 2TP (s′, r′) , (11)

where qr
P is the slowness at the reflector. In (11), qPP = −pPP and GPP = −SPP due to the symmetry.

Similarly, a zero offset SS event with parameters SSS , GSS , NSS has two identical individual S seg-
ments with SS 6= GS , NS :

TSS(s′, g′) = T0−SS + qSS ∆g − pSS ∆s+
1
2

(
GSS ∆g2 − SSS ∆s2 − 2NSS ∆s∆g

)
= 2 (T0 S + qS ∆g − pr

S ∆r) +GS ∆g2 − SS ∆r2 − 2NS ∆r∆g

= 2TS(r′, g′) , (12)

where pr
S is the slowness at the reflector. In (12), qSS = −pSS and GSS = −SSS due to the symmetry.

Finally, a zero offset PS event described by SPS , GPS , NPS consists of two individual different seg-
ments, the P and S segments, with SP , GP , NP and SS , GS , NS , respectively:

TPS(s′, g′) = T0−PS + qPS ∆g − pPS ∆s+
1
2

(
GPS ∆g2 − SPS ∆s2 − 2NPS ∆s∆g

)
= T0 P + qr

P ∆r − pP ∆s+
1
2

(
GP ∆r2 − SP ∆s2 − 2NP ∆s∆r

)
+ T0 S + qS ∆g − pr

S ∆r +
1
2

(
GS ∆g2 − SS ∆r2 − 2NS ∆r∆g

)
= TP (s′, r′) + TS(r′, g′) (13)

Elimination of the reflector coordinate in Equations (11), (12), and (13) by evaluating Snell’s law leads
to relationships between the coefficients of the single and reflected rays. For the PP case, we find

pPP = pP = −qPP , SPP = SP +
N2

P

2GP
= −GPP , NPP =

N2
P

2GP
. (14)

Correspondingly, for the SS case it follows that

qSS = qS = −pSS , SSS = SS +
N2

S

2GS
= −GSS , NSS =

N2
S

2GS
. (15)

Finally, for the converted wave,
pPS = pP , qPS = qS ,

SPS = SP +
N2

P

GP +GS
, GPS = −SS −

N2
S

GP +GS
, NPS =

NP NS

GP +GS
. (16)
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(b) SS ray path
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Figure 2: Zero-offset ray paths for (a) PP, (b) SS, and (c) PS reflections, where VP1/VS1 6= VP2/VS2.
Solid lines indicate P-waves; dashed lines correspond to S-waves.

The same result can be obtained with the propagator formalism (Bortfeld, 1989). Combining Equations (9)
and (15), we find that the NIP wave curvature corresponding to the zero-offset SS reflection is given by

KNIP−SS = − V0 S

cos2 β0 S
SS . (17)

According to (15), the angle β0 S is the incidence angle at the receiver for the PS case, i.e., sinβ0 S = qPS VS 0.
With (16), we can now express SS in Equation (17) by

SS = −GPS −
N2

PS

SPS − SP
, (18)

where SP follows from Equations (9) and (14) as

SP = − cos2 β0 P

V0 P KNIP−PP
. (19)

Equations (17) to (19) provide the NIP wave curvature of a simulated SS wave. To perform NIP wave
tomography, we also require the emergence angle for the ray tracing, β0 S , which is given by qPS , and the
traveltime, which can be obtained from the difference between TPS and TPP /2.

In conclusion, by combining the parameters from the PP and PS zero-offset CRS stacks, we can now,
in theory, apply NIP wave tomography to obtain the shear velocity model. In practice, however, the de-
termination of KNIP−SS is not as straight-forward as described here. We discuss the reasons and other
practical issues in the following section.

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

For the derivation of the relationship between KNIP−SS and the CRS parameters of the PP and PS data
we have implicitly assumed that the ray paths for PP, PS, and SS coincide. Whereas in the monotypic case,
the up- and down-going ray segments coincide and are normal to the reflector, this is not generally true for
the zero offset converted wave, as demonstrated by Figure 2. The P and S ray path segments are only then
identical when the ratio of P and S velocities remains constant throughout the medium. If that were the
case, however, we could simply compute our shear velocity model by applying a scale factor to the P model.

To address this problem, we assume that the distance ∆r between the reflection point of the zero-offset
PP reflection and the conversion point of the zero-offset PS reflection lies within a paraxial vicinity. In that
case, ∆r can be expressed by

∆r =
pPS − pPP

NP
. (20)
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In (20), the one-way parameter NP for the P wave is not directly available from the PP CRS parameters,
but it can be easily computed with dynamic ray tracing (DRT). In fact, computingNP does not even require
an additional effort as DRT is performed within the NIP wave tomography. Considering the traveltime of
the P wave to the conversion point, with

T 2
P (s, r′) =

(
T0−PP

2
+ qr

P ∆r

)2

+GP ∆r2 , (21)

where qr
P and GP are also known from the DRT for the NIP wave tomography, we can now carry out DRT

with the take-off angle corresponding to the PS wave and compute the value of SP for this ray path to be
combined with the PS parameters and obtain KNIP−SS . Although this step requires additional DRT, the
effort is negligible since only a single ray needs to be traced. Furthermore, the ray end point gives us a
measure of the accuracy as it should coincide with r′ = r +∆r, and therefore provides a means for quality
control.

Combining parameters from PP and PS CRS stacks requires that the events under consideration need to
be identified in both sections. The technique that springs to mind for solving this issue is slope matching,
i.e., comparing the slowness vectors of the P segments of the PP and PS rays, pPP and PPS . However,
as we have seen above, the ray paths do not coincide for media where the VP /VS ratio is not constant. In
conclusion, the slownesses do not coincide either. In contrast to the ’PP+PS=SS’ method (Grechka and
Tsvankin, 2002), where slope matching in the pre-stack domain is performed to obtain SS traveltimes from
combining PP and PS measurements, we are working in the post-stack domain, where their algorithm can-
not be applied.

Although it is possible to manually identify key events in the sections and use these to assign weaker
events, such a procedure would countermand one of the major advantages of NIP wave tomography, namely
that user intervention, e.g., picking, is kept to a minimum. We recognise that this challenging step needs
further investigation if it is intended to be carried out in a fully-automatic fashion.

There are additional issues related to the CRS stacking of converted waves that also occur in CCP
stacking, like the polarity reversal of the shear wave or wave field separation prior to the stacking. Since
the emphasis of this work is on the combination of the PP and PS parameters to obtain SS parameters, we
refer the reader to the literature suggested in the introduction.

CONCLUSIONS

We have introduced a new method to obtain the NIP wave curvature of an SS reflection from CRS stacking
of PP and PS data. Knowledge of the NIP wave curvature allows to perform NIP wave tomography for
shear waves. Since the necessary parameters are available from the PP and PS sections, the shear model
can now be determined without acquiring SS data.

As soon as the VP /VS ratio is not constant throughout the medium, an additional ray tracing step is
required to account for the difference in the PP and PS emergence angles. Since only single rays need to
be traced in the P model, this step does not degrade the numerical efficiency. Furthermore, dynamic ray
tracing is already embedded in the NIP wave tomography.
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ABSTRACT

In Kirchhoff migration, the proper choice of the aperture is essential: the optimum aperture is the
limited aperture defined by the projected Fresnel zone. This is the smallest aperture providing in-
terpretable amplitudes along with the highest possible S/N ratio and the minimum number of re-
quired summations. In addition, limited-aperture migration naturally prevents operator aliasing. The
common-reflection-surface stack provides kinematic wavefield attributes which allow to estimate the
optimum aperture size for zero-offset and its dislocation with varying offset. The aperture is centered
around the stationary point, but this point has to be associated with the corresponding point in the mi-
grated domain in an additional process. Kirchhoff migration itself implicitly connects the stationary
point and the image point in depth by collecting the energy in the vicinity of the former and assigning
it to the latter. In principle, any smoothly varying property can be migrated “on top” of the seismic
data themselves by applying multiple weighted diffraction stacks. The most generic property to be
migrated in this way is the source/receiver midpoint which yields the stationary point mapped to the
image location in depth. We investigate the validity and accuracy of this approach for simple syn-
thetic data and apply it to a real land data set. A simple extension is introduced to solve most of the
numerical problems inherent to this approach.

INTRODUCTION

In Kirchhoff migration the migrated time or depth image is generated by a summation along the forward-
calculated diffraction traveltime surfaces (or Huygens surfaces) in the unmigrated domain. From a the-
oretical point of view, this summation has to be performed within an infinite aperture. Practically, the
aperture is limited by the acquisition geometry, the recording time, and the computational costs. Schle-
icher et al. (1997) showed that the optimum limited aperture is the minimum aperture defined by the first
projected Fresnel zone. Together with appropriate tapering within the adjacent second projected Fresnel
zone, this yields interpretable amplitudes along the reflector images and the minimum number of required
summations. As the summation is only carried out where the reflection event and the migration operator
are virtually tangent to each other, this approach automatically prevents operator aliasing and minimizes
the unwanted contributions from other events and background noise usually gathered along the remaining,
non-tangent part of the migration operator.

The common-reflection-surface (CRS) stack method (see, e. g., Mann et al., 1999; Jäger et al., 2001)
provides kinematic wavefield attributes which allow to estimate various properties relevant for Kirchhoff
migration: the geometrical spreading factor required for true-amplitude migration, as well as the projected
Fresnel zone for zero-offset and the common-reflection-point (CRP) trajectory describing the dislocation of
the stationary point with varying offset. The latter are well suited to estimate the size of the limited aperture
and its dislocation with offset. However, the absolute location of the aperture, the stationary point, has to

mailto:Ines.Veile@gpi.uka.de
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be associated with the corresponding depth point in the migrated domain to actually perform Kirchhoff
migration.

One strategy to determine the stationary point associated with a given image location in the migrated
domain is to directly evaluate the tangency criterion between the migration operator and the reflection
event. For the latter, the dip for offset zero is available from the CRS wavefield attributes such that the
problem reduces to the determination of the migration operator dip for zero offset. In the next step, the
stationary point found for offset zero is extrapolated along the CRP trajectory to finite offsets.

Spinner and Mann (2005, 2006) used this concept in true-amplitude limited-aperture time migration.
Based on a straight ray approximation, the required operator dip can be directly calculated from the analytic
migration operator in this case. In contrast, for depth migration the migration operator will, in general, be
of complex shape and an analytic approximation is no longer appropriate. To follow the tangency-based
strategy here, Jäger (2005a,b) proposed to numerically calculate the migration operator dip by means of a
finite-difference scheme from the Green’s function tables (GFTs) on the fly during migration. Obviously,
this approach is sensitive to the smoothness of the GFTs and, thus, to the smoothness of the underlying
macro-velocity model.

In this paper we want to investigate whether Kirchhoff migration itself is also suited to determine
the stationary points in a stable and reliable way. Kirchhoff migration itself is far less sensitive to the
smoothness of the GFTs than an operator dip calculated with the finite difference scheme. Kirchhoff
migration is a linear process. In addition, Kirchhoff migration only generates a significant output amplitude
if a stationary point exists in the unmigrated domain. This implies that under certain conditions, a local
scaling or weighting can be migrated “on top” of the seismic data. The most generic property to be migrated
in this way is the source/receiver midpoint which directly yields the stationary point as a function of the
image location.

In the following, we investigate the validity and accuracy of this so-called double-diffraction stack
approach for the determination of the stationary point with simple synthetic data and apply the scheme to a
real land data set. Using the trace envelopes we can overcome most of the numerical problems typical for
the double diffraction stack approach.

DOUBLE DIFFRACTION STACK

Tygel et al. (1993) established the so-called double diffraction stack. Originally, it was intended to econ-
omize true-amplitude migration. We will show that this method is also able to support the CRS-based
limited-aperture Kirchhoff migration.

Let us briefly review the basics of the diffraction stack method. For the sake of simplicity considering
a planar measurement surface, each source location and each receiver location is defined by the parameter
vector ~ξ = (ξ1, ξ2) that is confined to the aperture A. Using a given macro-velocity model, the traveltimes
from each source or receiver to all points in the target zone are computed. This allows to calculate the
diffraction traveltime tD for any source/receiver combination associated with a given ~ξ with respect to a
given depth point M , i. e., the Huygens surface tD

(
~ξ,M

)
. The actual diffraction stack is then based on a

summation along this Huygens surface in the prestack data. The output

Vj(M) = − 1
2π

∫∫
A

dξ1dξ2wj

(
~ξ,M

)
× U̇

(
~ξ, t

)∣∣∣
t=tD(~ξ,M)

yields only a significant value if the point M lies close to a reflector. The time derivative (or half derivative in
2.5D) ofU is required to restore the original wavelet. The weightwj can be chosen such that it compensates
for geometrical spreading in a true-amplitude migration. For a purely kinematic migration wj = 1.

In principle, we can use any kind of weighting wj during migration, provided that the weight function
is smoothly varying with ~ξ. According to the method of stationary phase (Bleistein, 1984), we will only
receive contributions from the vicinity of the stationary point, of course, requiring appropriate tapering.
Due to to the linearity of the process, the migration result will be locally weighted with the weight wj

applied at the stationary point.
This leads to the general idea of the double diffraction stack, i. e., to perform Kirchhoff migration

twice with two different weights, once with unit weight and once with a weight that carries the desired
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superimposed information. The ratio of the two migration results recovers the superimposed information
at the migrated location. Since we try to find a reliable method to determine the stationary point which is
characterized by the trace location it stands to reason that the trace location is used as the second migration
weight. Accordingly, the ratio of the migration results directly represents the locations of the stationary
points.

In practice, we have to consider that the double diffraction stack results are only valid and reliable
along reflector images. The structure of the data accounts for the correct positioning of the result. One
consequence is that it is completely impossible to migrate the weight function without the underlying
seismic data. In addition, we need criteria to decide where the stationary point is well defined. Numerically,
we can expect that the approach is impeded by unstable results at locations with small amplitudes in both
diffraction stack results, e. g., at zero crossings of the wavelet.

SYNTHETIC DATA EXAMPLE

In this section we investigate a very simple synthetic data set to get some idea of the area in which the
stationary point is valid and of its sensitivity with respect to the overall noise level. The model consists
of two horizontal reflectors at depths of 1000 m and 2500 m with the same reflectivity embedded in a
homogeneous background model with a velocity of 2000 m/s. This model definition has several advantages
in this context:

• Migration is possible using analytical operators. Thus, potential errors in the macro-velocity model
or in the corresponding GFTs cannot occur.

• The flat reflectors allow to use small migration apertures to exclude the risk of operator aliasing.

• Amplitudes can be extracted from the migration results along a well-defined constant depth level.
Explicit picking and tracking of event is not required.

• Due to its 1D nature, the stationary point should just represent the image location where it is defined.
In other words, the relative displacement of this locations is a direct indicator of the obtained error.

For this model, we simulated a ZO data set with the primary reflection responses consisting of 351 traces
with a sampling interval of 4 ms and a shot spacing of 20 m. The signal is a Ricker wavelet with a peak
frequency of 40 Hz. Note that despite the identical reflectivity of the reflectors, the second reflection event
appears far weaker due to the larger geometrical spreading. Colored noise of various different levels has
been superimposed to the data.

Each seismic trace has been multiplied with its shot position to obtain the weighted input for the double
diffraction stack. Poststack Kirchhoff migration was applied to the original and the weighted data, with a
target zone of 5000 m width and 3000 m depth at sampling rates of 20 m and 5 m, respectively. The aperture
linearly varies between 100 m and 500 m with increasing target depth. Finally, we computed the ratio of
the two migration results to recover the stationary point. Figure 1 (top) shows the section with this ratio
for a S/N ratio1 of 40. At a first glance, the stationary point location seems to closely follow the lateral
image location, even in the noisy areas in between the two reflector images! The latter phenomenon can
be easily explained: the used aperture is symmetric with respect to the considered lateral image location.
In the noisy areas, the migration effectively averages all trace locations within the aperture with random
weighting factors. This average scatters around the unweighted average, i. e., the center of the aperture
which coincides with the lateral image location.

Obviously, this way of displaying the results is of little use as the large variation of the weight function
along the section completely obscures any local variations. For this 1D model, the actual stationary point
along the reflector images should coincide with the lateral image location. Thus, a section of the relative
lateral displacement between these two locations is far better suited to analyze the validity and accuracy
of the results: Figure 1 (bottom) immediately reveals that the result in the noisy areas is as random as
expected, whereas the result along the reflector images is close to the expected zero displacement.

For a systematic analysis of this displacement as a function of the S/N ratio and the position within
the wavelet, we consider the average absolute displacement error along constant depth levels. For the

1In this paper S/N ratio refers to the correspondent parameter of the Seismic Un*x utility suaddnoise.
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Figure 1: Synthetic data: top: location of the stationary point given by the ratio of the double diffraction
stack results. Bottom: displacement of stationary point with respect to the lateral image position.
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reflector for three different noise levels. Note the different horizontal scales. Depth sampling interval is
5 m.

center of the Ricker wavelet, the average absolute displacement error is displayed in Figure 2 (top) for
various noise levels. The lower part of Figure 2 shows some representative traces for different noise levels.
For reasonably high S/N ratios, the average error is is far smaller than the size of the projected Fresnel2

zone, which is ≈ 320 m for the first and ≈ 500 m for the second reflector. Considering the usually quite
unrealistic properties of synthetic noise, we can expect an even higher accuracy for real data.

In the next step, we analyze the average absolute displacement error in a similar manner along the
seismic wavelet. Figure 3 displays this error as a function of the distance to the center of the wavelet for
three different noise levels together with the original, noise-free wavelet. We can clearly observe that the
error varies significantly along the wavelet. Especially at zero crossings, the error strongly increases. This
directly reflects the expected numerical problems occurring for small amplitudes in the both migrations
results used to compute the stationary points. As the displacement errors quickly exceed any acceptable
limit at such locations, we will address this problem in the real data example below.

REAL LAND DATA EXAMPLE

The 2D seismic land dataset discussed in the following was acquired by an energy resource company in
a fixed-spread geometry. The seismic line has a total length of about 12 km. The utilized source signal
was a linear upsweep from 12 to 100 Hz of 10 s duration. Shot and receiver spacing are both 50 m and the
temporal sampling interval is 2 ms. Standard preprocessing was applied to the field data including the setup
of the data geometry, trace editing, deconvolution, geometrical spreading correction, field static correction,
and bandpass filtering. The underlying structure consists of nearly horizontal layers and some dipping
layers due to dip faulting in some parts. An entire imaging sequence consisting of CRS stack, NIP wave
tomography, and limited aperture poststack and prestack Kirchhoff migration for these data can be found
in Hertweck et al. (2004). We used the same CRS-stacked section and the same GFTs for the application of
the double diffraction stack. All migration parameters have been pertained to make the results comparable:

2Calculated for a monochromatic signal of 40 Hz.
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the target grid is sampled with 20 m in lateral and 4 m in vertical direction. The symmetric aperture has an
half-width varying from 60 m to 450 m from top to bottom.

As for the synthetic data, we weighted the input data, here the CRS stack result, with the shot location
of each trace. Two independent migrations have been performed, one of the weighted and one of the
unweighted input, respectively. Figure 4 shows the migration result for the unweighted input together with
the ratio of the two migration results. Again, the direct display of the stationary point is quite pointless as
it does not provide the required resolution. The same applies to similar double diffraction stack results as,
e. g., presented by Chen (2004).

To obtain an interpretable result, we again calculated the relative displacement of the stationary point
with respect to the lateral image location in depth. In contrast to our synthetic example where the exact
displacement is zero, this displacement will, in general, not vanish for the real data. Figure 5 shows this
displacement with an obvious correlation to the dip of the reflector images: we can directly observe the
lateral component of the well-known up-dip movement during migration.

In Figure 6 we see some details of Figures 4 and 5. A coherence-based criterion has been applied to
mask out samples not located on reflector images. We can clearly observe the same numerical problems as
for the synthetic data: the stationary point gets unacceptably inaccurate at zero-crossings of the wavelet. In
its original form, i.ė., the ratio of the diffraction stack results, the accuracy of the stationary point is below
reasonable limits and, thus, of no practical use. Unfortunately, other publications on double diffraction
stack like Chen (2004) do not comment on this problem and its solution.

To overcome these numerical problems occurring at zero-crossings we have to get rid of the correspond-
ing phase behavior of the wavelet. This can be achieved in a strikingly straightforward way if we calculate
the envelope of the analytic signal for both diffraction stack results before computing their ratio. Naturally,
the envelope is non-zero along the entire wavelet. Therefore, the numerical problems should completely
disappear. Indeed, this can be readily seen in the lower parts of Figures 5 and 6: the displacement of the
stationary point is now stable along the entire wavelet. The remaining variations are most likely due to
migration noise and are well below the size of the projected first Fresnel zone.

CONCLUSIONS & OUTLOOK

We have revisited the double diffraction stack approach proposed by Tygel et al. (1993). In this paper, our
intention is to use it as a simple and efficient method to calculate the relation between the stationary point
in the unmigrated domain and the corresponding image point in the depth-migrated domain. In principle,
this allows to correctly place the migration aperture in limited aperture migration and to extract the CRS
wavefield attributes defined at the stationary point. These attributes provide information on the aperture
size and its behavior with varying offset and, thus, all information required to perform limited-aperture
migration (see, e. g., Jäger, 2005a; Spinner and Mann, 2005).

The direct calculation of the stationary point as ratio of the two diffraction stack results turned out to
be unstable and unreliable especially at zero-crossings of the wavelet. With an extension of this approach
we can completely overcome the occurring numerical problems and obtain stable results along the entire
wavelet: we compute the envelopes of the analytic signals of the two diffraction stack results prior to cal-
culating their ratio. The local amplitude properties of the signal are fully preserved, but the zero-crossings
vanish. This approach is as simple as efficient and finally provides useful input for limited-aperture migra-
tion. Beyond that, all kinds of application of the double diffraction stack will benefit from this extension in
a similar way.

The next step towards the actual application of these results in limited-aperture migration is the auto-
matic extraction of the reliable stationary points from the double diffraction stack results. First experiments
suggest that this can be easily achieved by adopting the CRS strategies to the migrated depth domain. This
includes the determination of dip and curvature of the reflector images using the linear and hyperbolic ZO
stacks (see, e. g. Mann, 2002) followed by the event-consistent smoothing approach proposed by Mann and
Duveneck (2004) to remove the migration noise. As it is well known from its application in the time do-
main, the CRS method also provides a coherence section. Combined with a suitable coherence threshold to
select the locations with reliable results, the determined stationary points can then be used as an alternative
to their counterparts computed on-the-fly based on GFTs as proposed by Jäger (2005a).
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ABSTRACT

Illumination maps are a useful tool for survey planning and for QC of amplitudes picked on selected
target horizons. The Simulated Migration Amplitude technique (SMA) is a ray-based un-weighted
Kirchhoff migration of synthetic data around seismic reflectors. In order to enhance illumination
mapping for hydrocarbon exploration and reservoir imaging in complex subsurface structures, we
present the extension of the SMA to converted waves and in anisotropic media. We demonstrate the
accuracy of this method for a synthetic 2.5D example. The calculated amplitudes for both PP and PS
waves are compared to real pre-stack depth migration amplitudes. For this example, the SMA results
are equal to results from pre-stack depth migration. Finally, we document the influence of different
model and wave types on illumination studies.

INTRODUCTION

Exploration geophysicists have historically relied on seismic PP-reflection experiments together with the
assumption of an isotropic subsurface. Thus seismic experiments are cheap, the fundamental theory is
simple, and processing techniques are fast. However, today’s exploration areas are often more complex,
the targeted reservoirs are increasingly smaller and at deeper positions, e.g. for targets beneath salt bodies
and basalt layers. Furthermore, shale’s, which make up 75% of the sedimentary cover of the hydrocarbon
reservoirs, are mostly anisotropic. Also converted waves are used more often to image reservoirs and to
improve reservoir characterization. To meet these requirements, a greater effort in survey planning, seismic
acquisition and data processing is necessary. Especially, survey planning is important in order to optimize
the seismic acquisition in terms of cost/benefit. Therefore, it has become common practice to model a
hypothetical reflection data set in order to plan the acquisition geometry (i.e. source and receiver locations)
to receive an optimum image of the subsurface (e.g. Sassolas et al., 1999; Muerdter and Ratcliff, 2001). To
study the illumination of a particular target horizon in depth, usually 3D forward ray tracing of reflected
rays is coupled with target-oriented binning methods.
Since conventional illumination mapping, i.e. counting hits or adding amplitudes in bin cells, neither takes
the Fresnel volume nor the seismic pulse into account, the calculated maps approximate only crudely the
results of pre-stack depth migration (PSDM) (see Laurain and Vinje, 2001).
To improve the obtained amplitudes, Schneider and Winbow (1999) described a direct simulation of a
depth migration. Later, Laurain et al. (2002) introduced a technique for PP reflections, called Simulated
Migration Amplitude (SMA), which is a Kirchhoff migration of ray synthetic data around known seismic
reflectors. Their method uses an approximation of the true travel time field around reflection points to
generate amplitude maps. Both, the source pulse and the Fresnel zone, are taken into account in this
approach.
After a brief introduction of the general SMA concept we show a synthetic case study for computing
amplitude maps by a readapted SMA computation to consider effects like anisotropy and attenuation in the
subsurface model and noise on illumination studies.

mailto:tina@norsar.no
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METHOLOGY

Illumination studies are a usefull tool for survey planing before acquisition or controlling and understanding
of amplitude distributions after migration. Assuming, for instance, the SEG salt model (see Figure 1a) the
computed hit map (Figure 1c) indicates that a large area below the salt will not be illuminated. This effect
is also visible in the corresponding SMA map (Figure 1d). In order to compute these maps first all needed
quantities are calculated by wavefront construction and dynamic ray tracing (Figure 1b). The resulting
illumination maps are generated for a zero-offset survey (701 shots with a shot distance of 20m). However,
applying this approach for various survey configurations could lead to better subsalt illumination and thus
the actual acquisition geometry can be optimized.

Figure 1: (a) SEG salt model; the SMA uses information gained by wavefront construction including
dynamic ray tracing (b) to compute afterwards the hit map (c) and the corresponding SMA map (d).

As SMA maps are a simulation of PSDM amplitudes, we are going to present the similarities between a real
migration and the simulation process. According to Bleistein and Gray (2001) the mathematical expression
for the Kirchhoff migration can be written as:

βPSDM (x) =
∫
W (x, ξ)F [U(ξ, t = τ(x, ξ))]dξ (1)

where x indicates a depth point, U are seismic traces, F is a filter function needed to correctly recover the
shape of the source pulse, ξ are the trace locations, the travel time from shot to receiver via x is denoted by
τ(x, ξ), W (x, ξ) is the migration weight function, and βPSDM (x) is the migration amplitude at the depth
point x.
During the migration procedure the two-way travel time function τ(x, ξ) for each source-receiver pair is
computed in a background velocity model. This is usually done by either ray tracing or Eikonal solvers
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and requires a significant amount of CPU time and disk space. Figure 2 shows the basic concept of the
SMA method. As for conventional amplitude maps, this approach requires a velocity model, either layered
or smooth, and, thus, a good knowledge of the target reflector(s), in order to model the reflected rays.

a) b)

c)

Figure 2: SMA concept: (a) Stacking of the pulse along the target reflector, where the pulse touches the
reflector, each seismic trace is replaced by a corresponding synthetic trace and the summation over all
image points leads to amplitude in image point M; (b) the two-way second-order traveltime approximation
is used; the input trace is filtered (d(t) = F [u(t)]) depending on the dimensionality (c).

The main differences between conventional un-weighted migration and the SMA that lead to a significant
improvement of the overall CPU time are that:

• each seismic trace U(ξ, t) is replaced by a corresponding synthetic trace generated by ray tracing,

• the exact two-way traveltimes are substituted by two-way traveltimes estimated by a second-order
paraxial approximation,

• stacking of the pulse is done only along the target in the area, where the pulse touches the reflector.

Like for migration the summation over all events leads to the final amplitude in image point M (see Figure
2a). Compared to equation (1) the corresponding mathematical expression for the SMA can be described
by

βSMA(x) =
∫
W (x, ξ)F [u(ξ, t = τR(x, ξ))]dξ. (2)

The two-way travel time (see Figure 2b) in point x near reflection point x0 is computed by paraxial ap-
proximation (Červený et al., 1984):

τR(x, ξ) = τs(x0) + τr(x0) + (ps(x0) + pr(x0))T ∆x+ +
1
2
∆xT (M̂s(x0) + M̂r(x0))∆x, (3)

where τs(x0) is the travel time of the down-going wave to point x0 and τr(x0) the travel time for up-going
wave reflected in x0, and ∆x is given by (x − x0). The approximation includes the two slowness vectors
in x0, ps(x0) and pr(x0) (source and receiver sides, respectively), and the 3× 3 matrices of second-order
derivatives of one-way travel times in x0, M̂s(x0) and M̂r(x0). All quantities on the right hand side are
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calculated by dynamic ray tracing using the Wavefront Construction method (Vinje et al., 1996) which
is be performed in a previous model step (see Gjøystdal et al., 2007). However, all quantities can also
be obtained for converted waves (PS conversion) or in the presence of anisotropy in the velocity model.
Computation and accuracy considerations on this time approximation are described by Mispel et al. (2003).
Using the arrival time of the specular ray, the corresponding synthetic input trace u(t) is constructed from
the real source pulse by adding their Hilbert transform as an imaginary part:

u(t) = Re(A0)s(t− t0)− Im(A0)h(t− t0), t ∈ [t0, t0 + T ]
u(t) = 0, t 3 [t0, t0 + T ]

(4)

where s(t) is the causal source pulse with duration T and its Hilbert transform h(t). The complex amplitude
A0 is estimated by ray tracing. The applied filter function F depends on the dimensionality of the problem
(Bleistein and Gray, 2001). Based on the fact that this approach uses ray tracing the SMA allows multi-
arrivals.

COMPARISON TO PSDM RESULTS

We apply the SMA method to a target reflector separating two layers of constant velocities, see Figure 3a.
The velocity values are 2250 and 2750m/s above and below the reflector, respectively, but the density is
constant in the entire model. A common shot survey is specified, with 120 shots located between 2 and
8 km in the inline direction (shot spacing 50 m). The source pulse is a zero-phase Ricker wavelet with
a central frequency of 20 Hz. Source-receiver offsets have ranges between 0 and 1 km, and the receiver
spacing is 25 m. Two synthetic seismic data sets (PP and PS reflections) were generated using ray tracing.
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Figure 3: Comparison of SMA maps with PSDM results: (a) Synthetic model; (b) SMA distributed for a
PP reflection on the target reflector (map generated for a 20-Hz Ricker wavelet); (c) Picked amplitudes for
PP-reflections (top), x-component (middle) and z-component of the PS-reflection.

Kaschwich and Mispel (2006) introduced the SMA for converted waves. These data sets were subsequently
depth migrated, and migration amplitudes were extracted along the reflector. Thereafter, the same survey
and model setup was used to simulate migration amplitudes on the target reflector. The results for each
wave type are shown in Figure 3c. In both cases the SMA and PSDM amplitude profiles match almost
exact. There are small differences due to the different travel time approximation, which are used in both
approaches. For comparison, the results for the conventional illumination amplitude (IMAP) are also
shown, which have much stronger variations.
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INFLUENCE OF DIFFERENT MODEL AND WAVE-TYPE

A good survey planing is needed to deliver the best-possible imaging quality necessary to better explore
and exploit the many complex, often unconventional reservoirs, e.g., tight sands and fractured shales,
commonly targeted by industry today. Using all available subsurface information in the design of a 3-D
seismic survey could help to adjust the acquisition effort to demands of illuminating the target horizon. In
this regards converted seismic waves e.g. for targets beneath salt bodies and basalt layers, are of increasing
interest for the exploration of subsurface targets. To meet these demands the SMA process computes hit
and amplitude maps for both pressure (P) and shear (S) wave reflections and by comparing corresponding
attributes for both wave modes (PP- and PS- reflections), their capability to illuminate a target structure can
be predicted or limitations of either wave mode can be revealed.
In this section we are using a simplified reservoir model, see Figure 4a, to compute amplitude maps for
either PP or PS reflections and increasing the complexity of the model by introducing an anisotropic shale
layer and considering attenuation for P- waves within the reservoir.

Figure 4: Synthetic test model for different wave and model types (a); OBS survey with 2121 shots and
16441 receivers fixed at the sea bed (b).

To simulate a real converted wave acquisition, we computed all following amplitude maps for an OBS
survey (see Figure 4b). Shots were modeled over the entire model with a shot spacing of 100 m inline
and 200 m crossline. The receivers are fixed at the seabed between 1 and 9 km inline (20m spacing) and
crossline between 0 and 4 km with a 100 m receiver-line spacing. The source pulse is a zero-phase Ricker
wavelet with a central frequency of 20Hz. The S-wave velocities are defined by a constant P/S ratio of
1.732 (see Figure 5a) and the density is given in Figure 5b.
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Figure 5: S-wave velocities (a) and density (b) for the synthetic salt model.

For this first calculation the model is assumed to be isotropic, and after running the wavefront tracer the
illumination maps for both wave modes are calculated (see Figure 6). Here, the conventional imaging work-
flow for converted waves is performed, i.e., first derive the radial component data from the two horizontal
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components and then do the single component (or scalar) imaging process using the radial component. The
radial component signal is the projection of inline and crossline signal on the radial direction (pointing
from source to receiver) and is a mixture of Sv and SH waves. In particular, if the subsurface is anisotropic
and the two shear waves have different propagation velocities, the image from the prestack depth migration
and consequently the SMA profile, will be degraded because of the mixture of the two waves. However,
the scalar migration is an established imaging tool and thus the radial component is used for the generation
of the SMA maps for the converted waves.
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Figure 6: SMA for both wave modes: computed for PP-reflections for the upper (a) and lower (c) target
reflector; and the radial component of the PS-reflection for the upper (b) and lower (d) target reflector.

Under the consideration that the attenuation within the reservoir does not differ from the surrounding
sediments the PP reflections have larger illumination amplitudes for both target reflectors. However, the
illuminated area appears to be larger for converted waves, and the distribution of the amplitude maxima
and minima differs noticeably from the PP reflection amplitudes. Depending on a P-wave attenuation in
the reservoir the converted waves could give a better positioning of the reservoir boundaries.

Anisotropy

Shales comprise a large proportion of most sedimentary basins and form the seal and source rocks for
many hydrocarbon reservoirs. Often shale formations are anisotropic and therefore, anisotropy is becom-
ing an important issue in exploration and reservoir geophysics. The origin of seismic anisotropy in shales
is non-unique and may be attributed to several factors, e.g. including preferred orientation of clay platelets,
microcracks, fine-layering and/or stress-induced anisotropy. However, incorporating anisotropy into imag-
ing algorithms will facilitate the correct positioning of the reservoir targets.
To demonstrate the potential of the SMA to support better acquisition planing in the presence of anisotropy,
we introduce an anisotropic shale layer with tiled symmetry axis. The anisotropy is given by the Thomsen
parameters ε = 0.2 and δ = −0.1. Furthermore, we consider that the anisotropic shale layer was deformed
after deposition and therefore the axis of symmetry is normal to the bedding (see Figure 7).
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Figure 7: Angles of the axis of symmetry for the titled anisotropic shale layer.

The resulting amplitude maps are displayed in Figure 8. In addition an amplitude difference plot between
the isotropic and anisotropic model is shown for both target reflectors. Here, the red color indicated regions
where the amplitude for the anisotropic model was larger and blue areas with higher isotropic illumination
amplitudes, respectively. This simple example already illustrates the significant influence on illumination
studies ignoring anisotropic effects.
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Figure 8: SMA maps for PP with anisotropic shale layer for the upper (a) and the lower (b) target reflector;
difference plot for each horizon between amplitudes for the isotropic and the anisotropic subsurface model.

Attenuation

A seismic wave looses energy as it propagates through the earth. A subsurface reservoir full of hydrocar-
bons tends to be acoustically softer than if it is full of an incompressible fluid such as water. Theoretical
models of seismic wave attenuation predict that a wave passing through such a reservoir should suffer more
attenuation than in surrounding materials. It is proposed that this anomalously high attenuation can be de-
tected in seismic data and used as an indicator for the presence of a hydrocarbon reservoir. The ability of a
rock to attenuate seismic waves is usually measured by a dimensionless quantity called Q. A lossless mate-
rial has a Q of infinity while a completely lossy material has a Q of zero. Rocks are found to have Q values
in the range 10-400 with the typical sedimentary rock having a value near 100. The SMA implementation
was modified so that the seismic attenuation for P waves can be considered (see Figure 9). However, within
the SMA computation we replaced the wavelet by the non-causal attenuated one.
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Figure 9: SMA maps for PP reflections without (a) and with attenuation (b) computed for the upper target
horizon.

For this example, a relative high value for Q of 30 is assumed and the chosen target reflector lies just
below the reservoir as labeled in Figure 4 by target 1. Without considering attenuation the area of the
reflector located below the reservoir appears to be illuminated (see Figure 9a). However, when considering
attenuation, the same area shows almost no illumination amplitudes (see Figure 9b).

Noise

Real pre-processed seismic sections contain always residual noise that affects the amplitudes after migra-
tion. Consequently, including noise in the SMA method will improve the comparability with real PSDM
results and will thus help with the interpretation of the SMA maps.
Unlike PSDM, SMA considers only one reflector, limits the size of the trace to the pulse length and limits
the migration operator to the Fresnel zone. The effect of noise could be simulated in two ways: 1) by
adding noise on the synthetic data before SMA or 2) by adding "post-migration" noise on the calculated
SMA map. We have studied the first possibility by including band-limited Gaussian noise to the synthetic
data before summation. However, even if the effect of noise can be seen qualitatively in the SMA maps,
a detailed analysis showed that amplitudes and spatial frequencies of the SMA results differ significantly
from the PSDM results. Therefore, the SMA implementation allows to include noise by setting a specific
threshold or by adding an imported noise grid to the SMA map. Figure 10 shows SMA maps for the two
different target horizons where imported noise was added, respectively. The here considered random noise
could be replaced by any kind of noise distribution observed, measured or assumed after a real migration
process.
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Figure 10: SMA maps with different noise level for (a) target horizon 1 the lower border of the reservoir
and target horizon 2.

CONCLUSIONS

Illumination studies are important for cost/benefit analyses during the survey planning process. Because
of the increasing relevance of converted waves, we extended the Simulated Migration Amplitude (SMA)
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method, proposed by Laurain et al. (2002) for PP waves, to PS waves. The comparison with PSDM ampli-
tudes in controlled synthetic models show a strong similarity to the real PSDM amplitude maps, whereas
conventional illumination amplitude maps seems to exaggerate the amplitude variations on the reflector.
Furthermore, SMA is considerably faster than PSDM, since it does not need to access the pre-stack data
and only a small portion of the synthetic time trace is stacked within a (Fresnel) zone in the vicinity of the
reflection point.
Accurately mapping subsurface salt flank and sub-salt structures are critical tasks for exploration and reser-
voir characterization. The given synthetic example demonstrates the differences in the illumination for PP
and PS waves. Furthermore, we were able to show that considering anisotropy for this synthetic saltmodel
results in larger illumination amplitude below the reservoir. These results make us confident that the SMA
analysis extended to converted waves and anisotropic media can significantly improve future survey plan-
ning in the presents of complex subsurface structures. In addition, the SMA approach can consider noise
and attenuation effects to obtain more reliable and realistic amplitudes.
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ABSTRACT

The environment of the German Continental Deep drilling site (KTB) is known to be anisotropic. In
this study, we have analyzed seismic events generated by the KTB long term injection experiment.
More than 2500 seismic events were generated. About 260 events were recorded by the borehole
geophone and by the 42 station surface array centered at the KTB. For this experiment, we are in the
favorable position to have a priori knowledge where the acoustic emissions should originate, i.e., they
should start at the injection point and slowly propagate away from it. Localizing the events with a
homogeneous isotropic model based on average velocities derived from check shots leads to a lateral
southward shift of the center of the event cloud of about 500m away from the injection point. Since
the total extension of the elongated event cluster is about 2 km in E-W direction and about 300-400
m in N-S direction this is a significant contribution. Using the 3-D heterogeneous isotropic velocity
model obtained from the KTB reflection data, no significant change in the localization is observed
and the lateral shift is reproduced. Localizing the same events with a homogeneous anisotropic model
based on published data from core samples centers the event cloud around the injection point. The
anisotropic localization removes the lateral shift of the events. For this data it appears that anisotropy
has a much stronger influence on the localization than heterogeneity. Localizing the events with the
anisotropic model also significantly alters the shape of the event cloud from an elongated cluster to
an almost circular distribution. This is important if the spatio-temporal evolution is interpreted with
respect to the hydraulic properties of the rocks. Also, interpretations with respect to event clustering
due to tectonics or hydro-fracking may be severely affected if anisotropy is neglegted.

INTRODUCTION

The problem of earthquake location is one of the most basic problems in seismology. Although numerous
applications exist worldwide, the inherent non-linearity in the inversion process prevents earthquake loca-
tion from being a standardized routine tool. The general strategy of most applications is the minimization
of traveltime differences between observed and predicted events for a considered velocity model. Source
location methods can be categorized into absolute location methods and relative location methods. For
the first type, the determination of the excitation time and hypocenter of a seismic source is traditionally
performed by minimizing the difference between the observed and predicted arrival times of some seismic
phases. For recent advances in seismic event location using such approaches see, e.g., Thurber and Ra-
binowitz (2000). The second class of methods considers relative location within a cluster of events using
traveltime differences between pairs of events or stations, see, e.g., Waldhauser and Ellsworth (2000).

Currently, most of these methods have in common that an isotropic subsurface model is assumed. It is,
however, known from seismological studies and reflection seismology that the earth is not isotropic. Not
suprisingly, the anisotropy affects the localization of seismicity. In this study, we quantify this effect for
the hydraulically-induced seismic events of the KTB injection experiment. A fluid injection experiment
provides perfect conditions for a real data case study since a priori knowledge on the event location is
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available. The events should start close to the injection point and propagate away from it with increasing
injection time. The subsurface of the KTB is known to be anisotropic (Rabbel, 1994; Rabbel et al., 2004)
and, therefore, provides an ideal environment for this study.

We used a localization technique based on a grid search approach. It allows to consider 3D-heterogeneous
isotropic and anisotropic models. The actual search procedure is the same for both cases except that the tool
to generate the traveltimes of the considered events need to be chosen according to the model. The method
was verified with synthetic data and then applied to the KTB data for this study. It shows that the neglect
of anisotropy can lead to serious mis-localizations and thus to mis-interpretation of the located events. We
will first describe the KTB injection experiment before we briefly explain the localization method. After
this, we discuss the anisotropy of the KTB and present of localization results for the induced seismicity
using isotropic and anisotropic subsurface models. Discussions and conclusions finalize the paper.

EXPERIMENT

The continental deep drilling site (KTB) is located at the western margin of the Bohemian Massif, a large
exposed complex within the Variscan Belt of central Europe. The Franconian lineament (FL in Figure 1)
cuts through the area of investigation and separates the metamorphic basement in the East from the Permo-
Mesozoic cover in the West. The KTB itself is entirely located in a hard rock environment composed of
metamorphic rocks (mostly gneiss). During the KTB injection experiment performed in the year 2000,
a total of more than 4000 m3 of water were injected into the KTB over a period of 60 days. The entire
borehole was pressurized. The purpose was to generate micro-seismicity around the open-hole section at a
depth of about 9 km to investigate the hydraulic properties. More than 2500 seismic events were generated
(Baisch et al., 2002). The events were observed by a surface network, which consisted of 42 stations,
including a borehole geophone which was placed in the pilot hole located 200 m to the west of the KTB at
a depth of about 4 km (Figure 1). The borehole geophone was recording at 1000 Hz sampling frequency,
while the surface network operated at 200 Hz. Due to a leakage of the casing near 5 km in depth about
75 % of the water escaped at this level.
Using the Geiger method (Geiger, 1910), 237 events were localized by Baisch et al. (2002) assuming a

homogeneous isotropic velocity model with mean velocities obtained from check shot data. Most of the
events published in that work were located to the south of the injection (see Figure 2). The events in 8 –
9 km depth are all east of the borehole. Station corrections were applied in the work of Baisch et al. (2002)
and the borehole recordings of the events was assigned a higher weight than the surface observations during
their localization procedure. P- and S-arrivals were picked by these authors. No special analysis for shear
wave splitting was performed. The same picks are also used in this study. In the next section we will
describe the localization technique used.

LOCALIZATION TECHNIQUE

Almost all localization techniques currently used are minimizing an objective function based on the trav-
eltime differences of observed and predicted onset times of seismic events where an isotropic, and often
homogeneous subsurface model is assumed. In the approach used here, we minimize the residual square
sum of the measured and the calculated traveltimes determined for different points within the discretized
velocity model. The residual square sum provides a measure for the probability that the hypocenter is lo-
cated at the particular point in the model under consideration. The residual square sum R is defined as the
square of the difference between measured and calculated P- and/or S-traveltimes at each station divided
by the inaccuracy of the particular pick:

R =
M∑

m=1

(
t(P ) − T (P )

∆t(P )

)2

+
(
t(S) − T (S)

∆t(S)

)2

, (1)

where T (P ) and T (S) are the computed P- and S onset times for the particular subsurface point. The trav-
eltimes t(P ) and t(S) are the measured P- and S-onset times, m is the station number with m = 1, 2, ...,M,
andM is the number of stations in the recording array on which the event was observed. The picking errors
are specified by ∆t(P ) and ∆t(S). The traveltimes T (P ) and T (S) are computed using the velocity model
under consideration which may be 3-D isotropic or anisotropic. For the case of anisotropic media only the
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Figure 1: The arrangement of the surface network. The projection of the borehole geophone at the surface
is marked by the red triangle. The blue line represents the Franconian Lineament as mapped at the surface.

fasted predicted traveltime of the S-events were considered. The data were not analyzed for shear wave
splitting.

According to the residual square sum given in equation 1, the localization of the hypocenter depends
not only on the measured onset times, but also on the inaccuracies of the picks. Most localization methods
apply weight categories, e.g., from 1 to 4 as described below, depending on the quality of the particular
pick. We used the picks and weights as determined by Baisch et al. (2002) after converting their weights
into picking errors according to Table 1.
Weight 1 corresponds to a picking error of one sample. This value is 0.005 s for a station of the surface

weight picking error [s]
1 0.005
2 0.010
3 0.025
4 0.050

Table 1: Conversion of weights into picking errors in ms.

network and 0.001 s for the borehole geophone. Because of the higher signal to noise ratio of the borehole
geophone its pick inaccuracy is always chosen as one sample. The maximum spacing of the subsurface
grid should reflect the prevailing wavelength of the data. Model dimensions and computational limitations
may require larger grid spacings. For model grids with spacings noticably larger than the average wave-
length locations between the grid nodes need to be considered. For these locations, traveltime interpolation
techniques are required that take the wavefront curvature into account to achieve higher accuracy, like the
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Figure 2: Localization of the events of the fluid injection experiment 2000 at the KTB as obtained by
Baisch et al. (2002).

hyperbolic interpolation technique of (Vanelle and Gajewski, 2002). Due to of the model dimensions of
the KTB data the grid spacing of the subsurface model was as large as to 400 m.

The theoretical traveltime is computed for every grid point of the discretized subsurface model. For the
computation of traveltimes on a 3-D heterogeneous isotropic and anisotropic grid various methods have
been established, like FD eikonal solvers (Vidale, 1988, 1990; Ettrich and Gajewski, 1998; Soukina et al.,
2003), ray tracing methods (Vinje et al., 1996a,b; Ettrich and Gajewski, 1996; Coman and Gajewski, 2004;
Kaschwich and Gajewski, 2003), shortest path (Moser, 1991), or bending techniques. See, e.g., Leidenfrost
et al. (1999) for an overview of these techniques and their efficiencies. Quite often homogeneous models
are still in use for event localization where analytical solutions can be applied.

After the traveltimes were generated, the node with the lowest residual square sum is considered as the
hypocenter of the event under investigation. This minimum of the residual square sum is identified with a
grid search algorithm. For this technique, the values of the residual square sum at 27 points of a cube of
the subsurface grid are evaluated during each step of the grid search procedure. If the central point shows

R = min. R = min.

Figure 3: For the grid search procedure the residual square sums at 27 points of a cube of the subsurface
grid are evaluated. If the central point of the cube shows the lowest value, the cube is reduced to half its
size (left). If one of the other points has the lowest value the cube is shifted so that this point now becomes
the center of a new cube (right)).

the lowest value, the cube shrinks to half of its size, retaining its center, see Figure 3 right. If one of the
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surrounding points displays the lowest value, the cube is shifted such that this point becomes the center
of the next cube to be investigated (Figure 3 left). This procedure is continued until the size of the cube
is below one characteristic wavelength, which corresponds to the maximum spatial resolution that can be
achieved for event localization. The residual square sum at the minimum found in the way described above
is a measure for the quality of the used model.

The technique can be used for homogeneous and heterogeneous, isotropic or anisotropic media. The
grid search and traveltime interpolation are independent of the type of the model (i.e., 1-D, 2-D, 3-D
isotropic or anisotropic), only the technique to compute traveltimes on the discretized subsurface grid
needs to be adapted to the model under consideration. Therefore, the grid search approach provides a
versatile procedure for event localization as it may be applied to different kinds of subsurface models
without modification of the search itself. Since anisotropic models are the key issue of this paper we will
review the anisotropy of the KTB environment in the following section.

SEISMIC ANISOTROPY AT THE KTB

After the pilot hole was completed at the KTB site, a number of experiments were performed to determine
the seismic anisotropy. The main results of these experiments were (Rabbel, 1994; Rabbel et al., 2004):

• The gneiss in the upper 3.5 km is anisotropic. The polarization direction of the faster shear wave
coincides with the NW-SE-strike of the steeply-dipping rock foliation.

• In the depth interval from 2.2 - 3 km the anisotropy can be approximated by a hexagonal symmetry
with a non vertical symmetry axis. It is mainly caused by the foliation of the gneiss, leading to an
average anisotropy of 2.5 %, 14 % and 5 % for the P-, S1- and S2-wave, respectively.

• Zones of increased anisotropy correlate with zones of increased fracture density.

• The total anisotropy can be divided into two major components:

– the intrinsic background anisotropy, related to mineral composition and foliation of gneiss,

– the anisotropy caused by oriented fractures.

• Generally, the KTB rocks displays azimuthal anisotropy that is most often approximated by hexago-
nal symmetry with a non vertical symmetry axis.

Further information was obtained from the interpretation of VSP data collected during the years 1999
and 2000. These experiments focused on the deeper part of the KTB (Rabbel et al., 2004).
The upper and deeper parts consist mainly of gneiss and show lower P-wave velocities (5.4 – 6.3 km/s)
compared to the middle part that is dominated by amphibolite (6.3 – 6.8 km/s). Average S-wave velocities
are 3.5 – 4.0 km/s and 3.3 – 3.6 km/s, respectively, for the gneiss and 3.6 – 4.0 km/s and 3.5 – 3.9 km/s,
respectively, for the amphibolite. The main properties of the three observed depth levels are summarized
as follows (Rabbel et al., 2004):

• 2.2 – 3 km: the anisotropy of P-, S1- and S2-waves is 4.4 %, 9.0 % and 3.5 %, respectively. The
average isotropic P- and S- wave velocities are 6.12 km/s and 3.15 km/s, respectively.

• Middle section: the material is the same as in the shallower level. It shows 3.9 % lower average
P-wave velocity (5.88 km/s) and 0.8 % lower average S-wave velocity (3.48 km/s), whereas the
anisotropy increases (6.1 %, 11.7 % and 6.2 %, respectively).

• 7.9 – 8.2 km: a further decrease of the velocities and increase of anisotropy was found, namely
13.2 %, 18.3 % and 3.8 % for maximum estimates of the anisotropy of the P-, S1-, and S2-waves,
respectively. The average isotropic velocities are 5.67 km/s and 3.37 km/s, respectively, for P- and
S-waves.
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While the velocity decreases in the deeper part of the KTB the anisotropy increases at that depth. The
anisotropy of the KTB environment is of orthorhombic or lower symmetry, but is usually approximated by
a medium of hexagonal symmetry (Jahns et al., 1994a). The symmetry axis varies with depth where its
orientation is tied to the geological structure, i.e. the symmetry axis is perpendicular to the foliation of the
gneiss. The orientation of this foliation changes considerably with depth. Obviously, the anisotropy at the
KTB is rather complicated and of significant magnitude. It affects the localization of seismic events which
is shown in the next section.

RESULTS

Despite the complexity of the KTB environment isotropic homogeneous models derived from check shot
data were used so far for the localization of events (Baisch et al., 2002). With this model (vP =6080 m/s
and vS=3510 m/s) we obtained the localizations shown in Figure 4. The center of the event cloud is shifted
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Figure 4: Localization with a homogeneous model (vP =6080 m/s and vS=3510 m/s). The center of the
event cloud is shifted to the south of the injection point by about 500 m.

to the south w.r.t. the injection point by about 500 m, corresponding to 25 % of the total extent of the
event cloud. This is a physically unreasonable distribution of events since the center of the event cloud is
not centered at the injection point but set off to the south. The localization of Baisch et al. (2002) shown
in Figure 2 could not be reproduced, since we did not apply stations corrections. Station corrections are
applied in seismology if local site effects are present below certain stations of the network, e.g., due to a
changing geology below the array, similar to static corrections in the presence of topography. We think
that station corrections are inappropriate for the KTB data, since almost all stations are located on the
same geological strata. Only for the three receivers to the west of he Franconian Lineament (Figure 1)
station corrections might be appropriate since they are located on the Permo-Mesozoic cover. The effect,
however, should be rather small, since only a very short segment of the total ray path is affected due to
the small thickness of the sediments below these stations. In addition to the station corrections, Baisch et
al. (2002) also applied station weights in the localization process to emphasize the borehole geophone 10
times stronger for P-wave events and 7 times stronger for S-wave events compared to the surface stations.
Overweighting the shorter raypaths of the borehole receiver reduces the dependence of the localizations on
anisotropy since these effects are more pronounced for longer ray paths.

Using a 3D heterogeneous isotropic velocity model derived from the 3-D KTB reflection data (Buske,
1999), no significant changes in the localization were observed (not shown here). The lateral shift of the
event cloud is still present with this heterogeneous model. We have also applied other localization tools to
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the data like SimulPS (Evans et al., 1994) which is based on the well known Geiger method (Geiger, 1910).
This localization method and the homogeneous isotropic model lead to an even stronger lateral shift to the
south of the center of the event cloud than observed in Figure 2 (not shown here). To estimate the influence
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Figure 5: Differences of the onset times from the borehole to every station assuming the isotropic homo-
geneous velocity model and measured onset times. A systematic distribution of differences is obtained.

of station corrections and station weights we determine the deviations between our isotropic homogeneous
localization and the isotropic localizations of Baisch et al. (2002). We computed theoretical onset times for
each localization and every station assuming the event originated directly at the borehole at 5 km or 8 km
depth. The homogeneous isotropic velocity model was used and the traveltimes were compared with the
measured onset times. We found a systematical distribution of these differences (Figure 5) which indicates
a directional dependence, i.e., anisotropy.

Despite the 3-D complexity of the anisotropy at the KTB we have considered a homogeneous anisotropic
model derived from laboratory data. As for the isotropic check shot model this model does not include the
3-D complexity of the study area. For the comparison with the isotropic localization results similar errors
with respect to the heterogeneity can be expected. Our anisotropic model is based on elastic parameters
determined for KTB rock samples by Jahns et al. (1994b).:

A =


43.48 11.09 13.20 0.00 −0.10 0.52

41.27 14.93 0.11 −0.00 0.33
33.28 0.39 −0.96 0.00

10.70 0.44 −0.13
10.42 0.07

15.65

 km2/s2 (2)

The density normalized elastic parameters correspond to a symmetry lower than orthorhombic. The mag-
nitude of the P-wave anisotropy is more than 10%. For the S-waves it is even stronger. The elastic tensor
is given in its intrinsic coordinate system and had, therefore, to be rotated with respect to the geologi-
cal setting and acquisition at the KTB (Figure 6). The rotation was performed in a way that the fastest
P-wave velocity of the anisotropic model is aligned along the foliation of the gneiss and the slowest one
perpendicular to it as it was determined from the lab measurments of the rock sample.

Despite the homogeneity of this anisotropic model the localization of the data leads to a physically
reasonable distribution of events (Figure 7), i.e., the event cloud is almost centered at the injection well.
No station corrections or weights were applied here. We observe from the comparison of the isotropic and
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original coordinate system: step 1: rotation around 3 90o step 2: rotation around 2 125o step 3: rotation around 3 45o
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Figure 6: Rotation of the elastic tensor to fit the geologic setting (see text). The KTB environment is char-
acterized by steeply-dipping layers of gneiss with a pronounced foliation in the direction of the layering.
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around the borehole. The lateral shift of events observed for the isotropic model (Figure 4) is not present.
The shape of the cloud is now almost circular compared to the elongated shape obtained for the isotropic
case (Figure 4).
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anisotropic localization that not only the location of the events, but also the shape of the event cloud has
changed considerably.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The localization of the hydraulically induced seismicity of the KTB injection experiment using an isotropic
homogeneous or a 3-D heterogeneous isotropic model shows a strong lateral offset of the center of the event
cloud to the south of the injection point. This is a physically unintuitive and unexpected result. To locate
the center of the event cloud at about the injection point, the localization with isotropic models requires
overweighting of the borehole geophone and station corrections. From several studies of the KTB, its
subsurface is known to be anisotropic. Magnitudes of more than 10% velocity anisotropy were reported.
Our attempt to use an anisotropic model led to a physically intuitive distribution of events, i.e., the center of
the event cloud is located at the injection point. The anisotropic model was determined from laboratory data
and adjusted to the geological setting. For this localization neither station corrections nor station weights
needed to be applied.

The anisotropic localization provides a physically intuitive result and is therefore the model of our pref-
erence. However, residuals for both models, isotropic and anisotropic are of about the same magnitude.
Statistically, we can not decide, which model is actually the better one since both lead to a similar quality of
the fit. This disappointing conclusion is, however, not at all surprising since the geological situation and the
anisotropy at the KTB are rather complex. This complexity is not appropriately reflected by the homoge-
neous anisotropic model. It should be mentioned that the localizations with the isotropic 3-D heterogeneous
model also displayed the lateral shift of a similar size as the localizations with the homogeneous isotropic
model. We therefore conclude that anisotropy has a stronger effect on the localization than heterogeneity
for the KTB data.

This data case study has demonstrated that the localization of events and the shape of the event cloud are
strongly affected if a possible anisotropy of the subsurface is neglected. It would be interesting to repeat our
study with a heterogeneous anisotropic model to obtain an improved data fit. This, however, would require
a detailed 3-D anisotropic velocity model building which is not possible for the KTB data since seismic
borehole observations at only one depth level are available. Also the 3-D reflection seismic data are not
suitable since the events in a hard rock environment like the KTB are of diffraction character, i.e., small
diffracting/reflecting elements. Such kind of events could not be interpreted in terms of non-hyperbolic
moveout owing to the lacking spatial continuity of arrivals.

In contrast to the injection experiment at the KTB we usually have less a priori information on the
potential occurrence of events in seismology. We are therefore in a less favorable position than in this
study. A systematic shift of the event locations due to an unidentified anisotropy may severely mislead the
interpretation of the event distribution. Similar conclusions apply if hydraulic fractures are imaged using
the passive seismic method. The orientation, position, and size of the induced fracture may be strongly
influenced by an unidentified or ignored anisotropy.
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ABSTRACT

After eight years of the first distribution of the user’s manual of the Seismic Unix (SU) package, it
is yet a challenge to execute some seismic processing SU scripts, especially for inexperienced users.
Up to now there are few friendly Graphical User Interfaces (GUI) for the SU package, namely Tksu,
iSU and GêBR. In order to obtain a more robust and flexible way to work with the SU package, we
present a new graphical user interface written in the Java programming language, which can be used
under any operating system, the so-called BOTOSEIS. It is adequate to be used both as a production
or as interactive development environment, by creating and managing projects, lines and flowcharts of
seismic data processing. It is also possible to add SU based softwares, interactively, without knowl-
edge about any programming language. The BOTOSEIS platform is structured by modules, which
can be a single application or a combination of SU programs to produce a more complex result, e.g.,
iVIEW, iVELAN and iNIP-PICKING. The first is a GUI used for data visualization, the second is
an important interactive tool for velocity analysis fitted for production environments, and the last is a
software for data picking in the zero-offset seismic section that is fundamental for traveltime inversion
methods.

INTRODUCTION

The Seismic Unix (SU) package was developed with the initial support of the Society of Exploration Geo-
physicists (SEG) and the Gas Research Institute (GRI). Nowadays it is supported by the Center for Wave
Phenomena (CWP) of the Colorado School of Mines, United States of America (USA). It is a data process-
ing environment for Unix-based systems, written mainly in C language, which extends the Unix operating
systems for seismic processing production and research tasks, and it is completely free and open source
(Cohen and Stockwell Jr., 2000). With SU package fundamental techniques of seismic data processing
(e.g., spectral analysis, F-K filter, velocity analysis, NMO-DMO stack, deconvolution, migration and oth-
ers) are applied by using command lines or script files. Due to this fact, students or professionals without
experience in the use of commands and scripts have difficulties in using the SU package. Even so the SU
software has been successfully used in the geophysical community, considering its important character-
istics referring to facilities for seismic data procesing without using any commercial package, which is a
strong advantage for the academic institutions and researchers (Stockwell Jr., 1999).

In order to facilitate the access to the SU applications, the graphical interfaces Tksu, iSU and GêBR
were developed by users of different institutions. The Tksu is developed in the Tcl/Tk language, it is a
graphical environment to build interactively flowcharts for seismic processing. The iSU software has as
main features the execution of a single process or a sequence of processes from a special dialog box. The
GêBR software is developed by using GTKmm library at Campinas University (UNICAMP), Brazil. It is
adequate to manage projects and seismic lines, and also to create, execute and manage flowcharts.

The SU package is not only the most famous geophysical free software, but it is also an excellent
tool for new developments, students and researchers interested in seismic data processing. Therefore, to
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facilitate the use of SU software it is necessary to have an efficient and robust graphical user interface.
To reach this goal, at Federal University of Para, Brazil, in recent years have been implemented projects

to develop graphical user interfaces for SU software and some main processes of seismic data processing.
As a result of this endeavor, we present the BOTOSEIS platform. It is a software written in the Java
programming language with a graphical environment to create and manage projects, lines and processing
flowcharts. The name BOTO refers to a legendary fish from the Amazon river frequently used as main
character of local folk tales.

Besides the SU package, the BOTOSEIS platform includes three interactive modules (iVIEW, iVELAN
and iNIP-PICKING) that are special tools based on SU applications. With iVIEW it is possible to obtain
different visualization modes of multiple seismic sections, it has, also, dialog boxes for applying gains and
for viewing headers of the seismic traces. The iVELAN is a GUI software based on SU applications for
interactive velocity analysis in common-midpoint seismic domain, the so-called CMP method. The iNIP-
PICKING is a software for semi-automatic amplitude picking of a selected point or of a target seismic
horizon on a zero-offset (ZO) section, by using local properties of the interpreted reflector.

BOTOSEIS PLATFORM

Since 2003 years, researchers at Federal University of Pará, Brazil, have dedicated an important part of
their time on the development of an interactive graphical interface, that is able to create and manage SU
based processes, by resulting in the development of the BOTOSEIS platform. In order to make easier
its application, the BOTOSEIS preserves some characteristics of well-known commercial seismic data
processing packages. The BOTOSEIS user can create, manage and execute projects, lines and flowcharts
from only one interactive environment. In the flowcharts the processes can be interactively inserted, moved
or excluded.

The BOTOSEIS platform offers the following posibilities: a) the main work environment is constituted
by five areas, to be known: 1) visualization of project, lines and flowcharts 2) visualization of programs
grouped in categories; 2) visualization and interactive manipulation of processing flowcharts; 3) dialog
window to insert parameters of the SU programs in a flowchart; and 4) visualization of errors and log files
to verify the process;

By means of the main interface the user creates and manages projects, lines and flowcharts. Also, it
is possible to move, exclude, and add SU process in the flowchart, and to execute and stop a process.
The BOTOSEIS allows the inclusion of SU modules or other Unix based packages in the interactive work
environment.

In Figure 1 it is shown the main work environment of the BOTOSEIS platform. On the upper left we
show the window for management of projects, lines and flowcharts and in the bottom the work place for
selecting SU or others programs. In the central part there is a place to build flowcharts with options to run,
pause, and kill a process, and also to obtain information of it. On the right we have the window to insert
the parameters of the processes. In Figure 2 we have tool boxes to add interactively new programs in the
BOTOSEIS platform, very important for customizing the BOTOSEIS environment.

INTERACTIVE MODULES

The philosophy behind BOTOSEIS development is to make possible the expandability and flexibility of
the SU package in only one interactive environment, preserving the free software characteristics. It is
structured by modules that can be a single program or a combination of SU based softwares, in order to
produce a more complex result, e.g., the so-called iVIEW (Lima et al., 2006), iVELAN (Lima et al., 2007)
and iNIP-PICKING (Oliveira, 2006) that are presented in this section.

iVIEW

The iVIEW is a tool for the visualization of seismic data with the functionalities of the three SU visualiza-
tion programs (suximage, suxwigb and suxcontour) in only one graphical interface, written initially in the
C++ programming language. Currently the iVIEW is being rewritten in the Java. This interface provides
a more robust and flexible data visualization tool, by using the same advantages of the softwares ximage,
xwigb, xcontour and others of the SU package.
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The main features of iVIEW module are: a) The visualization modes: image, wiggle, contour, im-
age+wiggle and image+contour; b) visualization of multiple sections; c) zoom tool; e) dialog boxes for
header display and gain application.

We can see in Figure 3 the class diagram of the iVIEW, with the input and output data structure for
various types of visualization of seismic data. In Figure 4 we show an example with the image+wiggle
visualization mode using the iVIEW. It is important to point out that this result is fully based on the SU
package. In Figure 5 we show the trace visualization in wiggle mode, with headers information displayed
by a dialog window that is activated by a mouse click at the desired trace.

iVELAN

The iVELAN is an interactive software for velocity analysis using the common-midpoint technique, based
on a combination of SU programs. Its first version was written in C++, but currently it is being rewritten in
the Java language to guarantee better portability. The interactivity necessary to do the velocity analysis was
reached by using a flexible graphical interface based on SU codes, that are organized in classes by means
of a central work environment.

The main features of the iVELAN are: a) Selection and visualization of CMP sections into a given
interval; b) image visualization of the coherence semblance panel; c) images of stacked traces from nearby
CMP data sections by using constant velocities, the so-called constant velocity stack (CVS); d) visualiza-
tion of the hyperbolic curve on the CMP section as the mouse pointer moves in the image of coherence
(semblance) or CVS panel; e) the option to apply and remove normal moveout (NMO) correction.

An example of application of the iVELAN software is shown in Figure 6. On the left side we visualize
the CMP data section, the red line is the NMO hyperbola to be fitted on the reflection data for optimal
stacking velocity. On the upper left there are buttons to apply and to remove the NMO correction, and to
advance for the next CMP section. The coherence semblance image in the central part of the figure is used
to define interactively the best stack velocity at each ZO reflection traveltime. On the right of the same
figure we have the CVS panel that is built for various constant stack velocity values, and it can also be used
to define the optimal velocity to apply the NMO correction. In Figure 7 on the left we can see the NMO
corrected CMP data section.

iNIP-PICKING

The seismic velocity model is the most important information for performing pre-stack or post-stack depth
migrations. To solve the velocity problem, (Billete and Lambaré, 1998) proposed a tomography method
that depends only on zero-offset (ZO) traveltimes, and (Duveneck, 2004) presented a new tomography
method that uses the ZO traveltimes and two parameters that are determined by the Common-Reflection-
Surface (CRS) stack method (Garabito et al., 2001) and (Jäger et al., 2001), the radius of curvature of the
normal incidence point (NIP) wave and the emergence angle of the reflection normal ray, the so-called
NIP-CRS parameters. The amplitudes of the ZO traveltimes are extracted from ZO stacked section by
picking the seismic events, and the associated CRS parameters pairs are automatically selected from CRS
panels.

The iNIP-PICKING software is written in the Java language and it has two picking possibilities: point-
to-point and horizon based picking. In the former case the user must choose point-to-point seismic events
on the ZO stacked section, and in the last case some automatic criterion must be used to pick the ZO
traveltime from one selected point of a target seismic horizon.

As it was originally proposed by (Duveneck, 2004), in the point-to-point picking the amplitudes of the
ZO traveltimes are extracted from a ZO stacked section, by using the iNIP-PICKING software, and the
associated CRS parameters pairs are automatically selected from CRS panels.

In the other hand, for the horizon based picking, the iNIP-PICKING software follows the strategy:
a) Based on the semblance panels of the CRS stack processing, it is selected reflection events of the ZO
stacked section, so-called target seismic horizons; b) one point must be chosen of a target seismic horizon,
the so-called reference point;c) At this selected point, the orientation of the target seismic horizon is deter-
mined by using the emergence angle of the CRS stack processing; d) it is calculated the mean amplitude
of the predefined nearby points on the left and right positions of the reference point; e) the iNIP-PICKING
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program uses the mean amplitude as criterion to searches for the best points on the left and right directions,
only points of amplitude higher than the mean value is an acceptable event. In order to improve the picking
result, in the final stage the user may edit the picked data to avoid undesirable events.

In Figure 8 we have an example of the target reflection event on the ZO section. The gray area indicates
the target reflector marked with the yellow line. In the Figure 9 there is an example of a curved seismic
horizon, where the red points on the event were picked by using the criterion above. In Figure 10 we look
at 1076 picked points on the ZO-CRS stacked section of the Marmousi data.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we presented the first versions of the BOTOSEIS platform, and its interactive modules iVIEW,
iVELAN and iNIP-PICKING. The BOTOSEIS is a platform for interactive applications of SU programs.
The interactive modules are SU based tools for data visualization, velocity analysis and ZO data picking,
respectively. These softwares can be considered important alternatives for using the facilities offered by the
SU package for doing seismic data processing. These softwares are written in the Java programming lan-
guage, in order to improve their portabilities and follow the free software philosophy like the SU package.
They are adequate for students, researchers and other professional interested in seismic data processing
developments.

In comparison with other softwares, like GêBr, the BOTOSEIS platform is more portable because it is
based on Java language, and it is interactively module structured for preserving the main characteristcs of
commercial seismic processing package.
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Figure 1: The main work environment of the BOTOSEIS platform with flowchart and dialog box for
parameters edition.

Figure 2: The tool boxes to add interactively new programs in the BOTOSEIS platform.
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Figure 3: The class diagram of the iVIEW module, with the input and output data structure for various
types of presentation of the seismic data.
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Figure 4: Visualization in image+wiggle mode by using the iVIEW software.

Figure 5: Visualization in wiggle mode. The trace headers information are displayed in an appropriate
window.
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Figure 6: Example of application of the iVELAN software for velocity analysis.

Figure 7: The NMO corrected CMP section applied using the picked velocities displayed in red line.
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Figure 8: Example of the target reflector on the ZO section, with the reference point and the assigned angle
to start the iNIP-PICKING software.

Figure 9: Example of picked points on a curved seismic horizon, by using the iNIP-PICKING software.
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Figure 10: Points on the ZO-CRS stacked section of the Marmousi data, as result of applying the iNIP-
PICKING software.
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ABSTRACT

The complete set of CRS parameters can be extracted from seismic data by an application of modern
local-slope-extraction techniques. The necessary information about the CRS parameters is contained
in the slopes of the common-midpoint and common-offset sections at the central point. As demon-
strated by a synthetic data example, the slope extraction is sufficiently robust to allow for derivation of
the extracted slope field. This enables the calculation of the CRS parameters from the extracted slopes
and their derivatives. In this way, the CRS parameter extraction can be sped up by several orders of
magnitude.

INTRODUCTION

Present-day techniques to estimate the traveltime parameters of the common-reflection-surface (CRS) stack
rely on local coherence analyses that are tedious and time-consuming processes (see, e.g., Jäger et al.,
2001; Hertweck et al., 2007). However, the extraction of traveltime attributes, particularly local slopes,
has received strong attention in the recent past, because local slopes directly extracted from prestack data
are useful in a variety of seismic imaging processes. Perhaps, the most visible ones are those connected
with seismic tomography, in which not only traveltimes but also slownesses of events and possible other
time-domain attributes are used to build a velocity model. Most prominent examples are slope tomography
(Sword, 1987; Biondi, 1990), stereotomography (Billette and Lambaré, 1998; Billette et al., 2003) and
normal-incidence-point (NIP) wave tomography (Duveneck, 2004).

Recently, Fomel (2002) presented fast techniques how to extract local slopes and even curvature related
traveltime parameters. In this paper, we show how the CRS parameters relate to local slopes in order to
speed up their extraction. Of course, this relationship is most straightforward for the emergence angle of
the normal ray, β, since this parameter is nothing else but a local slope.

The conventional procedure to extract this slope parameter relies on local slant stacks (Ottolini, 1983a).
In this method, a local coherence analysis is carried out at each point in the seismic section along short
straight-line elements in all possible directions. The direction with the highest coherence defines the slope
value at that point.

However, the local-slant-stack approach to local-slope extraction has a number of drawbacks. First of
all, the method has a high computational cost. Since the space of local slopes must be closely sampled,
there is a high number of coherence analyses to be carried out. The second drawback lies in the method’s
sensitivity to the aperture of the local slant stacks. An adequate aperture is problem dependent and thus
hard to know in advance. Finally, as demonstrated by Schleicher et al. (2007), the extracted slopes are not
always reliable, but can be biased towards too high dips.

For this reason, Schleicher et al. (2007) studied alternative, faster and more reliable ways to extract
local slopes. They showed that local slopes can be extracted faster and more reliably than using local
slopes using modern extraction techniques. Therefore, the question arises whether these kind of techniques
can be extended to allow for the extraction of the remaining CRS parameters.

mailto:lucio@ime.unicamp.br
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In this work, we demonstrate that such an extension is possible. We show how the complete set of
CRS parameters can be estimated by the application of modern, more advanced local-slope-extraction
techniques, that are several orders of magnitude faster than conventional local coherence analysis.

HYPERBOLIC MOVEOUTS

To understand the relationship between local slopes and the CRS parameters, let us start with a brief review
of the underlying traveltime approximations.

Common-midpoint traveltime

In the 2D situation of a single (horizontal) seismic line and within a given common midpoint (CMP) gather,
namely source-receivers pairs that are symmetrically located around a fixed central point x0, the traveltime
function can be approximated by the Normal Moveout (NMO) function,

TCMP (h) =
√
T 2

0 + C h2. (1)

In the above equation, TCMP is the traveltime from the source to the reflector and back to the receiver, h is
the source-receiver half-offset, and T0 = TCMP (0) is interpreted as the CMP zero-offset (ZO) traveltime,
i.e., the traveltime along the normal ray that emerges at the central point of the CMP gather. Moreover, C
is a parameter related to the curvature of the traveltime function. It is usually expressed as

C = C(x0, T0) =
4
V 2

, (2)

where V can represent the stacking or NMO or rms velocity.

Common-reflection-surface traveltime

The common reflection surface (CRS) method, introduced by Peter Hubral and co-workers (see, e.g.,
Hubral et al., 1998) represents a natural extension of the CMP method in two important aspects. Firstly, for
each stacking trace location (above referred to as the central point of the CMP gather, now called simply
the central point), the CRS method considers a supergather of source-receiver pairs, arbitrarily located with
respect to the central point. In other words, the gather is not restricted to the CMP condition. Secondly,
not only the NMO velocity, but also other additional parameters describe the traveltime function and can
thus be extracted from the data. In the 2D situation, studied in this work, three parameters are determined
for each central point and all ZO traveltime samples. The procedure is performed automatically, with no a
priori selection of traveltime samples.

To be able to stack source-receiver pairs that do not conform to the CMP condition, the CRS method
utilizes the (generalized) hyperbolic moveout,

TCRS(x, h) =
√

[T0 +A (x− x0)]2 +B (x− x0)2 + C h2, (3)

where x and h denote the midpoint and half-offset coordinates of the source and receiver pair, x0 is the
midpoint coordinate of the central point, and T0 = TCRS(x0, 0) is the ZO traveltime at the central point.
As shown in Hubral et al. (1998), the parameters A, B and C are related to physical quantities β, KN and
KNIP , referred to as the CRS parameters or attributes, by the relationships

A =
2 sinβ
v0

, B =
2T0 cos2 β

v0
KN , and C =

2T0 cos2 β
v0

KNIP =
4
V 2

, (4)

where v0 denotes the near-surface medium velocity at the central point. The physical meaning of these
parameters are: Angle β is the emergence angle of the ZO ray with respect to the surface normal, and
KN and KNIP are the curvatures of the N- and NIP-waves, respectively (see Hubral, 1983). All these
quantities are evaluated at the central point. The N- and NIP-waves are fictitious waves that start at the
reflection point of the ZO ray, which is called normal-incident-point or NIP, and propagate upwards along
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the ZO ray with half the medium velocity. The NIP-wave starts with a point source at NIP, i.e., with a
curvature radius of zero, while the N-wave starts with a wavefront that possesses the same curvature as the
reflector at NIP.

Observe that formula (3) reduces to the normal-moveout equation (1) for source-receiver pairs in the
CMP gather at the central point, i.e., for x = x0. Another important observation is that parameters A, B,
and C depend on T0. Finally, note that the original CRS parameters β, KN , and KNIP can be calculated
once all three parameters A, B, and C are known.

Common-offset traveltime

The remaining two CRS parameters, A and B can be determined from a common-offset (CO) gather in the
vicinity of x0. This is advantageous over the conventional detection in the ZO gather, because the latter
is only available after stack and its quality already depends on C, while CO gathers are available in the
original data, thus permitting a completely independent determination of A and B.

For the case of a CO gather with a fixed h > 0, formula (3) reduces to

TCO(x) =
√
TCMP (h)2 + 2AT0 (x− x0) +D (x− x0)2, (5)

where D = A2 +B and TCMP is the traveltime for the offset ray with midpoint at x0. It is given in terms
of the ZO traveltime by equation (1).

LOCAL SLOPES AND THE CRS PARAMETERS

Let us now study how the local slopes, i.e., derivatives of the above traveltime functions, can be used
to extract information about the CRS parameters. In the following discussion, we will use capital letters
T when talking about theoretical traveltime expressions and lowercase letters t when talking about time
coordinates in seismic sections.

CMP traveltime

Under the usual assumption of a horizontally stratified (or small-dip) media, the ray parameter for the re-
flection ray in the CMP gather with fixed central point (midpoint) x0, can be approximated by the traveltime
slope (see, e.g., Castagna and Backus, 1993). The derivative of equation (1) with respect to source-receiver
offset 2h yields

p =
1
2
d

dh
TCMP =

C h

2 TCMP
. (6)

Thus, if we know the local slope p = p(h, t) at a point (h, t) in a CMP gather, we can use equa-
tions (1) and (6) to eliminate C from the moveout equation. This yields the NMO coordinate map

t0 =
√
t2 − 2 h t p(h, t). (7)

which describes the relationship between the time coordinates t in a CMP section and t0 of a ZO trace at
x0. Equation (7) can be immediately used for an automatic NMO correction (Ottolini, 1983b; Schleicher
et al., 2007), since it tells us how to move a pixel of information from coordinates (h, t) in the CMP section
to (h, t0) in the NMO corrected section.

On the other hand, equation (6) provides us with the first relationship between a curvature parameter
and a local slope. Rewriting equation (6), we see that parameter C at half-offset h and ZO time t0 is given
by

C(h, t0) =
2 t p(h, t)

h
. (8)

From equation (8), we infer the procedure that achieves the determination of parameter C. All that needs
to be done is to correct the extracted local slope p at a position (h, t) in the CMP section with the factor
2t/h and then to transfer the obtained value of C to the C-parameter section at (x0, t0). This can be done
fully automatically. Since there is redundant information from all half-offsets, the final C(x0, t0) can be
calculated by averaging over all C(h, t0) at x0.
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CO traveltime

A similar scheme can be applied to extract the remaining CRS parameters from a CO gather with fixed
h > 0 in the vicinity of the central point x0. From traveltime formula (5), we see that the local slope q at a
point (x, t) in the CO gather is given by

q =
d

dx
TCO =

A T0 +D (x− x0)
TCO

. (9)

Let us assume that the local slope q = q(x, t) is known at all positions (x, t) in the CO gather. Taking the
derivative of equation (9) with respect to x, and recombining the resulting equation for qx = dq/dx with
equation (9), we arrive at

D(x, t) = q(x, t)2 + t qx(x, t). (10)

Equation (10) tells us how to determine the value of the combined parameter D of equation (5) at a certain
point (x, t) in the CO section. However, this value of D is still associated with a point (x, t) in the CO
section and needs to be attributed to its respective coordinate t0 in the ZO section to be constructed. This
t0 is yet unknown and must be determined.

For this purpose we solve equation (9) for A and substitute the resulting expression in equation (5).
Solving for the CMP traveltime, we obtain the coordinate map

tCMP =
√
t2 − 2 q(x, t) t (x− x0) +D (x− x0)2, (11)

between the CO and CMP sections. Map (11) can be executed once q and qx have been detected at every
point (x, t) in the CO section.

As a last step, the time coordinate tCMP must be related to its associated ZO traveltime t0. This can be
done using formula (7), i.e.,

t0 =
√
t2CMP − 2 h tCMP p(h, tCMP ). (12)

Combining the above equations and coordinate maps, we can construct a D(x0, t0) section. This sec-
tion, in turn, allows to construct the corresponding sections for the parameters A and B at time t0. Param-
eter A is given by

A(x0, t0) =
q(h, t) t−D(x0, t0) (x− x0)

t0
, (13)

and parameter B reads
B(x0, t0) = D(x0, t0)−A(x0, t0)2. (14)

This mapping procedure can be applied for different CO sections around the central point x0. As in
the parameter C case, the values of A and B are transfered to the respective parameter sections at (x0, t0).
The final values of A and B are obtained by averaging over all values that are attributed to the same point
(x0, t0).

EXTRACTING THE LOCAL SLOPES

The extraction of local slopes is done by so-called plane-wave destructors. The differential equation that
describes a local plane-wave event in a seismic section is given by (Claerbout, 2004)

ψy(y, t) + s ψt(y, t) = 0, (15)

where ψ(y, t) is the wavefield, t is the time coordinate, and y is the horizontal coordinate, i.e., offset (2h) in
the case of a CMP section or midpoint (x) in the case of a CO section. Quantity s represents the local slope
(i.e., p or q in a CMP or CO section), which may depend on y and even on t, i.e., generally, s = s(y, t).

To extract the slopes, we use basically the technique presented in Claerbout (2004) and Schleicher et al.
(2007). We just employ a few small alterations in the implementation that we found to turn the process
more stable.
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Figure 1: Synthetic model for the experiments.

For each pair (ξ, τ) in the seismic section, we select a small window of points yi, tj with (i, j) ∈ W .
Let Ψy(yi, tj)/∆y and Ψt(yi, tj)/∆t be the discretized values for the derivatives ψy and ψt, respectively,
in the selected window, with ∆y and ∆t being the respective sample sizes. In order to accomplish with
equation (15), we minimize the quadratic residual

R(s) =
∑

(i,j)∈W

[
Ψy(yi, tj) + s

∆y
∆t

Ψt(yi, tj)
]2

. (16)

The solution is easily found as

s∗ = s∗(ξ, τ) = −∆t
∆y

∑
(i,j)∈W Ψy(yi, tj)Ψt(yi, tj)∑

(i,j)∈W Ψ2
t (yi, tj)

, (17)

where (ξ, τ) is the center of the selected window. One measure for the fit is given by the normalized
residual. To avoid the problems reported in Schleicher et al. (2007) at local slopes close to zero, we use the
slightly modified coherence measure

E(ξ, τ) = 1− R(s∗)∑
(i,j)∈W

[
Ψ2

y(yi, tj) + Ψ2
t (yi, tj)

] . (18)

SYNTHETIC EXAMPLES

For the numerical experiments we used a simple synthetic model of a stratified medium with homogeneous
layers as shown in Figure 1, with a fixed central point at x0 = 5 km. We simulated a CMP section with 70
half-offsets ranging from −1 km to 1 km, and a single CO section with constant half-offset of 250 m and
51 midpoints ranging from 4.5 km to 5.5 km. In both simulations the time sample was 4 ms. For better
control over the CRS parameters, we simulated all reflection events as if the velocities in the model where
constant rms velocities down to the corresponding reflector. The rms velocity for the shallowest reflector
was 4.0 km/s, increasing by 0.2 km/s for each layer to 5.0 km/s for the deepest one. Also shown in Figure 1
is the point x0 for which we carry out the analysis.

Since real data consist of many CO gathers for different offsets, these even could be used to improve
redundancy. However, since the traveltime approximations are valid in the vicinity of the normal ray, too
far offsets should be avoided. In our numerical experiments, best results were achieved by using only one
or two small offsets.
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Figure 2: Experiment without noise: CMP, slope and semblance sections.

Noise-free data

The results of the CRS parameter extraction for noise-free data are shown in Figures 2 to 4. In Figure 2
we see the CMP section and the corresponding slope (p) and semblance (E) sections as obtained using
equations (17) and (18). The extraction window used 21 traces and 41 time samples. The extracted slopes
values correspond very well to the expected values. The semblance is very high in the time interval of the
events, indicating high reliability of the extracted slope values.

Figure 3 depicts the corresponding CO section together with its extracted slope (q) and semblance
sections. Again, the extracted slope values correspond perfectly to the dips in the CO section, and the high
semblance in the time interval of the events indicates high reliability of the extracted slope values.

The values of the CRS parameters A, B and C at the chosen point x0 (only one trace) were then
determined from these extracted slopes using equations (8), (13) and (14). The results are depicted in
Figure 4 (red lines), together with the respective exact values (blue crosses). Of course, true values are
only available at the reflection events while the extraction procedure yields values at all times. Figure 4
also shows the values of the accumulated semblances (S) for p and q. These are the mean values of the
semblances of all values of the parameters A, B and C that contributed to the final values. As usual for
noise-free data, the semblance is very high everywhere.

The overall quality of the so extracted CRS parameters is more than satisfying. Parameters C and A
(related to KNIP and β) have been determined near perfectly. Parameter B (related to KN ), known to
be the most unstable parameter, has not been recovered with the same precision. However, the extracted
values show the general trend and only slightly underestimate the true values.

Another way of evaluating the quality of the extracted CRS parameters is by seeing how well the
corresponding traveltime approximations fit the data Figure 5 shows this analysis. We see that the CMP
and CO reflection events are perfectly fitted by traveltimes (1) and (5) using the extracted parameters
(red lines), confirming their high quality. The blue lines representing the traveltime curves with the exact
parameter values are invisible because they are entirely covered by the red lines.

Noisy data

For a more realistic test of the proposed extraction method, it is important to investigate how it reacts to
the presence of noise. Therefore, we have repeated the above experiment after 30% adding random noise
to the synthetic data. In other words, the noise level was chosen such that the signal-to-noise ratio for
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Figure 3: Experiment without noise: CO, slope and semblance sections.
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Figure 4: Experiment without noise: CRS parameters (A, B, C) and semblances (S). The exact are the
blue crosses and the estimated ones are the red lines.
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Figure 5: Experiment without noise: CMP and CO sections with exact (blue) and estimated (red) travel-
times.
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Figure 6: Experiment with 30% added noise: CMP, slope and semblance sections.
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Figure 7: Experiment with 30% added noise: CO, slope and semblance sections.

the strongest arrival, the reflection from the topmost reflector, was about 3. This resulted in a signal-to-
noise for the weakest arrival, the reflection from the deepest reflector, of about 1. Figures 6 to 8 show the
extraction results for the noisy data. The general behavior of the slope and semblance sections of the CMP
and CO gathers (Figures 6 and 7) is very similar to the corresponding sections for the noise-free situation
(Figures 2 and 3), demonstrating that the estimation of local slopes is sufficiently stable at this noise level.

Figure 8 compares the extracted parameter values (red lines) to the exact ones (blue crosses). The
results are still satisfactory. ParametersA and C have lost almost no quality in comparison to the noise-free
situation (Figure 4). The noise seems to influence mainly the extracted values of parameter B, the quality
of which has further deteriorated. It is to be noted that for the noisy data, the accumulated semblance
S exhibits significant peaks at the actual reflection times, thus carrying useful information on where the
extracted parameter values are actually reliable.

The fit achieved with these extracted parameters is evaluated in Figure 9. We see that the small errors in
parameter C already lead to small deviations between the exact and fitted traveltime curves (blue and red
lines, respectively) in the CMP gather. On the other hand, the larger errors in B lead to almost no deviation
between the exact and fitted traveltime curves in the CO gather. This behavior is the reason why it is almost
impossible by any method to extract reliable values for B.

These numerical experiments demonstrate that the estimation of CRS parameters from local slopes is
sufficiently stable to permit their automatic extraction, even for noisy data. We stress again that this extrac-
tion procedure is orders of magnitude faster than the conventional method by local coherence analyses.

CONCLUSIONS

CRS parameter extraction by local coherence analysis has a number of drawbacks. First and most important
of all, the method has a high computational cost. Since the space of possible parameter values must be
closely sampled, there is a high number of coherence analyses to be carried out. The second drawback lies
in the method’s sensitivity to the aperture of the local stacking operators. An adequate aperture is problem
dependent and thus hard to know in advance.

In this work, we have shown that it is possible to overcome these problems by a different approach to
parameter extraction. We have presented an application of modern local-slope-extraction techniques so as
to allow for the detection of the complete set of CRS parameters. The necessary information about the CRS
parameters is contained in the slopes of the common-midpoint and common-offset sections at the central
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Figure 8: Experiment with 30% added noise: CRS parameters (A, B, C) and semblances (S). The exact
are the blue crosses and the estimated ones are the red lines.
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point. As demonstrated by a synthetic data example, the slope extraction is sufficiently robust to allow
for derivation of the extracted slope field. This enables the calculation of the CRS parameters from the
extracted slopes and their derivatives. In this way, the CRS parameter extraction can be sped up by several
orders of magnitude.
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ABSTRACT

Reliable P- and S-wave information is needed for imaging and inversion of seismic data in geologi-
cally complex areas. Under current acquisition conditions, shear-wave velocities can only be derived
from converted PS-waves included in the data. Because processing of converted waves is much more
complicated than for non-converted waves, attempts have been done to use PP- and PS-waves to sim-
ulate SS-waves and process these as new data. This has been successfully achieved for the simulation
of SS-traveltimes and their slopes and is referred to as the “PP+PS=SS” method. More specifically,
the SS-traveltimes and slopes of a target reflector can be obtained from the corresponding PP- and
PS-traveltimes and slopes of the same reflector, required that all source an receiver points are located
on a common acquisition surface. By using the concept and properties of surface-to-surface propaga-
tor matrices, also the second-order traveltimes of the SS-waves are obtained. In fact, the propagator
matrix of the SS-wave of a target reflector is explicitly obtained from the propagators of the PP- and
PS-wave of the same reflector. Given that the elastic parameters describing S-wave velocities are
known along the acquisition surface, this permits to determine the relative geometric spreading of
the SS-wave, leading to a better reconstruction of the amplitude of the simulated SS-wave. Under
isotropic conditions, the second-order derivatives of the SS-traveltime can, in the same way as for
PP-waves, be applied to a tomographic estimation of the S-wave velocity model.

INTRODUCTION

Combined use of P- and S-wave information is widely recognized as crucial for reliable imaging and
inversion of seismic data in most situations of reservoir exploration and monitoring interest. Conventional
processing of PP waves alone is unable to assess structural properties such as anisotropy, as well as to
account to lithology complications, such as gas clouds in reservoir overburden.

In principle, processing of SS waves, if available in the seismic data, would parallel the one routinely
carried out for PP waves to provide the corresponding S-wave information. Such a simple and direct proce-
dure is precluded, however, as present-day seismic data, e.g., as acquired using ocean-bottom technology,
include PP and PS waves, but not SS waves as reliable energy. In this way, extraction of S-wave seismic
parameters has to come from the PS waves in the data.

As described in, e.g., Thomsen (1999), processing of P-to-S converted data poses a number of diffi-
culties, due to its asymmetric traveltime. Namely, as reciprocity of PS is SP (and not PS), traveltime is a
function of offset, but not of offset squared, a property Thomsen refers to as “diodic”. As a consequence,
the familiar velocity analysis based on the hyperbolic normal-moveout (NMO) traveltimes or their non-
hyperbolic extensions do not apply. In spite of several attempts to overcome its difficulties and actually
process PS-waves directly from the data (see, e.g., Tessmer and Behle, 1988; Tsvankin and Grechka, 2000),
no simple satisfactory procedure has up to now been offered.

To overcome the above-indicated difficulties, Grechka and Tsvankin (2002) introduced a method to
(kinematically) simulate SS reflections by means of a suitable combination of PP- and PS-reflections. More

mailto:mtygel@gmail.com
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specifically, the method, referred to as “PP+PS=SS” method, selects identified traveltimes and slopes of
PP and PS reflections of the same reflector to produce the corresponding SS reflection from that reflector.
The sources and receivers of the PP and PS events must be located on a common acquisition surface. Upon
the application of such procedure, the obtained SS reflections can be incorporated to the original seismic
volume as SS-reflection data. As such, they can, in principle, be processed by velocity-analysis methods
designed in the same way as for PP waves.

So far, the “PP+PS=SS” method uses the traveltimes and slopes of the PP and PS waves to provide the
corresponding traveltimes and slopes of the simulated SS-reflections. A natural questions arises, namely,
whether the knowledge of the second-order traveltime derivatives of PP and PS waves, as provided by their
ray-propagator matrices, lead to the ray-propagator matrix of the corresponding SS wave. In this paper, we
show that the answer of that question is affirmative. By using the “algebra” of ray-propagator matrices, as
introduced by Bortfeld (1989) and further developed by Iversen (2006), an explicit relationship between
the involved PP-, PS- and SS-ray-propagator matrices is achieved.

By examining the relationships that exist between the coefficients of the second-order Taylor expansion
of traveltime (see, e.g., Ursin, 1982) and the submatrix components of the PP, PS and SS ray-propagator
matrices, we see that the new results provide the second-order derivatives of SS traveltime, thus extending
the counterpart zero- and first-order derivatives provided by the “PP+PS=SS” method. Given in addition
that the elastic parameters that determine the S-wave velocities are known along the acquisition surface, this
enables the estimation of the relative geometric spreading of the SS wave, the inverse of which constitutes
the “geometric amplitude” of that wave.

In the zero-offset situation, the second-order derivatives of non-converted traveltimes, namely PP and
SS, yield NMO-velocities or NIP-wave curvatures (Hubral, 1983). In this way, one avoids traveltime
processing to obtain these velocities. Together with the traveltimes and slopes, the NIP-wave curvatures
can be applied to tomographic inversion in isotropic models for the corresponding P- and S-wave velocity
fields (see, e.g., Iversen and Gjøystdal, 1984; Duveneck, 2004). For depth-consistent tomography of PP
and PS reflections it is necessary that key reflectors are imaged at the same depth. Foss et al. (2005) used
the zero-offset PP and PS traveltimes to estimate the SS reflection times. These were then used together
with the PP traveltimes for reflector co-depthing.

We finally observe that a full simulation of the SS wave, which should include the reflection and
transmission coefficients, is not possible. In fact, the SS reflection/transmission coefficients cannot be
determined from the amplitudes of PP- and PS-reflected waves. For a better assessment on the reflec-
tion/transmission coefficients expressions for the various wavemodes PP, PS and SS, the reader is referred
to Chapman (1994) and Stovas and Ursin (2003).

TAYLOR SERIES TRAVELTIME APPROXIMATIONS

We consider a group of sources located at xs +∆xs near a central source point xs and a group of receivers
located at xr + ∆xr near a central receiver point xr. For a multiple transmitted and reflected wave the
traveltime may be expanded in a Taylor series series (Ursin, 1982; Červený et al., 1984)

T (xr + ∆xr,xs + ∆xs) = T (xr,xs) + (pr)T ∆xr − (ps)T ∆xs

+ (∆xr)T Mrs∆xs +
1
2
(∆xr)T Mrr∆xr +

1
2
(∆xs)T Mss∆xs. (1)

Here, all vectors are column vectors of size three, and superscript T denotes transpose. Also, pr and ps

denote the slowness vectors at xr and xs, respectively, and the 3× 3 matrices Mrr, Mrs and Mss contain
the second-order derivatives of traveltime with respect to xr and xs as denoted in the superscript. The
symmetric matrix Mrr is related to the wavefront curvatures at xr for a source at xs, while the symmetric
matrix Mss is related to the wavefront curvatures at xs for a source at xr. The matrix Mrs of second-order
mixed derivatives is related to the relative geometric spreading, see the Appendix A.

By squaring equation 1 and retaining the terms up to second order only, we obtain the more commonly
used Taylor series for traveltime squared

T (xr + ∆xr,xs + ∆xs)2 = [T (xr,xs) + (pr)T ∆xr − (ps)T ∆xs]2

+ T (xr,xs)[2(∆xr)T Mrs∆xs + (∆xr)T Mrr∆xr + (∆xs)T Mss∆xs]. (2)
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We shall assume that all sources and receivers are located on a common acquisition surface. For simplicity,
we let this surface be the plane x3 = 0. As a consequence, we will in the following consider the vectors
and matrices in equations 1 and 2 to have dimensions two and 2 × 2, respectively. The traveltimes ap-
proximations in equations 1 and 2 are valid for a single traveltime branch in a heterogeneous anisotropic
medium. As shown in numerical examples by Gjøystdal et al. (1984), there are cases where equation 1 is
more accurate than equation 2 and other cases where the opposite is true. The range of validity of these
equations may, however, be very small or even non-existent. This was shown by Tygel et al. (2007) for qSV
reflections in a horizontally layered VTI medium (transversely isotropic medium with a vertical symmetry
axis). In this case there can be a traveltime triplication on the vertical axis, which strongly limits the range
of validity of the power series expansion. In the following, we shall assume that the traveltime Taylor series
expansions are valid, and that the traveltime parameters, T (xr,xs), pr, ps, Mrr, Mrs and Mss, can be
estimated from the seismic data.

In the following derivations, we shall use the 4× 4 surface-to-surface ray propagator matrix (Bortfeld,
1989; Iversen, 2006)

Σ(xr,xs) =
(

A B
C D

)
, (3)

where A, B, C, and D are 2× 2 constant submatrices, which incorporate the dynamic quantities (second-
order derivatives of traveltime) of the central ray, as well as the properties of the anterior surface (where
the central ray starts) and the posterior surface (where the central ray emerges). The submatrix elements of
the surface-to-surface propagator matrix satisfy the following relationships:

[Σ(xr,xs)]−1 =
(

DT −BT

−CT AT

)
, (4)

and

Σ(xs,xr) = [Σ(xr,xs)]rev =
(

DT BT

CT AT

)
. (5)

In equation 5 the operation signified by the superscript rev implies that the resulting propagator matrix on
the left-hand side corresponds to the reverse ray direction, i.e., the direction from xr to xs rather than from
xs to xr. From equations 3 and 4 we obtain

C = (DAT − I)B−T , (6)

where I is the 2× 2 identity matrix and the superscript −T denotes the transpose of the inverse matrix.
The second-order traveltime derivative matrices are related to the elements of the surface-to-surface ray

propagator by the equations (Červený, 2001)

Mrr = DB−1, Mss = B−1A and Mrs = −B−1 . (7)

From these, we obtain

B = −(Mrs)−1, A = −(Mrs)−1Mss, and D = −Mrr(Mrs)−1 , (8)

so that, from equation 6,
C = (Mrs)T −Mrr(Mrs)−1Mss . (9)

SS TRAVELTIME PARAMETERS

We consider one PP and two PS reflection waves as shown in Figure 1. The points xa, xb, xc and xd lie
on the common acquisition surface for sources and receivers, while the slowness vectors and the normal
vector, n, of the reflecting interface at the reflection point, y, all lie in a common plane (Snell’s law). In
order to find the points xb and xc on the acquisition surface, a PP reflection is first identified for the couple
(xa, xd) and its traveltime parameters estimated. Next, the PS waves from xa to xc and from xd to xb

are identified such that the slowness vectors of the P waves at xa and xd are parallel to the corresponding
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Figure 1: Geometry of a common-offset image gather.

PP-wave slowness vectors at the same points (Grechka et al., 2002; Grechka and Tsvankin, 2002). The
traveltime parameters for the two PS waves are also estimated. Then the traveltime for the SS wave is

TSS(xc,xb) = TSP (xc,xa) + TSP (xb,xd)− TPP (xd,xa) . (10)

Using the multiplicative rule for the surface-to-surface ray propagators, these are given, for the PP and two
PS reflections, by

ΣPP (xd,xa) = ΣP (xd,y)ΣP (y,xa),
ΣSP (xc,xa) = ΣS(xc,y)ΣP (y,xa),
ΣSP (xb,xd) = ΣS(xb,y)ΣP (y,xd) .

(11)

Here, the superscript denotes the wavetype and the indexing is from right to left (as in equation 10). For
further use, we also note that

[ΣSP (xb,xd)]rev = ΣPS(xd,xb) = ΣP (xd,y)ΣS(y,xb) . (12)

It follows that the ray propagator for the SS wave from xb to xc is given by

ΣSS(xc,xb) = ΣSP (xc,xa)[ΣPP (xd,xa)]−1[ΣSP (xb,xd)]rev , (13)

where the inverse and reverse matrices are given in equations 4 and 5, respectively. The above important
result is seen from

ΣSS(xc,xb) = ΣS(xc,y)ΣS(y,xb)

= ΣS(xc,y)
{
ΣP (y,xa)[ΣP (y,xa)]−1

}{
[ΣP (xd,y)]−1ΣP (xd,y)

}
ΣS(y,xb)

=
{
ΣS(xc,y)ΣP (y,xa)

}{
[ΣP (y,xa)]−1[ΣP (xd,y)]−1

}{
ΣP (xd,y)ΣS(y,xb)

}
=

{
ΣS(xc,y)ΣP (y,xa)

}{
ΣP (xd,y)ΣP (y,xa)

}−1 {
ΣP (xd,y)ΣS(y,xb)

}
. (14)

The desired result 13 now follows from the first two equations 11 and equation 12.
From the surface-to-surface ray propagator matrix for the SS wave, we can compute the second-order

traveltime parameters using equation 7.
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Figure 2: Normal-incidence PP and SS reflections.

NORMAL-INCIDENCE REFLECTIONS

It is common to estimate traveltime parameters in midpoint, half-offset coordinates

xm =
1
2
(xr + xs) and h =

1
2
(xr − xs) . (15)

For a normal-incidence ray, which is reflected at an interface so that the slowness vector is parallel to
the interface normal, and the ray code up is equal to the ray code down, the source and receiver points
coincide. The Taylor series for traveltime then becomes (Ursin, 1982)

T (xm + ∆xm,h) = T (xm,0) + (px)T ∆xm +
1
2
(∆xm)T Mxx∆xm +

1
2
hT Mhhh , (16)

where the two-component vector px and 2 × 2 matrix Mxx constitute, respectively, the first- and second-
order traveltime derivatives for a given event in the zero-offset data cube, and the 2×2 matrix Mhh defines
the NMO velocities (the NMO ellipse, see Grechka and Tsvankin (2002). Traveltime squared is given,
always in second-order approximation, by

T (xm + ∆xm,h)2 = [T (xm,0) + (px)T ∆xm]2 + T (xm,0)[(∆xm)T Mxx∆xm + hT Mhhh] . (17)

In this case (Ursin, 1982)

Mrr =
1
4
[Mxx + Mhh] = Mss and Mrs =

1
4
[Mxx −Mhh] = [Mrs]T . (18)

For the surface-to-surface ray propagator, we have (Iversen, 2006)

A = DT, B = BT and C = CT . (19)

Using equations 8, 9, and 18 and applying some elementary matrix algebra, we obtain

B = 4(Mhh −Mxx)−1,
A = (Mhh −Mxx)−1(Mhh + Mxx) = DT,
C = Mhh(Mhh −Mxx)−1Mxx .

(20)
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This also means that matrix C satisfies the relation

C−1 = (Mxx)−1 − (Mhh)−1 . (21)

Figure 2 shows a PP and an SS reflection with the same normal-incidence reflection point, y. First we
identify the normal-incidence reflection at the surface point, x, and estimate its traveltime parameters.
Next we identify the PS reflection with the receiver point at x′ and with the same slopes at the source
at x as the normal-incidence PP reflection. The traveltime parameters for the PS-reflected wave are also
estimated. Then the traveltime for the normal-incidence SS reflection is (Foss et al., 2005)

TSS(x′) = 2TSP (x′,x)− TPP (x) . (22)

The slope vector for the SS reflection is

px(x′) = 2pr(x′) , (23)

where pr(x′) is the corresponding slope vector at the receiver for the PS-reflected wave. The surface-to-
surface ray propagator for the normal-incidence SS wave is given by equation 13 with xa = xd = x and
xb = xc = x′, namely

ΣSS(x′,x′) = ΣSP (x′,x)[ΣPP (x,x)]−1[ΣSP (x′,x)]rev . (24)

In equation 24 the surface-to-surface ray propagator for the PS wave must be computed with the general
traveltime approximations 1 or 2 and with equation 20. The surface-to-surface ray propagator for the
normal-incidence PP wave can be computed from the simplified traveltime approximations 16 or 17 and
using equation 20.

SLOPE MATCHING BASED ON SECOND-ORDER TRAVELTIME DERIVATIVES

The extended “PP+PS=SS” method described above makes use of computed second derivatives of PP- and
PS-wave traveltimes. This offers the possibility of utilizing such derivatives in the required matching of
slopes belonging to the two wavefields.

Consider the problem of finding a root x of the nonlinear vector equation f(x) = 0 using an itera-
tion technique of the Newton-Raphson type. The inherent linearization of each iteration step yields the
following update of x with respect to the current solution x0,

x = x0 −
[
∂f
∂xT

(x0)
]−1

f(x0) . (25)

The slope matching consists of two independent steps, which collectively make use of equation 25. In
the first step we consider a PS wave for which the source point is located at xa. The function f then has the
definition

f(x) =
∂TPP

∂xa
(xd,xa)− ∂TSP

∂xa
(x,xa) , (26)

with the first derivatives given by

∂f
∂xT

(x) =
∂2TSP

∂x ∂xaT
(x,xa) = −Mrs(x,xa) . (27)

The matrix Mrs in equation 27 belongs to the PS wave. In the second step we consider another PS wave,
having xd as its source point. The function f and its derivatives can now be specified by

f(x) =
∂TPP

∂xd
(xa,xd)− ∂TSP

∂xd
(x,xd) , (28)

∂f
∂xT

(x) =
∂2TSP

∂x ∂xdT
(x,xd) = −Mrs(x,xd) . (29)

Again, the matrix Mrs belongs to the PS wave.
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PS rays for common receiver at x = 0.5 km in similar model 
as in “PP+PS=SS”
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Figure 3: (a) PP-wave rays and (b) PS-wave rays for a common receiver at x = 0.5 km in a model similar
to the one used by Grechka and Tsvankin (2002)

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

In this section we present a numerical example demonstrating the extended “PP+PS=SS” method. Our
experiment is conducted with a model similar to the one used by Grechka and Tsvankin (2002). The
model is two-dimensional and consists of three homogeneous layers containing anisotropy of the VTI type.
The layers are separated by smoothly curved interfaces, which were generated by digitizing the interfaces
plotted in Grechka and Tsvankin’s (2002) paper. For the latter reason, the models used by Grechka and
Tsvankin (2002) and us are not exactly the same; however, for practical purposes they can be considered
equal. The waves under consideration in the experiment are of P and SV types; hence, in each layer the
wave propagation is described in terms of four parameters, specified using Thomsen (1999) representation:

• Top layer: VP0 = 2.0 km/s, VS0 = 0.8 km/s, ε = 0.20, δ =0.10

• Middle layer: VP0 = 2.5 km/s, VS0 = 1.25 km/s, ε = 0.25, δ =0.05

• Bottom layer: VP0 = 3.0 km/s, VS0 = 1.8 km/s, ε = 0.15, δ =0.10

Traveltime “observations” corresponding to PP and PS reflections from the lower interface of the bottom
layer were generated using ray tracing. Figure 3 shows PP rays (a) and PS rays (b) for a common receiver
at the horizontal coordinate x = 0.5 km. The corresponding traveltime observations for all source and
receiver locations are shown, respectively, in Figures 4(a) and 4(b). The simulated “true” traveltimes for
the SS reflections are displayed in Figure 4(c). Comparing to Figures 5 and 8 in Grechka and Tsvankin
(2002) one finds a convincing consistency between the PP-, PS-, and SS-traveltimes computed using their
and our model.

The (a), (b), and (c) subfigures constituting Figure 5 show the PP-, PS-, and SS-wave relative geometric
spreading computed using the traveltime data in the corresponding subfigures of Figure 5. The simulated
“true” SS-wave relative geometric spreading in Figure 5(c) is used below for comparison with the estimated
results obtained using the extended “PP+PS=SS” method. The simulated relative geometric spreading for
the PP- and PS-waves [Figures 5(a) and 5(b)] are not used in this method, but the two plots nevertheless
serve to indicate the stability of the second-derivatives of the observed PP and PS traveltime functions.

In Figure 6, we have plotted the reconstructed SS-wave source-receiver pairs that form the basis of the
estimation of SS-wave traveltimes and relative geometric spreading factors. This plot is to be compared
with Figure 6 in Grechka and Tsvankin (2002), and again, one finds very similar results. Figure 7(a)
shows the SS-wave traveltimes estimated using the previously published “PP+PS=SS” method, which is to
be compared with Figure 4(c). The discrepancy between the two results is displayed in Figure 7(b). We
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Figure 4: Simulated traveltime data for waves reflected at the lowermost model interface: (a) PP-wave, (b)
PS-wave, and (c) SS-wave.
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Simulated PP relative geometric spreading (km2/s)
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Figure 5: Simulated relative geometric spreading data for waves reflected at the lowermost model interface:
(a) PP-wave, (b) PS-wave, and (c) SS-wave.
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Figure 6: Reconstructed SS-wave source-receiver pairs for traveltime and relative geometric spreading
estimations.

observe that the traveltime error introduced by the “PP+PS=SS” method, using noise-free input traveltimes,
has a mean value of -0.002% and a standard deviation of 0.003%. Figure 8 shows results for the extended
“PP+PS=SS” method. The (a) part shows the estimated SS-wave relative geometric spreading and is to
be compared with Figure 5(a). The (b) part of Figure 8 shows the errors, which have a mean value of
0.1% and a standard deviation of 0.7%. We find the rise of the error level, compared to the errors of the
estimated SS-wave traveltimes, quite natural in view of the fact that second derivatives of PP- and PS-wave
traveltimes have been used to estimate the SS-wave relative geometric spreading.

CONCLUSIONS

For a given target reflector, the full surface-to-surface propagator matrix of an SS-wave can be obtained
from the corresponding surface-to-surface propagator matrices of the PP- and PS-waves of the same re-
flector. This new result, which captures both the second-order derivatives of traveltime of the SS-wave,
extends the counterpart scheme of retrieving the SS-wave traveltime and slope, known in the literature as
the “PP+PS=SS” method. An interesting feature of the propagator matrix is that it allows for the computa-
tion of the relative geometric spreading, given that the elastic parameters determining the S-wave velocities
along the acquisition surface are known. In this way, the geometric part of the amplitude of the SS-wave,
namely the inverse relative geometric spreading factor, can be reconstructed. The reflection/transmission
coefficients, which constitute the lithological (non-geometric) part of the amplitude, cannot be recovered
from the amplitudes of the PP and PS waves.

The knowledge of the second-order derivatives of the SS traveltime permits to determine, besides the
relative geometric spreading, also the common-source and common-receiver traveltime curvatures of the
SS wave. In the same way as for PP waves, these quantities are very useful in setting up further constraints
for the construction of a seismic velocity model by means of tomographic methods.
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Figure 7: (a) Estimated SS-wave traveltime (s). (b) Error in estimated SS-wave traveltime (10−3 %). Mean
value of the errors: -0.002 %. Standard deviation of the errors: 0.003 % .
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Figure 8: (a) Estimated SS-wave relative geometric spreading (km2/s). (b) Error in estimated SS-wave
relative geometric spreading (%). Mean value of the errors: 0.1 %. Standard deviation of the errors: 0.7 %
.
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APPENDIX A

Relative geometric spreading
The relative geometric spreading is given by Červený (2001)

L(xr,xs) = |detQ2(xr,xs)|1/2 = |cosϕ(xr) cosϕ(xs)|1/2 |detB(xr,xs)|1/2 , (30)

where ϕ(xr) and ϕ(xs) are the phase angles of incidence and departure upon the acquisition surface at
the source and receiver, respectively. These phase angles can not be readily extracted from the traveltime
observations, hence they need to be estimated under the assumption that the elastic parameters determining
the phase velocities at the points xs and xr are known.

For simplicity and without loss of generality, assume that the acquisition surface is a plane x3 = 0
and consider a projection (p1, p2) of the slowness vector (p1, p2, p3) onto this surface. At the source
and the receiver, the projections (p1, p2)s and (p1, p2)r are known from the corresponding slopes of the
observed traveltime function T (xr

1, x
r
2, x

s
1, x

s
2). The components ps

3 and pr
3 are, however, not known from

this traveltime function, but they are needed in order to obtain the phase angles in equation 30 for the
relative geometric spreading. Along the acquisition surface, the component p3 for a given wavetype is
a function of the four variables (x1, x2, p1, p2). Furthermore, the complexity of the computation of the
component p3 at the points xs or xr depends on the nature of the velocity model. For example, in the
case of arbitrary anisotropy the component p3 appears as a root of a sixth-order polynomial equation with
coefficients constituted by all the 21 elastic moduli. For an isotropic medium, the component p3 results
from the relation

[p3(x1, x2, p1, p2)]
2 = V −2(x1, x2)− (p1)2 − (p2)2 , (31)

where V denotes the velocity of theP - or S-wave under consideration. Having computed p3(x1, x2, p1, p2),
the corresponding cosine factor for the phase angle of incidence/departure required in equation 30 is given
by

| cosϕ| = |p3(x1, x2, p1, p2)|√
(p1)2 + (p2)2 + [p3(x1, x2, p1, p2)]

2
. (32)

Applying equation 32 at the source as well as at the receiver and using in addition equation 20 in equa-
tion 30, one can compute the relative geometric spreading from the relation

L(xr,xs) = |detQ2(xr,xs)|1/2 = |cosϕ(xr) cosϕ(xs)|1/2 |detMrs|−1/2 . (33)

Finally, for a normal-incidence reflected wave at the point x, we use equation 18 to obtain (Hubral, 1983)

L(x,x) = 4 |cosϕ(x)| |det(Mhh −Mxx)|−1/2 . (34)
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ABSTRACT

Evaluating Snell’s law at an interface between two anisotropic media is a complicated problem that
requires the numerical solution of a sixth-order polynomial. If the anisotropy is weak, an approximate
solution can be obtained from iterative application of an expression derived with first-order pertur-
bation theory. The result converges against the weak anisotropy solution and provides overall good
accuracy.

INTRODUCTION

A wave impinging on a boundary between two elastic media will change its direction such that the horizon-
tal slowness remains constant. This statement is, in essence, Snell’s law. Its evaluation in isotropic media
is simple and straightforward when the incidence angle and the velocities are known. In anisotropic me-
dia, however, where the velocities are directionally dependent, the determination of the vertical slowness
involves the solution of a sixth-order polynomial. Furthermore, the six roots of the polynomial need to be
assigned to the vertical slownesses of the three reflected and three transmitted waves. Since the direction
of energy flow may differ considerably from the orientation of the slowness vector, this task is by no means
trivial.

Snell’s law has a large variety of applications in imaging and modelling of reflection seismic data. It
comes in different guises, like the search for the vertical slowness, the determination of the reflection or
transmission angle, or the phase velocity of a reflected or transmitted event. All of these are equivalent and
laborious to solve as soon as anisotropy has to be taken into account.

Computations in anisotropic media are generally cumbersome, and isotropic methods usually fail to
provide suitable solutions. Since, however, it has been observed that the anisotropy is often weak, a mul-
tifold of approximations have been suggested over the years in an attempt to simplify the computations.
Many of these works focus on transversely isotropic media with a vertical symmetry axis (VTI media).
A representative overview of approximate expressions for the phase velocities in VTI media is given, for
example, by Fowler (2003).

Furthermore, in VTI media, Snell’s law can be solved analytically, i.e. the exact value of the vertical
slowness can be computed from the horizontal component (Červený and Pšenčík, 1972). In order to avoid
the computationally-expensive square root in the resulting expression, several authors have introduced ap-
proximations for the slowness components, see, e.g., Schoenberg and de Hoop (2000) or Pedersen et al.
(2007), and the references therein.

For media with arbitrary symmetry, the perturbation approach can be applied. Here, the medium is
divided into a suitable background or reference part and a second part that contains the deviations or per-

mailto:claudia.vanelle@zmaw.de
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turbations of the real medium from the background. Examples for reference media are isotropic media or
anisotropic media with a higher symmetry, e.g. VTI. The computations are carried out in the background
medium, and then correction terms using the perturbations are added.

Applications of first-order perturbation method were suggested by Červený and Jech (1982) and Jech
and Pšenčík (1989). In the latter work, the authors already noted the potential of an iterative procedure
to determine the vertical slowness, but have never applied their idea. It is also possible to consider higher
order perturbation theory; this has been shown by, e.g., Farra (2001). Most authors focus on the determi-
nation of approximate expressions for phase velocities. In contrast to these works, our aim is to directly
solve for the vertical slowness.

In this paper, we introduce an an extension and applications of the iterative method suggested by Jech
and Pšenčík (1989). We derive an alternate formulation that contains only the P- or S-wave velocity in the
background medium instead of the complete isotropic elastic tensor. This property simplifies the updating
of the isotropic velocities required for the iteration process. Furthermore, we prove that the iteration con-
verges against the weak anisotropy solution.

After a brief summary of the framework of first-order perturbation theory provided by Jech and Pšenčík
(1989), we introduce our extension of that method. In the section thereafter, we apply the technique and
show examples with different initial velocities to demonstrate the accuracy of the procedure.

METHOD

First-order perturbation method

In first-order perturbation method, the density-normalised elastic parameters of the anisotropic medium,
aijkl, are represented by the sum of the elastic parameters of a suitable background medium, a(0)

ijkl, and
perturbations ∆aijkl:

aijkl = a
(0)
ijkl + ∆aijkl . (1)

Because the perturbations are assumed to be small, the first-order perturbation method yields an ap-
proximation for weak anisotropy. In this work, we will consider only isotropic background media, where
the elastic tensor is given by

a
(0)
ijkl = (α2 − 2β2) δijδkl + β2 (δikδjl + δilδjk) . (2)

In equation (2), α and β are the isotropic velocities of compressional and shear waves, respectively.

The aim of this work is the determination of the full slowness vector ~p in an anisotropic medium. In
terms of the first-order perturbation method, ~p is represented by the sum of the slowness vector in the
isotropic background, ~p(0), and its perturbation ∆~p.

Snell’s law states that the horizontal slowness with respect to an interface is preserved. This requires
that the perturbation appears only in the vertical component. Note that in this work, we use the terms
’horizontal’ and ’vertical’ with respect to the interface, represented by its normal vector ~z. In this sense,
the registration surface can also be considered to be an interface. The anisotropic slowness vector in the
perturbed medium, ~p, is thus written as

~p = ~p(0) + ~∆p = ~p(0) + ∆p~z , (3)

where the scalar quantity ∆p is the perturbation of the vertical slowness.

As we apply a result by Jech and Pšenčík (1989) to relate the perturbation of the slowness to the per-
turbation of the medium parameters, we will now give a short summary of their derivation leading to the
equations serving as basis for our work.
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Let ~g(0m) denote the polarisation vectors in the unperturbed medium (indicated by the superscript (0)).
The index m defines the wavetype, where m = 3 is a P-wave and m = 1, 2 are S-waves. In the isotropic
case, the polarisation vector of a P-wave equals the phase normal ~n. The S-wave polarisation vectors are not
unique since their only condition is that they are orthogonal to each other and lie in the plane perpendicular
to ~n. However, the degeneration of the S-wave polarisation can be removed with first-order perturbation
theory. Consider the two vectors ~e(1) and ~e(2), where

~e(1) =

 cosϑ cosϕ
cosϑ sinϕ
− sinϕ

 and ~e(2) =

 − sinϕ
cosϕ

0

 .

These vectors form an orthonormal base with ~e(3) = ~g(03) = ~n. Then, the polarisation vectors of the
S-waves in the unperturbed, i.e. background, medium are given by (Jech and Pšenčík, 1989)

~g(01) = ~e(1) cosχ+ ~e(2) sinχ

~g(02) = −~e(1) sinχ+ ~e(2) cosχ . (4)

The angle χ is determined from the weak anisotropy matrix (Pšenčík, 1998)

BMN = ∆aijkl e
(M)
i e

(N)
k nj nl , (5)

by

tan 2χ =
2B12

B11 −B22
. (6)

Jech and Pšenčík (1989) have shown that the first-order perturbation of the anisotropic eikonal equation,

G = 1 = aijkl pi pl gj gk , (7)

leads to
∆aijkl p

(0)
i p

(0)
l g

(0)
j g

(0)
k + 2 a(0)

ijkl ∆pi p
(0)
l g

(0)
j g

(0)
k = 0 . (8)

Using the representation of the perturbed slowness vector, equation (3), to express ∆pi and solving for the
perturbation of the vertical slowness results in (Jech and Pšenčík, 1989)

∆p = −
∆aijkl p

(0)
i p

(0)
l g

(0)
j g

(0)
k

2 a(0)
ijkl zi p

(0)
l g

(0)
j g

(0)
k

. (9)

Jech and Pšenčík (1989) have indicated that equation (9) can be used iteratively to increase the accuracy
of the slowness vector but they do not pursue this approach any further. The procedure can be outlined as
follows: assuming that suitable isotropic background velocities are available, the vertical slowness in the
reference medium is computed from the isotropic eikonal equation by

p
(0)
3 = ±

√
1
V 2

0

− p2
1 − p2

2 . (10)

Here, the sign of p3 is chosen according to whether we consider an incident or emerging wave, or a reflected
or transmitted wave. After the first iteration step using equation (9), the background velocity for the next
step is updated with

1
V 2

0

= p2
1 + p2

2 + p2
3 . (11)

Following this update, equation (9) is applied again, and the procedure is repeated until the desired accu-
racy is reached.

With the original expression for the slowness perturbation, equation (9), both P- and S-wave velocities
have to be updated simultaneously even if only one wavetype is considered. In order to avoid this problem,
we have developed an alternate formulation of equation (9), which contains only the isotropic velocity of
the wavetype under consideration.
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Separation of qP- and qS-waves

The equation for the perturbed slowness, (9), can be applied for qP- and qS-waves. In this section, we in-
troduce a new formulation of equation (9) that depends only on α for the application to qP-waves, and only
on β for the qS-waves. This formulation also includes an alternative expression for the weak anisotropy
matrix B defined in equation (5) to make the expression for shear wave polarisation required for the itera-
tion given by equation (9) independent of α.

Substituting ∆aijkl in the numerator of equation (9) we get

∆aijkl p
(0)
i p

(0)
l g

(0)
j g

(0)
k = aijkl p

(0)
i p

(0)
l g

(0)
j g

(0)
k − a

(0)
ijkl p

(0)
i p

(0)
l g

(0)
j g

(0)
k

= aijkl p
(0)
i p

(0)
l g

(0)
j g

(0)
k − 1 , (12)

where the eikonal equation (7) was substituted for the isotropic background medium in the second term.
For the denominator, we use the isotropic elasticity tensor, (2), and obtain

2 a(0)
ijkl zi p

(0)
l g

(0)
j g

(0)
k = 2 (α2 − β2) zi g

(0)
i p

(0)
l g

(0)
l + 2β2 zi p

(0)
i . (13)

For P-waves in isotropic media, the polarisation vector is ~g(03) = ~n. Furthermore, ~p(0) = ~n/α =
~g(03)/α, and the expression for the denominator, (13), reduces to

2 a(0)
ijkl zi p

(0)
l g

(0)
j g

(0)
k = 2α2 zi p

(0)
i . (14)

With this result for P-waves, equation (9) becomes

∆p =
1− aijkl p

(0)
i p

(0)
l g

(0)
j g

(0)
k

2α2 zi p
(0)
i

. (15)

To derive a corresponding expression for the S-waves, we make use of the fact that the polarisation
vectors ~g(01) and ~g(02) are perpendicular to ~n. We obtain

2 a(0)
ijkl zi p

(0)
l g

(0)
j g

(0)
k = 2β2 zi p

(0)
i , (16)

and thus,

∆p =
1− aijkl p

(0)
i p

(0)
l g

(0)
j g

(0)
k

2β2 zi p
(0)
i

. (17)

In summary, equation (9) can be rewritten as

∆p =
1− aijkl p

(0)
i p

(0)
l g

(0)
j g

(0)
k

2V 2
0 zi p

(0)
i

, (18)

where V0 is the isotropic background velocity of the wavetype under consideration, i.e. V0 = α for qP-
waves, and V0 = β for qS-waves.

With ~g(03) = ~n for P-waves, equation (18) is independent of β in this case. To make expression (18)
independent of α for the application to qS-waves, we need to rewrite the weak anisotropy matrix B such
that it becomes also independent of α. This can be achieved by substituting the perturbation of the elastic
tensor into the weak anisotropy matrix given by equation (5). With the isotropic elasticity tensor (2), we
find that

a
(0)
ijkl e

(M)
i e

(N)
k nj nl = (α2 − 2β2) e(M)

i ni e
(N)
k nk + β2 (e(M)

i e
(N)
i nk nk + e

(M)
i ni e

(N)
k nk)

= β2 δMN . (19)
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Now BMN can be expressed by

BMN = aijkl e
(M)
i e

(N)
k nj nl − β2 δMN , (20)

which is independent of α. With equations (18) and (20) we therefore have a new formulation of equa-
tion (9) that contains only the isotropic background velocity of the desired wavetype. This formulation
considerably simplifies the updating of the reference velocities during the iteration since only one isotropic
velocity needs to be updated if these new expressions are applied instead of equation (9).

However, as we will show in the next section, iterative application of equation (9) does not converge
against the real anisotropic slowness vector, but against its weakly-anisotropic counterpart. Therefore,
repeated application of equation (9) will only increase the accuracy within the weak anisotropy limit.

Convergence against the weak anisotropy approximation

Let us assume that the iterative determination of the perturbed slowness with equation (9) leads to the
anisotropic slowness vector ~p. In this case, after convergence has been achieved, we would expect ∆p to be
zero in further iteration steps, as ~p and ~p(0) are then equal. Substituting the anisotropic eikonal equation (7)
into expression (9), we find that

∆p =
aijkl p

(0)
i p

(0)
l (gj gk − g

(0)
j g

(0)
k )

2 a(0)
ijkl zi p

(0)
l g

(0)
j g

(0)
k

. (21)

For a weakly anisotropic medium, the polarisation vectors ~g coincide with those in the isotropic back-
ground, ~g(0), and thus, ∆p becomes zero. Therefore, the iterative use of equation (9) converges against the
slowness vector in the weak anisotropy approximation.

EXAMPLES

We have chosen an anisotropic medium with triclinic symmetry to demonstrate our method. The density-
normalised elastic parameters of this rock, Vosges sandstone, (given in km2/s2) were taken from a paper
by Mensch and Rasolofosaon (1997):

A =


4.95 0.43 0.62 0.67 0.52 0.38

5.09 1.00 0.09 −0.09 −0.28
6.77 0.00 −0.24 −0.48

2.45 0.00 0.09
2.88 0.00

2.35

 . (22)

In our example, we have considered the azimuth angle φ = 0. For this direction, the anisotropy of the
qP-wave is about 20 % and it reaches up to 30 % for the shear waves. Although this rock does not qualify
as a weakly anisotropic medium, it serves to investigate the range of applicability of our method.

The unit normal to the reference surface in our example, ~z, coincides with the vertical direction (depth),
i.e. ~z = (0, 0, 1). This means that we know the horizontal slowness components p1 and p2 and wish to
determine the vertical slowness p3 with the iteration procedure in equation (18).

The exact slowness surfaces as well as their approximation under the weak anisotropy assumption are
shown in Figure (1). In order to find a suitable isotropic reference medium, we have computed sectorially
best-fitting isotropic velocities. The determination procedure is an extension of the averaging method sug-
gested by Fedorov (1968). It is briefly outlined in Appendix A. The slowness surfaces corresponding to
two isotropic background velocities resulting from averaging over a range of 60◦ and 180◦ in inclination,
respectively, are also shown in Figure (1).
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Figure 1: Slowness surfaces for a rock with triclinic symmetry: the exact solution is given by the solid red
lines; the solid blue lines show the approximation for weak anisotropy. The dashed pink and dotted light
blue lines depict the sectorially best-fitting isotropic velocities averaged over an inclination range of 60◦

(indicated by the thin dotted straight lines) and 180◦, respectively.
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We have carried out the iteration procedure for qP- and qS-waves with two sets of initial background
velocities. The first example uses the sectorially best-fitting velocities as initial reference medium that was
obtained from an average over inclinations from -90 to 90 degrees with the fixed azimuth φ = 0. The
results of the first two iteration steps are shown in Figure (2); in Figure (2(a)) for the qP-wave and in Fig-
ure (2(b)) for the qS-waves. The weak anisotropy solution is also shown in these figures for comparison.
We find that already after the second iteration, the numerical result matches the weak anisotropy solution
rather well in most regions.

Closer inspection of the result shows that the vertical slowness is not well-behaved at larger inclination
angles. There are two possible reasons for that behaviour. The first is that the denominator in equation (18)
becomes zero for p(0)

3 = 0. We observe that small values of p(0)
3 can lead to large correction terms ∆p

and thus make the algorithm unstable. Problems can also occur for larger horizontal slownesses when the
background velocity is higher than the anisotropic phase velocity. It is even possible that p(0)

3 becomes
imaginary if the inverse of the background velocity is smaller than the horizontal slowness. For these phase
directions, the initial velocity must be chosen smaller.

We have, therefore, repeated our experiment with initial background velocities that are just below the
minimum phase velocities in the anisotropic medium to ensure that the vertical slowness in the initial
isotropic reference medium is real and non-zero. The results from the first two iteration steps with this
initial reference medium are displayed in Figures (3(a)) and (3(b)) for the qP- and qS-waves, respectively.

Our first observation in Figure (3) is that the convergence of vertical slowness is slower for these mini-
mum velocities: the error after the second iteration is still larger than the error after the first iteration using
the sectorially best-fitting velocities. Particularly for the faster qS1-wave the second iteration does not yield
a satisfactory result. On the other hand, the problems at higher inclination angles have been partly resolved.

Since high incidence angles often lead to post-critical reflections, they would not be considered in
reflection seismics. In this case, we suggest to use the sectorially best-fitting velocities as initial reference
medium. Furthermore, when inclination angles are limited to a given range, the sectorial fit can be restricted
to that range and might give a better approximation than a fit over 180◦. For example, the 60◦ average for
the qP-wave shown in Figure (1(a)) matches the true slowness surface much better than the 180◦ fit. In this
case, already a single iteration would suffice. For the qS-waves, the situation is different as the isotropic
velocity cannot properly approximate both anisotropic shear velocities at the same time. Therefore, a
second iteration is recommended in any event. If high inclination angles need to be considered, minimum
velocities should be chosen for the initial reference medium. In this case, however, a larger number of
iteration steps is required.

CONCLUSIONS

We have developed and applied an extension of a method originally suggested by Jech and Pšenčík (1989)
to solve Snell’s law in a weakly anisotropic medium. The objective of the method is the determination of
the vertical slowness for a reflected or transmitted wave from the horizontal slowness components. The
procedure is best implemented in an iterative fashion to increase the accuracy.

Since for many practical applications the anisotropy is weak, our method provides a valuable alternative
to solving the sixth-order polynomial that would otherwise lead to the vertical slowness. Furthermore, the
cumbersome assignation of the six roots to the three reflected and three transmitted events is no longer
required because our algorithm allows the specification of one particular wavetype.

Depending on the choice of the initial background velocity, the iteration converges quickly; however,
the resulting vertical slowness is that in the limit of the weak anisotropy approximation, and not the exact
value. This may lead to significant deviations in regions with shear wave singularities. Due to numerical
instabilities, the method is not reliable for high incidence angles.
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Figure 2: Slowness surfaces for a rock with triclinic symmetry: the weak anisotropy solution is given by
the solid blue lines; the dotted light blue and dashed pink lines depict the first and second iteration of our
technique, respectively. In this example, the sectorially best-fitting isotropic background velocities were
used as initial reference medium. The second iteration matches the weak anisotropy approximation closely,
except for high inclination angles where the process becomes unstable (see text for details).
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Figure 3: Slowness surfaces for a rock with triclinic symmetry: the weak anisotropy solution is given by
the solid blue lines; the dotted light blue and dashed pink lines depict the first and second iteration of our
technique, respectively. In this example, minimum velocities were used as initial reference medium. The
stability problem has been reduced to some extent, but the convergence is slower than for the sectorially
best-fitting velocities as initial background medium.
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Outside these regions, a good coincidence between the analytic and numeric solution could be observed
for the considered rock. We suggest to apply the method for imaging rather than modelling. In that case,
the errors observed at large incidence angles are less meaningful since wide angle reflections are rarely
taken into account.
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APPENDIX A

Determination of sectorially best-fitting isotropic background velocities
This appendix provides expressions for isotropic background media that yield the best fit to the anisotropic

medium for a specified range or sector of phase directions. The derivation follows that for the globally best-
fitting isotropic medium given in Fedorov (1968).

The phase velocities of the three wavetypes in an anisotropic medium are the eigenvalues of the
Christoffel matrix Λ, with

Λik = aijkl nj nl , (23)

where the aijkl are the elements of the density-normalised elasticity tensor and ni is the phase normal.

According to Fedorov (1968), the isotropic medium with the corresponding Christoffel matrix Λ(0), for
which

〈(Λik − Λ(0)
ik )2〉 != Min. (24)

becomes minimal is the best isotropic approximation of the anisotropic medium. The pointed brackets in
equation (24) denote an averaging process over the phase directions that is described further below.

Minimisation of the objective function (24) leads to a linear system of equations with the solution

α2 = aijkl 〈ni nj nk nl〉 ,

β2 =
1
2

(
aijik 〈nj nk〉 − α2

)
. (25)

The resulting expressions for the isotropic P-wave velocity α and S-wave velocity β are averages over
a given range of phase directions. Fedorov (1968) applied the following averaging operation for a function
A(θ, φ) over all phase directions,

〈A〉 =
1

4π

2 π∫
φ=0

π∫
θ=0

A(θ, φ) sin θ dθ dφ , (26)

to obtain his well-known result for the globally best-fitting isotropic medium,

α2 =
1
15

(aiikk + 2 aikik) ,

β2 =
1
30

(3 aikik − aiikk) . (27)

Fedorov (1968) also determined the best-fitting isotropic velocities for the case that the direction of the
phase normal is fixed, i.e. no averaging is carried out in equation (25). In this case, the resulting velocities
coincide with those obtained by Backus (1965) from the weak anisotropy approximation. More precisely,
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the best-fitting isotropic shear wave velocity β is the quadratic mean (RMS) of the phase velocities of the
qS1- and qS2-waves in the approximation for weak anisotropy, and (Backus, 1965; Fedorov, 1968)

α2 = aijkl ni nj nk nl ,

β2 =
1
2

(
aijik nj nk − α2

)
. (28)

These results can be generalised to obtain an isotropic background medium that yields the best fit over
a sector of phase directions. The sector is bounded by the inclination angles θ1 and θ2 and the azimuth
angles φ1 and φ2. For this situation, the averaging operator

〈A〉θ,φ =

φ2∫
φ1

θ2∫
θ1

A(θ, φ) sin θ dθ dφ

φ2∫
φ1

θ2∫
θ1

sin θ dθ dφ

(29)

is applied to the expression for the velocities, (25), leading to the velocities for the sectorially best-fitting
isotropic background medium. The explicit results for α and β are tedious due to the trigonometric expres-
sions involved, but not difficult. One special case, the sectorially best-fitting P-wave velocity for a cone
with the opening angle θ around the z-axis, i.e. φ1 = 0, φ2 = 2π, θ1 = 0, and θ2 = θ was also suggested
by Ettrich et al. (2001).

Furthermore, it is possible, to average only over the inclination angle, for example, when the horizontal
slowness, and therefore the azimuth angle φ is known. In that case the averaging operator reduces to

〈A〉θ =

θ2∫
θ1

A(θ, φ) sin θ dθ

θ2∫
θ1

sin θ dθ
. (30)

Examples for sectorially best-fitting isotropic background velocities are shown in Vanelle and Gajewski
(2004).
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The Wave Inversion Technology (WIT)
Consortium

The Wave Inversion Technology Consortium (WIT) was established
in 1997 and is organized by the Institute of Geophysics of the Uni-
versity of Hamburg. It consists of three integrated working groups,
one at the University of Hamburg and two at other universities, being
the Mathematical Geophysics Group at Campinas University (UNI-
CAMP), Brazil, and the Geophysical Institute of the Karlsruhe Uni-
versity. In 2003, members of the Geophysical Department at the Fed-
eral University of Pará, Belém, Brazil, have joined WIT as an affiliate
working group. In 2007, members of the Institute of Geophysics of the
TU Bergakademie Freiberg, Germany, and of NORSAR joined WIT
as research affiliates.

The WIT Consortium offers the following services to its sponsors:

a.) research as described in the topic “Research aims” below;

b.) deliverables;

c.) technology transfer and training.

RESEARCH AIMS

The ultimate goal of the WIT Consortium is a most accurate and efficient target-oriented seismic model-
ing, imaging, and inversion using elastic and acoustic methods. Traditionally, exploration and reservoir
seismics aims at the delineation of geological structures that constrain and confine reservoirs. It involves
true-amplitude imaging and the extrapolation of the coarse structural features of logs into space. Today an
understanding is emerging on how sub-wavelength features such as small-scale disorder, porosity, perme-
ability, fluid saturation etc. influence elastic wave propagation and how these properties can be recovered
in the sense of true-amplitude imaging, inversion and effective media.
The WIT consortium has the following main research directions, which aim at characterizing structural and
stratigraphic subsurface characteristics and extrapolating fine grained properties of targets:

1. Multi-parameter stacking and inversion

2. Macromodel determination

3. Seismic image and configuration transformations (data mapping)

4. True-amplitude imaging, migration and inversion

5. Seismic and acoustic methods in real media

6. Passive monitoring of fluid injection and production

7. Fast and accurate seismic forward modeling

8. Modeling, imaging and inversion in anisotropic media
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WIT PUBLIC RELATIONS COMMITTEE

Name University Area
Claudia Vanelle Hamburg Administration and contact to representatives,

WIT Report and WIT Software CD
Dirk Gajewski Hamburg Coordination and contact to representatives
Ekkehart Tessmer Hamburg WIT Homepage Manager
Jürgen Mann Karlsruhe Contact to representatives

STEERING COMMITTEES

Internal Steering Committee
Name University
Dirk Gajewski Hamburg
Tina Kaschwich NORSAR
Jürgen Mann Karlsruhe
Jörg Schleicher Campinas
Markus von Steht Karlsruhe
Ekkehart Tessmer Hamburg
Martin Tygel Campinas
Claudia Vanelle Hamburg

External Steering Committee
Name Sponsor
Andreas Hölker Addax Petroleum Services
Roger L. Reagan Anadarko Petroleum Corporation
Muhammad Jauzi Arif PT Elnusa Tbk.
Paolo Marchetti ENI
Thomas Hertweck Fugro Seismic Imaging
Paul Krajewski Gaz de France
Tamir Tal Geomage
Dan Grygier Landmark Graphics Corporation
Martin Karrenbach Paulsson Geophysical Services Inc. (P/GSI)

Seismic Reservoir 2020
Wawan Gunawan A. Kadir Institut Teknologi Bandung (ITB)

EPTC Pertamina Research Corporation
Eduardo Lopes de Faria Petrobras
Martin Widmaier Petroleum Geo-Services (PGS)
Gerd Rybarczyk Petrologic Geophysical Services
Matthias Riede RWE Dea AG
Ahmed Marzoug Saudi Aramco
François Audebert Total S.A.
Henning Trappe TEEC

COMPUTING FACILITIES

The Hamburg group has access to a 24 nodes (8 CPUs and 64 GB each) NEC SX-6 supercomputer at the
German Computer Center for Climate Research (Deutsches Klimarechenzentrum, DKRZ) for numerically
intensive calculations, and also to a SUN Linux cluster with 256 nodes (2 dual core Opteron, 16 GB
each). A SUN Fire X4600 (8 dual core Opteron, 32 GB) is exclusively available for the group’s computing
demands. Additional computer facilities consist of several SUN workstations and Linux PCs.

The research activities of the Campinas Group are carried out in the Computational Geophysics Labora-
tory. The Lab has many PC Linux workstations and Sun Ultra 60/80 workstations connected by a dedicated
network, suitable for parallel processing. Educational grants provide seismic packages from leading com-
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panies such as Landmark and Paradigm. Besides State Government funds, substantial support both for
equipment and also scholarships are provided by the Brazilian Oil Company Petrobras. An extension of
the Lab with substantial increase of computer power and space is being built in the new facilities of the
Center of Petroleum Studies. The new Lab, expected to be in operation next year, will also have remote
access to the computing facilities of the Petrobras Research Center in Rio de Janeiro.

In Karlsruhe, the research project uses computer facilities that consist of mainly Hewlett-Packard, Sili-
con Graphics, and Linux workstations. These are networked with a local compute server, a Silicon Graphics
Origin 3200 (6 processors, 4 GB shared memory). For large-scale computational tasks, a Hewlett-Packard
XC 6000 Linux cluster is available on campus. It is currently equipped with 128 nodes (allowing a theo-
retical peak power of 1.9 Tflops), 2 TB memory, and a 10 TB Lustre file system.

The main computing facility at the Geophysics Graduation Program in Belém is the Seismic Processing
Lab (ProSis). The hardware resources include: workstations (RS3600) from IBM and a SUN SparkStation
20, all networked to a local server SUN Enterprise-3500 with 2 processors; several networked Linux-
PCs; for large-scale applications, a cluster of PCs with 20 dual-processor nodes. The proprietary software
packages available for seismic applications are ProMAX, Disco-Focus, and Gocad.

The Institute of Geophysics at TU Bergakademie Freiberg is equipped with 21 Linux PCs with Intel
dual- and quad-core processors. They are linked by GBit Ethernet and are used for small-scale compu-
tations. For large-scale computations, the Freiberg group has access to the Chemnitz High performance
Linux Cluster (CHiC). Furthermore, it is planned to use the SGI Altix 4700 at the ZIH (Zentrum für Infor-
mationsdienste und Hochleistungsrechnen), TU Dresden.





WIT research personnel

Rafael Aleixo received a B.Sc. (2003) in Mathematics and an M.Sc. (2007) in Applied Mathematics from
University of Campinas (UNICAMP), Brazil. Since 2007 he has been a Ph.D. student at UNICAMP. His
research interests include seismic imaging methods, seismic modeling, anisotropy, and image-wave propa-
gation. He is a member of SEG, EAGE, SBGf, and SBMAC.

Daniela Amazonas graduated in Mathematics (2004) and received her M.Sc. in Geophysics (2007), both
from Federal University of Pará (UFPa), Belém, Brazil, where she is working toward a Ph.D. in seismic
methods. Her research interests are concentrated in wave-equation migration methods. She is a member of
SEG and SBGf.

Denis Anikiev is studying for a bachelor degree at the Department of Physics of Earth at St.Petersburg
State University, Russia. He participated in an exchange program with Hamburg University in 2006,2007
during his work on the "Localization of Seismic Events by Diffraction Stacking". His present research
interests include localization of seismic events, inverse problems for acoustic media, and virtual source
technology. He is a student member of SEG, EAGE, SPE.

Mikhail Baykulov received his diploma in geophysics in 2004 from Saratov State University, Russia.
He confirmed his diploma in 2005 at the University of Hamburg with a thesis on the "Application of the
CRS stack to reflection data from the crystalline crust of Northern Germany". Since 2005 he has been a
Ph.D. student at the University of Hamburg. His present research interests include CRS imaging, migration
velocity analysis, and depth inversion applied to deep seismic reflection data.

Ricardo Biloti received his B.Sc.(1995), M.Sc. (1998) as well as Ph.D. (2001) in Applied Mathematics
from the State University of Campinas (UNICAMP), Brazil. He worked at Federal University of Paraná
(UFPR), Brazil, as an Adjoint Professor, at the Department of Mathematics, from May 2002 to September
2005, when he joined Unicamp as an Assistant Professor. He has been a collaborator of the Campinas
Group since his Ph.D. His research areas are multiparametric imaging methods, like CRS for instance. He
has been working on estimating kinematic traveltime attributes and on inverting them to construct velocity
models. He is also interested in Numerical Analysis, Numerical Linear Algebra, and Fractals. He is a
member of SBMAC (Brazilian Society of Applied Mathematics), SIAM and SEG.

Thomas Bohlen received a Diploma of Geophysics (1994) and a Ph.D. (1998) from the University of
Kiel, Germany. Since 2006 he is a Professor of Geophysics at the Institute of Geophysics at the Technical
University Freiberg where he is the head of the seismics and seismology working groups. His research
interests and experience include: seismic modelling, full waveform inversion, surface wave inversion and
tomography, reflection seismic imaging. He is a member of SEG, EAGE, AGU, ASA, and DGG (member
of the executive board).

Jessé Carvalho Costa received his diploma in Physics in 1983 from the Physics Department, Federal Uni-
versity of Pará (UFPA) and a Doctor degree in Geophysics in 1993 from the Geophysics Department at the
same University. He was a Summer Student at Schlumberger Cambridge Research in 1991 and 1992. He
spent 1994 and 1995 as a post-doc in the Stanford Tomography Project at Stanford University. He held a
faculty position the Physics Department at UFPA from 1989 to 2003. Currently his is Associate Professor
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in the Geophysics Department, UFPA. His fields of interest include seismic anisotropy, traveltime tomog-
raphy and seismic modeling.

Pedro Chira Oliva, received his diploma in Geological Engineering (UNI-Peru/1996). He received his
MSc., in 1997 and PhD., in 2003, both in Geophysics, from Federal University of Pará (UFPA/Brazil). He
took part of the scientific research project "3D Zero-Offset Common-Reflection-Surface (CRS) stacking"
(2000-2002) sponsored by Oil Company ENI (AGIP Division - Italy) and the University of Karlsruhe (Ger-
many). Currently he is full Professor at the Institute of Coastal Studies (IECOS) of UFPA. His research
interests include seismic stacking and seismic modeling. He is member of GOCAD consortium (France)
and SBGf.

Joõ Carlos Ribeiro Cruz received a BSc (1986) in geology, a MSc (1989), and a PhD (1994) in geophysics
from the Federal University of Pará (UFPA), Brazil. From 1991 to 1993 he was with the reflection seismic
research group of the University of Karlsruhe, Germany, while developing his PhD thesis. Since 1996 he
has been full professor at the geophysical department of the UFPA. His current research interests include
velocity estimation, seismic imaging, and application of inverse theory to seismic problems.

Sergius Dell received a Diploma in Physics from the University of Ekaterinburg (Russia) in 1997. Cur-
rently, he is a Diploma student in Geophysics at the University of Hamburg. His primary research interest
is seismic imaging, and his Diploma thesis deals with CRS stacking and time migration.

Denise De Nil received a diploma in geophysics from Ruhr-Universität Bochum in 2001 with a theoretical
and numerical thesis on surface wave progation. From 2001 to 2006 she has been a research associate at
Christian-Albrechts-Universität zu Kiel, where she has been involved with the development of new ana-
lyzing techniques for low quality data in ocean bottom, tunnel and borehole seismics. Since 2006 she is
a research associate at Technische Universität Bergakademie Freiberg. Her present research focusses on
tunnel seismics and numerical modeling of seismic wave propagation. She is a member of Deutsche Geo-
physikalische Gesellschaft.

Stefan Dümmong received his diploma in Geophysics in 2006 from the University of Hamburg. Since
2006 he is PhD student in the Institute of Geophysics at the University of Hamburg. His research interests
are imaging procedures and multiple removal techniques. He is a member of EAGE.

Tatjana Feskova is diploma student at the Geophysical Institute, Karlsruhe University. Since 2006 she is a
research student in the working group ’Seismic rock physics’. Her research topics include finite-differecne
modeling and effective media theories.

Dirk Gajewski received a diploma in geophysics in 1981 from Clausthal Technical University and a PhD
from Karlsruhe University in 1987. Since 1993, he has been associate Professor (Applied Geophysics)
at Hamburg University. After his PhD, he spent two years at Stanford University and at the Center for
Computational Seismology at the Lawrence Berkeley Lab in Berkeley, California. From 1990 until 1992,
he worked as an assistant professor at Clausthal Technical University. His research interests include high-
frequency assymptotics, seismic modeling, and processing of seismic data from isotropic and anisotropic
media. Together with Ivan Psencîk, he developed the ANRAY program package. He is a member of
AGU, DGG, EAGE, and SEG, and serves as an Associate Editor for Geophysical Prospecting (section
anisotropy).

German Garabito received his BSc (1986) in Geology from University Tomás Frias (UTF), Bolivia, his
MSc in 1997 and PhD in 2001 both in Geophysics from the Federal University of Pará (UFPA), Brazil.
Since 2002 he has been full professor at the geophysical department of UFPA. His research interests are
data-driven seismic imaging methods such as the Common-Refection-Surface (CRS) method and velocity
model inversion. He is a member of SEG, EAGE and SBGF.

Håvar Gjøystdal is Research Manager of Seismic Modelling at NORSAR in Kjeller, near Oslo. He also
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holds an adjunct position of Professor of Geophysics at the Department of Earth Science, University of
Bergen. In 1977 he joined NORSAR and started building up research activities within the field of seismic
modelling, which to-day include both R&D projects and services and software products for the petroleum
industry. Key topics are ray tracing, seismic tomography, and time lapse seismic modelling. He is a mem-
ber of SEG and OSEG.

Anderson B. Gomes obtained his Bachelor Degree in Mathematics in 2004, and his Masters Degree in
Geophysics in 2006, both in the University of Pará (UFPA), Brazil. Presently, he is a doctor student in the
Graduate Course in Geophysics of UFPA in the area of seismic methods applied to oil and gas exploration.
He is member of SEG and of SBGF.

Ellen de Nazaré Souza Gomes received her diploma in Mathematics in 1990 from University of Amazô-
nia. She received her Master degree in Applied Mathematics in 1999 from the Mathematics Departament,
Federal University of Pará. In 2003, she received her Doctor degree in Geophysics from Geophysics De-
partment at the same University. Her fields of interest are anisotropy and seismic modeling. She has been
professor at the Federal University of Pará since 1997.

Olaf Hellwig studied geophysics at TU Bergakademie Freiberg, Germany. Between 2004 and 2005 he
spent one year at NTNU Trondheim, Norway. He received his diploma in geophysics in 2007. Since 2008
he is Ph.D. student in the Institute of Geophysics at TU Bergakademie Freiberg. His research interests
focus on modeling of seismic wave propagation in boreholes and imaging of reflectors ahead of the drill.

Einar Iversen received Cand.scient. (1984) and Dr. philos. (2002) degrees in geophysics, both from the
University of Oslo, Norway. He has worked for NORSAR since 1984 and is currently a senior research geo-
physicist within NORSAR’s Seismic Modeling Research Programme. He received the Best Paper Award
in Geophysical Prospecting in 1996. His professional interests are seismic ray theory and its application to
modeling, imaging, and parameter estimation. He is a member of SEG and EAGE.

Stefan Jetschny received a Bachelor in Geophysics in 2003 at the TU Bergakademie Freiberg. After
finishing internships at RWE Dea, Hamburg, Baker Hughes Inteq, Celle and Eastern Atlas, Berlin, he con-
tinued his studies in 2004 at the Institute of Geophysics, TU Bergakademie Freiberg. In 2005 he wrote his
Diploma thesis at Baker Hughes Inteq in Houston, USA and received a Diploma (Master) in Geophysics in
2006 at the TU Bergakademie Freiberg. His research interests focus on LWD and wireline imaging tools,
processing of borehole imaging data, 2D/3D seismic modelling of full elastic wavefields and the propaga-
tion of tunnel surface-waves. He is a member of DGG, SEG, AGU, EAGE and IAMG.

Shin Duck Kang is a new PhD candidate in the Karlsruhe WIT group. His field of interest is the imple-
mentation and application of a CRS-based 3D inversion scheme using model-based diffraction traveltimes.
This strategy allows a refinement of the results of 3D NIP-wave tomography beyond the second-order ap-
proximation inherent to the CRS methodology. He is member of EAGE and SEG.

Tina Kaschwich received her diploma in geophysics (2001) and a Ph.D. in geophysics (2006), both from
the University of Hamburg. Since 2005 she has been a research fellow at the seismic modelling group at
NORSAR, Norway. Her research interests are ray tracing and wavefront construction methods, imaging
and illumination studies for survey planning and quality control for different model and wave types. She is
a member of EAGE, OSEG and SEG.

Boris Kashtan obtained his MSc in theoretical physics from Lenigrad State University, USSR, in 1977.
A PhD (1981) and a Habilitation (1989) were granted to Boris by the same University. He is Professor at
St. Petersburg State University, Russia, and since 1996 Boris is head of the Laboratory for the Dynam-
ics of Elastic Media. His research interests are in high frequency methods, seismic modeling, inversion,
anisotropy, and imaging. He regularily visits Germany and spends from weeks to several month at the
University of Hamburg every year.
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Daniel Köhn received his diploma in geophysics from Kiel University in 2005 with a thesis on modeling
of elastic waves by finite differences on a spatially variable grid. From 2005 to 2006 he has been a PhD
student at the Institute of Geophysics at Kiel University, where he has been involved in the "Scherseis
3D" project funded by the German Research Society (DFG). Since 2007 he is a research associate at the
Technische Universität Bergakademie Freiberg. His research interests are Time-Domain-Full-Waveform-
Inversion and numerical modeling of seismic wave propagation.

André Kurzmann studied geophysics at the TU Bergakademie Freiberg. In 2006 he received his diploma
in geophysics. From 2006 to 2007 he worked in several engineering offices. His tasks were supervision,
performance and analysis of geophysical measurements. Since 2007 he is a Ph.D. student at the Institute of
Geophysics, TU Bergakademie Freiberg. His research interests focus on 2D seismic modelling of acous-
tic/elastic wavefields and 2D full waveform inversion applied to cross-hole tomography. He is a member
of AGU, IAMG and EAGE.

Isabelle Lecomte received an M.S. (1987) in geophysics, an Engineering Geophysics (1988) degree, and
a Ph.D. (1991) in geophysics, all from the University of Strasbourg, France. In 1988-1990, she worked as
a Ph.D. fellow at IFREMER/University of Strasbourg. In 1991-1992, she was a post-doctoral fellowship at
NORSAR, Norway (grant from EU in 1991, and the Research Council of Norway in 1992). Since 1993, she
joined NORSAR permanently as a senior research geophysicist in R&D seismic modelling, and is now a
principal research geophysicist. Since 2003, she is also a part-time researcher at the International Centre for
Geohazards (ICG, Oslo), acting as the theme coordinator for geophysics. She received the EAGE Eötvös
award (best paper, Geophysical Prospecting) in 2001. Her main research interests are seismic modelling
(finite-differences, ray-tracing, Eikonal solvers, hybrid RT-FD), with applications to seismic reflection,
refraction and tomography in oil exploration, and seismic imaging (generalized diffraction tomography)
including resolution studies. More recent studies concerned seismic imaging with SAR-type processing,
and simulation of PSDM images. She is a member of EAGE, OSEG, and SEG.

L.W.B. Leite is a professor of geophysics at the Graduate Course in Geophysics, and member of the De-
partment of Geophysics of the Federal University of Pará (Belem, Brazil). His main emphasis at the present
time is seismic wave propagation in thin layers for deconvolution and inversion problems.

Biswajit Mandal is a PhD student at the National Geophysical Research Institute in Hyderabad, India.
Currently, he is visiting the Karlsruhe WIT group to work on CRS-based seismic reflection imaging and
inversion methods.

Jürgen Mann received his diploma in geophysics in 1998 from the Faculty of Physics, Karlsruhe Uni-
versity, with a thesis on Seismic Image Waves. In 2002, he received a doctorate in natural sciences (with
distinction), again from the Faculty of Physics in Karlsruhe, with a thesis on the Common-Reflection-
Surface Stack method. Since 1998 he has been a research associate at Karlsruhe University, from 2001 to
2006 he was assistant to Prof. Peter Hubral. His fields of interest are seismic reflection imaging methods,
especially data-driven approaches based on kinematic wavefield attributes. He is active member of the
SEG, member of the EAGE and its research committee, and member of the editorial board of the Journal
of Seismic Exploration.

Kristina Meier is a diploma student in Geophysics at the University of Hamburg. Her research interests
are seismic imaging and velocity model building in random media. Currently, she is working with different
tomographic inversion approaches. She is a member of EAGE.

Joachim Miksat received a diploma in geophysics in 2002 from Karlsruhe University and his PhD in 2006
also from Karlsruhe University. Since then he is working as a post-doctoral fellow in Karlsruhe. His re-
search interests include numerical modeling of seismic wave propagation and earthquake seismology.

Tobias M. Müller received a diploma in geophysics in 1998 from Karlsruhe University and his PhD in
2001 from Free University Berlin. From 2002-2004 he has been a post-doctoral fellow of the Deutsche
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Forschungsgemeinschaft at Curtin University of Technology in Perth. Since 2005 he is head of the junior
research group “seismic rock physics” at the Geophysical Institute, Karlsruhe University. His research
interests include seismic waves in random media and rock physics. He is a member of DGG, EAGE, and
SEG.

Nhi Nguyen received his MSc in Continuum mechanics from University of Liege, Belgium in 2002. He
is expected to submit his PhD thesis in 2008 in Institute of Geophysics, University of Hamburg. His main
research interests are full waveform inversion, seismic modeling, seismic wave propagation in seafloor,
surface wave, borehole seismics.

Amélia Novais received her M.Sc. in Mathematics from the Brazilian Institute of Pure and Applied Mathe-
matics (IMPA) in 1993 and her PhD in Applied Mathematics from State University of Campinas (Unicamp)
in 1998. From 1996 to 2002, she was a professor for Mathematics at the Federal University of São Car-
los (UFSCar), Brasil. She has joined Unicamp in April 2002 as an Assistant Professor and since 2009 as
an Associate Professor. Her research interests focus on partial differential equations and include seismic
forward modeling and imaging. In particular, she works with finite differences to obtain the solution of
the acoustic, elastic and image wave equations, as well as with the Born and Kirchhoff approximations.
Presently, she also studies image-wave equations. She is a member of SEG, SBGf, SBMAC, and SBM.

Francisco S. Oliveira graduated in Mathematics (2002) and received his M.Sc. in Geophysics (2005)
from State University of Pará in Brazil. In 2006/2007, he was a part-time professor in the Mathematics
Department at the Federal University of Pará. Now, he is working towards a Ph.D. in seismic methods in
Federal University of Pará. His research interests are true-amplitude redatuming. He is member of SEG
and SBGf.

Rodrigo Portugal received his B.Sc. (1995), M.Sc. (1998), and PhD (2002) in Applied Mathematics from
the State University of Campinas (UNICAMP), Brasil. In his thesis he studied wavefront construction
in the 2.5D situation and its application to the four Kirchhoff operations, namely: modeling, migration,
demigration and demodeling. Currently he is an associate researcher of the Department of Geology and
Natural Resources (DGRN) at UNICAMP. His research interests include wavefront propagation, numerical
analysis, seismic imaging and inversion.

Anna Przebindowska studied geophysics at the University of Science and Technology AGH, Cracow,
Poland. Between 2006 and 2007 she spent a year at TU Bergakademie Freiberg, Germany as a Socrates-
Erasmus student. In 2008 she received her M.Sc. in geophysics with a thesis on surface wave inversion.
Since 2008 she is a research associate at the Insitute of Geophysics, TU Bergakademie Freiberg, Germany.
Her research interests focus on time-domain full-waveform inversion, traveltime tomography and seismic
modelling of acoustic/elastic wavefields.

Lúcio Tunes Santos received his B.Sc. (1982) and M.Sc. (1985) in Applied Mathematics from the State
University of Campinas (UNICAMP), Brazil. In 1991 he earned his PhD in Electrical Engineering also
from UNICAMP. From 1985 to 1988 he was employed as a Teaching Assistant at the University of Sao
Paulo (USP). Since 1988 he has been working for UNICAMP, first as an Assistant Professor and after 1999
as an Associate Professor. From 1994 to 1995 he visited Rice University as a postdoc researcher and in
1998, 1999 and 2001 he was a visiting professor at the Geophysical Institute of Karlsruhe University (Ger-
many). His professional interests include seismic modeling and imaging as well as nonlinear optimization
and fractals. He is a member of SBMAC (Brazilian Society of Computaional and Applied Mathematics)
and SEG. His present activities include the development of new approximations for the P-P reflection coef-
ficient, alternative attributes for AVO analysis, and finite-difference methods for the eikonal and transport
equations.

Jörg Schleicher received a BSc (1985) in physics, an MSc (1990) in physics, and a PhD (1993) in geo-
physics from Karlsruhe University (KU), Germany. From 1990 to 1995, he was employed as a research
fellow at KU’s Geophysical Institute. From September 1995 to September 1996, he was a visiting scien-
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tist at the Institute for Mathematics, Statistics, and Scientific Computing of State University of Campinas
(IMECC/UNICAMP) in Brazil with joint grants from the Brazilian Research Council CNPq and Alexan-
der von Humboldt foundation. Since October 1996, he has been employed as an Associate Professor for
Applied Mathematics at IMECC/UNICAMP. In 1998, he received SEG’s J. Clarence Karcher Award. His
research interests include all forward and inverse seismic methods, in particular Kirchhoff modeling and
imaging, amplitude-preserving imaging methods, ray tracing, and model-independent stacking. He is a
member of SEG, EAGE, DGG, SBGf, and SBMAC.

Francisco de Assis da Silva Neto holds a Bsc. in Physics (2001) from Federal University of Para, and an
Msc. in Geophysics (2004) from the same university. He is currently working towards his PhD in Geo-
physics. His main research interests include high performance computing, seismic modeling and seismic
imaging. Today he is member of SEG and SBGf.

Mehrdad Soleimani is a PhD student at the Shahrood University of Technology, Shahrood, Iran. In 2008,
he has been visiting scientist in the Karlsruhe WIT group. He focussed on an alternative strategy for the
Common-Reflection-Surface stack to resolve conflicting dip situations and to enhance diffraction events.

Ekkehart Tessmer received an MSc in 1983 in geophysics from Hamburg University and a PhD in 1990
from Hamburg University. Since 1990, he has been senior research scientist at the Institute of Geophysics
at Hamburg University. Since 1994, he has a university staff position. His research interests include ex-
ploration seismology, seismic and electromagnetic wave propagation simulation, and migration. He is a
member of DGG, EAGE, and SEG.

Martin Tygel received his B.Sc. in physics from Rio de Janeiro State University in 1969, his M.Sc. in
1976 and Ph.D. in 1979 from Stanford University, both in Mathematics. He was a visiting professor at
the Federal University of Bahia (PPPG/UFBa), Brazil, from 1981 to 1983 and at the Geophysical Institute
of Karlsruhe University, Germany, in 1990. In 1984, he joined Campinas State University (UNICAMP)
as an associate professor and since 1992 as a full professor in Applied Mathematics. Professor Tygel has
been an Alexander von Humboldt fellow from 1985 to 1987. In that period, he conducted research at the
German Geological Survey (BGR) in Hannover. From 1995 to 1999, he was the president of the Brazilian
Society of Applied Mathematics (SBMAC). In 2002, he received EAGE’s Conrad Schlumberger Award,
and in 2007 the Lifetime Achievement Award by the Brazilian Geophysical Society (SBGf). Prof. Tygel’s
research interests are in seismic processing, imaging and inversion. Emphasis is aimed on methods and
algorithms that have a sound wave-theoretical basis and also find significant practical application. These
include, for example, the unified approach of seismic reflection imaging (problem-specific combinations
of true-amplitude migration and demigration) and, more recently, data-driven seismic imaging approaches
such as the Common Reflection Surface (CRS) method. Prof. Tygel is a member of SEG, EAGE, SBGf,
and SBMAC.

Claudia Vanelle received her diploma in physics in 1997 and her Ph.D. in 2002, both from the University
of Hamburg. Since 1997 she has been a research associate at the University of Hamburg and since 1998 at
the Institute of Geophysics in Hamburg, where she was raised to a senior staff position in 2006. In 2002
she received the Shell She-Study-Award in appreciation of her Ph.D. thesis. Her scientific interests focus
on true-amplitude migration, multiparameter stacking, ray method, and anisotropy. She is a member of
EAGE and SEG.

Ines Veile is a diploma student in the Karlsruhe WIT group. She works on alternative strategies for
minimum-aperture true-amplitude Kirchhoff depth migration based on the concepts of the double-diffraction
stack method. She is member of EAGE and SEG.

Markus von Steht received his diploma in geophysics in Febuary 2005 from the University of Karlsruhe
(TH). The field of study focused on the handling of rugged topography in the CRS stack and its application
to synthetic and real data. In February 2008 he received his doctorate in natural sciences from the Uni-
versity of Karlsruhe (TH). His thesis deals with the development of a CO CRS stack to handle VSP and
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multi-component data. He is member of EAGE and SEG.

Mi-Kyung Yoon received her diploma from the Technical University of Berlin. From 2001 to 2005 she
worked in the imaging group of the Free University of Berlin. She finished her PhD thesis in February,
2005. Since April 2005 she is working as a research scientist at the Institute of Geophysics in Hamburg.





List of WIT sponsors in 2008

Addax Petroleum Services Ltd.
16, avenue Eugène-Pittard
P.O.Box 265
1211 Geneva 12
Switzerland
Contact: Dr. Andreas Hölker
Tel: +41 - 22 - 702 - 6428
Fax: +41 - 22 - 702 - 9590
E-mail: andreas.hoelker@addaxpetroleum.com

Anadarko Petroleum Corp.
1201 Lake Robbins Dr.
The Woodlands, TX 77380
USA
Contact: Dr. Roger L. Reagan / Dr. Riaz Ala’i
Tel: +1 832 636 1347 / +1 832 636 1550
Fax: +1 832 636 8075
E-mail: Roger.Reagan,Riaz.Alai@anadarko.com

PT Elnusa Tbk.
Graha Elnusa 13-14 fl
Jl. TB Simatupang Kav 1 B
Jakarta Selatan 12560
Indonesia
Contact: Muhammad Jauzi Arif
Tel: +62 - 21 - 78830866
Fax: +62 - 21 - 78831072
E-mail: mjauzi@geosains.com

Eni - Divisione Exploration & Production
AESI/E&P
Via Emilia 1
20097 San Donato Milanese MI
Italy
Contact: Mr. Paolo Marchetti
Tel: +39 2 520 62827
Fax: +39 2 520 63891
E-mail: Paolo.Marchetti@eni.it
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Fugro Seismic Imaging Ltd
Horizon House, Azalea Drive
Swanley, Kent BR8 8JR
United Kingdom
Contact: Dr. Thomas Hertweck
Tel: +44 1322 668011
Fax: +44 1322 613650
E-mail: Thomas.Hertweck@fugro-fsi.com

Gaz de France
Produktion Exploration Deutschland GmbH
Waldstr. 39
49808 Lingen
Germany
Contact: Mr. Paul Krajewski
Tel: +49 591 612381
Fax: +49 591 6127000
E-mail: P.Krajewski@gdfsuezep.com

Geomage 2003 Ltd.
Beit Lotem
Shilat Business Park
Modi’in 71700
Israel
Contact: Mr. Emil Guberman
Tel: +972 (8) - 979 0605
Fax: +972 (8) - 928 5525
E-mail: info@geomage.com

Landmark Graphics Corp.
1805 Shea Center Drive
Suite 400
Denver, CO 80129
USA
Contact: Mr. Dan Grygier
Tel: +1 303 488 3979
Fax: +1 303 796 0807
E-mail: DGrygier@lgc.com

Paulsson Geophysical Services Inc. (P/GSI)
Seismic Reservoir 2020 Inc.
1215 West Lambert Road
Brea, CA 92821-2819
USA
Contact: Dr. Björn Paulsson, Dr. Martin Karrenbach
Tel: +1 562 697 9711
Fax. +1 562 697 9773
E-mail: Bjorn.Paulsson,Martin.Karrenbach@paulsson.com
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Institut Teknologi Bandung (ITB)
EPTC Pertamina Research Cooperation
Basic Science Center B Building, 2nd floor
Jalan Ganesha 10, Bandung 40135
Indonesia
Contact: Dr. Wawan Gunawan A. Kadir
Tel: +62 - 22 - 2534137
Fax: +62 - 22 - 2509168
E-mail: wawan, rachmat@gf.itb.ac.id

Petrobras - CENPES/PDEX/GEOF
Av. Hum, quadra 7 s/n, Cidade Universitária
Illha do Fundão
CEP 21.941-598 - Rio de Janeiro, RJ
Brazil
Contact: Eduardo Lopes de Faria
Tel: +55 21 3865 4
Fax: +55 21 3865 4739
E-mail: Eduardo.Faria@petrobras.com.br

PGS Geophysical AS
Strandveien 4
P.O. Box 354
1326 Lysaker
Norway
Contact: Dr. Martin Widmaier
Tel: +47 6751 4511
Fax. +47 6752 6640
E-mail: Martin.Widmaier@pgs.com

Petrologic Geophysical Services GmbH
Karl-Wiechert-Allee 76
30625 Hannover
Germany
Contact: Dr. Gerd Rybarczyk
Tel: +49 511 541 3917
Fax. +49 511 541 3917
E-mail: gr@petrologic.de

RWE Dea AG
Central Western Europe
Exploration
Überseering 40
22297 Hamburg
Germany
Contact: Dr. Matthias Riede
Tel: +49 40 6375 2166
Fax: +49 40 6375 3164
E-mail: Matthias.Riede@rwe.com
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Saudi Aramco
Geophysical Research & Development Division
P.O. Box 750
Dhahran 31311
Saudi Arabia
Contact: Dr. Mohammed N. Alfaraj
Tel: +966 8747262
Fax: +966 38731020
E-mail: farajmn@mail.aramco.com.sa

TOTAL SA
Geophysical Operations and Technology
Avenue Larribau
64018 Pau Cedex
France
Contact: Dr. Fraņois Audebert
Tel: +33 5 59 83 52 71
Fax: +33 5 59 83 42 14
E-mail: Francois.Audebert@total.com

Trappe Erdöl Erdgas Consulting
Burgwedelerstr. 89
D-30916 Isernhagen HB
Germany
Contact: Dr. Henning Trappe
Tel: +49 511 724 0452
Fax. +49 511 724 0465
E-mail: Trappe@teec.de
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